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[Brazilian President] Lula [da Silva] has tried to compensate for 
his macroeconomic orthodoxy with innovative social initia-
tives. . . . At the end of the day, however, perhaps his most impor-
tant achievement on this front will be the generalization of the 
Bolsa Familia initiative, which was copied directly from the anti-
poverty program of [right- wing] Mexican Presidents Ernesto 
Zedillo and Vicente Fox. This is a successful, innovative welfare 
program, but as neoliberal and scantly revolutionary as one  
can get.

—  Jorge G. Castañeda, former Mexican foreign minister and expert 
on the Latin American left

Despite its absence of ample, general and unrestricted universality, 
the Bolsa Familia program, because of characteristics such as its 
search for equality, its breadth of coverage, its attention to children 
and women and its non- contributory nature can be classified as a 
social democratic policy for the contemporary period.

— Déborah Thomé, Brazilian social policy scholar



Chapter 1

Introduction

Conditional Cash Transfers and Latin America’s Left Turn

Covering 56 million people or slightly more than a quarter of Brazil’s pop-
ulation in 2015, Bolsa Família (Family Scholarship) is one of the world’s 
largest and most heralded anti- poverty programs. It is perhaps the most 
famous example of a conditional cash transfer (CCT) program, a home-
grown Latin American social policy innovation that seeks to simultane-
ously reduce poverty and increase educational attainment by awarding 
poor families regular stipends on the condition that their children attend 
school. In the immediate term, cash transfers relieve poverty by boosting 
family incomes. In the long term, the requirement that beneficiary chil-
dren remain in school is expected to increase their human capital, which 
should, in turn, improve their earnings prospects and thus prevent them 
from growing up to be poor adults.

The intellectual authorship of CCTs remains contested. Brazilians would 
disagree with Jorge Castañeda’s statement above, noting that by the time 
Mexico adopted the world’s first nationwide CCT, Progresa/Oportunidades 
(To Progress/Opportunities), in 1997, several Brazilian cities had been 
operating their own subnational CCTs for almost two years.1 What is not 
contested, however, is the overwhelming popularity of CCTs— among gov-
ernments, international institutions, and, most importantly, beneficiaries. 
In a clear example of policy diffusion, these programs spread quickly, first 
across Latin America (Sugiyama 2011) and later around the world (Brooks 
2015). In 1997, 1.5 million Brazilians and Mexicans, roughly 0.3% of the 
region’s population, were enrolled in CCTs. By 2015, 131.8 million people 
across Latin America, or about one in five people, were enrolled in such 
programs (see fig. 1– 1). Their success in the region prompted governments 
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in settings as diverse as sub- Saharan Africa, Southeast Asia, and even New 
York City to enact their own programs. By 2015, 40 countries around the 
world operated CCTs (Morais 2017, 29).2

Returning to the quotes above, there is evidence supporting both of 
these seemingly contradictory statements. In line with Castañeda’s observa-
tion, Bolsa Família, like Progresa/Oportunidades, constitutes a market- 
based or “neoliberal” approach to combating poverty. Both programs target 
the poorest members of society. More specifically, they focus on the so- 
called deserving poor— those who are poor through no fault of their own 
(children)— and are conditional on beneficiaries actively taking steps to 
overcome their situation (by staying in school). Their ultimate goal is to 
equip beneficiaries with the tools needed to “lift themselves up by their 
bootstraps.” Both assume that families, as units made up of rational actors, 
understand their needs better than the government ever could and thus 
award cash rather than in- kind benefits. And, in line with neoliberal con-
cerns over budgets and deficits, these programs are cheap, especially when 
compared to growing pension expenditures (Cecchini and Atuesta 2017).

Yet not all CCTs are created equal. Brazil and Mexico’s CCTs differ sig-
nificantly with regard to targeting, conditionality, and stipend structure. In 
terms of targeting, whereas Mexico relies on a stringent means test, Brazil 
enrolls beneficiaries based on self- reported incomes. With regard to condi-
tionality enforcement, whereas in Mexico noncompliance immediately 
leads to the loss of that month’s benefits, initial noncompliance in Brazil 
merely leads to a warning. A second violation within six months of that 
warning leads only to a one- month delay in benefits. Only after a third vio-
lation are benefits lost for the month. Mexico’s program expels beneficiaries 
for the remainder of the school year if they violate conditionality three 
times or accumulate 12 unexcused absences. In Brazil, expulsion for non-
compliance occurs after five violations but is in practice uncommon. In 
general, whereas Mexico adopts a strict (critics would say punitive) 
approach to conditionality enforcement, noncompliance in Brazil is treated 
as a sign that a family faces an additional vulnerability. A social worker is 
dispatched to help the parents overcome the difficulties preventing them 
from sending their children to school.

The programs also differ in terms of stipend structure. Because the 
opportunity costs associated with choosing school over work increase as 
students become older, Mexico’s stipends increase with each grade. And, 
because women have historically received less schooling than men, they 
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receive larger stipends. Bolsa Família, in contrast, provides a flat stipend for 
each child under 15, though 16 and 17 year olds do receive a more generous 
stipend. The program also provides a supplemental subsidy determined on 
a case- by- case basis for families that remain in extreme poverty despite 
receiving Bolsa Família. Furthermore, with the intent of providing a mini-
mum income floor for all Brazilians, Bolsa Família provides an uncondi-
tional base stipend for all households living in extreme poverty, even if they 
do not have children.

These differences reflect the contradiction at the heart of the twin goals 
of reducing poverty in the short term and increasing human capital over the 
long run (Soares, Ribas, and Osório 2010). If the priority is to reduce pov-
erty as much as possible, it is counterproductive to revoke the benefits of 
noncompliers, as they tend to be the most vulnerable members of society. 
In contrast, given the effectiveness of conditioning benefits (Schady and 
Araujo 2008; Baird, McIntosh, and Özler 2011; de Brauw and Hoddinott 

Figure 1- 1. CCT Coverage in Latin America, 1996– 2015
(Percentage of Total Population and Millions of People)
Source: Cecchini and Atuesta (2017, 22), based on Non- contributory Social Protection 
Programmes Database (CEPAL 2018).
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2011; Baird et al. 2014; Paiva et al. 2016), strict enforcement makes sense 
when building human capital is the main priority. CCT design can be tai-
lored to prioritize one objective over the other. Whereas Mexico chose to 
emphasize human capital through strict conditionality, Brazil chose to 
emphasize poverty reduction and consciously took steps toward guarantee-
ing a minimum income floor. In that sense, Bolsa Família constitutes a step 
(albeit a modest one) toward shielding Brazilians from the market. It can, 
therefore, be considered, as Déborah Thomé argues in the quote above, “a 
social democratic policy.”

In a nutshell, this book argues that there exist two distinct models of 
CCTs in Latin America and the choice of model is determined by govern-
ment ideology. Whereas the right was attracted to CCTs for their potential 
to boost human capital, the left was attracted to their potential to reduce 
poverty and saw them as a step in the direction of providing an universal 
income floor (see table 1– 1). The “human capital” model, pioneered by 
Mexico’s right, focuses on using conditionality to incentivize school atten-
dance among a narrowly targeted segment of the population. The more 
expansive “basic income” model, pioneered by Brazil’s left, focuses on 
relieving poverty by providing a minimum safety net for a broad segment of 
the population. This pattern was not unique to Mexico and Brazil. Drawing 
on cross- national quantitative analyses covering the entire region and in- 
depth case studies of Argentina, Bolivia, and Costa Rica based on original 
field research, this book will show that, across the region, left- wing govern-
ments enacted more expansive and universalistic CCTs than their centrist 
and right- wing counterparts.

This finding addresses a major gap in the recent literature on the politics 
of social policy in the region. Past research has produced substantial evi-
dence that left- wing governments are more likely to expand social policy 
and, as a result, have reduced poverty and inequality more than their cen-
trist or right- wing counterparts (Birdsall, Lustig, and McLeod 2012; Huber 
and Stephens 2012). Surprisingly, however, no relationship was found 
between presidential ideology and the adoption of CCTs (Díaz- Cayeros 
and Magaloni 2009; Sugiyama 2011), the most progressive policy available 
to Latin American governments (Goñi, López, and Servén 2008, 20; Lindert, 
Skoufias, and Shapiro 2006, 71).

In highlighting the existence of two models of CCTs, the book clarifies 
the relationship between the widespread election of left- wing leaders in the 
2000s (the so- called left turn) and the diffusion of CCTs, two of the most 
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important developments in Latin American politics during the 2000s. This 
relationship was not straightforward or mechanical. Precisely because of its 
programmatic commitment to universalism and distaste for narrow target-
ing, Latin America’s left was initially hesitant to embrace what turned out to 
be the most effective policy in its arsenal. Given this initial opposition, the 
left turn might well have put a brake on CCT diffusion. Prominent left- wing 
politicians in Brazil and Mexico, the two countries most closely associated 
with these programs, originally opposed CCTs. Left- wing presidents in 
Argentina and Bolivia were among the last major political actors in their 
countries to support CCTs. Moreover, the cases of Venezuela and Nicara-
gua show that the left’s rise could spell the end for existing programs. The 
spread of CCTs in countries governed by the left during the second half of 
the 2000s was contingent on Brazilian center- left President Luiz Inácio Lula 
da Silva (2003– 10), who was originally skeptical of CCTs, ultimately 
embracing the CCT programs he inherited and adapting them in a basic 
income direction. Only once CCTs had been shown to advance their pro-
grammatic goals did left- wing politicians truly embrace them.

More broadly, the book demonstrates that government ideology contin-
ues to be a major factor in shaping social policy in Latin America. The dif-
fusion of CCTs and the basic income model in particular offer strong evi-
dence against the claim that globalization, which pits developing countries 
against one other in competition for foreign investment, has sparked a 
social policy “race to the bottom” (Rudra 2008). It would be a mistake to 

Table 1– 1. Models of CCTs
 Human Capital CCTs Basic Income CCTs

Central Goal Conditionality to promote 
human capital accumulation 
and, over the long run, pre-
vent intergenerational poverty

Transfers as a tool to relieve 
short- term poverty and, over 
the long run, create a basic 
income floor

Targeting Narrower (focused on groups 
with human capital 
deficiencies)

Broader (aiming to build univer-
sal safety net)

Stipend Structure Variable (compensates for 
opportunity cost of not 
working)

Uniform across beneficiaries

Conditionality Strictly enforced and punitive Less rigorously enforced, non-
compliance seen as evidence 
of vulnerability

Ideology of Proponents Right and center Left
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argue (as the Latin American left initially did) that the diffusion of CCTs 
constitutes an example of convergence toward a “neoliberal bottom” inas-
much as it involves the spread of means- tested, targeted programs. CCTs 
are rules- based entitlements that extended social policy to Latin America’s 
neediest populations, which have historically been excluded from govern-
ment benefits.

By demonstrating that diffusion of CCTs was mediated by government 
ideology, this book also warns against making excessively sharp distinc-
tions between domestic and international drivers of policy change. Yes, the 
spread of CCTs was an example of policy diffusion: over the span of little 
more than a decade, the vast majority of the region’s countries came to pos-
sess a similar policy that had not even existed years earlier. But diffusion 
occurred along two tracks. Ideology determined which foreign actors were 
seen as credible and which policies were perceived worthy of emulating. 
The center and right were eager to copy Mexico’s program and work with 
the World Bank and the Inter- American Development Bank. The left was 
skeptical of the Mexican right’s policies and international financial institu-
tions but highly receptive to ideas emanating from Lula’s Brazil. Thus, both 
international influences and domestic politics mattered.

1.1 Two Transformations: CCT Diffusion and the Left Turn

Latin America underwent two major transformations during the 2000s: the 
diffusion of CCTs and the left turn (see fig. 1– 2). The basic facts are as fol-
lows: starting with Mexico in 1997, most of the region’s countries came to 
adopt their own CCTs. These programs have significantly boosted the 
incomes of the poorest Latin Americans and in the process caused signifi-
cant reductions in poverty (Stampini and Tornarolli 2012) and inequality 
(Soares et al. 2009; Lustig, López- Calva, and Ortiz- Juarez 2013) all while 
boosting school enrollment and attendance (Baird et al. 2014; García and 
Saavedra 2017; Bastagli et al. 2019). The spread of highly progressive CCTs 
constitutes a pathbreaking development in the region’s social policy, which 
has historically neglected the poor in favor of the better off (Lindert, Skou-
fias, and Shapiro 2006; Haggard and Kaufman 2008).

As Latin American social policy was undergoing this “quiet transforma-
tion,” the region’s electoral politics underwent a much louder (and at times 
strident) transformation. In arguably the most important leadership shift in 
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Latin American politics since democratization in the 1980s, the left, which 
many believed had become irrelevant in the aftermath of market reforms 
and the collapse of communism, experienced a resurgence. Beginning in 
1998 with the election of Hugo Chávez (1999– 2013) in Venezuela, voters 
across the region elected left- of- center governments that campaigned on 
promises of higher social spending and income redistribution. By 2009, at 
the peak of the left turn, nearly two- thirds of Latin Americans lived under 
a leftist government (see fig. 1– 3).

This naturally raises the question— what is the relationship between the 
diffusion of CCTs and the left turn? In answering that question, the book 
tackles a broader question: What is the effect of government ideology and, 
more specifically, leftist governments on social policy under globalization?

Political science research provides a priori reasons to expect a relation-
ship between these two trends. The election of left- wing and labor- backed 

Figure 1- 2. Number of Countries with CCTs and Left- Wing Presidents in Latin 
America (1996– 2015)
Sources: News reports and Dataset on Political Ideology of Presidents and Parties in Latin 
America (Murillo, Oliveros, and Vaishnav 2010).
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governments was central to the emergence and expansion of social policy 
in both industrialized (Stephens 1979; Korpi 1983; Esping- Andersen 1985; 
Hicks 1999; Huber and Stephens 2001) and Latin American countries 
(Segura- Ubiergo 2007; Haggard and Kaufman 2008; Huber and Stephens 
2012) during the previous century. However, there is evidence that the con-
straints of globalization and economic liberalization have since weakened 
or even completely eliminated ideology’s effect on social policy in both 
industrialized (Pierson 1996; Huber and Stephens 2001) and Latin Ameri-
can countries (Madrid 2003; Kaufman and Nelson 2004; Weyland 2004; 
Brooks 2009).3 Some scholars have gone so far as to argue that globalization 
sparks a social policy “race to the bottom” (Rudra 2008), whereby pressure 
to attract and retain footloose global capital leads governments to cut social 
spending (Garrett 2001).

Research on Latin America has pushed back against these claims, find-
ing that left- wing and labor- allied governments continue to enact more 
egalitarian social policies than their nonleft counterparts (Castiglioni 2005; 
Huber and Stephens 2012; Pribble 2013; Martínez Franzoni and Sánchez- 
Ancochea 2016). Further, left- wing governments during the 2000s outper-
formed center and right governments in terms of reducing poverty and 
inequality (Cornia 2010; Birdsall, Lustig, and McLeod 2012).

At first glance, that the diffusion of CCTs coincided with the left turn 
appears to support the view that ideology continues to influence social pol-
icy (Lavinas 2013a). It is thus puzzling that past research has consistently 
found no relationship between CCT adoption and government ideology 
(Díaz- Cayeros and Magaloni 2009; Sugiyama 2011; Brooks 2015). The 
seeming absence of a relationship between left governments and the most 
progressive policy available to Latin American governments (Goñi, López, 
and Servén 2008, 20; Lindert, Skoufias, and Shapiro 2006, 71) is the central 
puzzle that this book seeks to explain.

1.2 Conditional Cash Transfer Programs

CCTs marked a pathbreaking development for Latin American social pol-
icy for two reasons: their progressivity and their use of transparent rules to 
select beneficiaries. With regard to the former, CCTs provide safety nets for 
groups that have traditionally been excluded or, at the very least, under-
served by the region’s social policy, namely the rural poor, urban shanty-
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town dwellers, and informal- sector workers. On the latter point, rather 
than a privilege dependent upon support for a particular politician or party, 
CCTs constitute entitlements targeted to individuals based on predeter-
mined objective criteria such as age, poverty, and gender.

Not only has the region historically been the world’s most unequal, its 
governments have pursued social policies aptly described as “reverse Robin 
Hood” (Lindert, Skoufias, and Shapiro 2006, 13) in that they primarily ben-
efit the economically well off and politically organized (Mesa- Lago 1978) at 
the expense of the neediest.4 This regressivity stems from a mismatch 
between the region’s labor markets and the way in which social policies are 
organized and paid for, the region’s welfare regime. In enacting welfare poli-
cies, such as healthcare and pensions, most of the region’s countries emu-
lated Southern Europe in establishing systems in which a family’s benefits 
were financed primarily through deductions to a presumed (male) bread-
winner’s salary. This model clashes with the reality of the region’s labor mar-
kets, which have historically had high levels of informality (Barrientos 
2004, 2009). This mismatch worsened following the 1980s debt crisis and 
subsequent market reforms. Trade liberalization, the elimination of subsi-
dies for domestic- oriented firms, and massive public- sector layoffs dramat-
ically increased the share of the region’s population employed in the infor-
mal sector and thus excluded from contributory government benefits.

In contrast to traditional social policy, CCTs explicitly target low- 
income households regardless of labor market status. Whereas about 80% 
of contributory pensions and 65% of unemployment benefits are spent on 
the richest 40% of the population, about 75% of CCT stipends go to the 
poorest 40% (Goñi, López, and Servén 2008, 20). In contrast to traditional 
policies, which reflect the interests of urban groups (Haggard and Kaufman 
2008), CCTs exhibit a rural bias (Robles, Rubio, and Stampini 2019).

Still, these policies are no panacea. While highly progressive, they rep-
resent only a small fraction of the region’s social spending. Despite covering 
one- fifth of Latin Americans (Cecchini and Atuesta 2017, 22), CCT spend-
ing in 2015 represented just 0.35% of the region’s GDP or 3.01% of its total 
social spending (Cecchini and Atuesta 2017, see table 1– 2). As Hunter 
(2021, 100) notes, “Innovations are layered upon the old model but do not 
displace it. In other words, they have begun to address the needs of poorer 
segments of society but not at the expense of the occupational categories 
privileged by the old system.” Thus, the old “narrow but deep” welfare state 
coexists with and dwarfs these new “broad and thin” policies.
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The selection of beneficiaries through transparent, well- publicized rules 
and the actual application of said rules— the two hallmarks of program-
matic policy— also represent a break with the past. The limited funds spent 
on poverty relief were often distributed clientelistically: politicians (patrons) 
used handouts to buy the poor’s (clients) political support. At the expense 
of their political autonomy, beneficiaries became captive constituencies for 
corrupt political machines. Management of CCTs tends to be centralized 
under newly created social development ministries or even under the office 
of the presidency precisely to reduce the power and minimize the discre-
tionary authority of corrupt subnational politicians. Most programs deposit 
stipends directly to beneficiaries’ bank accounts, further minimizing the 
role of local officials and reducing opportunities for diversion of funds. 
Clear eligibility rules and national hotlines for resolving disbursement 
problems have all but eliminated the need for intermediaries (brokers) 
between beneficiaries and the state. Surveys of Mexican (De La O 2015, 
chap. 6) and focus groups of Brazilian (Sugiyama and Hunter 2013) CCT 
beneficiaries confirm that they “know that these programs cannot be traded 
in a quid pro quo fashion for votes” (Hunter 2017, 11).

Table 1– 2. Spending on CCTs

 
CCT Spending as % of GDP 

(around 2015)1
CCT Spending as % of Public 

Social Spending (around 2015)2

Argentina 0.59% 4.0%
Bolivia 0.20% 1.6%
Brazil 0.50% 3.9%
Chile 0.15% 0.9%
Colombia 0.27% 3.9%
Costa Rica 0.17% 1.5%
Dominican Republic 0.43% 5.2%
Ecuador 0.66% 7.7%
El Salvador 0.24% 3.2%
Guatemala 0.06% 0.9%
Honduras 0.20% 2.2%
Mexico 0.23% 2.2%
Nicaragua No CCT No CCT
Panama 0.10% 1.1%
Paraguay 0.22% 1.9%
Peru 0.18% 3.3%
Uruguay 0.39% 2.6%
Venezuela No CCT No CCT
Weighted Average3 0.35% 3.01%

Sources: 1 Cecchini and Atuesta (2017, 31); 2 Cecchini and Atuesta (2017, 34); 3 Weighted as a share of the 
population of the 18 countries listed based on World Bank (2018).
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1.2.1 Policy Effects of CCTs

Touted by the United Nations as “one of the most significant developments 
in global social policy since the expansion of social security in industrial-
ized countries” (Fajth and Vinay 2010, 1), CCTs are considered an over-
whelming success. They are credited with pulling 15.5 million Latin Amer-
icans— 13% of the region’s population— out of poverty (Stampini and 
Tornarolli 2012) and reducing income inequality at a time when it was 
increasing in the rest of the world (Lustig, López- Calva, and Ortiz- Juarez 
2013, 130). More recently, CCTs have helped shield poor families from a 
regionwide recession following the end of the global commodity boom. 
After declining steadily for a decade, income inequality has been stagnant 
since 2010. And, after declining to its lowest recorded levels in 2014, pov-
erty increased only slightly in 2015 and 2016 (CEPAL 2017, 88).

With regard to education, the overwhelming majority of studies find 
that cash transfers increase school enrollment, attendance, and grade com-
pletion, as well as lower the dropout rate (Baird et al. 2014; García and Saa-
vedra 2017; Bastagli et al. 2019). These effects are generally larger for girls 
and at the secondary school level. Programs with stronger conditionality 
enforcement tend to produce larger effects (Baird et al. 2019). In contrast, 
these same studies concur that transfers have little (if any) effect on learning 
outcomes (i.e., how much children are learning). This issue will be revisited 
in the book’s conclusion.

But are these programs succeeding at their long- term goal of breaking 
the intergenerational transmission of poverty? Much less is known about 
the long- term effects of CCTs. This type of research has been hindered by 
the relative newness of most programs and the challenges of tracking ben-
eficiaries over several years. Only recently— now that the first generations 
of long- term CCT beneficiaries are entering the labor market— has it 
become possible to rigorously test these predictions. Disappointingly, how-
ever, the handful of studies of long- term effects conducted describe their 
findings as “inconclusive” (Molina- Millan et al. 2016, 25) or, at best, “mod-
est” (Araújo, Bosch, and Schady 2016, 16).

Iliana Yaschine (2015), evaluation director early in the history of Mexi-
co’s Progresa/Oportunidades, attributed the disappointing results to the 
region’s poor- quality public schools. It should be stressed that CCTs are, at 
best, a minor component of overall education policy. Some CCT skeptics 
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have even expressed concern that these programs may have actually dis-
tracted governments from the crucial and politically difficult task of 
improving education. As Reimers, DeShano and Trevino (2006, 7) note:

CCTs provide government officials the option to appear to address human 
capital objectives in a national development strategy, even as they avoid dif-
ficult reforms to significantly improve education.  .  .  . Investing resources 
which could have been invested in significant improvements in the quality 
of teaching in CCTs has the double political advantage of avoiding the 
political costs of the former, while capturing the political benefits of distrib-
uting cash directly to the poor, an opportunity that many government offi-
cials and politicians perceive as yielding political support.

1.2.2 Political Effects of CCTs

That CCTs are awarded programmatically and are (largely) shielded from 
political manipulation does not mean that these programs have no political 
consequences. In a clear example of retrospective economic voting, research 
from across the region utilizing diverse methodologies finds robust evi-
dence that CCTs increase electoral support for presidential candidates from 
incumbent parties (De La O 2013; Zucco 2013).5 These effects hold even for 
governments that did not initiate the program in question (Díaz- Cayeros, 
Estevez, and Magaloni 2009; Zucco 2013). CCTs may even have tipped the 
balance in close presidential elections, most notably Mexico in 2006 (Díaz- 
Cayeros, Estevez, and Magaloni 2009) and, more speculatively, Brazil in 
2014 (Zucco 2015).6 More broadly, CCT beneficiaries are also more likely to 
support the current government (Manacorda, Miguel, and Vigorito 2011) 
and incumbent presidential candidates (Layton and Smith 2015).

CCTs may also improve the quality of democracy. Mexican states with 
higher levels of CCT coverage in 2000 had lower corruption levels five years 
later (Grimes and Wängnerud 2010). Programs are also associated with 
increased political participation and voter turnout among beneficiaries 
(Hunter and Power 2007, 16; De la O 2013; Layton and Smith 2011). In fact, 
evidence from Brazil reveals that CCTs foster a sense of personal autonomy 
and citizenship rights among beneficiaries (Sugiyama and Hunter 2013).
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1.3 The Resurgence of the Latin American Left

The wave of left- wing governments that swept into office across the region 
at the turn of the century came as a surprise to many analysts of Latin 
American politics. In retrospect, it probably should not have been all that 
surprising. Latin America has a long history of left- wing politics dating 
back to the early twentieth century. The world’s most unequal region, it has 
long offered fertile ground for socialist and communist ideologies as well as 
for more ideologically flexible populist movements.

In the aftermath of the 1959 Cuban Revolution, the region’s left was torn 
between two competing strategies for achieving control of the state and 
enacting policies to address inequality and ultimately liberate workers from 
the tyranny of markets: ballots (e.g., Chile’s Salvador Allende) and bullets 
(e.g., Cuba’s Fidel Castro). Three global trends— the spread of democracy 
across the region starting in the late 1970s, the widespread adoption of neo-
liberal market reforms in the aftermath of the 1980s debt crisis, and the fall 
of communism and subsequent collapse of the Soviet Union after 
1989— appeared to close off both paths, prompting many to dismiss the left 
as a historical anachronism. With regard to bullets, the spread of democ-
racy and its widespread acceptance as “the only game in town” (Linz and 
Stepan 1996, 15)— the only legitimate means of obtaining and exerting 
political authority— delegitimized armed insurgency as a path to power. 
With regard to ballots, although democracy allowed the left to compete for 
office without fear of repression and substantially reduced the likelihood of 
a military coup against it if elected, the new consensus in favor of free- 
market policies and the failures of centralized planning meant that few vot-
ers were interested in what the left was selling. Indeed, between the resound-
ing electoral defeat of the Sandinistas in Nicaragua in February 1990 and 
election of Hugo Chávez in Venezuela in December 1998 the region had no 
left- wing governments.7

Yet the end of the Cold War also presented an opportunity. The left no 
longer faced severe hostility from the United States or had to defend the 
Eastern Bloc’s undemocratic practices (Angell 1995, 231). At the same time, 
the extreme income inequality that originally gave birth to the left had not 
disappeared (Castañeda 1993). In fact, inequality increased steadily during 
the 1990s, peaking at its highest reported level in 2002 (Cornia 2014, 5). 
Similarly, a higher share of the region’s population lived in poverty in 2000 
than on the eve of the 1980s debt crisis (CEPAL 2014, 16). Further, growth 
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following the debt crisis was modest and prone to reversals. The opening of 
capital accounts contributed to painful financial crises, most notably in 
Mexico in 1994– 95, Brazil in 1999, and Argentina in 2001– 02. Average 
incomes in the region declined during the so- called lost half decade (1998– 
2002) that immediately preceded the left turn (Ocampo 2004, 68).

1.3.1 The Left in Power

Poor economic performance ushered in the left turn and good economic 
performance ensured its consolidation (Weyland 2009; Murillo, Oliveros, 
and Vaishnav 2011; Kaufman 2011). Specifically, starting around 2003, just 
as the left turn was gathering momentum, the prices of the region’s main 
export commodities, most notably oil, metals, and soy, rose sharply in 
response to growing demand from China’s booming economy. This global 
commodity boom fueled a decade- long “golden era” in the region marked 
by fast growth without inflation and declining poverty and inequality 
(Kingstone 2018), which, in turn, contributed to the reelection of left- wing 
incumbents.8

It was at this point that the trajectories of left governments started to 
diverge, with some following a more moderate promarket path and others 
a more radical path marked by significant state intervention in the econ-
omy.9 The former tended to come from long- standing, institutionalized 
parties of the left, which, ironically, traced their roots to Cold War Marxist 
parties. The most notable examples of this were Brazil’s Workers’ Party, 
Chile’s Socialist Party, and Uruguay’s Broad Front. The radical left consisted 
of new and highly personalistic movements, most notably Venezuela under 
Chávez, Bolivia under Evo Morales (2006– 19), and Ecuador under Rafael 
Correa (2007– 17) (Madrid 2010).10 The latter also tended to adopt a more 
confrontational foreign policy toward the United States.

The general consensus is that governments of the left outperformed 
their centrist and right- wing counterparts in terms of reducing poverty and 
inequality (Cornia 2010; McLeod and Lustig 2011; Birdsall, McLeod, and 
Lustig 2012; Huber and Stephens 2012) and possibly social spending.11 
Research attempting to tease out differences in the performance of the two 
lefts, however, has been inconclusive.12 For that reason, in analyzing the 
relationship between CCTs and government ideology, this book’s theory 
and empirical analysis rely on a dichotomous classification.

Throughout this book, the ideology of politicians and political parties 
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will be measured in accordance with the Dataset on Political Ideology of 
Presidents and Parties in Latin America (Murillo, Oliveros, and Vaishnav 
2010). Ideology is assessed based on the economic policies a president 
implemented in office, as opposed to the platform they campaigned on, and 
is coded on a five- point scale, where one is left and five is right.13 The origi-
nal dataset covers the period up to 2009. It has been extended to 2015 based 
on news reports from Reuters and Latin America Weekly Report.

1.4 Structure of the Book

This book argues that there exist two distinct models of CCTs in terms of 
target population, conditionality enforcement, and stipend structure, and 
the choice of model is determined by government ideology.

Chapter 2 demonstrates that, although countries with left- wing presi-
dents were no more likely than those governed by the center and right to 
enact CCTs, across the region these programs, counterintuitively, were ini-
tially proposed by governments of the right and center and opposed by the 
left. This was true in Mexico and Brazil, the countries that popularized 
these programs, as well as in Argentina and Bolivia, where left- wing presi-
dents ultimately adopted CCTs but did so reluctantly. Left- wing presidents 
in Nicaragua and Venezuela actually dismantled existing programs upon 
taking office. This ambivalence and, at times, outright hostility toward 
CCTs is explained by the left’s preference for universal policies over nar-
rowly targeted ones, worries that their opponents would use CCTs to buy 
the poor’s support, and the initial association between those programs and 
the right and institutions such as the World Bank and the Inter- American 
Development Bank.

Chapter 3 details how the left overcame these initial misgivings. Brazil’s 
experience under center- left President Lula da Silva proved crucial. Origi-
nally critical of the CCTs he inherited, Lula embraced them only after his 
preferred and more ambitious anti- poverty program failed. But Lula went 
beyond continuing his centrist predecessor’s programs. He expanded and 
transformed them in the direction of providing a universal income floor. 
Charismatic, politically popular, and respected among the region’s left, Lula 
widely publicized the merits of his country’s CCT. His credibility and the 
adaptation of CCTs to better match the left’s universalistic agenda made 
cash transfers palatable, indeed desirable, to other leftist presidents. Thus, 
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the book argues, in the absence of Lula’s adaptation, the left turn might well 
have put a brake on the spread of CCTs, just as it did in Nicaragua and 
Venezuela.

Chapter 4 demonstrates that there came to exist two distinct models of 
CCTs: a “human capital” model based on means- tested targeting and strict 
enforcement of conditionality, exemplified by the program launched by 
Mexico’s right, and a more universalistic “basic income” model with more 
permissive enforcement of conditionality, exemplified by Brazil’s program 
under Lula.

Chapter 5 relies on quantitative tools to confirm the existence of these 
two distinct types of CCTs and their relation to ideology. A quantitative 
analysis of 18 countries finds that left- wing governments operate CCTs that 
come closer to covering the entirety of the poor population, cover a larger 
share of their countries’ populations, and cost more than the programs of 
their center or right- wing counterparts. Beyond coverage, a subsequent 
analysis of the 10 national programs adopted after Lula’s embrace of CCTs 
confirms that program design— evaluated in terms of the scope of the target 
population, strictness of conditionality enforcement, and stipend struc-
ture— is heavily influenced by government ideology.

Chapter 6 argues that the diffusion of these models to the rest of the 
region was filtered through ideology. Right and center governments, with 
international financial institution assistance, enacted CCTs based on the 
human capital model, while the left, with assistance from Brazil, enacted 
CCTs based on the basic income model. Whereas the Mexican model 
emphasized cash transfers as a means of reducing poverty over the long 
term by ensuring that poor children stayed in school, the Brazilian model 
envisioned transfers as an end in themselves, a stepping- stone toward the 
creation of a universal income floor.

The prior quantitative findings and the claims regarding diffusion are 
then fleshed out in chapter 7 through case studies of the political processes 
that culminated in the adoption of a human capital CCT by a centrist presi-
dent in Costa Rica and of basic income CCTs by left- wing presidents in 
Argentina and Bolivia. In Costa Rica, President Oscar Arias (1986– 90; 
2006– 10) openly campaigned on enacting a CCT to reduce the country’s 
high secondary- school dropout rate. Arias enacted a program similar to 
Mexico’s but exclusively targeting low- income secondary- school students. 
In contrast, Bolivia’s Morales and Argentina’s Cristina Fernández de Kirch-
ner (2007– 15) were originally skeptical of CCTs. The programs they ulti-
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mately adopted were presented in terms of reducing poverty and providing 
a universal income floor much more so than on building human capital. 
The programs they enacted went even further in the basic income direction 
than Brazil’s pioneering program.

The book concludes by analyzing how recent shifts in government ide-
ology have affected CCT design. Following in the footsteps of Brazil’s Lula, 
Costa Rica’s left- wing governments reformed the human capital CCT they 
inherited in a basic income direction. In Mexico, left- wing populist Andrés 
Manuel López Obrador (2018– present), replaced the country’s iconic 
human capital CCT with a series of broadly targeted unconditional trans-
fers. In contrast, right- wing governments in Argentina and Brazil, the latter 
more so, gradually retrenched the basic income CCTs they inherited. In 
neither country did coverage keep up with rising poverty rates. More wor-
ryingly, there is evidence that López Obrador and his right- wing populist 
Brazilian counterpart, Jair Bolsonaro (2019– present), utilized cash transfer 
policy clientelistically during their first year in office. The chapter concludes 
by assessing the future of CCTs and anti- poverty policy in the region. 
Although CCTs have increased school enrollment and relieved poverty, the 
ability of beneficiaries to escape poverty as adults is hampered by low- 
quality public education. Reforming education, however, is a complex and 
politically difficult issue.
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The Political Origins of the  
Two Models of CCTs
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Chapter 2

Presidential Ideology and  
CCT Adoption Revisited

Uncovering the Relationship

Latin American politics underwent two major transformations during the 
2000s. Starting with Mexico in 1997, governments across the region adopted 
large- scale conditional cash transfer programs. The spread of these highly 
progressive programs constituted a pathbreaking development in the 
region’s social policy, which has historically neglected the poor in favor of 
the middle class and the better off (Lindert, Skoufias, and Shapiro 2006; 
Haggard and Kaufman 2008). The widespread adoption of CCTs coincided 
with the resurgence and subsequent electoral dominance of left- wing gov-
ernments across the region. Beginning in 1998 with the election of Hugo 
Chávez (1999– 2013) in Venezuela, voters in country after country elected 
left- of- center governments that campaigned on promises of higher social 
spending and income redistribution (Castañeda 2006; Weyland 2010; Lev-
itsky and Roberts 2011; Flores- Macías 2012). In sum, the 2000s saw CCTs 
implemented in nearly every country in Latin America and left- of- center 
presidents elected in a majority of the region’s countries. How were these 
two transformations related?

Past research on the determinants of social policy adoption and design 
have emphasized the role of government ideology. Power resource theory 
(PRT), the dominant explanation for social policy among industrialized 
countries (Korpi 1983; Stephens 1979; Esping- Andersen 1985; Huber and 
Stephens 2001) as well as Latin America (Segura- Ubiergo 2007; Haggard 
and Kaufman 2008; Huber and Stephens 2012), attributes the expansion of 
and cross- national variation in social policy to the relative strength of the 
left and its allies in organized labor. Thus, there were strong a priori reasons 
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to suspect that the left turn played a role in the widespread adoption of 
CCTs. Yet past cross- national research uniformly fails to find a relationship 
between government ideology and CCT adoption in the region (Díaz- 
Cayeros and Magaloni 2009; Sugiyama 2011) and across developing coun-
tries more broadly (Brooks 2015). Indeed, Latin American governments 
from across the ideological spectrum adopted CCTs.

This chapter challenges the view that, despite occurring parallel to each 
other, the left turn and CCT adoption were unrelated. Although a statistical 
analysis of the determinants of CCT adoption confirms prior research in 
finding that governments of all ideological persuasions were equally likely 
to adopt these programs, a closer look at the political process behind the 
adoption of CCTs in six countries reveals that governments of the right and 
center introduced CCTs to the political agenda. The left in fact initially 
resisted and even opposed these programs. Left- wing leaders today closely 
associated with the expansion of CCTs, most notably Brazil’s Luiz Inácio 
Lula da Silva (2003– 10) and Argentina’s Cristina Fernández de Kirchner 
(2007– 15), were initially deeply critical of these types of programs. Further-
more, in Nicaragua and Venezuela the left’s ascension to power led to the 
cancellation of existing CCT programs.

What explains this counterintuitive outcome? Given their program-
matic preference for universalistic policies, left- wing politicians opposed 
CCTs’ narrow targeting of beneficiaries and strict conditionality enforce-
ment, which they associated with neoliberalism. Left- wing politicians were 
also reflexively skeptical of policies endorsed by centrist and right- leaning 
politicians and multilateral banks— the very actors that years earlier spear-
headed the so- called Washington Consensus market reforms (Williamson 
1990) that led to a retrenchment of the region’s social policy (Huber 2006).

2.1 What We Know (or Think We Know) about CCT Adoption

A large body of in- depth single- country case studies and a handful of cross- 
national quantitative analyses have sought to explain why, starting in the 
late 1990s, Latin America, a region with a history of severe income inequal-
ity and “reverse Robin Hood” social policies, innovated the use of highly 
progressive poverty- reduction policies, the most notable of which were 
CCTs.1 Existing explanations can be categorized as political, economic, and 
related to policy diffusion.
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2.1.1 Political Explanations

Explanations based on politics encompass both the incentives faced by pol-
iticians and the policy preferences of the broader population. PRT predicts 
that left- leaning governments will be more likely to both adopt new social 
policies and make existing policies more generous and universal. Thus, 
some scholars have assumed a connection between the region’s left turn and 
the adoption of CCTs (Lavinas 2013a). However, none of the prior cross- 
national quantitative analyses has found evidence of such a relationship 
(Díaz- Cayeros and Magaloni 2009; Sugiyama 2011; Brooks 2015).

Given its initial focus on industrialized countries, PRT takes the exis-
tence of a democratic government as a given. Yet democracy cannot be 
assumed in developing countries. Having a democratic government is a 
necessary precondition for PRT. Democracy affects social policy through 
two channels: electoral competition, which provides politicians with incen-
tives to deliver popular social programs, and interest group freedom, which 
allows groups to lobby and protest on behalf of their preferred policies 
(Haggard and Kaufman 2008).

Several studies find a positive relationship between democracy and 
adoption. Analyzing 114 developing countries, Brooks (2015) finds that 
more democratic countries are more likely to adopt CCTs. Relatedly, Diáz- 
Cayeros and Magaloni (2009) find that long- standing regimes are also more 
likely to adopt such programs. Given the sample they study, which consists 
of 21 Latin American and Caribbean countries during the 1990s and 2000s, 
regime duration serves mainly as a proxy for cumulative years of democ-
racy, a factor associated with higher levels of social spending among Latin 
American countries (Huber and Stephens 2012).

Both cross- national quantitative research and case studies have found 
that political competition influenced adoption. Brooks (2015) finds that 
countries with divided governments— those in which the legislature is con-
trolled by a party different from that of the president— are more likely to 
adopt CCTs.2 Case studies of Mexico and Brazil, both of which adopted 
programs during periods of increasing political competition, emphasize the 
importance of elite competition for votes. Research on Mexico’s pioneering 
program stresses the importance of growing electoral competition during 
the final years of the Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI) regime (Dion 
2009, 2010; De La O 2015; Díaz- Cayeros, Estévez, and Magaloni 2016; 
Garay 2016). In Brazil, increasing competition from the left- wing Workers’ 
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Party (PT) may have pushed the centrist Fernando Henrique Cardoso 
(1995– 2002) to enact federal funding for municipal CCTs in 1997 and 
launch the Bolsa Escola Federal CCT in 2001 (Melo 2008; Coêlho 2012a, 
2012b; Garay 2016).

It is worth noting that the widespread adoption of CCTs followed two 
decades of sharply increasing income inequality (López- Calva and Lustig 
2010; Cornia 2014). The median voter theory predicts that in a democracy 
redistribution will increase in line with income inequality (Meltzer and 
Richard 1981). The more unequal a society is, the lower the pivotal median 
voter’s income will be relative to the mean income level and, thus, the more 
the median voter stands to gain from redistribution. Single- mindedly 
focused on getting elected (and thus pleasing the median voter), politicians 
could thus be expected to respond to rising inequality through increased 
redistribution in the form of a CCT, which, as noted, is among the most 
redistributive policies available to Latin American policymakers (Lindert, 
Skoufias, and Shapiro 2006; Goñi, López, and Servén 2008). In line with 
this argument, there is evidence that more unequal countries were more 
likely to adopt CCTs (Diaz- Cayeros and Magaloni 2009; Osorio Gonnet 
2018, chap. 4).

PRT also predicts that redistributive policies will be the result of popu-
lar mobilization. Thus, governments facing high levels of protest could be 
expected to adopt CCTs as means of diffusing social tensions and expand-
ing their electoral support.3 In a related argument, Britto (2008, 187) specu-
lates that increasing urban violence could explain CCT adoption. In her 
words, “fear encourages elites to favor public policies that tackle poverty 
directly and, in particular, that keep poor children and adolescents in 
school.” This provocative claim has not been tested systematically.

2.1.2 Economic Explanations

CCT adoption has also been interpreted as a response to market reforms 
enacted during the 1980s and 1990s, which significantly increased eco-
nomic vulnerability in the region (Dion 2010; Barrientos 2013) and, in 
turn, increased demand for safety net policies (De La O 2015). Vulnerabil-
ity increased demand for social assistance through two channels. First, 
increased labor- market informality, a product of trade liberalization, de- 
industrialization, and public- sector downsizing, increased the share of 
workers excluded from traditional contributory social insurance. Second, 
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slow growth and periodic financial crises during the 1990s increased the 
need for emergency safety nets.

Economic stagnation and financial crises that disproportionality hurt 
the poor increased public demand for safety nets. Mexico’s CCT is widely 
seen as a response to the country’s 1994– 95 Tequila Crisis (Cortés and Rub-
alcava 2012; Díaz- Cayeros, Estévez, and Magaloni 2016, 163). Similarly, 
Brazil’s federal CCTs were, at least in part, a response to the economic hard-
ship caused by the country’s 1999 currency devaluation (Melo 2007, 39; 
Fenwick 2009, 111). Several early CCTs, most notably those in Colombia 
(Brearley 2011) and Honduras (Moore 2008), were originally meant as tem-
porary responses to downturns. Though envisioned as permanent, Argen-
tina’s Asignación Universal por Hijo (Universal Child Allowance) was 
enacted in response to the 2008– 9 global financial crisis (see chapter 7). 
Still, although the first CCTs emerged during the region’s so- called lost half 
decade (1997– 2002), half of Latin America’s CCTs were enacted during 
2005– 8, in the middle of a once- in- a- generation economic boom fueled by 
high international commodity prices. Cross- national statistical research on 
this question has been inconclusive. Díaz- Cayeros and Magaloni (2009) do 
find a negative relationship between growth and adoption. Looking at a 
wider sample of countries, however, Brooks (2015) finds a positive, though 
not robust, relationship.

In an argument that combines political and economic factors, Barrien-
tos (2013, 12) posits that the spread of cash transfers in the developing 
world may be explained by a shift in the composition of government reve-
nues away from payroll and corporate taxes toward consumption taxes, 
which fall heavily on the poor. This echoes earlier work by Timmons (2005), 
who argues that government spending tends to reflect the interests of those 
who pay for it. As such, countries highly dependent on consumption taxes 
should spend more on policies benefiting the poor. CCT adoption could be 
an example of this.

2.1.3 Diffusion Explanations

The rapid spread of similar anti- poverty programs across the region raises 
the possibility that, in adopting CCTs, governments were responding not 
only to domestic pressures but also learning from or emulating neighboring 
countries, or both. Policy diffusion offers an explanation as to why neigh-
boring countries facing different conditions sometimes adopt strikingly 
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similar policies and institutions. Shared political, economic, and cultural 
traits, as well as constant interaction at the governmental and societal levels, 
make Latin American governments keenly aware of policies innovated by 
their regional peers. Thus, it should be no surprise that Latin American 
governments emulate successful or politically popular policies, or both, 
that have been enacted by neighboring countries, CCTs among them.

There are strong a priori reasons to suspect that the spread of CCTs 
constitutes a diffusionary process. Weyland (2006, 18– 19) defines policy 
diffusion as having three characteristics: an S- shaped curve pattern, geo-
graphic clustering of policies, and commonality among diversity. First, the 
black line in figure 1– 2, which provides a tally of the number of CCTs oper-
ating in the region, resembles the famous S- shaped curve. Second, it consti-
tutes an example of geographic clustering whereby, over the span of little 
more than a decade, the vast majority of the region’s countries came to pos-
sess a similar policy that had not even existed years earlier. Third, given that 
CCTs were adopted by governments of the left (Bolivia and Guatemala) as 
well as the right (El Salvador and Mexico) and by the region’s richest 
(Argentina and Chile) as well as its poorest (Bolivia and Honduras) coun-
tries, their proliferation offers a clear example of commonality among 
diversity.4

This is not be the first time Latin America has been at the epicenter of a 
wave of social policy diffusion that ultimately went global. The widely stud-
ied diffusion of Chile’s private pension system during the 1990s placed 
Latin America at the forefront of the debate between domestic and interna-
tional explanations of social policy adoption (Madrid 2003; Weyland 2006; 
Brooks 2009).5

Prior quantitative research on Latin America (Sugiyama 2011; Osorio 
Gonnet 2018, chap. 4) and developing countries more broadly (Brooks 
2015) finds that countries become more likely to adopt CCTs as the share of 
neighboring countries with such programs increases. Furthermore, the case 
study literature provides substantial evidence that, in adopting CCTs, late 
adopters were emulating the pioneering experiences of Mexico and Brazil 
(Brearley 2011; Lana and Evans 2004; Martínez Franzoni and Voorend 
2011). These experiences were widely publicized by the media, academics, 
and international financial institutions. The latter, most notably the World 
Bank and Inter- American Development Bank (IDB), provided substantial 
technical and financial support for the adoption and operation of CCTs 
across the region (Lana and Evans 2004; Martínez Franzoni and Voorend 
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2011; Sugiyama 2011; Ancelovici and Jenson 2013; Brooks 2015; Osorio 
Gonnet 2018, chap. 5). These institutions funded 44 CCT- related loans and 
projects in the Americas between 2000 and 2011 (Sugiyama 2011, 247– 77) 
and hosted dozens of seminars and workshops on the topic (Osorio Gonnet 
2018, 289– 90).6

Garay (2016, 14) outright rejects diffusion as an explanation for the 
recent adoption and expansion of propoor social policies in Latin America, 
CCTs included, based on three arguments. First, adoption was not the result 
of direct pressure or strong incentives by an international actor. Addition-
ally, there exist important cross- national differences in the design of the 
programs that were adopted. And, finally, some countries in the region did 
not adopt the policies in question, most notably Venezuela.

On the first point, Hunter (2021, 95) argues that, although IFIs did not 
take the lead in promoting CCTs, let alone impose them, “the ‘first mover’ 
cases of Mexico and Brazil commanded the attention of policy makers from 
other countries within the region,” and their example was crucial in explain-
ing the rapid spread of these programs. With regard to the second point, 
Garay’s definition of diffusion is excessively restrictive. Diffusion need not 
entail the spread of a “neat, concrete, well- defined blueprint, largely repli-
cating the original model” (Weyland 2006, 71). Imitator countries may sim-
ply follow the original policy’s general guidelines or principles. Indeed, as 
the remainder of this book will demonstrate, there exist systematic design 
differences between CCTs operated by left- wing and nonleft governments. 
Yet, despite these differences, all of the region’s CCTs are based on the same 
general principle: relieving today’s poverty through regular cash stipends 
and in the process “nudging” families receiving them into keeping their 
children in school with the ultimate goal of preventing tomorrow’s poverty. 
Finally, nothing in the existing diffusion literature implies that all peer 
countries will ultimately adopt a particular policy innovation.7

2.2. Testing the Determinants of CCT Adoption

Focusing on the role of presidential ideology and policy diffusion, this sec-
tion conducts a statistical test of the hypotheses and findings discussed in 
the previous section. The analysis will test the generalizability to the region 
as a whole of the case study literature’s findings and assess the robustness of 
the results of prior cross- national analyses of CCT adoption. Table 2– 1 pro-



Table 2– 1. Presidential Ideology and CCT Adoption

Year Country Program Name
President  
in Power Ideology1 CCT%2 IFI Debt3

Oct. 1997 Mexico Progresa/Oportuni-
dades/Prospera

Ernesto 
Zedillo

Center- Right 0% 4.32%

July 2000 Costa Rica4 Superémonos Miguel A. 
Rodríguez

Center- Right 11.76% 6.33%

Oct. 2000 Honduras Programa Asignación 
Famíliar/ Bono 
10,000/Bono Vida 
Mejor

Carlos R. 
Flores

Center 11.76% 23.42%

April 2001 Brazil Bolsa Escola/Bolsa 
Família

Fernando H. 
Cardoso

Center 23.53% 2.76%

July 2001 Colombia Familias en Acción/
Más Familias en 
Acción

Andrés 
Pastrana

Center- Right 23.53% 5.13%

May 2002 Chile Chile Solidario Pro-
grama Puente/
Ingreso Ético 
Famíliar

Ricardo 
Lagos

Center- Left 41.18% 0.82%

June 2002 Ecuador Beca Escolar/Bono de 
Desarrollo Humano

Gustavo 
Noboa

Center- Right 41.18% 9.18%

Nov. 2002 Nicaragua5 Red de Protección 
Social

Arnoldo 
Alemán

Right 41.18% 15.23%

Oct. 2004 Argentina Programa Familias/
Asignación Univer-
sal por Hijo

Néstor 
Kirchner

Center- Left 41.18% 16.94%

March 2005 El Salvador Red Solidaria Antonio Saca Right 70.59% 10.65%
April 2005 Uruguay PANES/Asignaciones 

Famíliares
Tabaré 

Vázquez
Center- Left 70.59% 16.37%

Sept. 2005 Dominican 
Rep.

Red Solidaria Leonel 
Fernández

Center 70.59% 5.79%

Sept. 2005 Paraguay Tekopora Nicanor 
Duarte

Center- Right 70.59% 11.49%

Sept. 2005 Peru Juntos Alejandro 
Toledo

Center- Right 70.59% 9.05%

April 2006 Panama Red Oportunidades Martín 
Torrijos

Center- Left 82.35% 5.97%

Oct. 2006 Bolivia Bono Juancito Pinto Evo Morales Left 82.35% 20.47%
Jan. 2007 Costa Rica Avancemos Oscar Arias Center 82.35% 2.61%
April 2008 Guatemala Mi Família Progresa/ 

Mi Bono Seguro
Álvaro 

Colom
Center- Left 88.24% 5.50%

Sources: 1 Dataset on Political Ideology of Presidents and Parties in Latin America (Murillo, Oliveros, and Vaishnav 
2010); 2 Percentage of countries in the sample with CCTs (excluding country in question) during adoption year; 3 World 
Bank and Inter- American Development Bank loans as a percentage of GDP during adoption year; 4 Program was can-
celled in 2002 by centrist President Abel Pacheco; 5 Program was not renewed by left- wing President Daniel Ortega, a 
leftist.
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vides a summary of the adoption of the CCT programs analyzed and the 
main explanatory variables at the time of adoption.

2.2.1 Hypotheses and Measurement

Dependent Variable: CCT Adoption
Adoption is measured dichotomously and is defined as taking place during 
the year a country’s government announces the launch of a nationwide 
anti- poverty program that provides monetary transfers conditional on 
school attendance. This excludes subnational CCTs, pilot versions of pro-
grams, and CCTs without an educational conditionality.

In several instances, incoming governments changed the name and 
even altered the design of CCTs they inherited. For the purposes of the 
statistical analysis, adoption occurs only when a government adopts a CCT 
in a country that at the time did not have a program in place. For example, 
the decision by Chile’s right- wing President Sebastián Piñera (2010– 14; 
2018– present) to replace the country’s Chile Solidario with Ingreso Ético 
Familiar in 2012 is not treated as an “adoption.” In contrast, centrist Costa 
Rican president Oscar Arias’s (1986– 90; 2006– 10) decision to adopt Avanc-
emos in 2007 is treated as an adoption because the country had not had a 
CCT in place since 2002, when the Superémonos program was shut down.

Key Explanatory Variables
Presidential ideology. The logic of PRT leads to the expectation that coun-
tries with left- leaning governments will be more likely to adopt CCTs than 
those with nonleft governments. Ideology is operationalized using a dummy 
variable coded one if the president is center- left or left as coded by the Data-
set on Political Ideology of Presidents and Parties in Latin America (Murillo, 
Oliveros, and Vaishnav 2010).8
Regional CCT adoption. If CCT adoption has in fact been a case of policy 
diffusion, the probability that a country will adopt a CCT should increase as 
the share of countries in the region with such programs increases. Following 
past studies (Sugiyama 2011; Carnes, and Mares 2014; Brooks 2015), diffu-
sion is operationalized as the share of countries in the region with CCTs 
(excluding the country in question).9
IFI influence. Although CCTs were a homegrown Latin American innova-
tion, the World Bank and IDB heavily promoted them across the region and 
the world (Lana and Evans 2004; Martínez Franzoni and Voorend 2011; 
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Sugiyama 2011; Ancelovici and Jenson 2013; Brooks 2015; Osorio Gonnet 
2018, chap. 5). Thus, countries closely linked to IFIs should be more likely to 
adopt CCTs. Depth of ties to IFIs is measured as the sum of outstanding 
World Bank and IDB loans as a share of a country’s GDP lagged by one year. 
World Bank loan data were obtained from its World Development Indica-
tors (World Bank 2020). IDB loans were compiled from the institution’s 
annual reports (IDB 2018). This is the first study to test the effects of IDB 
lending.

Other Explanatory Variables
Objective need for CCTs. These programs serve two objectives: reducing 
poverty over the short run and increasing human capital over the long run. 
The models will test to what extent those goals explain CCT adoption.

Poverty reduction motive. Countries with higher poverty levels and 
more unequal income distributions should be more likely to adopt CCTs. The 
objective need for programs to address poverty is measured in terms of 
both level of poverty, measured as the share of a country’s population living 
in poverty (defined as an income of less than $4.00 a day), and the level of 
income inequality, measured in terms of the Gini coefficient. The poverty 
data was compiled by SEDLAC (2018).10 The inequality data comes from 
the Standardized World Income Inequality Database (Solt 2016).

Human capital motive. Countries with lower educational attainment 
and higher rates of child labor should be more likely to adopt CCTs. Educa-
tional attainment is measured as average years of schooling among 15– 24 
year olds as reported in the Education Attainment Dataset (Barro and Lee 
2013). Child labor is measured as the share of 5– 14 year olds in the work-
force as compiled by the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF 2018).
Number of protests. Politicians facing mass mobilizations may be able to 
use social policy to assuage or even co- opt protestors. Protests are measured 
as the total number of riots and demonstrations in a country lagged by one 
year as reported by the Cross- National Time- Series data archive (Banks 
2011).11

Crime levels. If CCTs are, as Britto (2008, 187) speculates, a response to 
crime, countries with higher levels of crime should be more likely to adopt 
them. Crime is measured as a country’s homicide rate per 100,000 inhabit-
ants lagged by one year as reported by the United Nations Crime Trends 
Surveys (UNDOC 2018). This is the first study to systematically analyze the 
effects of crime and popular protest on CCT adoption.12
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Control Variables
The models incorporate a battery of control variables. To control for inten-
sity of political competition, models incorporate dummy variables measur-
ing whether a given year is an election year and whether the president’s 
party or legislative coalition lacks a legislative majority. Both were obtained 
from the Database of Political Institutions (Scartascini, Cruz and Keefer 
2018). Governments with stronger technical capabilities should be more 
likely to adopt complex programs like CCTs. Following Sugiyama (2011), 
the models control for government effectiveness as reported in the World 
Bank’s World Governance Indicators (World Bank 2020).

Barrientos’s (2013, 12) supposition regarding the politics of indirect 
taxation is tested by including a measure of taxes on goods and services 
relative to GDP lagged by one year as reported by Organization for Eco-
nomic Co- operation and Development (OECD 2018). The models also 
control for GDP growth and GDP per capita as reported by the World 
Development Indicators (World Bank 2020).

2.2.2 Analytic Techniques

To systematically test the determinants of CCT adoption during a given 
year, I conducted an event history analysis (also known as survival- time 
analysis) covering 18 Latin American countries during the years 1995 
through 2010. This technique explores the factors that affect the probability 
that a country will adopt a CCT during a given year. This type of analysis 
considers a set of cases as being “at risk” (of adopting a program) until they 
experience the event under study (CCT adoption). At that point, the case is 
removed from the sample as it is no longer “at risk.” The event history analy-
sis is conducted as a time- series- cross- sectional logit analysis (Beck, Katz, 
and Tucker 1998; Carter and Signorino 2010).13 Most independent vari-
ables are lagged by one year to avoid endogeneity issues and temporal 
ordering (Box- Steffensmeier and Jones 2004, 111).

2.2.3 Statistical Findings

The results of the event history analyses presented in table 2– 2 confirm past 
research in finding that CCT adoption is driven by policy diffusion and 
unaffected by presidential ideology. As more of their regional neighbors 
adopted CCTs, Latin American countries that had not adopted their own 
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program became more likely to do so, regardless of whether they were gov-
erned by presidents of the right, center, or left. These results are robust 
across a wide range of model specifications.

The analysis begins with a bare bones model of CCT adoption that 
includes only presidential ideology, the share of countries in the region with 
CCTs, and IFI loans as a share of GDP (model 1). The goal in doing this is 

Table 2– 2. Event History Analysis of CCT Adoption (1995– 2010)
 (1) (2) (3)

Left President – 0.223 – 0.304 – 0.281
(0.909) (0.659) (0.676)

% of Countries with CCTs 2.582* 3.225* 5.251*
(1.309) (1.504) (2.781)

IFI Loans 2.999 – 3.801 12.948
(5.480) (11.013) (10.147)

Gini Coefficient ___ – 0.121 ___
(0.135)

Poverty Rate ___ ___ 0.026
(0.041)

Avg. Yrs. of Schooling ___ 0.127 ___
(0.373)

Child Labor ___ ___ – 0.120
(0.116)

Number of Protests ___ 0.100 0.130
(0.112) (0.131)

Homicide Rate ___ ___ 0.028
(0.039)

Election Year? ___ – 0.490 – 0.049
(0.706) (0.677)

Minority Government? ___ 0.203 0.854
(0.985) (1.114)

Government Effectiveness ___ 2.113* 3.527*
(0.914) (1.768)

Indirect Taxes ___ 0.122 ___
(0.200)

GDP Growth ___ 0.162* 0.212*
(0.072) (0.100)

GDP per Capita ___ – 0.756 – 1.028
(0.491) (1.044)

Constant – 6.904* – 5.037 – 9.963+
(3.178) (7.916) (5.346)

N 181 163 120
Wald Chi2 13.28 172.18 465.16
Log Likelihood – 47.17 – 40.471 – 31.67

Standard errors in parenthesis. +p <=0.1 *p <=0.5; ** p <=0.01; *** <=0.001 in two- tailed test.
Note: +Cubic polynomial approximations are used to model time dependence but not presented.
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to demonstrate that the effects of these variables are not dependent on the 
inclusion or exclusion of any particular control variable (Achen 2002). 
With regard to ideology, the model finds that having a left- wing president, 
though negatively signed in this and other models tested, has no effect on 
the likelihood of adoption. With regard to diffusion, the share of countries 
with CCTs has a positive and statistically significant effect on the probabil-
ity of adoption. IFI loans, however, do not influence CCT adoption.

Model 2 incorporates average years of schooling and the Gini coeffi-
cient, which, respectively, capture the “objective” need for a policy that 
increases educational attainment and redistribution, as well as the number 
of protests during a given year and a battery of control variables.14 Most 
importantly, the effects of diffusion and ideology remain unchanged. The 
share of countries with CCTs retains a positive and statistically significant 
effect on likelihood of adoption. Having a left- wing president and reliance 
on IFI loans again fail to achieve statistical significance.

Neither of the variables measuring an “objective” need for a CCT influ-
ence the probability of adoption. Nor does protest activity. In line with 
Sugiyama (2011), however, countries with more effective governments are 
more likely to adopt CCTs. Contrary to the pioneering experiences of Mex-
ico and Brazil, which adopted their programs in response to economic cri-
ses, GDP growth has a positive and significant effect on likelihood of adop-
tion. Counter to Barrientos’s (2013) expectations, reliance on consumption 
taxes does not make countries likelier to adopt these programs. None of the 
other variables achieve statistical significance.

Based on model 2, figure 2– 1 plots the probability of CCT adoption as a 
function of time and level of CCT diffusion, assuming the remaining vari-
ables are held constant. The different lines plotted estimate the likelihood 
that a country would have adopted a CCT at a given point in time assuming 
different levels of regional CCT adoption (0%, 25%, 50%, and 75% of coun-
tries in the sample). The figure also shows that the probability of CCT adop-
tion increased in two distinct bursts, first from years four to seven (roughly 
1998– 2003) and again from year 11 on (roughly 2005 onward).15

Model 3 incorporates the rates of poverty and child labor in lieu of the 
Gini coefficient and levels of schooling, and, at the cost of a quarter of the 
observations (n = 120 instead of 165 in model 2), tests the effects of the 
homicide rates.16 None of these variables is statistically significant. The 
results from previous models hold— share of countries with CCTs, gov-
ernment effectiveness, and GDP growth have positive and significant 
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effects on the likelihood of adoption. Once more, ideology fails to achieve 
significance.

2.2.4 Taking Stock of the Findings

The main findings of the event history models with regard to ideology 
should not be all that surprising. Although the leftward shift in politics and 
the adoption of CCTs ran parallel to each other, a closer look at the ideolo-
gies of the presidents who adopted CCTs presented in table 2– 1 reveals that, 
among 16 CCTs currently operating in the region, a comparable number 
were adopted by right- leaning (eight) and left- leaning (six) presidents (see 
fig. 2– 2). It is for that reason that cross- national statistical analyses find no 
effect of ideology on the probability of adopting a program.

As a ex post facto explanation of this robust finding, scholars have noted 
that CCTs offered “something for everyone”— left, right, or IFI (Sugiyama 
2011, 257; Brooks 2015, 553). The left could get behind broad- based pro-

Figure 2- 1. Estimated Effect of Time on Probability of CCT Adoption at Different 
Levels of Regional CCT Adoption
Source: Model 2– 2 (see table 2– 2).
Notes: Assumes all binary variables at their modes and continuous variables at their mean 
levels.
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grams that reduced poverty while expanding access to education and 
healthcare. The right could support these programs because they were 
market- oriented, cheaper than the alternatives, targeted toward the “deserv-
ing poor” (i.e., children are poor through no fault of their own), and geared 
at improving the country’s stock of human capital. And, as a wide range of 
studies have shown, CCTs are widely popular among beneficiaries who, in 
turn, have been willing to reward incumbent politicians of all ideological 
stripes at the ballot box (Díaz- Cayeros, Estévez, and Magaloni 2009, 2016; 
Layton and Smith 2015; Manacorda, Miguel, and Vigorito 2011; De La O 
2013; Zucco 2013).

CCTs were also appealing to the IFIs that later helped to fund and pro-
mote them. In the aftermath of market reform, IFIs came to accept that 
growth alone was insufficient for reducing poverty and that permanent tar-
geted anti- poverty programs— rather than short- term safety nets— were 
necessary (Birdsall and de la Torre 2001; Birdsall and Székely 2003). IFIs 

Figure 2- 2. Number of CCTs Adopted by Presidential Ideology
Source: Dataset on Political Ideology of Presidents and Parties in Latin America (Murillo, 
Oliveros, and Vaishnav 2010).
*Includes Costa Rica’s Superémonos CCT, which operated during 2000– 2002 and was 
enacted by center- right President Miguel Angel Rodríguez.
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came to adopt a holistic understanding of the causes of poverty that empha-
sized the links between food consumption, nutrition, health, and educa-
tion. Providing any of these benefits in isolation, it was argued, would likely 
be insufficient to pull families out of poverty. CCTs offered an affordable 
means of accomplishing these goals simultaneously (Levy 2006).

CCTs were compatible with three emerging “economic- ideological” 
trends in the international policy community at the time: the shift away 
from a rights- based view of social entitlements toward an obligations- based 
conception, the move toward market and incentive- based anti- poverty pol-
icies, and the increased acceptance of narrow poverty targeting (Adato and 
Hoddinnott 2010, 13– 14). Additionally, by addressing concerns such as 
female empowerment, human capital, and community participation, these 
programs fit well with the “current mainstream discourse on poverty reduc-
tion” (Britto 2008, 185).

2.3. Delving Deeper: The Left’s Initial Skepticism of CCTs

Granted, the left, right, and IFIs all had good reasons to back CCTs. How-
ever, the left in most countries did not in fact support these programs until 
well after they had become widespread. While valuable, cross- national statis-
tical studies tell only part of the story. Reducing CCT adoption to a dichoto-
mous yes/no decision obscures the dynamic give- and- take of political 
debates and the complexity of the policymaking process. The same can be 
said about evidence in support of diffusion. That the ideas behind CCTs 
were available to and ultimately influenced politicians and technocrats 
throughout the region tells us little about the timing and politics surround-
ing adoption.

For starters, the policies that get adopted are not always the sitting gov-
ernment’s idea. Governments may co- opt the opposition’s most promising 
proposals. Policies may also be adopted under duress or in response to pub-
lic opinion or mobilization, or both. Lavinas (2013a, 13– 14) has used this 
logic to argue that it was actually the left that put CCT programs on the 
political agenda. Even in defeat, it forced centrist and right- wing incum-
bents to seriously address poverty. This statement, however, clashes with 
the available evidence. Centrist and right- wing governments were the main 
initiators of cash transfers to the poor (Reygadas and Filgueira 2010, 175). 
In fact, the first CCTs— those adopted by Mexico (1997), Honduras (1998), 
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and Costa Rica (2000), which then set in motion the diffusion process— 
were adopted by market reforming governments that at the time faced little 
competition from the left.

More tellingly, a closer look at the political processes behind CCT adop-
tion across the region reveals that left- leaning politicians, including some 
who have come to be seen as intimately linked to the regional and global 
diffusion of CCTs, most notably Brazil’s Lula, were initially skeptical of if 
not outright opposed to these policies.

2.3.1 Evidence from Across the Region

As the following discussion of six cases shows, the left’s opposition to CCTs 
can be well documented.

Mexico. The left- wing Party of Democratic Revolution (PRD) opposed the 
first national- level CCT, Progresa/Oportunidades, at the time of its 1997 
launch (De La O 2015, 76). Both the PRD and the right- wing National 
Action Party (PAN) were concerned that the long- ruling PRI would use the 
program clientelistically, as it had with the National Solidarity Program 
(PRONASOL), an earlier anti- poverty initiative (Dresser 1994; Molinar and 
Weldon 1994; Bruhn, 1996; Dion 2000; Díaz- Cayeros, Estévez, and Mag-
aloni 2016). The program’s timing did little to assuage these concerns: 
center- right President Ernesto Zedillo (1994– 2000) announced the pro-
gram one month after the 1997 midterm elections, which marked the first 
time that the PRI had lost its legislative majority since coming to power in 
the 1930s. The left criticized the decision to replace inefficient food subsi-
dies with cash transfers, accusing the government of doing the World Bank’s 
and the IDB’s bidding. In fact, the Zedillo administration purposefully 
chose not to seek financial support from IFIs (Levy and Rodríguez 2004, 
257; Dion 2010, 204).17

Forced to negotiate, Zedillo succeeded in bringing the PAN on board by 
establishing an impartial evaluation mechanism and guaranteeing that 
transfers would not be disproportionately targeted toward PRI strongholds. 
These assurances were insufficient for the PRD (De la O, 2015, 8). The party 
remained a vocal critic of the expansion of targeted programs at the national 
level, advocating instead for universal social insurance (Teichman 2008, 
563; Dion 2009, 76; Garay 2016, 244– 45; Tomazini 2019, 38). At the local 
level, successive PRD governments of Mexico City criticized the national- 
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level CCT for its reliance on “targeting and surveillance” (i.e., conditional-
ity) while simultaneously implementing a universal non-contributive pen-
sion for seniors (Luccisano and Macdonald 2014, 334).

Given the success and resounding popularity of CCTs among voters and 
the PRD’s perceived antipathy toward them, the party’s presidential 
candidates— Cuauhtémoc Cárdenas in 2000 (González Rodríguez 2000) 
and Andrés Manuel López Obrador in 2006 and 2012 (Nieto and Gómez 
2012)— went out of their way to assure voters that they would continue the 
program if elected. That is, only for political reasons did the left mute its 
ideological opposition to CCTs.

Brazil. Most of the Brazilian left was initially unimpressed by cash trans-
fers. In 1991, Eduardo Suplicy, a senator from the left- wing PT, proposed an 
unconditional cash transfer for all Brazilians over 25. In contrast to the pro-
posal made that same year by Mexican economist Santiago Levy that 
became the basis for Progresa, Suplicy did not envision a direct link between 
transfers and education. Despite its universalistic design, segments of the 
PT refused to back Suplicy’s proposal (Hunter 2010, 71).

Arguing in 1993 that a basic income would be ineffective at combating 
intergenerational poverty, economist José Márcio Camargo instead pro-
posed that transfers target families with school- age children and be condi-
tioned on school attendance. These ideas formed the basis for a series of 
subnational CCTs that quickly spread throughout Brazil starting in 1995 
and culminated in the creation of the Bolsa Escola Federal (Federal School 
Scholarship) CCT in 2001 under centrist president Cardoso.

Local-  and national- level petistas were divided on CCTs. Faced with the 
need to deliver tangible results to their electorates, pragmatic PT mayors 
enacted CCTs. Indeed, left- leaning mayors were more likely to adopt such 
programs than other mayors (Melo 2007; Sugiyama 2008, 2012b; Coêlho 
2012b). However, many national- level PT leaders continued criticizing 
both subnational and national- level CCTs (Hunter 2010, 155). In the run-
 up to the 2002 elections, Lula criticized Cardoso’s policies on television for 
being a new form of assistencialismo (Ansell 2014, 30– 31), that is, social 
policy based on handouts rather than universal rights (Hunter 2010, 155). 
While campaigning for the presidency, Lula derisively called the program 
“Bolsa Esmola” (Charity Scholarship), criticizing it for being too modest to 
tackle the country’s poverty (Aith 2001; O Estado de S. Paulo 2001b). He 
remained critical during his first months in office. In a March 2003 speech, 
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Lula explicitly criticized Cardoso’s CCTs as a distraction from much- needed 
“structural reforms” to Brazilian social policy (Azevedo 2013).

Lula went on to fully embrace CCTs after the failure of his own, more 
ambitious, anti- poverty initiative (see chapter 3). Even then, far- left PT 
members derided his program for being “paternalistic and demeaning” and 
following the targeted approach advocated by IFIs. They dismissed the pro-
gram as a palliative and criticized its “efficient capacity to placate the poor 
and thereby facilitate the ‘politics of adjustment’” (Hunter 2010, 155). In the 
words of a long- time PT legislator, “We didn’t struggle for two decades in 
the opposition for this!” (quoted in Hunter 2010, 155).

Bolivia. While not openly opposed to CCTs, left- wing President Evo 
Morales (2006– 19) did not include them in his 2002 or 2005 campaign plat-
forms (McGuire 2013, 9). Cash transfers were first proposed in Bolivia in 
2002 by center- right politician Gonzálo Sánchez de Lozada (1993– 97; 
2002– 3) during his campaign for a second nonconsecutive presidency. Sán-
chez proposed using transfers to increase female school enrollment and 
healthcare usage among young children (Pardo 2003, 46). He won the elec-
tion but was forced to resign in October 2003 before the programs could be 
implemented.18

Although education- linked cash transfers failed to materialize at the 
national level, they were implemented locally in El Alto, a primarily indig-
enous city on the outskirts of La Paz. In September 2003, the city’s center- 
right mayor Luis Paredes launched Bono Esperanza. The program’s popu-
larity prompted Jorge “Tuto” Quiroga (2001– 2), the centrist who Morales 
defeated to become president in 2005, to promise a national Bono Esper-
anza (McGuire 2013, 10). Morales went on to adopt the Bono Juancito 
Pinto (Juancito Pinto Bonus) CCT in late 2006 (see chapter 7).

Argentina. Presidents Néstor Kirchner (2003– 7) and Cristina Fernández 
de Kirchner (2007– 15) of the left- wing Front for Victory faction of the Per-
onist Party were openly disdainful of the targeted programs spreading 
across the region. As Peronists, the Kirchners firmly believed that poverty 
should be tackled through the creation of formal employment, which in 
turn would universalize traditional contributory social insurance (inter-
views with Laura Golbert and Pablo Vinocur; Arciádono 2016, 103). And, 
indeed, despite a commodity boom that allowed for rising minimum wages 
and pensions and an expansion of pension coverage, Kirchner failed to 
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invest in anti- poverty programs (Levitsky and Murillo 2008, 28). Opposi-
tion to CCTs was strongest from Alicia Kirchner, Néstor’s sister and social 
development minister during much of the Fernández administration. Ali-
cia repeatedly derided CCTs as “neoliberal,” “impositions from interna-
tional institutions,” and “prepackaged (enlatados) programs” not suited for 
Argentina’s reality (Kirchner 2010, 10).

Establishing an income floor for children was the central campaign 
plank of centrist Elisa Carrió, the runner- up in the 2007 presidential elec-
tions. Opposition legislators proposed multiple cash transfer bills during 
2007– 9 that languished due to lack of government support (Repetto, Díaz- 
Langou, and Marazzi 2009). Thus, the Kirchners were the last major political 
actors to join the consensus in favor of cash transfers. Fernanández adopted 
the Asignación Universal por Hijo (AUH) CCT in October 2009 (see chap-
ter 7).

Venezuela and Nicaragua. Venezuela has the distinction of being the only 
major Latin American country to have never adopted a national- level CCT. 
Centrist Rafael Caldera (1994– 99) experimented with small- scale CCTs in 
the mid- 1990s as a way of compensating those negatively affected by struc-
tural adjustment (Penfold- Becerra 2007, 67). Having criticized these pro-
grams for their lack of ambition and subordination to economic stability, 
Caldera’s left- wing successor Hugo Chávez (Chávez Frías 2014, 49– 50) 
summarily dismantled them upon assuming office (Penfold- Becerra 2007, 
70). Flush with resources from an oil boom, Chávez invested heavily in 
social policy starting in 2003. However, his misiones (missions) awarded 
benefits largely on political criteria (Penfold- Becerra 2007; Hawkins 2010, 
chap. 7; Corrales and Penfold 2015, chap. 4).

Nicaragua’s Daniel Ortega (2007– present) “openly opposed” the coun-
try’s much- heralded Red de Protección Social CCT while in opposition and 
discontinued it upon being elected, even though international funding was 
available for its continuation (Hanlon, Barrientos, and Hulme 2010, 173). 
Enacted under the center- right administration of Arnoldo Alemán (1997– 
2002), RPS was acknowledged as one of the region’s better designed CCTs 
and credited with achieving most of its poverty and school enrollment 
objectives (Maluccio and Flores 2005; Moore 2009). Yet Ortega replaced 
RPS with in- kind food transfers for poor rural households (Flores- Macías 
2012, 46; Martínez Franzoni 2013, 20).

Thus, as the cases of Venezuela and Nicaragua show, the left not only 
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opposed CCTs when in opposition. When it came to power, it could dis-
mantle existing programs. It is telling that the two countries in the region 
where the left has faced the least political opposition are the only two coun-
tries where CCTs failed to take hold.

2.3.2 The Right and the Center’s Reasoning

At first glance, it is counterintuitive that the right pioneered these highly 
redistributive programs while the left largely opposed them. After all, as 
Bobbio (1996) argues in his seminal work on the topic, the key distinction 
between left and right is their stance on inequality. The left sees inequality 
as artificial, “a product of customs, laws and coercion by the stronger” and 
therefore “socially modifiable” through government action (Bobbio 1996, 
70). In line with this view, there is a vast literature showing that left- wing 
politicians have been more supportive of the expansion of social policy in 
both industrialized (Stephens 1979; Korpi 1983; Esping- Andersen 1985; 
Hicks 1999; Huber and Stephens 2001) and Latin American countries 
(Segura- Ubiergo 2007; Haggard and Kaufman 2008; Huber and Stephens 
2012).

The right, in contrast, is by definition skeptical about the possibility 
(and often the desirability) of correcting inequality through government 
action. At best, those on the right believe “such interventions will be inef-
fective. At worst, they will create perverse incentives or be captured by spe-
cial interests seeking privileges” (Noël and Thérien 2008, 19). Yet this expla-
nation is incomplete. Bobbio’s definition implies that the right is 
pro- inequality. This is problematic as, at various times and places, right- 
wing governments have been responsible for social policy expansion, as 
was originally the case with national- level CCTs. Thus, “the right is not sim-
ply a welfare- skeptic mirror image of the left” (Jensen 2014, 2). Noël and 
Thérien (2008, 18) push back against Bobbio, arguing that the right is not 
“anti- egalitarian” but rather has different concepts of equality and fairness.

On this point, Lakoff (2016, 181) argues that for the right “there is a 
world of difference” between assistance for those who are not responsible 
for their misfortune and the able- bodied poor, who have no one but them-
selves to blame for their situation. Under this logic, the right’s support for 
CCTs is justified. CCTs help children who are poor through no fault of their 
own remain in school rather than work to help support their families. 
Armed with an education, it is hoped, CCT beneficiaries will go on to be 
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productive adults who will sink or swim based on their own abilities and 
effort. Furthermore, policies that promote human capital such as CCTs 
constitute “a collective good” that increases “the competitiveness of the 
economy in international markets” (Kaufman and Segura- Ubiergo 2001, 
557) and thus potentially benefits the private sector, a key member of the 
right’s political coalition.

Centrist parties tend to be cross- pressured on social policy. Research on 
industrialized countries distinguishes between secular centrist and Chris-
tian Democratic parties. Long- term governance by the former is associated 
with residual welfare states (Huber and Stephens 2012, 19). The latter, in 
contrast, are associated with social policy expansion, albeit in a more mod-
est and less universalistic direction than under the left. Turning to Latin 
America, secular centrist parties, which have been the norm in the region, 
have not emphasized income redistribution but have been strong propo-
nents of public education (Huber and Stephens 2012, 19). Thus, they could 
be expected to be highly supportive of the human capital objective of CCTs. 
It is more difficult to theorize about the region’s Christian Democratic par-
ties, which have been successful only in a few countries and display more 
heterogeneous social policy preferences than their European counterparts 
(Mainwaring and Scully 2003). Regardless, centrist parties played a major 
role in enacting market reforms in the 1980s and 1990s and thus could be 
expected to support social policies that promoted education, were compat-
ible with the tenets of market reform, and were supported by IFIs.

2.3.3 The Left’s Reasoning

The left, for its part, had justifiable reasons to be wary of CCTs when they 
first appeared. The 1980s debt crisis and subsequent market reforms 
strongly advocated by IFIs resulted in an overhaul of the region’s develop-
ment model. Reforms led to significant cuts in social spending and, ulti-
mately, to sharp increases in poverty and inequality (Huber 1996). The 
Washington Consensus called for governments to scale back their social 
policy ambitions and focus instead on the neediest sectors (Williamson 
1990), a difficult proposition for the left to accept given its preference for 
universalistic policies and commitment to reducing inequality. Simply put, 
means- tested anti- poverty programs were not the left’s preferred approach 
to social policy.
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Although regressive in that it largely excluded those outside the formal 
labor market, the “Latin American model” (Haggard and Kaufman 2008) of 
social protection pursued prior to market reform embodied universalistic 
aspirations. Such policies were inspired by Southern European welfare 
regimes in which social insurance benefits are linked to the employment of 
a (male) breadwinner (Esping- Andersen 1990; Barrientos and Santibáñez 
2009). The architects of these policies had assumed that, as the region mod-
ernized, agricultural and informal workers would be absorbed into indus-
try and, therefore, qualify for the full range of contributory benefits (Lo 
Vuolo 2008). However, the import substitution industrialization (ISI) strat-
egy pursued during the period from the 1940s through the 1970s failed to 
create the number of jobs needed to achieve near- universal coverage. Fur-
thermore, the 1980s debt crisis and subsequent dismantling of ISI and the 
downsizing of public bureaucracies in the 1980s increased the share of the 
population employed in the informal sector and thus excluded from tradi-
tional social policy.

Concerns over the growing social crisis and the threat it constituted to 
their popularity prompted governments throughout the region, with sup-
port from IFIs, to experiment with targeted anti- poverty programs. The 
first generation of these programs, so- called emergency social funds, 
financed small- scale economic development projects proposed by commu-
nities. These programs, however, largely bypassed the poorest communities 
(Huber 2005; Siri 2000; Tendler 2000). Furthermore, there was widespread 
evidence from across the region that governments distributed these funds 
clientelistically (Graham 1992; Molinar and Weldon 1994; Roberts 1995; 
Bruhn 1996; Graham and Kane 1998; Schady 2000; Díaz- Cayeros, Estévez, 
and Magaloni 2016).

Evelyne Huber (1996, 181), one of the foremost authorities on the rela-
tionship between the left and social policy, captures the Latin American 
left’s concerns:

Caution has to be exercised lest they [targeted programs] become mere pal-
liatives. Such programmes can be very helpful, as long as they do not detract 
from the basic task of building permanent universalistic programmes and 
institutions. The danger is that such programmes lead to a diversion of 
resources and to duplication because of the creation of new institutions to 
administer them. . . . A second danger is that such programmes, by virtue of 
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being targeted, increase the discretion of political leaders and bureaucrats 
with regard to the allocation of resources and thus the incentives for patron-
age and corruption.

In this context, marked by a recognition of the need to boost the incomes 
of the poor and the failure of social funds, technocrats in Mexico and Cen-
tral America began implementing CCTs at the national level in the late 
1990s. Led by the IDB and the World Bank, IFIs wholeheartedly embraced 
and promoted this new policy. From the left’s perspective, CCTs were just 
another technocrat- designed, IFI- backed policy aimed at doing just enough 
to defuse popular mobilization in favor of redistribution (Teichman 2008). 
Furthermore, the left feared that the right and center would manipulate the 
new programs in order to remain in power.

Moreover, the left’s initial antipathy toward cash transfers was not a 
uniquely Latin American phenomenon. Prominent left wingers derided 
South Africa’s cash transfer programs for being “neoliberal” attempts at 
“providing ‘talk left’ ideological cover for  .  .  . ‘walk right’ policies” by the 
ruling African National Congress (Barchiesi 2011; Bond 2014; Ferguson 
2015, 28).

In sum, the left’s objections can be categorized based on three criteria: 
(1) programmatic opposition to narrow targeting and concern that CCTs 
would detract from the construction of universal policies, (2) concerns that 
CCTs would be used clientelistically as was the case with earlier programs, 
and (3) association of CCTs with right- wing governments and IFIs.

2.4 Conclusions

This chapter problematized and challenged the prevailing conventional 
wisdom regarding the relationship between government ideology and CCT 
adoption. Past research has found that, although the diffusion of CCTs 
across Latin America coincided with the left turn, CCT adoption was unre-
lated to the left turn and presidential ideology more broadly. Granted, it is 
true that during the 2000s these programs were adopted by presidents of all 
ideological stripes. And, as past research and the statistical analysis con-
ducted in this chapter show, left- wing governments were no more likely to 
adopt these programs than their centrist and right- wing counterparts 
(Díaz- Cayeros and Magaloni 2009; Sugiyama 2011). However, a deeper 
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analysis of the political debates surrounding CCT adoption in six countries 
across the region reveals that left- wing politicians had serious doubts about 
these programs and many even opposed them outright. The left initially 
opposed CCTs in Mexico and Brazil, the two countries most associated 
with CCTs. Even in Bolivia and Argentina, two countries where left- wing 
presidents ultimately adopted national- level programs, those leaders were 
late converts responding to proposals issued by rivals from other parties. 
Left- leaning leaders in Nicaragua and Venezuela went so far as to dismantle 
existing programs upon taking office.

This surprising finding seemingly runs counter to PRT, the dominant 
explanation of social policy development in Latin America (Segura- Ubiergo 
2007; Haggard and Kaufman 2008; Huber and Stephens 2012). The left 
opposed CCTs’ narrow targeting of beneficiaries, worried that they would 
foster clientelism, and was generally unwilling to support policies backed 
by right- leaning governments and multilateral banks, the very actors that 
years earlier had pushed for Washington Consensus market reforms. From 
the left’s perspective at the turn of the century, CCTs carried the stench of 
neoliberalism.

In short, presidential ideology influenced the spread of CCTs, though 
not in a straightforward or mechanical manner. Given the left’s initial atti-
tude toward CCTs, the left turn might well have put a brake on their diffu-
sion. But the story did not end there. The proven effectiveness and political 
popularity of CCTs gradually won over left- wing leaders. The Brazilian 
experience under Lula marked a major turning point in this regard. Origi-
nally dismissive of the CCTs he inherited, Lula embraced them following 
the failure of his ambitious Fome Zero (Zero Hunger) program. Charis-
matic, popular, and widely respected, Lula went on to sell the rest of the 
Latin American left on the benefits of CCTs.

The next chapter analyzes how Lula went from being skeptical toward 
CCTs to becoming one of their most vocal advocates.
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Chapter 3

Lula and Brazil’s Left Learn to Love CCTs

From Rejection to Acceptance and Transformation

Described as “likely the most important government anti- poverty program 
the world has ever seen” (Rosenberg 2011), Brazil’s Bolsa Família is the 
world’s largest conditional cash transfer program. By the end of 2015, the 
program covered 56 million people, 28% of Brazilians, and paid more than 
$8 billion in monthly stipends (CEPAL 2018). Bolsa Família is now ubiqui-
tous in the poorest parts of Brazil, such as the semiarid Northeast, where as 
many as half of residents are enrolled (Thomé 2013). The program’s results 
have been equally dramatic. During 2004– 11, it was responsible for pulling 
22.2 million Brazilians out of extreme poverty (Morais 2017, 125), helping 
to reduce the country’s traditionally high levels of income inequality (Soares 
2012, 20).

As Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva, Brazil’s center- left president from 2003 to 
2010, tells it, he was an iconoclast who, in creating Bolsa Família, chal-
lenged social policy experts and international financial institutions. In his 
own words “experts did not accept the idea. They preferred to give the poor 
dietary staples, or to do things for them” (cited in Tepperman 2017, 34). 
Bolsa Família is today synonymous with the figure of Lula and his Workers’ 
Party (PT). The program won over Brazil’s poor, transforming them into a 
loyal constituency for the PT (Zucco 2008) and Lula earned a near- saintly 
reputation as a “father of the poor” (Hunter 2014).1 This paid off hand-
somely for Lula and his successor Dilma Rousseff (2011– 16), helping them 
win elections and govern the country for 13 consecutive years (Hunter and 
Power 2007; Zucco 2013).2 Internationally, Lula came to be seen as a global 
ambassador of CCTs, in no small part because he made Bolsa Família a 
central plank of his administration’s ambitious foreign policy agenda 
(Boultinghouse 2015).
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That Lula, who clawed his way out of poverty to become a union leader 
and ultimately Brazil’s president, possessed unique insights into poverty 
relief that learned “experts” could not grasp and that those insights, in turn, 
explain Bolsa Família’s dramatic success makes for a great story. That story, 
however, falls apart upon further inspection. First, Lula, like many left- wing 
Latin American politicians, was reflexively opposed to CCTs when he first 
learned about them (see chapter 2). In fact, in 1990 he rejected a proposal 
that would have legitimately made him the father of Brazilian CCTs 
(Buarque 2013) and instead backed antihunger policies that would “give the 
poor dietary staples” (Bourne 2009, 81). Second, this aversion to CCTs con-
tinued despite early evidence of their potential. Starting in 1995, mayors 
across Brazil, including many from Lula’s own PT, began implementing 
successful CCTs (Aguiar and Araujo 2002; Sugiyama 2012b). By 1997, cen-
trist President Fernando Henrique Cardoso (1995– 2002) was experiment-
ing with CCTs at the federal level. This culminated in the 2001 launch of 
Bolsa Escola Federal (Federal School Scholarship), the country’s first 
nationwide CCT. Lula criticized the program for not being generous or uni-
versal enough, dismissing it as a palliative that failed to address the root 
causes of poverty (Aith 2001; O Estado de S. Paulo 2001b; Ansell 2014). 
Third, by the time Lula launched Bolsa Família, right- leaning governments 
in Mexico, Colombia, and a handful of other Latin American countries had 
already been operating CCTs for several years, often with funding and tech-
nical assistance from IFIs and other “experts” (Sugiyama 2011; Ancelovici 
and Jenson 2013; Osorio Gonnet 2018).3

Thus, by the time Lula assumed the presidency in January 2003, CCTs 
were considered “best practice” by Brazilian and foreign “experts” alike. Yet 
Lula remained wedded to the idea that relieving hunger offered the most 
effective means of reducing poverty. Lula embraced CCTs only after it 
became clear that Fome Zero (Zero Hunger), his government’s flagship 
antihunger strategy, was destined to fail. At the suggestion of IFIs (Lindert 
et al. 2007, 13– 14; Reid 2007, 234; Lustig 2011, 12; Morais 2017, 126), Lula 
reprioritized the CCTs he inherited, merging them to create Bolsa Família. 
Ironically, the cash transfers Lula long opposed are now his most widely 
recognized legacy.

This has led some scholars to dismiss Lula’s social policy as a mere con-
tinuation of Cardoso’s policies (Câmara Neto and Vernengo 2007, 73– 74; 
Costa 2009, 704). But Lula and later Rousseff did much more than that. 
Brazil’s left gradually expanded and reshaped the programs it inherited in 
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the direction of establishing a basic income floor for needy Brazilians. The 
number of households covered by federal CCTs more than tripled from 
3.60 million when Bolsa Família launched to 12.79 million when Lula 
stepped down in 2010. Expansion continued under Rousseff (2011– 16), 
peaking at roughly 14.09 million households (see fig. 3– 1). For better or 
worse, Bolsa Família distinguished itself from CCTs elsewhere in the region 
in adopting a less punitive approach to conditionality that prioritized 
reducing poverty in the short term over the uncertain promise of reducing 
it in the long term through human capital formation.

The previous chapter demonstrated that, although governments from 
across the ideological spectrum adopted CCTs, left- wing politicians were 
seldom the ones that first put them on the political agenda. In fact, in sev-
eral countries, Brazil included, the left initially opposed CCTs. From the 
left’s perspective, targeted programs were a neoliberal idea and a distraction 
from the urgent task of enacting universal social policy. This chapter fur-
ther explores these claims through an analysis of how Lula and the Brazilian 
left came to embrace and ultimately transform CCTs.

Figure 3- 1. Brazilian CCT Coverage by Households (1996- 2015)
Sources: Rocha (2013, 150) and Non- contributory Social Protection Programmes Database 
(CEPAL 2018).
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3.1 Cash Transfers Enter Brazil’s Political Agenda

The story of Brazilian CCTs begins in 1990, 13 years before the launch of 
Lula’s universally lauded Bolsa Família. That year, independent of one 
another, two economists associated with Lula’s PT— Eduardo Suplicy, a sen-
ator representing São Paulo and one of the party’s founders, and Cristovam 
Buarque, a future governor of the Federal District of Brasilia and education 
minister under Lula— presented two distinct proposals for national- level 
cash transfer programs targeting the poor. Although their proposals ini-
tially failed to attract much interest at the national level, by 1995 programs 
based on their ideas were being adopted at the subnational level. These pro-
grams, which proved successful and politically popular, quickly spread 
across the country. The Cardoso administration would take note and grad-
ually establish a series of national- level CCTs that Lula would, begrudg-
ingly, combine to form Bolsa Família.

3.1.1 Suplicy and Buarque: The Fathers of Brazilian CCTs

Although the idea of cash transfers targeting the poor was first discussed in 
Brazilian policy circles as early as the 1970s (Suplicy 2004; Buarque 2013; 
Rocha 2013, chap. 1), serious discussion did not begin until 1990 with the 
release of Suplicy’s and Buarque’s proposals.4 Despite obvious similarities, 
these two norm entrepreneurs significantly disagreed on the purpose and 
thus the design of cash transfer programs. Suplicy envisioned cash transfers 
as a means of providing every Brazilian with a minimum standard of living 
regardless of employment status. Buarque envisioned transfers as a tool 
with which to incentivize school attendance and thus equip children with 
the human capital needed to escape poverty. Whereas Suplicy’s books jus-
tify transfers using the language of rights and guarantees, Buarque writes of 
conditionality and incentives.

Both proposals received significant pushback from within the PT. In 
Suplicy’s (2004, 127) words, “It has not always been easy to persuade, above 
all, the PT economists or other party mates, that the minimum income 
guarantee was a proposal that was fully compatible with the objectives of 
greater equality and eradication of poverty defended by the party.” Buarque 
(2013, 17) is blunter: “In the PT, the majority said that, instead [of] making 
a social revolution, it was a compensatory program to trick the poor.”

In response to his narrow loss to the populist Fernando Collor de Melo 
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(1990– 92) in the 1989 presidential elections, Lula created a “shadow gov-
ernment” to propose alternatives to the new administration’s neoliberal 
policies.5 Lula appointed Buarque, who had only recently joined the PT, to 
head the “office of education.” Based on his earlier work, Buarque (2013, 15) 
proposed the awkwardly named Renda Mínima Vinculada à Educação 
(Minimum Wage Linked to Education), which would have awarded poor 
families regular stipends conditional on school attendance. Lula and the PT 
summarily rejected the proposal and, in Buarque’s (2013, 15) words, “lost 
the chance to be linked to the origin” of CCTs. Lula chose instead to back a 
poverty relief strategy centered on relieving chronic hunger that would ulti-
mately evolve into Fome Zero (Bourne 2009, 81; Ansell 2015, 1268).

That same year, Suplicy, freshly elected as PT’s first senator, authored a 
bill proposing an unconditional cash transfer for all Brazilians over 25 via a 
negative income tax. The benefit would have been rolled out gradually over 
10 years starting with those over 60. The Senate unanimously approved the 
proposal, formally called Programa de Garantia de Renda Mínima (Mini-
mum Income Guarantee Program) the following year. Cardoso, then a sen-
ator, described it as “a realistic utopia with its feet on the ground” (Suplicy 
and Buarque 1997, 85). The bill, however, languished in the Chamber of 
Deputies, where PT deputies were among its opponents (Hunter 2010, 71).

The gap between the two proposals was narrowed following a 1991 
meeting of PT- affiliated economists. Poverty specialist José Márcio Camargo 
criticized Suplicy’s decision to target adults and start with the elderly. He 
proposed instead that the program target families with school- age children 
and link transfers to school attendance. Doing this, Camargo argued, 
would, in addition to reducing current poverty, improve productivity and 
tackle intergenerational poverty (Melo 2007, 41; Morais 2017, 11). Although 
still committed to an unconditional income floor for all Brazilians, Suplicy 
was open to starting with children. After much effort and against the wishes 
of many in the PT, the modified Renda Mínima policy was incorporated 
into the PT’s 1994 platform (Suplicy 2004, 127– 29). But, at least according 
to Suplicy (2004, 130), it “did not receive the importance it deserved.”

3.1.2 Pioneering Subnational CCTs

While Suplicy continued fighting for Renda Mínima in the legislature, 
Buarque, who was elected governor of the Federal District of Brasilia, took 
matters into his own hands, implementing his proposal in January 1995 
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under the catchier Bolsa Escola name. The policy was not endorsed by the 
PT’s central leadership (Tomazini 2019, 30) and faced resistance from local 
party officials (Buarque 2013, 17). Other critics included teachers, who 
demanded that Bolsa Escola’s funding be spent on higher salaries, and con-
servatives, who derided the program as both unworkable and an electoral 
ploy. Others worried that paying families to keep their children in school 
“would pervert the nobility of education” (Buarque 2013, 17).

Also in early 1995, urged on by Suplicy (Coêlho 2012b, 80; Suplicy in 
Tomazini 2019, 30), José Roberto Magalhães Teixeira, mayor of the city of 
Campinas in São Paulo state from Cardoso’s centrist Brazilian Social Dem-
ocratic Party (PSDB), implemented a subnational version of Renda Mín-
ima. In contrast to Bolsa Escola, which rigorously enforced attendance and 
revoked the cash transfers of noncompliers, the Campinas program was 
unconditional in all but name (Aguiar and Araújo 2002, 42; Buarque 2013, 
20– 21). Despite this more rights- based focus, local PT officials initially 
voted against the policy. Suplicy (2004, 126) had to personally visit Campi-
nas to convince them to change their minds (see also Melo, Ng’ethe, and 
Manor 2012, 147).

Surprisingly, there appears to have been very little cross- pollination 
between the two programs (Morais 2017, 12). Despite their many similari-
ties, the two programs differed in terms of priorities and in their diagnosis 
of school absenteeism and desertion. Bolsa Escola sought to use stipends to 
incentivize school attendance among the poorest children and thus increase 
their human capital. As it was premised on the belief that strict conditional-
ity enforcement was necessary to keep the poor in school, payments were 
discontinued if children were absent more than two days a month (Suplicy 
and Buarque 1997, 86; Aguiar and Araújo 2002, 42). Furthermore, to ensure 
only the neediest benefited, families had to be recertified as poor every year 
(Rocha 2013, 29).

In contrast, Renda Mínima was primarily an anti- poverty program. 
Absenteeism was not monitored, let alone punished. It was assumed that 
all families wanted to send their children to school but the poorest ones 
were prevented from doing so by their reliance on the income their chil-
dren generated. By boosting incomes, cash transfers would improve 
attendance and increase human capital without the need for costly 
enforcement. Renda Mínima’s emphasis on poverty reduction was exem-
plified by Teixeira’s decision to house the program in the Department of 
Family, Children, Adolescents and Social Action. Bolsa Escola, in con-
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trast, was overseen by the Department of Education (Aguiar and Araújo 
2002, 42; Buarque 2013, 20– 21).

Thus, already in 1995, there existed two types of cash transfer programs 
in Brazil (Aguiar and Araújo 2002, 41– 42; Paulics 2004, 15; Buarque 2013). 
These contrasting philosophies would continue to influence the design of 
CCTs in Brazil and across Latin America for years to come (see next 
chapter).

3.1.3 Subnational Diffusion of CCTs

Word of these two pioneering programs spread quickly across Brazil as well 
as internationally. The programs were recognized in national and interna-
tional media and received several high- profile awards (Buarque 2013; Sugi-
yama 2013, 91– 92). Eleven programs were in place by the end of 1996. At 
the end of that year, Brasilia’s Bolsa Escola received the Public Management 
and Citizenship award for innovative local policies from the Getúlio Vargas 
Foundation and the US- based Ford Foundation as well as the United 
Nations Children’s Fund’s (UNICEF) Child and Peace Prize (Aguiar and 
Araújo 2002, 43). The number of cities with CCTs continued growing. 
Nearly 50 cities had their own programs by the time the Cardoso adminis-
tration launched Bolsa Escola Federal in 2001 (Sugiyama 2008, 201).6

Counter to the cross- national findings, municipalities governed by the 
PT and other left- wing parties were in fact more likely to adopt CCTs (Melo 
2007; Sugiyama 2008; Coêlho 2012a). PT mayors were responsible for 61% 
of the 90 municipal CCTs proposed during 1995– 2001 (Coêlho 2012a, 64). 
This presents a puzzle. During the first half of the 1990s, PT members dis-
missed policies targeting the poorest of the poor, such as CCTs, as little 
more than “a smokescreen to disguise an abandonment of any serious com-
mitment to redistribution of wealth or extension of universal benefits via a 
comprehensive welfare state” (Macaulay and Burton 2003, 147). And, as 
noted above, PT’s national leadership was uninterested in Suplicy’s and 
Buarque’s proposals and PT municipal councilors in both Brasilia and 
Campinas initially opposed their cities’ pioneering programs.

This change in attitude toward CCTs, which was initially limited to PT 
mayors, was part of a broader evolution by the PT in response to the chal-
lenges and responsibilities of governing.7 As the party started to win control 
of mayoralties across the country during the 1990s, it was forced to moder-
ate its positions almost to the point of resembling a traditional catchall 
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party (Hunter 2010). The need to deliver tangible improvements in the 
quality of life of their constituents forced PT mayors to behave more prag-
matically than their legislative counterparts (Couto 2003).8 To get elected, 
mayoral candidates need to secure absolute majorities and therefore appeal 
to a larger and more diverse bloc of voters than is needed to enter Brazil’s 
highly proportional legislature, which allows parties with relatively low vote 
shares to win seats (Mainwaring 1999).9 Once in office, the need to negoti-
ate with other parties and the desire to secure reelection forced mayors to 
seek a balance between the PT’s long- term national- level ideological proj-
ect and addressing constituents’ day- to- day concerns. CCTs proved com-
patible with both goals.

Furthermore, the kinds of long- term structural changes the party 
wanted simply could not be achieved at the local level. As Hunter (2010, 80) 
explains, “The development of signature programs such as participatory 
budgeting and the Bolsa Escola reflected a commitment to honoring and 
furthering the party’s basic values of participation, transparency, and redis-
tribution yet within the confines of the extant political and economic order.” 
While cash transfers were compatible with the party’s “preferential option 
for the poor,” their reliance on targeting represented a “radical” shift from 
PT orthodoxy (Macaulay and Burton 2003, 147). Though far from their 
ideal, CCTs provided PT mayors with a feasible, effective, and popular way 
to deliver on their promises to voters.

3.1.4 Cardoso’s National- Level CCTs

As subnational CCTs were spreading across Brazil, Buarque and Suplicy 
continued advocating for nationwide CCTs in line with their respective 
visions. Both unsuccessfully reached out to Cardoso (Buarque 2013, 32– 33; 
Morais 2017, 12– 13) and Paulo Renato Souza, education minister during 
the administration’s eight years (Sugiyama 2013, 93; Morais 2017, 13). 
Buarque described his experience with Souza as being “snubbed,” noting 
that “the feeling I had was that he laughed in my face” (O Estado de S. Paulo 
2001c).

Despite this, momentum was growing. PT and PSDB partisans were 
competing over the “paternity” of CCTs: “PT partisans would emerge as 
strong advocates for cash transfers for the poor and critique the Cardoso 
government for failure to address social needs. PSDB partisans would 
respond that their mayors had also enacted CCTs in cities throughout Bra-
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zil” (Sugiyama 2012a, 35). On the legislative front, six federal cash transfer 
bills were proposed during 1995– 96, the majority of them authored by cen-
trist legislators (Suplicy 2004, 132; Melo, Ng’ethe, and Manor 2012, 148).

By 1996, Cardoso had become “convinced” that his party needed to 
enact a federal program (Melo, Ng’ethe, and Manor 2012, 148). Still, he pro-
ceeded in a cautious, piecemeal fashion, beginning in late 1996 with the 
small and highly targeted Programa de Erradicação do Trabalho Infantil 
(Program for Eradication of Child Labor, PETI). The program provided 
monthly stipends to poor families living in parts of the country where chil-
dren were considered most at risk of working in dangerous activities, such 
as charcoal making and sugarcane harvesting. Benefits were conditional on 
school attendance and attending an after- school remedial education pro-
gram that would prevent them from combining school with work (World 
Bank 2001; Rocha 2013, 69). Like the Brasilia program it was modeled after 
(Coêlho 2012a, 69), PETI was more about keeping children in school and 
out of work than reducing poverty per se. The program’s beneficiary popu-
lation peaked at 1.01 million in 2005 before being folded into Bolsa Família 
(CEPAL 2018).

Facing a reelection campaign against Lula at the end of 1998, Cardoso 
saw CCTs as a tool with which to counter the PT’s reputation as a champion 
to the poor (Rocha 2013, 47). December 1997 saw the launch of Programa 
de Garantia de Renda Mínima (Guaranteed Minimum Income Program, 
PRGM), which offered to cover half the stipend costs of subnational CCTs. 
The program was to roll out gradually over five years beginning in cities 
with low human development.10 PRGM was plagued with operational 
problems at both the federal and municipal levels (Rocha 2013, 52– 57). At 
its peak in 2000, the program reached only 1,350 of the country’s 5,500 
municipalities (Coêlho 2012a, 69).

Given PGRM’s disappointing results, Cardoso finally enacted a large- 
scale CCT in April 2001. Although the bill was baptized as the Magalhães 
Teixeira Law in honor of the PSDB creator of the Campinas program, the 
program itself was named and modeled after Brasilia’s program.11 Bolsa 
Escola Federal provided monthly stipends to poor children between six and 
15 conditional on maintaining an 85% attendance rate. Like its subnational 
namesake, it was controlled by the Ministry of Education and conceptual-
ized primarily as a tool for boosting school attendance among the poor and 
keeping children out of the workforce (Hevia 2011, 355). While data on the 
program is scarce, conditionality appears to have been strictly enforced, 
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though there was significant variation across municipalities (de Janvry et al. 
2005; Rocha 2013, 56). Bolsa Escola Federal reached 5.11 million families 
or about 13% of Brazil’s population at the end of Cardoso’s presidency 
(CEPAL 2018).

The PSDB saw CCTs as crucial to extending its rule beyond Cardoso’s 
second (and final) term. Competition over the presumed political spoils 
from cash transfers influenced PSDB’s internal politics. In part due to con-
cern that the increasing visibility Bolsa Escola Federal provided Education 
Minister Souza would allow him to clench PSDB’s nomination for the 2002 
elections, Health Minister José Serra launched his own CCT, Bolsa Alimen-
tação (Nutrition Scholarship), in September 2001 (Melo 2008, 170; Rocha 
2013, 66). The new program sought to improve nutrition and reduce infant 
mortality by providing cash transfers to poor expectant mothers and poor 
children under six conditional on mothers attending pre-  and postnatal 
medical checkups, ensuring their children’s vaccinations remained up to 
date, and attending seminars on nutrition and education. Stipends were 
equal to those offered by Bolsa Escola Federal. The program reached 
966,000 families or about 2.5% of Brazil’s population at the end of Cardoso’s 
presidency (CEPAL 2018).

Equally important was the launch that same month of the Cadastro 
Único (Single Registry), a unified database of poor Brazilians that sought to 
improve efficiency and coordination and reduce the duplication of admin-
istrative costs among the government’s safety net programs (de la Briere 
and Lindert 2005; Rocha 2013, 64– 65). By the end of the Cardoso adminis-
tration, the database covered 70% of the country’s poor (IPEA 2003, 38; 
Hall 2006, 696). This database, which the Lula administration would greatly 
improve and expand upon, was crucial to Bolsa Família’s eventual 
expansion.

By this point PT mayors had been operating CCTs across the country for 
years, but this did not stop the PT’s central command from criticizing Car-
doso’s programs. In 2000, Lula criticized Cardoso’s policies on television for 
being a new form of assistencialismo (Ansell 2014, 30– 31): social policy based 
on handouts rather than universal rights (Hunter 2010, 155). The following 
year, while attending a seminar on Fome Zero, Lula mockingly called Bolsa 
Escola Federal “Bolsa Esmola” (Charity Scholarship), criticizing it for being 
too modest to tackle the country’s poverty (Aith 2011; O Estado de S. Paulo 
2001b). Similarly, José Genoíno, PT’s president, simultaneously dismissed the 
program as an “esmola” and accused Education Minister Souza of “making 
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the Ministry of Education his campaign committee” (O Estado de S. Paulo 
2001a). In contrast, both Suplicy (O Estado de S. Paulo 2001b) and Buarque 
(O Estado de S. Paulo 2001c) applauded the program.12

Cardoso’s embrace of CCTs appears to have been the product of a 
domestic diffusionary process rather than the international one described 
in the previous chapter. There is little evidence that Cardoso or other 
federal- level Brazilian policymakers were influenced by the experiences of 
Mexico or other countries.13 In fact, Sugiyama (2012a, 42) states that Brazil-
ian policymakers took great pride “in their belief that the municipal Bolsa 
Escola programs were ‘proof ’ of their country’s ability to innovate and pro-
vide creative solutions for poverty alleviation.” Further, these officials deny 
that their decision was a response to pressure or inducements from IFIs.

By the end of his final term, Cardoso had launched three federal CCTs 
and in the process set in motion a dramatic transformation in Brazilian 
social policy. The programs enacted by the centrist Cardoso more closely 
resembled Buarque’s conditional human- capital- focused program than 
Suplicy’s unconditional basic income proposal. Bolsa Escola Federal, like its 
subnational namesake, was designed to keep children in school. The more 
narrowly focused PETI, which combined transfers with remedial educa-
tion, was even more education- focused. While not conditioned on educa-
tion, Bolsa Alimentação was also focused on human capital formation with 
benefits conditioned on health interventions targeting expectant mothers 
and young children.

3.2 Lula Learns to Love CCTs

Lula finally won the presidency on his fourth attempt in 2002, defeating 
Serra by a wide margin.14 Despite the emerging consensus behind CCTs, 
Lula’s views on social policy had evolved remarkably little since 1990, when 
he dismissed Buarque’s original proposal. He remained wedded to the now 
outdated idea that relieving hunger was the most effective means of reduc-
ing poverty. Lula was forced to reconsider the merits of CCTs following the 
spectacular failure of Fome Zero, his overly ambitious and complex hunger 
eradication and poverty reduction initiative. The realities of governing 
forced Lula, like PT mayors before him, to act more pragmatically and 
embrace programs he had previously dismissed as not ambitious enough. 
But Lula did more than just continue the programs inherited from Cardoso. 
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He expanded them and reformed them in a direction more akin to Suplicy’s 
universalistic and unconditional basic income proposal.

3.2.1 Fome Zero’s Rise and (Spectacular) Fall

Perhaps influenced by memories of the hunger he personally faced growing 
up poor in Brazil’s Northeast during the 1950s, Lula remained convinced 
that hunger constituted Brazil’s most urgent problem. Thus, he began his 
historic administration with a vow to eradicate hunger. In an impassioned 
inauguration speech on January 1, 2003, Lula vowed:

If, by the end of my term, all Brazilians are able to eat breakfast, lunch and 
dinner, I will have fulfilled my life’s mission. While there remains one Bra-
zilian brother or Brazilian sister going hungry, we have more than enough 
reason to be covered in shame. (cited in Economist 2003)

Fome Zero was an ambitious effort to transform that promise into real-
ity. Infinitely more complex than Cardoso’s Bolsas, Lula’s flagship initiative 
was to consist of more than 30 hunger- related programs ranging from food 
distribution to land reform, and was to require coordination between half a 
dozen federal ministries, subnational governments, local citizen commit-
tees, and even large businesses.15 Fome Zero was designed by 45 researchers 
from the Citizenship Institute, a PT- affiliated think tank, and coordinated 
by incoming Food Security Minister José Graziano de Silva, an agronomist 
and long- time advisor to Lula (Yasbek 2004; Tavares 2005; Costa 2009).16

The program combined emergency measures to relieve current chronic 
hunger as well as local development projects and structural reforms aimed 
at preventing future hunger (Graziano, Del Grossi, and Galvão 2010, 20). 
The two emergency programs were Cartão Alimentação (Nutrition Card), 
an unconditional monthly food stamp program, and food baskets for the 
poor.17 At the local level, food security would be improved through micro-
credit for farmers, community food banks and gardens, nutrition and lit-
eracy classes, and the opening of affordable “popular” restaurants, among 
many other initiatives. Finally, Fome Zero’s structural reforms were to 
include investments in irrigation, sewage, and electrical infrastructure, land 
reform, and federal crop purchases. Complexity was further increased by 
the PT’s commitment to allow for stakeholder participation in all areas of 
the program (Ansell 2014).
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Fome Zero operated in parallel to existing transfer programs, “seem-
ingly ignoring” their existence (Tavares 2005, 8). During a speech three 
months into his term, Lula once more criticized Cardoso’s (now technically 
his own) programs as a distraction from the much- needed “structural 
reforms” needed for Brazilians to be able to escape poverty (Azevedo 2017). 
Nevertheless, although Lula de- emphasized the CCTs, he did not attempt to 
scrap them as by then they had developed their own constituencies (Melo 
2007, 49– 50; Melo 2008, 180).

Lula’s ambitious initiative was widely criticized from the get- go. As 
Tomazini (2019, 35) puts it, “An acid rain of criticism from the media, aca-
demics and Congress fell daily on the heads of Fome Zero’s team and the 
Lula government.” Critiques were so widespread that in March 2003, a mere 
three months into the administration, Lula was summoned to defend the 
program before the PT’s National Directorate (Cantanhêde 2003). For 
starters, critics challenged the program’s most basic assumption— that hun-
ger was the most urgent problem facing Brazil’s poor (Tavares 2005, 8). As 
Rocha (2013, 81) notes, eradicating hunger was “an effective marketing slo-
gan for a government that saw itself as focused on poverty relief ” but this 
slogan did not reflect Brazil’s reality. In fact, by the 2000s obesity was a big-
ger problem than hunger with poor Brazilians more likely to be overweight 
than rich ones (IBGE 2004; Arends- Kuenning 2009, 209).

In a clear act of insubordination, Buarque, who Lula appointed educa-
tion minister and was thus in charge of Bolsa Escola Federal, openly criti-
cized his boss’s flagship policy. In a television interview less than two 
months into the administration, Buarque said his ministry’s program 
could, if expanded and made more generous, lift more people out of pov-
erty at a lower cost than Fome Zero, all while improving school atten-
dance. He estimated that Bolsa Escola Federal could be doubled in size 
with just 20% of Fome Zero’s total budget (Cantanhêde 2003; Breve and 
Hashizume 2004; Folha de S. Paulo 2004b). Buarque remained critical of 
the administration’s anti- poverty initiatives and was unceremoniously 
fired in January 2004.18

From the Senate, Suplicy (2004, 141) criticized the use of food stamps 
and in- kind benefits for being paternalistic and urged the administration to 
trust the poor to make their own decisions. He predicted that the poor 
would sell their benefits at below face value in exchange for what they really 
needed— cash. As Suplicy (2004, 141) put it:
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The poor person needs more than to kill hunger. If it is getting cold, you 
need to buy a sweater or a blanket. If the roof or the door of your house is 
damaged, you must repair them. If a child has become ill, it is necessary to 
buy medicine urgently.

This view was also shared by World Bank economists advising the gov-
ernment (Patú 2013) and some civil society groups (Ansell 2015, 33– 34).

At the other end of the spectrum, some activist groups criticized the 
program for not going far enough. They argued that social policy under 
Lula was too focused on cash transfers and food stamps and that Fome 
Zero’s proposed municipal projects and structural reforms were moving 
too slowly. From their perspective “Zero Hunger merely ‘gave a man a fish 
rather than teaching him to fish,’ in other words, that it was guilty of the 
very assistencialismo its proponents had critiqued during the 1990s” (Ansell 
2014, 34).

Fome Zero proved too complex and less effective at relieving poverty 
than Cardoso’s more modest programs. Structural reforms never got off the 
ground. Crop purchases and milk distribution were very limited and land 
reform was too controversial to be seriously considered. At the local level, 
there were so many different policies “implemented by so many agencies 
(government at all levels, NGOs, multilateral development agencies, etc.) 
that they were impossible to keep track of, let alone evaluate” (Ansell 2014, 
33). Projects were expensive and difficult to coordinate and the government 
lacked the resources to enact them in every community that demanded 
them.

Cartão Alimentação and existing cash transfers offered clear advantages 
over the more ambitious policies: they were substantially cheaper (as much 
as 25%), relieved poverty immediately, and posed little risk of failure (Ansell 
2014, 118). Because of this, Fome Zero ended up being synonymous with 
Cartão. Yet even this seemingly simple program was heavily criticized for 
using political criteria to select beneficiaries, for the exclusion of eligible 
families, and for its duplication of benefits. Even Graziano, its architect, 
admitted to targeting errors of up to 30% (Hall 2006, 696). Cartão’s cover-
age peaked at roughly half a million beneficiaries, a fraction of Bolsa Escola 
Federal’s size (CEPAL 2018).
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3.2.2 The Birth of Bolsa Família

Fome Zero’s quick and resounding failure forced Lula to change course 10 
months into his administration and finally endorse CCTs. Lula merged 
Cardoso’s programs with Cartão— the only functional part of his flagship 
initiative— to create a single unified CCT.19 The new program, Bolsa Famí-
lia, would ultimately define Lula’s legacy.

Contrary to Lula’s revisionist and self- congratulatory recollection of 
events presented in this chapter’s introduction, Bolsa Família’s creation was 
not a case where Lula, given his personal understanding of Brazilian pov-
erty and political instincts, challenged “most experts and international 
organizations” (Tepperman 2017, 34). In fact, Lula’s long- held antipathy 
toward CCTs placed him outside the Brazilian and Latin American social 
policy mainstream. All of the components of Bolsa Família already existed— 
they only needed to be assembled and improved.

Not even the idea of unifying existing CCTs was new. Near the end of 
the Cardoso administration, Social Assistance Minister Wanda Engel 
floated the idea with her boss (Cariello 2012). Unification as a means of 
reducing inefficiencies and overlap was also mentioned in A Agenda Per-
dida (The Lost Agenda), a set of policy proposals prepared by prominent 
liberal economists in the run- up to the 2002 elections.20 Furthermore, dur-
ing Bolsa Família’s launch, Lula credited Marconi Perillo, the PSDB gover-
nor of the state of Goiás, who, during a meeting in August 2003, had urged 
him to unify existing programs and award benefits through a single mag-
netic card as he had done in his state (Safatle, Borges, and Oliveira 2016, 
249; Azevedo 2017).21

Aware of Fome Zero’s unviability, Finance Minister Antonio Palocci, a 
moderate who, as mayor of Ribeirão Preto, a midsized city in São Paulo 
state, had enacted a CCT, suggested to Lula that he refocus his social policy 
on CCTs, but on a larger scale than had been tried before.22 Central to 
Palocci’s plan was the expansion and improvement of another Cardoso 
initiative— the Cadastro Único registry. According to an official who par-
ticipated in discussions over what became Bolsa Família, Lula’s responded 
by stating that “if there’s anything good in the drawer, let’s open the drawer, 
give it another name and we go ahead” (Safatle, Borges, and Oliveira 2016, 
247– 48).

Multilateral banks also worked hard to convince Lula of the benefits of 
cash transfers over hunger relief and food distribution (Patú 2013). In 
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March 2003, as Fome Zero’s problems were becoming increasingly appar-
ent, World Bank president James Wolfensohn and former Inter- American 
Development Bank president Enrique Iglesias organized a private meeting 
between Lula and Santiago Levy, the architect behind Mexico’s Progresa. 
Levy reportedly convinced Lula that CCTs were the best way forward 
(Lindert et al. 2007, 13– 14; Reid 2007, 234; Lustig 2011, 12; Morais 2017, 
126). In the words of Kathy Lindert, a human development specialist at the 
World Bank who has written extensively on CCTs and Bolsa Família:

Actually, the World Bank should take the credit for the introduction of 
Bolsa Familia (in Brazil). Lula initially wanted to get rid of CCTs and intro-
duce food stamps. We organized for a secret visit from Santiago Levy to 
persuade him of the merits of CCTs. Levy literally flew in over the weekend, 
and then flew back out; no one even knew he was in the country. (cited in 
Brearley 2011, 110)

Following the meeting, Lula requested a cash transfer proposal. Tech-
nocrats from the Social Assistance Ministry and economists from Brazil’s 
Institute of Applied Economic Research, with technical assistance from the 
World Bank and other donors, set out to design such a program. As Fome 
Zero’s failure became more obvious, Lula distanced himself from Graziano 
and looked outside the PT, embracing instead the ideas of Ricardo Paes de 
Barros, a University of Chicago– trained liberal economist and one of the 
authors of the previously dismissed A Agenda Perdida (Tavares 2005; Cari-
ello 2012).23

This new direction met with resistance both from within the PT and 
from those in charge of existing programs. Lula’s decision to create a unified 
CCT reignited the Brazilian left’s long- standing debate over the merits of 
targeting versus universalism (Cariello 2012). Far- left petistas continued to 
deride transfer policies as “paternalist and demanding” and little more than 
“handouts” (Hunter 2010, 155). Ministers and social policy bureaucrats 
worried that the new program would reduce their power. Seeing the most 
ambitious parts of their agenda scrapped in favor of Cartão, Fome Zero’s 
team was particularly demoralized by its loss of standing (Morais 2017, 128; 
Tomazini 2019, 35).

Despite his long- standing advocacy of cash transfers, Buarque com-
plained that Bolsa Escola would be watered down if incorporated into a 
larger program centered on relieving poverty rather than increasing human 
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capital. He also decried the symbolism of the program’s name change 
(replacing Escola with Família) and the decision to transfer its administra-
tion from the Education Ministry to the newly created “super ministry” of 
Social Development and the Fight against Hunger (MDS). In his words, “it’s 
one thing for the mother to receive money when you tell her that it’s so her 
son will study, it’s another when you tell her that she receives it because they 
are poor” (YouTube Tony Show 2016).

Despite these complaints, those with the final say, Lula and Palocci, had 
made up their minds (cited in Cariello 2012; see also Patú 2013). Bolsa 
Família launched provisionally in October 2003 under the control of the 
MDS. Lula signed a law making the program permanent in January 2004. 
As a face- saving measure, the administration would continue to refer to 
Bolsa Família as the flagship program of a broader Fome Zero agenda. But 
in reality, as soon as the former was enacted, the latter ceased to exist (Freire 
2004).

3.2.3 The Evolution of Bolsa Família

The abandonment of Fome Zero did not mean a full- blown embrace of Car-
doso’s CCTs. Rather, Lula and later Rousseff made cash transfers their own, 
using them as a platform for moving Brazil closer to having a universal 
income floor, albeit within the confines of a CCT. While not the radical 
break with existing policy that Lula originally promised, Bolsa Família still 
proved groundbreaking. Those enrolled in existing programs were quickly 
incorporated into the new program, new beneficiaries were enrolled as cov-
erage expanded dramatically, and stipends became more generous. The 
result was a more universal program that comes close to offering a guaran-
teed income floor for all Brazilians in economic need. The Brazilian case 
offers clear evidence that government ideology still shapes the design of 
social policy.

Coverage numbers tell only part of the story. The Brazilian left reformu-
lated the CCTs it inherited in accordance with its programmatic goals and 
in response to its long- standing critiques of means- tested programs. In a 
clear step in the direction of providing an income floor for all, Bolsa Família 
included an unconditional basic benefit of R$50 for families in extreme 
poverty, regardless of whether they had children. Coverage was then 
extended to 16 and 17 year olds in 2008. Rousseff continued to broaden the 
program’s target population. As part of the Brasil Sem Miséria (Brazil With-
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out Misery) initiative launched in 2011, the government increased the max-
imum number of beneficiaries per household from three to five and began 
actively seeking out families that remained outside the program.24 The fol-
lowing year, Rousseff introduced a supplemental subsidy, determined on a 
case- by- case basis, for families that remained in extreme poverty despite 
receiving cash transfers.

Bolsa Família was also more generous than its predecessors. Benefits at 
launch were roughly equal to those received by a family simultaneously 
enrolled in Bolsa Escola Federal, Bolsa Alimentação, and Cartão. In prac-
tice, this represented a major increase since the average poor family had 
been enrolled in only 1.8 of Bolsa Família’s predecessors (Suplicy 2007, 2). 
Furthermore, as previously noted, stipend levels increased steadily starting 
in mid- 2007, first compensating for inflation and later increasing in real 
terms (see fig. 3– 2).

Thus, Bolsa Família was qualitatively different from its predecessors. Its 
focus was a product of the left’s programmatic orientation and affinity 
toward universal programs. As Cotta (2009, 283– 84) notes, particularly 
during the program’s early years, “It was believed that it would be the first 
step towards the implementation of a minimum income program in the 
country, once adequate fiscal and political conditions were in place.”25 Or, 
as Pereira (2015, 1689) further notes, “Influenced by the idea of a basic or 
minimum income, the government chose to err on the side of inclusion” 
(see also Tomazini 2019, 37). Public statements by Lula and other officials 
presented transfers as a universal right available to all those who needed 
them and a tool that would allow the poor to make effective their constitu-
tional rights to education and healthcare (Britto 2008, 188; Sugiyama and 
Hunter 2013, 44; Morais 2017, 164).

Targeting and conditionality took a backseat to expanding coverage and 
relieving poverty. As Arends- Kuenning (2009, 2015) notes bluntly, “The 
policy emphasis of social welfare programs was shifted from improving 
human capital to providing income transfers.” Targeting was “not consid-
ered a priority element of the program, but rather a necessary mechanism 
to implement it under budgetary constraints” (Britto 2008, 188). Condi-
tionality enforcement was even less of a priority. In fact, prior to September 
2006 there was no compliance monitoring whatsoever (Soares 2012, 9). 
Like other advocates of basic income schemes, the government operated 
from the premise that all parents wanted to send their children to school 
but some were unable to do so because of poverty. By boosting incomes, 
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Bolsa Família was to ensure that parents would comply with the program’s 
conditions willingly and without the need for punitive (and expensive) 
enforcement.26

3.2.4 Backlash against Bolsa Família

Brazil’s media and public did not share this permissive attitude toward con-
ditionality. In July 2004, with municipal elections approaching, several 
media outlets began reporting on the absence of enforcement (Kamel 2004; 
Schwartzman 2005, 4; Lindert and Vicensini 2010). The reports sparked a 
wave of newspaper exposés that revealed further irregularities including 
duplication of benefits and instances in which benefits were awarded to 
local politicians, municipal employees, and their families (Lindert and 
Vicensini 2010, 40). Criticism reached a fever pitch when, on October 14, 
2004, two weeks before the municipal runoff election, the popular televi-
sion show Fantástico broadcast a report alleging that middle- class families 
in three cities benefited from the program while a poor girl remained 

Figure 3- 2. Inflation Adjusted Value of CCT Stipends (July 2001 = 100)
Notes: Assumes (1) a family has two school- aged children under 15 and (2) the two children 
were enrolled in Bolsa Escola Federal in July 2001. Cartão Alimentação is not counted as it 
was not an education- linked CCT.
Sources: IBGE (2018) and Hellman (2015).
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excluded (Schwarzman 2005, 4; Tepperman 2017, 37– 38). In the week fol-
lowing the report, MDS’s Bolsa Família hotline received 1,946 complaints 
from across the country (Lindert and Vicensini 2010, 49).

Lula was caught off guard as “critics from the right and the left united to 
accuse the government of turning a truly innovative program into a pater-
nalistic and old- fashioned version of social assistance” (Britto and Soares 
2011, 6). The PSBD (2004) criticized Lula for transforming Cardoso’s poli-
cies into populist assistencialismo designed to buy off the poor. Buarque, 
who by then had left the PT and become a critic of Lula, argued that lax 
conditionality enforcement transformed a previously progressive program 
into something more akin to the traditional “conservative governing strat-
egy” of vote buying, a “nationalized form of coronelismo” (cited in Cotta 
2009, 246– 47).27

In response, Bolsa Família underwent a major managerial change that 
resulted in enforcement becoming a greater priority (Britto and Soares 
2011, 6). In January 2005, Lula personally presided over the launch of an 
oversight strategy aimed at detecting and remedying fraud (Lindert and 
Vicensini 2010, 50; Tepperman 2017, 37– 39). Enforcement gradually 
improved and by 2007 surpassed levels seen during the Cardoso adminis-
tration (Lindert et al. 2007).

The administration’s response to these scandals sought a compromise 
between unconditional transfers and a strict approach that immediately 
expels vulnerable noncompliers from the program. Since 2006, condition-
ality has been actively monitored but enforced in a permissive manner. In 
contrast to the more punitive approach used in countries such as Mexico, 
noncompliance is interpreted as a “red flag”— a sign that a family faces an 
additional vulnerability that municipal social workers should seek to 
resolve. Initial instances of noncompliance are met with warnings. Subse-
quent violations lead to temporary suspensions of benefits. Only after five 
violations can a family be expelled from the program (Hellmann 2015, 18– 
20). In practice, it remains quite difficult to lose Bolsa Família benefits for 
noncompliance.

The reforms contributed to the program’s popularity and political sus-
tainability, demonstrating that, at least with regard to anti- poverty pro-
grams, “‘what works technically’ (targeting accuracy, fraud and error con-
trols, monitoring of conditionalities, and proven impacts), largely aligns 
with ‘what works politically’ (with increased political support and votes)” 
(Lindert and Vincensini 2010, 6). Maintaining this balance remains crucial 
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to Bolsa Família’s long- term legitimacy. Despite finding strong public sup-
port for the program, surveys also find that over 80% of Brazilians worry 
that nonpoor households benefit from the program (Oliveira de Castro et 
al. 2009) and reveal strikingly little support for an unconditional basic 
income scheme (Waltenberg 2013).

3.3 Conclusion

Asked in 2007 what Lula had done well as president, 43% of respondents to 
a nationwide survey cited “Bolsa Família” as their first answer (cited in 
Morais 2017, 146).28 It is ironic that Lula, who for more than a decade 
resisted and was at times openly hostile to cash transfers, now counts Bolsa 
Família as his greatest achievement. In fact, despite repeatedly rejecting and 
criticizing CCT proposals, Lula is today seen as their global ambassador 
(Boultinghouse 2015, 13). The spectacular failure of Fome Zero at the start 
of his administration forced Lula to reconsider and ultimately embrace the 
policy he once derided as “Bolsa Esmola.” But he went beyond merely con-
tinuing or even just expanding the policies he inherited. Lula used Cardo-
so’s CCTs, which were modeled on Buarque’s human- capital- focused pro-
gram, to create a more ambitious program more closely resembling Suplicy’s 
basic income proposal. Contrary to what Lula and much of the PT origi-
nally believed, CCTs could significantly reduce Brazil’s stubbornly high lev-
els of poverty and inequality and, in the process, advance the left’s ultimate 
goal of constructing social democracy, defined as the existence of near- 
universal, rights- based social policies accessible independently of labor sta-
tus (Thomé 2013).

Bolsa Família allowed Lula to keep his inauguration- day promise to pay 
the country’s “historical debt to the poor.” At the end of his second term in 
2010, Lula handed Rousseff the reins of a Brazil in which the share of people 
unable “to eat breakfast, lunch and dinner” had dropped to its lowest level 
in history. Poverty and extreme poverty during Lula’s last year were, respec-
tively, 13% and 23% lower than they would have been in the program’s 
absence (Soares, Ribas, and Osório 2010). While eye- catching, changes in 
poverty head counts severely understate the program’s effects. Those who 
escaped poverty through Bolsa Família constitute a minority of total benefi-
ciaries. These numbers pale in comparison with the tens of millions of 
households who, though still poor after Bolsa Família, saw the severity of 
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their poverty reduced (Thomé 2013; Bither- Terry 2014). The program’s 
contributions to the incomes of Brazil’s neediest were responsible for as 
much as one- fifth of the historic decline in inequality that occurred during 
the Lula years (Soares et al. 2009; Soares, Ribas, and Osório 2010; Hoffman 
2013).

Politically, Bolsa Família paid off handsomely for Lula and later Rous-
seff. In a clear example of retrospective economic voting, beneficiaries 
rewarded PT presidential candidates at the ballot box (Hunter and Power 
2007; Zucco 2013). In the process, PT’s core base of support changed from 
urban middle- class voters in the more developed Southeast to poor voters 
in the rural Northeast, the country’s poorest region (Zucco 2008). This new 
constituency was instrumental in allowing Lula and Rousseff to easily win 
the 2006 and 2010 presidential elections. During tougher economic times 
in 2014, Bolsa Família may very well have made the difference that allowed 
Rousseff to win her extremely close reelection race (Brasil 2014; Zucco 
2015). Notably, these political gains occurred in the absence of the clien-
telism and outright vote- buying that have traditionally marred Brazilian 
elections, particularly in rural areas (Fried 2012; Sugiyama and Hunter 
2013).

There continues to be significant debate within left- wing policy circles 
over whether Bolsa Família constitutes a building block toward the con-
struction of a universal basic income or rather a stumbling block that 
relieves poverty just enough to defuse political mobilization in favor of 
more ambitious policies. Although Suplicy himself has been very support-
ive of Bolsa Família and sees it as a first step toward enacting an income 
floor for all Brazilians (Morais 2007, 142; Tomazini 2019, 37), more maxi-
malist left- wing economists remain critical of the program. Influential 
economist Lena Lavinas (2013b, 44) goes so far as to call the program “the 
antithesis of a citizens’ income” in that it is neither universal nor a right (see 
also Britto and Soares 2011; Lavinas 2013a, 38). Transfers remain far below 
the minimum wage and there appears to be no intention to raise them to 
that level. As it stands, the program’s eligibility thresholds punish poor fam-
ilies that succeed in clawing their way out of poverty.29

I agree with Soares (2012, 2) that, in practice, the differences between 
Bolsa Família and a basic income are “minor” and “what matters is that 
poor people are getting money.” In reaching almost the entirety of the coun-
try’s poor, Bolsa Família does, in fact, ensure that all Brazilians (including 
those without children) have a guaranteed minimum standard of living. 
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Thomé (2013) calls this “smart universalism”— basically everyone who 
needs the program can receive it without the high cost of providing benefits 
to those who do not need them. Lavinas’s concerns over conditionality have 
more merit today than they did when the program was first launched but, 
in practice, it remains quite difficult to be kicked out of the program for 
failing to comply with conditionalities. Bolsa Família comes very close to 
providing a guaranteed basic income, albeit within the confines of a CCT 
program.

Whether Bolsa Família advances or obstructs the creation of a true 
basic income is a moot point as there is little support among Brazilians for 
an unconditional social policy (Waltenberg 2013). In fact, as demonstrated 
by the scandals stemming from the nonenforcement of conditionality, the 
requirement that beneficiaries attend school and receive medical checkups 
helps explain Bolsa Família’s strong public support. The scandals damaged 
the program’s reputation and forced the Lula administration into damage 
control mode. The resulting compromise— a nonpunitive approach to 
enforcement— strikes a balance between caring for the poor and allaying 
taxpayer concerns.

More broadly, the Brazilian case demonstrates the existence of two dis-
tinct models of CCTs— a more targeted and conditional approach con-
cerned primarily with improving human capital advocated by Buarque and 
implemented by Cardoso and a more universalistic and less punitive 
approach more concerned with poverty reduction and the creation of an 
income floor for all citizens advocated by Suplicy and implemented by Lula. 
The latter addresses many of the left’s original concerns about CCTs and 
exemplifies a more expansive vision of social policy more attuned to the 
long- term goal of decommodifying labor.

The next chapter will contrast these two approaches to CCTs in greater 
detail by comparing Bolsa Família with Mexico’s pioneering Progresa/
Oportunidades program.
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Chapter 4

Human Capital vs. Basic Income

Models of Cash Transfers in Mexico and Brazil

Under the watch of center- left President Luiz Inácio Lula” da Silva (2003– 
10), Brazil’s modest Bolsa Escola and Bolsa Alimentação were transformed 
into the significantly more ambitious Bolsa Família. The differences were 
qualitative as well as quantitative. Yes, Bolsa Família covers a far larger share 
of Brazil’s population— more than one in four Brazilians every year since 
2009— than its predecessors, but, more importantly, it also became more 
generous, less punitive in its enforcement of conditionality and, as critics 
including Cristovam Buarque himself have noted (Cotta 2009, 246– 47), less 
focused on keeping children in school. Under Lula and his handpicked suc-
cessor Dilma Rousseff (2011– 16), conditional cash transfer programs 
moved closer to providing Brazilian families with an income floor similar 
(but by no means identical) to the one Eduardo Suplicy advocated for 
throughout his political career.

Bolsa Família gradually evolved into something quite different from 
Buarque’s proposals and Mexico’s Progresa/Oportunidades, Latin America’s 
first national- level CCT.1 As Cotta (2009, 293) aptly puts it, the two pro-
grams “are like identical twins, equal in appearance but distinct in person-
ality and spirit.”2 Enacted and implemented by successive right- wing presi-
dents, Mexico’s program prioritizes long- run human capital accumulation 
over immediate poverty reduction. It uses precise rules to narrowly target 
beneficiaries with the intent of ensuring that only the truly needy receive 
aid. Conditionality is strictly enforced to ensure that beneficiaries keep up 
their end of the deal. And stipends increase with each successive grade to 
counteract the fact that the opportunity cost of remaining in school rather 
than entering the workforce increases as students get older.

Critics of CCTs can rightfully claim that overly narrow targeting runs 
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the risk of excluding eligible families. Strict conditionality enforcement 
threatens to exclude the poorest of the poor, who are the most likely to have 
difficulty attending school and receiving medical checkups in the first place 
(Tutu 2006; Rodríguez- Castelán 2017). Differentiated stipends, while less 
objectionable from a poverty reduction standpoint, do represent a move 
away from the goal of ensuring that every person is guaranteed the same 
income floor. Implicitly mindful of these critiques, Brazil’s left transformed 
the CCTs it inherited into a program that emphasizes poverty reduction 
over human capital accumulation. Compared to Progresa/Oportunidades, 
Bolsa Família has broader and less precise targeting and much more lenient 
conditionality enforcement. Although 16 and 17 year olds do receive a 
more generous stipend, the program pays the same stipend to all other 
beneficiaries.

Thus, while Mexico’s right and Brazil’s left agree that CCTs are a vital 
tool to relieve poverty and enhance the poor’s human capital, they differ in 
the weighting they assign to each of those goals. This chapter argues that 
there exist two distinct types of CCTs in Latin America that differ in the 
extent to which they prioritize those twin goals: “human capital” and “basic 
income” CCTs. In Mexico, center- right President Ernesto Zedillo (1994– 
2000) of the long- ruling Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI) enacted 
the first national- level human capital CCT, which was then continued and 
expanded under successive administrations from the right- wing National 
Action Party (PAN). In Brazil, the center- left under Lula and later Rousseff 
expanded and transformed centrist President Fernando Henrique Cardo-
so’s (1995– 2003) programs to create the first basic income CCT.

The chapter also explores the intellectual origins of these two contrast-
ing models and the role of political ideology in determining the choice of 
model. The human capital model embraced by Mexico’s right was, at its 
essence, a neoliberal response to the persistence of extreme poverty in the 
aftermath of market reform. Developed by a team of technocrats led by 
Santiago Levy, a US- trained Mexican economist associated with the World 
Bank, Progresa/Oportunidades envisioned cash transfers as a means of 
incentivizing the extreme poor to invest in their children’s education and 
health. The resulting program’s ultimate goal was to ensure that beneficiary 
children acquired the tools needed to succeed in the labor market as adults. 
In sharp contrast, the basic income movement that influenced the Brazilian 
left’s version of CCTs envisioned cash transfers as a means of guaranteeing 
an income floor for every person. Such a policy would advance the left’s 
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ultimate goal of decommodifying workers (i.e., disconnecting their well- 
being from the market).

However, as the previous chapter demonstrated, electorates appear 
unwilling to support even relatively small transfers to poor children if they 
perceive that the government is not enforcing conditionality. Given this real-
ity, there is unlikely to be support for the kind of universal, no- string- attached, 
living- wage income transfers envisioned by the left’s most ambitious basic 
income advocates. Thus, the Brazilian left was forced to accept CCTs. Yet, as 
Bolsa Família shows, CCT design can be tweaked to closely resemble a basic 
income program. That cash transfers first entered Latin America’s political 
agenda as part of the neoliberal policy toolkit did not mean that they had to 
be used to advance neoliberal policy goals (Ferguson 2010).

4.1 Human Capital Theory

As detailed in the previous chapter, Buarque saw cash transfers primarily as 
a tool to keep children from poor families in school and out of the work-
force. By the mid- 1980s, Buarque (1999) was arguing that, as “producers of 
human capital,” poor parents be compensated for the income they forgo 
when their children attend school rather than work. Rather than couch his 
policy, as Suplicy did, in the language of rights and freedoms, Buarque 
spoke of incentives and opportunity costs. In this regard, Buarque’s views 
on cash transfers had more in common with those of Levy and Zedillo than 
with those of Suplicy and Lula.

Whereas Suplicy and Lula emphasized the immediate effects of cash 
transfers— relieving poverty by boosting incomes and, ideally, eradicating it 
by providing an income floor for all citizens— Buarque and Levy empha-
sized the long- term potential of conditionality to prevent poverty by incen-
tivizing families to invest in their children’s human capital. For Buarque and 
Levy, CCTs were innovative, not because they effectively target the poor 
and relieve poverty but, because, by boosting incomes, they gave parents a 
chance to prevent their children from being poor as adults. Cash transfers 
are not, as basic income advocates argue, a means of “emancipating us from 
the despotism of the market” (Van Parijs and Vanderborght 2017, 109). 
Rather, they are a tool to ensure that those who are born poor will acquire 
skills valued by the market that will allow them to “work their way out of 
poverty” (Levy 1991, 85).
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In making a case for what became Mexico’s pioneering CCT, Levy 
(1991) went beyond Buarque’s education- centric definition of human capi-
tal. Levy’s evolving proposal (1991, 2006; see also Levy and Rodríguez 
2004) emphasized the complex interactions between food intake, nutrition, 
health, education, and poverty. Specifically, Levy made a case for incorpo-
rating healthcare and nutritional components into Mexico’s CCT in addi-
tion to the educational conditionality present in Buarque’s proposal and 
eventual local- level program. Citing a broad social science literature, Levy 
explains that, as a result of their parents’ lower incomes and levels of educa-
tion, poor children are less likely to receive regular medical care and thus 
more prone to contracting preventable diseases. Similarly, with regard to 
nutrition, very poor households rely heavily on cheap, high- calorie foods 
with low nutritional value (Levy 1991, 49). Nutritional deficiencies during 
the first years of life increase both vulnerability to diseases and the likeli-
hood of cognitive underdevelopment. Poor health and nutrition may per-
manently impair school and work performance, increasing the likelihood 
of poverty during adulthood (Levy and Rodriguez 2004, 198).

Furthermore, low- income women are more likely than their nonpoor 
counterparts to lack information about and access to birth control. As a 
result, they tend to have higher birth rates and have children at a younger 
age, leading to families with higher dependency ratios— fewer workers for 
each nonworker.3 This forces families to divide their already low incomes 
between more individuals, making them less able to get by without addi-
tional income from working children (Levy and Rodriguez 2004, 224). 
Inability to invest in their children’s education is indicative of a broader 
problem. Low incomes prevent poor families from making investments and 
taking risks that could significantly improve their situation, such as plant-
ing new crops, purchasing productivity- enhancing tools, or migrating to 
more prosperous parts of the country.

This “vicious cycle,” Levy argued, could be overcome by boosting the 
poor’s purchasing power through a single program that incentivized simul-
taneous improvements in nutrition, health, and education. Higher incomes 
allow families to keep their children in school longer, consume more and 
better foods, and attend regular medical checkups. Better- fed children do 
better in school, which, in turn, improves their long- term economic pros-
pects. In addition to improving overall health outcomes, more frequent vis-
its to the doctor increase women and girls’ usage of birth control, leading to 
smaller families that can invest more in each child. Addressing all of these 
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interconnected issues requires a single cross- cutting cash transfer program. 
Like Buarque, Levy was adamant about the importance of conditioning 
benefits on good behavior and strictly enforcing those conditions. In Levy’s 
(2006, 135– 36) words:

Participation must be systematically enforced. . . . If enforcement of condi-
tions weakens, the program runs the real risk of becoming just a mecha-
nism for effecting pure income transfers to the poor: today’s consumption 
is enhanced, but tomorrow’s potential is wasted.

4.1.1 A Neoliberal Initiative

In contrast to Brazil, where both Buarque and Suplicy initially struggled to 
convince first Cardoso and later Lula of the merits of CCTs, President 
Zedillo, himself a technocrat with a doctorate in economics from Yale, was 
both open to cash transfers and a proponent of human capital theory 
(Valencia and Aguirre 1998, 76). Zedillo (2009) insulated social policy 
technocrats from politics and granted them full autonomy to design, imple-
ment, and evaluate what came to be known as the Education, Health and 
Nutrition Program (Progresa, To Progress). From his perch as undersecre-
tary of finance for expenditures, Levy, a Boston University– trained econo-
mist, worked closely with José Gómez de León, a Harvard- trained demog-
rapher and general secretary of the National Population Council 
(CONAPO), to design Latin America’s first national- level CCT.4

Progresa was part of a broader transformation in Mexican social policy 
that began with the 1988 election of Carlos Salinas de Gortari (1988– 94). In 
the context of the 1980s debt crisis and subsequent market reforms, Mexi-
can governments sought to create a safety net for the millions who fell into 
poverty while simultaneously reducing the size of the state. Anti- poverty 
policy under Salinas centered around the National Solidarity Program 
(PRONASOL), a social investment fund that provided communities with 
resources for infrastructure projects. Inaugurated in December 1988 to 
great fanfare, PRONASOL came to be widely criticized for being both inef-
fective and clientelistic (Dresser 1994; Molinar and Weldon 1994; Bruhn 
1996; Dion 2000; Díaz- Cayeros, Estévez, and Magaloni 2016).

Levy first presented the ideas that evolved into Progresa in a 1991 World 
Bank research paper. In line with evolving neoliberal thinking on poverty, 
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he accepted that growth alone would be insufficient to adequately tackle 
extreme poverty, which was concentrated in rural areas (Levy 1991, 30). 
Traditionally, Mexican governments sought to prevent hunger through 
food price subsidies, which were expensive and regressive, and direct food 
distribution, which was prone to corruption and had trouble reaching the 
most remote, and thus poorest, communities. On a more fundamental 
level, Levy (1991, 4– 5) argued that fighting poverty indirectly through food 
policy was both inefficient and distorted economic incentives at a time 
when governments were working to impose market discipline. He pro-
posed replacing generalized food policies with vouchers exclusively target-
ing rural families in extreme poverty. Interestingly, that proposal explicitly 
rejected using cash transfers for fear that they would disincentivize work 
and cause “welfare dependency” (Levy 1991, 52).

To promote human capital formation, the vouchers were to be condi-
tional on children receiving regular medical checkups and parents attend-
ing classes on hygiene, birth control, and food preparation (Levy 1991, 85). 
Notably, at this time, benefits were not conceived as conditional on school 
attendance. Levy (1991, 64) was emphatic that the program’s purpose was 
to induce behavioral changes and, as such, that its success should be assessed 
in terms of its “ability to lower infant mortality, reduce undernutrition, 
decrease fertility, reduce morbidity, and improve elementary health and 
hygiene behavior. . . . The program should have no other objectives” (Levy 
1991, 64).

With his appointment to the Finance Ministry in December 1994, Levy 
got the chance to implement the proposal. The need for an effective anti- 
poverty program further increased following the so- called Tequila Crisis, a 
severe balance of payments crisis inherited from the previous administra-
tion that sent the economy into a deep recession and pushed 16 million 
Mexicans into poverty. Like the debt crisis before it, the new crisis simulta-
neously increased the need for safety nets and constrained public finances. 
Sidestepping the Social Development Ministry (SEDESOL), Zedillo tasked 
two teams of technocrats with designing a replacement for PRONASOL 
(Garay 2016, 232). While Levy’s team worked on turning his proposal into 
a reality, Gómez de León’s team worked on a program targeted at mothers 
aimed at increasing children’s access to education (Yaschine and Orozco 
2010, 63; Garay 2016, 232).

There were immediate tensions between the technocrats and SEDE-
SOL’s policy specialists led by Social Development Minister Carlos Rojas, 
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the “father of PRONASOL.” The two sides fundamentally disagreed on the 
very purpose of anti- poverty policy and who it should target. Whereas the 
former wanted to focus exclusively on extreme poverty, the latter also wor-
ried about the moderately poor. As Valencia and Aguirre (1998, 70) explain, 
“Under one logic it was stressed that the poor must be guaranteed, as a 
constitutional right, a basic floor; under the other, [it was argued] that the 
extreme poor need to satisfy certain minimums to be qualified to partici-
pate in the market.”

Tensions were further heightened because Levy, who had been critical 
of PRONASOL’s subsidized credit component and arbitrary targeting, had 
final say over Rojas’s budgets. The ministry’s team considered it “heresy” 
that a “technocrat’s” approach to fighting poverty would replace “one of the 
most ambitious anti- poverty programs” in the country’s history (Valencia 
and Aguirre 1998, 76). In the words of a high- ranking SEDESOL official at 
the time, “the technocrats have no field experience and try to directly apply 
their ‘desk theories’ without having any experience with development pro-
grams” (cited in Valencia and Aguirre 1998, 76).

A pilot of Levy’s proposal covering 31,000 households launched in 
three cities in the southeastern state of Campeche in October 1995 and 
was expanded to select rural communities in nine poor states in June 
1996.5 In lieu of subsidized milk and tortilla rations, participants received 
an electronic card exclusively for purchases of food at selected stores and 
tortilla shops.6 Benefits were conditional on children attending regular 
medical checkups. Additionally, malnourished children, pregnant and 
lactating mothers, and children under five were given in- kind nutritional 
supplements.

Although beneficiaries overwhelmingly preferred vouchers to subsi-
dized food (Levy and Rodriguez 2004, 243), lack of infrastructure limited 
the electronic card’s usefulness in the most remote towns. As a result, 
vouchers were replaced with direct cash transfers (Hernández Franco 2008, 
44; Cortés and Rubalcava 2012, 37). Scaling the program nationally required 
creating an objective targeting mechanism, a task Gómez de León spear-
headed (Levy and Rodriguez 2004, 254; Lustig 2014, 109). And, most 
importantly, given education’s central role in human capital formation, it 
was deemed necessary for benefits to also be conditional on school atten-
dance (Levy and Rodriguez 2004, 243). With that, Levy and Gómez de 
León’s proposals were merged into a single program covering education, 
health, and nutrition.
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4.1.2 The Politics of CCT Adoption in Mexico

Zedillo officially requested congressional funding for Progresa during his 
1996 report to Congress (Levy and Rodríguez 2004, 242). This proved con-
troversial. First, given PRONASOL’s reputation for clientelism, opposition 
legislators were skeptical about funding what they feared could become 
“Zedillo’s PRONASOL” (Levy 2006, 108; De La O 2015, 75– 76). Second, 
debate over cash transfers “took a very clear partisan turn, particularly with 
respect to the left- right cleavage” (Tomazini 2019, 38). The left- wing Party 
of the Democratic Revolution (PRD) criticized the proposal’s narrow tar-
geting, arguing instead for universal polices (Dion 2009, 76; Garay 2016, 
244– 45). The administration ultimately won over the right- wing PAN by 
guaranteeing that the program would not be disproportionally targeted 
toward PRI strongholds and would be rigorously evaluated, both of which 
the technocrats had intended to do all along. The PRD, however, remained 
opposed (De La O 2015, 78; Garay 2016, 233– 34).

Mindful of PRONASOL’s wretched reputation, “to prevent legislators 
and public opinion from associating the new scheme with electoral calcula-
tions and clientelism” (Garay 2016, 233), Zedillo waited to launch the pro-
gram until August 1997, after the midterm legislative elections in which his 
party lost its majority in the lower house. Coverage increased rapidly from 
300,000 families in nearly 6,000 rural communities across 12 states at 
launch to nearly 2.5 million families in 53,000 rural localities across all 31 
states by the end of Zedillo’s term (Levy 2006, 26). The program’s success 
represented a definitive victory for the technocrats. Citing the ministry’s 
neglect of moderate poverty and criticizing Levy by name, Enrique del Val, 
the SEDESOL official in charge of the infrastructure development programs 
that the technocrats had so roundly criticized, resigned in May 1998. Days 
later, Esteban Moctezuma, a Zedillo ally, replaced Carlos Rojas as minister 
(Valencia and Aguirre 1998, 82).

In line with Zedillo’s promise to PAN legislators and its designers’ tech-
nocratic worldview, Progresa began being evaluated almost immediately 
after its launch. The program’s team worked closely with the International 
Food Policy Research Institute, a Washington- based policy research orga-
nization, and independent researchers to facilitate the evaluation of practi-
cally all aspects of the program. Resource limitations required a gradual 
rollout of the program. Participating communities were selected randomly, 
making it possible to conduct experimental studies contrasting beneficia-
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ries and nonbeneficiaries both before and after the program (Levy and 
Rodríguez 2004, 307). The results were overwhelmingly positive, confirm-
ing that the program was cost- effective and well targeted. It reduced pov-
erty, inequality, and child labor, as well as increased school attendance, fam-
ily planning, and both the quantity and quality of food consumption (Levy 
and Rodríguez 2004, 354– 55).

In demanding evaluations, PAN legislators likely saved Progresa from 
being scrapped after the 2000 elections, which saw PAN’s Vicente Fox (2000– 
2006) break the PRI’s 70- year stranglehold on the presidency. There were 
“strong rumors” in early 2000 that incoming Social Development Minister 
Josefina Vázquez Mota would replace Progresa with a “charity- based poverty 
alleviation program” (Lustig 2014, 105). It is widely acknowledged that the 
positive results of the International Food Policy Research Institute’s indepen-
dent evaluations convinced Fox and Vázquez Mota to not only continue the 
program but also to extend it to cover the three final years of high school 
(Levy 2006, 113– 14; Behrman 2010, 1476).7 In March 2002, Progresa was 
renamed Oportunidades (Opportunities) and expanded to urban areas. Cov-
erage doubled during Fox’s term to more than 5 million families in 90,000 
localities across the entire country (Yaschine and Orozoco 2010, 68).

Given its ideological orientation, the PRD never fully embraced tar-
geted anti- poverty programs. As Garay (2016, 244– 45) explains, “the PRD 
had different preferences with respect to income support” than parties to 
the right and “contested the use of conditionality and advocated for broader 
transfers.” Tellingly, the party failed to offer alternative anti- poverty policies 
when in power. Successive PRD mayors of Mexico City ignored the issue, 
focusing instead on universal healthcare and pension programs (Yanes 
2013; Luccisano and Macdonald 2014; Garay 2016, 244– 45). Given the pro-
gram’s success and popularity and the PRD’s perceived hostility toward it, 
the party’s presidential candidates— Cuauhtémoc Cárdenas in 2000 
(González Rodríguez 2000) and Andrés Manuel López Obrador in 2006 
and 2012 (Nieto and Gómez 2012)— went out of their way to assure voters 
that they would continue the program if elected.

4.2 The Basic Income Movement

Keeping children in school was of secondary concern for Suplicy. In fact, 
his original cash transfer proposal did not even target children. Although 
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he has been a strong supporter of Brazil’s CCTs from the start, Suplicy 
always saw them as stepping- stones toward something more ambitious— a 
legal entitlement guaranteeing all Brazilians the right to a basic standard of 
living, regardless of income, family composition, or labor market status.8 
Thus, while advocating for the same policy tool, Suplicy and Buarque, let 
alone the technocrats behind Mexico’s CCT, fundamentally disagreed on 
that tool’s ultimate purpose.

Suplicy is part of a long line of scholars and philosophers dating back to 
the 18th century who have advocated for a universal basic income (UBI). 
Whereas Buarque and the Mexicans saw cash transfers as a tool to equip 
children with the skills needed to succeed in the labor market as adults, 
Suplicy and members of the basic income movement saw them as a way of 
disconnecting people’s fate from the vagaries of the market. In other words, 
UBI advocates envision cash transfers as tool to decommodify beneficiaries. 
Or, as Philippe Van Parijs (2013, 174), perhaps the world’s foremost author-
ity on UBI, puts it:

An unconditional basic income is . . . about the power to say no to the dic-
tates of a boss, a bureaucrat, or a spouse. And it is about the power to say yes 
to activities that are poorly paid or not paid at all, but are nonetheless 
attractive either in themselves or because of the training and the contacts 
they provide. The expectation is that spreading more evenly this bargaining 
power, the power to say yes and to say no, will not only make our societies 
more equal, but also systematically improve the quality of work— and 
thereby the quality of life— through the very operation of the capitalist 
labor market. . . . Unconditional basic income arguably constitutes a capi-
talist road to Marx’s realm of freedom, to a world free of drudgery.

UBI policies have three defining characteristics (Van Parijs and Vander-
borght 2017, 8). First, they target individuals, rather than households. Thus, 
for example, housewives are entitled to their own benefit independent of 
their husbands.9 Second, they are universal as opposed to targeted toward 
particular groups (e.g., workers, the elderly, or disabled people) and do not 
select beneficiaries via a means test (e.g., the poor). Finally, they are 
obligation- free, meaning that benefits are not conditional on particular 
behavior, such as sending children to school or working a certain number 
of hours a month.

Proponents cite several advantages of UBI relative to traditional policies 
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targeting the poor. Most notably, UBI eliminates the dependency/unem-
ployment trap: the tendency of means- tested programs to disincentivize 
work. In a textbook case of perverse incentives, earnings from a better job 
or working more hours may be partially or even completely offset by the 
loss of government benefits. Unless the new job pays very well, fear of los-
ing benefits may lead beneficiaries to remain on the dole indefinitely. In 
Latin America and other developing regions, beneficiaries may, to retain 
benefits, choose lower- paying jobs in the informal sector over higher- 
paying ones in the formal sector. Because informal- sector firms tend to be 
smaller and have lower productivity than formal ones, this behavior, 
although rational at the individual level, is pernicious for the economy as a 
whole (Levy 2008). UBI avoids this problem altogether by eliminating the 
trade- off between earnings and benefits.

UBI also resolves many problems affecting traditional anti- poverty pro-
grams. For starters, everyone is enrolled automatically. It can take weeks, 
even months, to enroll beneficiaries in a CCT. In the meantime, families 
with an out- of- work breadwinner or facing an emergency must endure 
hardship. Further, means- testing is inevitably imperfect. Even in the best- 
designed programs, some eligible individuals will be excluded while some 
who are not eligible will slip through the cracks. Universality makes this 
problem moot. In addition, conditionality tends to be regressive because 
the poorest and most vulnerable tend to have the most difficulty complying 
(Tutu 2006; Rodríguez- Castelán 2017). Governments also stand to save on 
administrative expenses from monitoring eligibility and enforcing condi-
tionality. Universality and unconditionality, respectively, spare beneficiaries 
the stigma associated with means- tested programs (Soss 1999; Mettler 
2002) and the intrusiveness and potential humiliation of conditionality 
enforcement (Van Parijs and Vanderborght 2017, 7).10

Furthermore, universal programs could be expected to be more gener-
ous and politically sustainable than targeted ones (Gelbach and Pritchett 
2002). Programs whose benefits are restricted to politically weak groups 
such as the poor are highly vulnerable to budget cuts and even cancellation. 
Universality ensures a broad coalition in support of a program’s continued 
survival and expansion (McGuire 2013).

These advantages, however, are likely to be more than offset by UBI’s 
hefty price tag. For example, Van Parijs and Vanderborght’s (2017, 11) pro-
posal for advanced industrialized countries, which they describe as between 
“modest” and “generous,” is predicted to cost 25% of a country’s GDP.11 As 
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a point of reference, the average Latin American CCT in 2015 cost just 
0.35% of GDP (Cecchini and Atuesta 2017; see table 1– 2). Naturally, the 
proposal could be modified to reduce its cost, but doing so would involve 
either providing less generous benefits, possibly to the point of no longer 
“liberating” workers from the market, or reducing coverage, which brings 
back the dependency trap and targeting problems. As Luke Martinelli, 
another prominent UBI researcher, puts it, “an affordable UBI is inadequate, 
and an adequate UBI is unaffordable” (cited in Zamora 2017).

4.2.1 A Left- Wing Policy?

Basic income holds the promise of bringing about the left’s ultimate goal: 
the decommodification of workers. Although advocates of UBI run the 
gamut from Friedrich Hayek ([1944] 1994) and Milton Friedman ([1962] 
2002) on the right to John Kenneth Galbraith ([1966] 1986) and Yannis 
Varoufakis (2016) on the left, it has been the left that has most actively 
worked to turn this idea into a reality at the national level.12 The two most 
significant efforts to enact a national UBI were spearheaded by the British 
Labour Party during the interwar period and by American economists 
linked to the Democratic Party in the 1960s and 1970s. While its popularity 
has ebbed and flowed over time, UBI has increased in prominence in recent 
years in light of rising inequality and concerns over automation- related job 
losses in rich countries. Once more, the left is leading the charge (Stern 
2016; Van Parijs 2018).

In response to a spike in poverty following World War I, members of the 
British Labour Party led the first serious attempt to put basic income on the 
political agenda. Advocating for the “moral right to subsistence,” Dennis 
and Mabel Milner proposed a universal “state bonus” of about 20% of GDP 
in 1918 (Van Parijs and Vanderborght 2017, 79). The proposal, however, 
was ultimately rejected at the Labour Party’s 1920 congress. Labour- 
affiliated intellectuals, most notably George D. H. Cole, who first coined the 
term “basic income,” and Nobel prize- winning economist James Meade, 
continued advocating for the policy (Van Parijs and Vanderborght 2017, 
80– 81). Talk of UBI ceased following the 1942 publication of the Beveridge 
Report, which set the direction the British welfare state has followed to this 
day (Van Parijs and Vanderborght 2017, 81).

The American left seriously considered UBI during the late 1960s and 
early 1970s. With the intent of reducing chronic poverty, particularly 
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among blacks, economics Nobel laureate James Tobin began advocating for 
a universal household income tax credit or “demogrant” in 1965. Two years 
later, civil rights leader Martin Luther King Jr. wrote in support of a guaran-
teed income. The following year, Tobin, Galbraith, Paul Samuelson, and 
more than a thousand economists signed a petition calling on Congress to 
enact income guarantees. Amid this climate, a commission created by Pres-
ident Lyndon Johnson (1963– 69), a Democrat, proposed replacing welfare 
policies with annual cash transfers at a cost of 15% of GDP (Van Parijs and 
Vanderborght 2017, 90). The policy was shelved after the Republican Rich-
ard Nixon (1969– 74) won the presidency in 1968. Tobin and Galbraith later 
drafted a more ambitious proposal providing $1,000 a year to every Ameri-
can that served as a centerpiece of Democratic Senator George McGovern’s 
1972 presidential campaign (Van Parijs and Vanderborght 2017, 91). 
McGovern ultimately withdrew the plan amid criticism both from within 
his party and from Nixon.13 By the middle of the decade UBI had fallen out 
of fashion.

Left- wing politicians have retaken the mantle of UBI in recent years. 
Members of the Swiss Socialist Party were among the leading supporters of 
an unsuccessful 2016 referendum on enacting UBI in that country (Van 
Parijs 2018). Benoit Hamon, the French Socialist Party’s 2017 presidential 
candidate, campaigned on UBI. Democrat Hilary Clinton admitted that she 
seriously considered proposing UBI during the 2016 US presidential cam-
paign, but desisted because she “couldn’t make the numbers work” (Clinton 
2017, 239). Businessman Andrew Yang proposed a universal income policy 
as the centerpiece of his campaign to be the Democratic nominee in the 
2020 US election (Yang 2018).

This is not to say that there is consensus behind UBI on the left. Critics 
on the left consider it too expensive and inefficient (Wilson 2018) and 
therefore politically unworkable (Hassel 2018; Rothstein 2018). On a more 
philosophical level, UBI is not entirely compatible with the left’s goals. The 
left finds capitalism problematic because it forces workers to sell their labor 
to survive and enables capitalists to appropriate gains from a product with-
out contributing their labor to its production. There is consensus on the 
first point: the left supports policies that shield workers from the market 
and increases their leverage in negotiations over the sale of their labor. UBI 
is one such tool. The second point is more controversial. In providing an 
obligation- free livelihood, UBI allows beneficiaries (much like capitalists!) 
to appropriate gains from other people’s labor. This “laborist” objection is 
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particularly strong among labor unions and orthodox communist parties 
(Van Parijs and Vanderborght 2017).14

Thinkers on the right have also advocated for UBI. For the right, how-
ever, UBI is attractive mainly as a replacement for existing programs and 
thus a way to shrink government. Libertarians such as Friedman ([1962] 
2002) and, more recently, Charles Murray (2006) have proposed replacing 
all existing social programs (not just anti- poverty programs) with a single 
universal policy. Doing so, they argue, would be both cheaper and more 
effective at combating poverty than what they consider to be a myriad of 
poorly targeted, paternalist, and incentive- distorting programs.15

4.2.2 Latin America’s Left Settles for CCTs

Strong advocates of UBI have a “tendency to frame the move to universal-
ism in ‘big bang’ or ‘all or nothing terms,” ruling out “the possibility of tai-
loring social protection measures to local needs at a pace permitted by local 
resources” (Kabeer 2014, 351). Yet it is worth noting that the two most sig-
nificant attempts at enacting UBI, both carried out by the left, failed to get 
off the ground. And it remains to be seen whether the basic income move-
ment’s current incarnation will succeed.

Basic income faces two large, perhaps insurmountable, obstacles: the 
cost of covering everyone and the public legitimacy of handing out money 
with no strings attached. With regard to Latin America, the simple truth is 
that, although the region’s population overwhelmingly believes that the 
causes of poverty are beyond poor people’s control and strongly supports 
government redistribution (Lindert, Skoufias, and Shapiro 2006, 60; Gaviria 
2007), there is very little support for universal or unconditional cash trans-
fers, or both, to able- bodied working- age adults. This opposition is con-
firmed by survey research on Brazil and the region as a whole (Waltenberg 
2013) and in case studies from across the region (Lo Vuolo 2013a). More-
over, as the case of Brazil detailed in the previous chapter showed, targeting 
errors and lax conditionality enforcement can spark public backlash.

Cheaper and more politically palatable, CCTs offer a viable alternative 
to UBI in Latin America. For better or worse, the region’s elites and citizens 
believe that cash transfers should be limited to “deserving beneficiaries”— 
children who are poor through no fault of their own and are seen as taking 
steps to prevent becoming poor adults by attending school (Lo Vuolo 2013b, 
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263). The following observation on Brazil by Melo (2008, 167) is particu-
larly telling:

At the beginning of the decade [1990s], many political actors had regarded 
Suplicy’s crusade as an oddity. His charismatic individual style made it 
appear a Utopian project without any chances of being implemented. But 
after the link with education was established, policymakers and politicians 
turned their attention to the issue.

The good news is that embracing CCTs need not imply a complete 
betrayal of UBI’s principles. With regard to targeting, in their commitment 
to universality, UBI advocates confuse equality of transfers with equality of 
outcomes (Hoddinott 2007; Devereux 2016). UBI seeks to make effective a 
right to a basic level of income security. Universal cash payments are not the 
right in question, they are merely an instrument for making that right effec-
tive. As Devereux (2016, 170) argues, “Income security can be guaranteed 
by giving money to people who need it— it is illogical and wasteful for the 
state to give a living allowance to every person in the country.” This is par-
ticularly true for cash- strapped developing countries. Furthermore, empiri-
cal evidence confirms that targeted programs transfer more funds to the 
poor than nontargeted ones (Coady, Grosh, and Hoddinott 2004; Hanna 
and Olken 2018).

Nor is CCT conditionality as “punitive” as sometimes portrayed. Con-
ditionalities attached to CCTs are unlikely to be stigmatizing because 
what they require is behavior that all citizens are expected to comply with 
regardless of income level. This differs sharply from workfare programs, 
which require beneficiaries to do jobs that nonbeneficiaries would not do 
and might find demeaning (Pérez- Muñoz 2017, 452).16 Politically, condi-
tionality is beneficial because it increases program legitimacy (Gaarder 
2012; Pritchett 2012). In that sense, conditionality is valuable beyond any 
actual improvement in human capital it produces inasmuch as it helps 
counteract the widely, if wrongly (Banerjee et al. 2017), held view that 
aiding the poor makes them lazy and helps fund their vices. Program 
advocates can credibly claim that a conditional transfer, rather than a 
handout, is a helping hand that allows beneficiaries to invest in them-
selves. Taxpayers will, in turn, be more likely to see those beneficiaries as 
“deserving poor” (Prichett 2012).
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Most importantly, the differences between CCTs and UBI are not black 
and white (Gaarder 2012). Rather than stark, contrasting choices, these two 
models of cash transfers constitute ideal types along a continuum. As the 
evolution of Brazil’s Bolsa Família detailed in the previous chapter showed, 
CCTs are not one- size- fits- all and can be tailored to more or less closely 
resemble UBI, albeit within limits. The following section and the next chap-
ter demonstrate that governments have substantial flexibility with regard to 
targeting, conditionality enforcement, and other aspects of design.

In line with this reasoning, while there continue to be maximalists who 
see CCTs as a betrayal of UBI’s mission (Lavinas 2013b; Lo Vuolo 2013b), 
many leading advocates of UBI have (begrudgingly) accepted CCTs as a 
second- best and (hopefully) temporary measure. Some, like Suplicy (2007) 
and Standing (2008), optimistically argue that CCTs have furthered their 
cause by demonstrating that cash, previously dismissed, is the most effec-
tive means of relieving poverty. Experience with CCTs, they argue, will 
increase awareness of the problems of targeting and conditionality, paving 
the way for UBIs.17 Less optimistic, Van Parijs and Vanderborght (2017, 
161– 62) pragmatically accept that, because a large share of economic activ-
ity in developing countries is informal and therefore untaxed, UBI cannot 
be established there any time soon.

4.3 Conditional Cash Transfer Models

Lula and the PT’s social policy team responded to the failure of the ambi-
tious Fome Zero by transforming Cardoso’s “neoliberal” anti- poverty pro-
grams into something better attuned to the left’s universalistic aspirations 
and Suplicy’s vision of a Brazilian UBI, albeit within the confines of a CCT. 
Bolsa Família constitutes a more expansive and universalistic type of CCT 
than Mexico’s human capital- focused Progresa/Oportunidades. Thus, there 
exist at least two distinct CCT models in Latin America.18

The differences between these two programs reflect the inherent tension 
between the twin goals of reducing poverty in the short term and increasing 
human capital over the long run (Soares, Ribas, and Osório 2010). On the 
one hand, adopting a more draconian approach to conditionality enforce-
ment makes sense when building human capital is the main priority. A 
growing and methodologically diverse literature analyzing cases from 
across Latin America (Schady and Araujo 2008; Brauw and Hoddinott 
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2011; Paiva et al. 2016) and Africa (Baird, McIntosh, and Özler 2011; 
Akresh, de Walque, and Kazianga 2012; Robertson et al. 2013) provides 
robust evidence that conditional transfers are more effective at improving 
human capital outcomes than unconditional ones.19 Notably, evidence from 
Mexico finds that conditionality has a particularly strong effect on the like-
lihood that elementary school students will continue on to lower secondary 
school (Brauw and Hoddinott 2011). Further, a meta- analysis by Baird et al. 
(2014) reveals that, among CCTs, those with stricter conditionality enforce-
ment tend to have larger effects on enrollment and attendance than more 
permissive ones.

On the other hand, because noncompliance tends to be higher among 
vulnerable groups, revoking the benefits of noncompliers is counterpro-
ductive if reducing poverty is the main priority. This is confirmed by 
research on Mexico’s Progresa/Oportunidades, whose strict conditionality 
enforcement disproportionately expels the poorest (Alvarez, Devoto, and 
Winters 2008; González- Flores, Heracleous, and Winters 2012).20 Experi-
mental research contrasting the effects of conditional and unconditional 
transfers on adolescent girls in Malawi further highlights this issue (Baird, 
McIntosh, and Özler 2011). Compared to girls receiving unconditional 
transfers, those receiving conditional transfers were simultaneously less 
likely to drop out of school but also, paradoxically, more likely to get mar-
ried or become pregnant, or both. The latter occurred because noncompli-
ance pushed the most at- risk girls out of the CCT scheme. This made them 
more likely to drop out of school and thus they were more vulnerable to 
teen pregnancy and marriage.

CCTs can be tailored to prioritize one objective over the other. Pro-
grams can vary not only with regard to conditionality enforcement (weak 
vs. strong), a dimension highlighted by Cecchini and Martínez (2012), but 
also in terms of their target populations and approaches to targeting (broad 
vs. narrow), as well as the formula used for assigning stipend amounts (uni-
form for all beneficiaries vs. differentiated depending on risk of exiting the 
school system) (see table 1– 1). Thus, CCTs can be designed to prioritize 
poverty reduction— “basic income CCTs”— or human capital 
accumulation— “human capital CCTs.”

What determines the choice of model? Rodríguez- Castelán (2017, 5) 
deduces that unconditional transfers will be preferred over conditional 
ones “if a government has a sufficiently high degree of poverty aversion, 
that is, if beyond the poverty headcount, it cares about how poor the poor 
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are or how far away from the poverty line the poorest among the poor are 
living and, thus, about the distributional effects of CCTs on these indica-
tors.” It is safe to assume that left- wing governments will be more likely to 
exhibit “a high degree of poverty aversion” and will thus exhibit a stronger 
preference for unconditional transfers than their centrist and right- wing 
counterparts. Yet, as discussed in the previous section and chapter, uncon-
ditional transfers are not politically feasible in Latin America at this time. 
Left- wing governments have had to settle for CCTs. But, as Bolsa Família 
shows, CCTs can be tailored to emphasize poverty reduction over human 
capital accumulation.

4.3.1 Contrasting Mexican and Brazilian CCTs

It is thus no coincidence that Brazil, a country where the left dominated 
politics for three consecutive presidential terms, and Mexico, where the left 
until very recently was unable to win the presidency, would develop CCTs 
that differ significantly in the extent to which they prioritize human capital 
formation and poverty reduction. Progresa/Oportunidades is the product 
of strong policy consensus behind boosting human capital. Bolsa Família 
represents a compromise between those seeking to establish a UBI and an 
electorate that is unsupportive of unconditional social policy. It could thus 
be described as a “minimum income program with conditionalities” (Cotta 
2009, 283).

These differing motivations manifest themselves in terms of targeting, 
conditionality, and stipend structure (see table 4– 1). Tellingly, although 
both are national in scope, Mexico’s program is limited to areas “where 
there is access and good capability to provide healthcare and education ser-
vices” (Dávila Lárraga 2016, 8). Thus, some of the most remote and poorest 
parts of the country are “doubly excluded”— excluded from basic services as 
well as from poverty relief (Hevia 2011, 343; Yanes 2013, 68– 71). With 
regard to targeting, whereas Mexico’s program prioritizes minimizing 
errors of inclusion, Brazil’s is more focused on minimizing errors of exclu-
sion. Whereas Mexico selects beneficiaries using a stringent proxy means 
test based on observable household characteristics, Brazil relies on self- 
reported incomes (Lindert et al. 2007; Soares, Ribas, and Osório 2010), a 
feature that the World Bank has criticized (Briere and Lindert 2005, 13). As 
a result, “Oportunidades has more efficient targeting than Bolsa Família, 
but at the price of the program covering fewer poor households” (Soares, 
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Ribas, and Osório 2010, 177). By 2009, Bolsa Família had more beneficia-
ries than Brazil had poor people (defined as living on $4.00 a day).21 This 
remained the case until at least 2015, when coverage surpassed the share of 
the population living in poverty by 7 percentages points. In contrast, cover-
age in Mexico has remained 3 to 4 percentage points lower than the share of 
the population living in poverty (see fig. 4– 1).

Table 4– 2 compares conditionality enforcement across the two pro-

Table 4– 1. Contrasting Mexican and Brazilian CCTs (circa 2015)
 Progresa/Oportunidades Bolsa Escola/Família

Adopted 1997 2001
Initiating President’s Ideology Center- Right Center
% of Existence under Left-  

Wing Government
0% 87%

Coverage (2015)1 24.11% 27.71%
Coverage— Poverty (2014)2 – 3.39 percentage points +9.60 percentage points
Cost as % GDP (2015)1 0.42% 0.47%
Program Design3

Geographic Scope National (in locations with 
access to healthcare and edu-
cation services)

National

Target Population Infants and young children
School- aged children

Infants and young children
School- aged children
Adults in extreme poverty with-

out children
Targeting Mechanism Proxy means test Self- reported income
Conditionalities School attendance (grades 3– 12)

Health visits (all household 
members)

Participate in health and nutri-
tion workshops (parents and 
15 and older)

School attendance (ages 6– 17)
Health visits (children 0– 7 and 

pregnant/lactating mothers)

Strictness of Conditionality4 Monitored and penalties 
enforced for noncompliance

Monitored but enforcement only 
after repeated noncompliance

Stipend Structure Variable by grade and sex
One- time bonus for high school 

completion before age 22

Uniform, except for ages 16– 17 
(receive larger stipend)

Payment Schedule 10 months/year (school 
stipends)

Year- round (nutrition stipends)

Year- round

Notes: 1. As a percentage of the country’s population (CEPAL 2018); 2. A positive sign means coverage exceeds the num-
ber of poor people living in the country. A negative sign means the opposite. Poverty is measured as the percentage of the 
population living on less than $4.00 a day in 2014 measured in 2005 dollars at purchasing power parity (SEDLAC 2018). 
As the most recent poverty data for Mexico at the time of writing was from 2014, I present data for that year. It should be 
noted that poverty in Brazil increased +two percentage points during 2015, reducing its result to +7.60 percentage points; 
3. With the exception of assessment of strictness of conditionality, all data on program design come from Dávila Lárraga 
(2016) for Mexico and Hellman (2015) for Brazil; 4. Lindert (2014). For more details, see table 4– 3.
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grams. Mexico follows a stricter, more punitive, approach. Whereas in Bra-
zil initial noncompliance merely leads to a warning, in Mexico it leads to 
the loss of that month’s benefits. In Brazil, a second violation within six 
months of a warning leads only to a one- month delay in benefits. It is only 
after a third violation that benefits are lost. Progresa/Oportunidades expels 
beneficiaries for the remainder of the school year if they violate condition-
ality during three months or accumulate 12 unexcused absences (Dávila 
Lárraga 2016, 33). In practice, it is quite difficult to be entirely expelled 
from Bolsa Família. As Soares (2012, 327) notes, “Noncompliance with co- 
responsibilities is a sign that a family faces an additional vulnerability. A 
social worker should verify the reasons for the family failing to uphold the 
co- responsibilities and also help it to overcome these difficulties.”

The programs also differ with regard to stipends. Tellingly, whereas new 

Figure 4- 1. Mexico and Brazil: CCT Coverage as a Percent of Population Minus 
Poverty Rate (>$4.00/day) (1997– 2015)
Sources: Coverage defined as number of CCT beneficiaries as a share of a country’s 
population as compiled by the Non- contributory Social Protection Programmes Database 
(CEPAL 2018).
Poverty is measured as the share of a country’s population living on $4.00 or less a day in 
2005 dollars at purchasing power parity as estimated by the Socio- Economic Database for 
Latin America and the Caribbean (SEDLAC 2018).
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CCT beneficiaries in Mexico are required to comply with conditionalities 
for a month before receiving their first stipend, Brazilian beneficiaries 
receive their first payment upon enrollment (Bastagli 2008, 99). Further-
more, in contrast to Bolsa Família, which operates year- round, Progresa/
Oportunidades education stipends are paid only during the 10- month 
school year.22 Because the opportunity costs associated with choosing 
school over work increase as students become older, Mexico’s stipends 
increase with each grade starting in third grade.23 And, because girls have 

Table 4– 2. Mexican vs. Brazilian CCT: Penalties for Noncompliance
 Progresa/Oportunidades Bolsa Familia

Condition May not have more than four unjusti-
fied absences in a month or more 
than 12 in a school year.

Must maintain 85% monthly atten-
dance if under 15 or 75% if 16– 17 
years old.

First
Violation

Suspension: does not receive that 
month’s benefit.

Warning: no consequences. Receives 
benefit without financial repercus-
sion. Warning is valid for six 
months. If after those six months 
the family has a new episode of non-
compliance, a new warning is 
issued.

Second
Violation

Suspension: does not receive that 
month’s benefit.

Blockage: benefit blocked for 30 days, 
after which family receives the accu-
mulated benefit (previous and cur-
rent month).

Third
Violation

Termination: does not receive that 
month’s benefit. Excluded from the 
program for the remainder of the 
school year.

First Suspension: benefit suspended 
for 60 days. After the 60- day period, 
the family receives current month 
benefit but without any 
accumulation

Fourth
Violation

N/A Second Suspension: If the family con-
tinues to fail to comply a second 
time during the six months follow-
ing the last suspension, benefits are 
again suspended for 60 days. After 
the 60- day period, the family 
receives the current month’s benefit 
but without any accumulation.

Fifth
Violation

N/A Termination: Benefit can only be can-
celed if family is in second suspen-
sion phase; if there has been moni-
toring by social assistance services, 
and if the conditions of noncompli-
ance continued for longer than a 12- 
month period.

Sources: Dávila Lárraga (2016, 33– 34); Hellman (2015, 18– 19); and Lindert et al. (2007, 60).
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historically received less schooling than boys, they receive larger stipends 
beginning in seventh grade. Furthermore, given its emphasis on human 
capital, Progresa/Oportunidades pays a one- time stipend to beneficiaries 
who graduate from high school by age 22. In line with its roots in the basic 
income movement, Bolsa Família pays all households living in extreme 
poverty an unconditional base stipend regardless of whether they have chil-
dren. The CCT component provides a flat stipend for each child under 15. 
Breaking with this mold, in 2008 the program began providing a more gen-
erous stipend for 16 and 17 year olds. Beyond this, the program includes a 
supplemental subsidy determined on a case- by- case basis for families that 
remain in extreme poverty after receiving benefits.

Finally, the two programs differ in the extent to which they prioritize 
rigorous evaluation. As Morais (2017, 151) notes, “Most evaluations of 
Bolsa Família have been done on a small scale and quietly, whereas Opor-
tunidades/Progresa set up an evaluation unit since its beginning and has 
made its evaluations internationally available” (see also Sugiyama 2012b, 
181). The Mexican government has worked closely with researchers to eval-
uate all aspects of the program’s operation and particularly its effects on 
human capital. In contrast, there is relatively little research on Bolsa Famí-
lia’s effects on education (Morais 2017, 137). This also reflects their differing 
priorities. If cash transfers are envisioned as tools to boost human capital, it 
is necessary to prove that they in fact improve enrollment, attendance, and 
other relevant indicators. If transfers are envisioned as a right owed to all 
citizens, there is little need to evaluate their effectiveness. The transfers are 
justified on moral grounds.

4.4 Conclusion

Contrasting the intellectual history and design of the region’s largest and 
best- known anti- poverty programs, this chapter has demonstrated that not 
all CCTs are created equal. Policymakers have significant flexibility with 
regard to CCT design and can tailor programs to more heavily prioritize 
either human capital accumulation or poverty reduction. In Mexico, a 
group of neoliberal technocrats supported by a president who shared their 
vision created Progresa/Oportunidades, a highly targeted program with 
strict conditionality enforcement and variable stipends. In Brazil, policy-
makers influenced by the basic income movement transformed the CCTs 
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they inherited into Bolsa Família, a program with broader targeting, per-
missive conditionality enforcement, and (mostly) uniform stipends.

What explains the choice of CCT model? Granted, as shown in chapter 
2 and earlier research (Díaz- Cayeros and Magaloni 2009; Sugiyama 2011), 
there is no direct link between ideology and likelihood of CCT adoption. 
Yet the expansion in coverage and transformation in design of Bolsa Famí-
lia under center- left leaders detailed in the previous chapter and the design 
differences presented in this chapter between Brazil’s CCT and that of Mex-
ico, where the left had not been in power, suggest that ideology may in fact 
influence CCT design. The Mexican right enacted a human capital CCT. 
The Brazilian left reformed the program it inherited in a basic income 
direction. It is quite likely that Bolsa Família would more closely resemble a 
UBI had the left not met with political and popular backlash against lax 
conditionality enforcement.

Relying on cross- national data, the next chapter systematically tests 
whether CCTs operated by left- wing governments cover more people than 
those operated by centrist and right- wing governments and whether presi-
dential ideology influences program design.





part 2

Ideology and the Diffusion of CCTs
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Chapter 5

The Effect of Presidential Ideology on  
CCT Scope and Design

A Quantitative Test

Chapter 3 told the story of how Lula, while slow to embrace conditional 
cash transfer programs, combined and dramatically expanded the pro-
grams inherited from his centrist predecessor. The previous chapter dem-
onstrated that the region’s most iconic anti- poverty programs, Mexico’s 
Progresa/Oportunidades and Brazil’s Bolsa Família, represent two distinct 
models of CCT programs and their differences are, in turn, attributable to 
ideological differences between the presidents who governed those coun-
tries and, ultimately, controlled the programs. Thus, Mexico’s right- wing 
presidents enacted and expanded a human capital CCT, a program featur-
ing narrow means- tested targeting of beneficiaries and strict enforcement 
of program conditionality centered on building human capital. In contrast, 
Brazil’s left transformed the upstart Bolsa Escola into Bolsa Família, a basic 
income CCT. Compared with its Mexican counterpart, Brazil’s program is 
more universal in scope and substantially less punitive in enforcement of 
the program conditions. For the Brazilian left building human capital over 
the long term took a back seat to short- term poverty reduction.

But how generalizable are the Mexican and Brazilian experiences to the rest 
of the region? This chapter addresses this question through a series of quanti-
tative tests. The first set of tests assesses whether CCTs operated by left- wing 
governments have a broader scope than those operated by centrist and right- 
wing governments. This is done through time- series cross- sectional regres-
sions of the determinants of various measures of CCT coverage and spending 
across 18 Latin American countries over a 20- year period. Further regres-
sions assess whether left- wing governments increase CCT coverage in 
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response to poverty and inequality and whether nonleft governments increase 
coverage in response to weak educational attainment and high levels of child 
labor. Regressions, however, constitute only a rough test of the book’s argu-
ment, which is about overall program design and not just program scope or 
coverage. The final part of the chapter analyzes the design of the 10 CCTs 
adopted following the Brazilian left’s “invention” of the basic income model. 
Programs are assessed in terms of the scope of the target population, strict-
ness of conditionality enforcement, and stipend structure.

The three analyses confirm that presidential ideology does indeed shape 
CCT design across the region. The regressions find that in countries gov-
erned by the left CCTs come 1.29– 1.51 percentage points closer to covering 
the entirety of a country’s poor population than in countries governed by 
the center or right. Similarly, CCTs in countries governed by the left tend to 
cover an additional 1.30– 1.61% of a country’s population compared to 
those operated by nonleft presidents. Furthermore, left- wing presidents 
proved more responsive to a country’s levels of poverty and inequality than 
their nonleft counterparts. The greater the share of a country’s population 
living in poverty and the more unequal its income distribution, the larger 
the effect on CCT coverage of having a left- wing president. Furthermore, 
the analysis of program design confirms that CCTs enacted and operated by 
centrist and right- wing presidents tend to closely resemble Mexico’s Pro-
gresa/Oportunidades and the human capital model. Programs enacted and 
operated by the left resemble the basic income model. In fact, countries 
where the left enacted a CCT from scratch and where the entirety of a pro-
gram’s existence has taken place under a left- wing president, namely Argen-
tina, Bolivia, and Uruguay, operate programs that come closer to the basic 
income model than even Brazil’s ambitious Bolsa Família.

Taken together these tests provide strong evidence supporting this 
book’s central claim: there exist two distinct models of CCTs in Latin Amer-
ica and the choice of model is determined by presidential ideology. The 
following section begins the analysis by discussing cross- national differ-
ences in CCT coverage levels.

5.1 Testing for Determinants of CCT Scope

To test whether CCTs operated by left- wing presidents are broader in scope 
than those operated by right- wing and centrist presidents, this section esti-
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mates a series of time- series cross- sectional regressions on the determi-
nants of various measures of CCT coverage as well as the amount govern-
ments spend on CCTs each year. The analysis covers 1996, the year before 
the launch of Mexico’s pioneering program, through 2015, the last year for 
which data was available.

5.1.1 Hypotheses and Measurement

Dependent variables. The main measure of CCT scope tested is the differ-
ence between the share of a country’s population enrolled in a CCT and the 
share of that country’s population living in poverty (measured as having 
income of less than $4.00 a day) during a given year.1 Poverty data comes 
from the Socio- Economic Database for Latin America and the Caribbean 
(SEDLAC 2018). CCT data come from and the Economic Commission for 
Latin America and the Caribbean’s (CEPAL) Non- contributory Social Pro-
tection Programmes Database (CEPAL 2018).

Assuming that the left aspires to establish a basic income guarantee, it 
would be expected to offer coverage levels that come close to or even exceed 
the share of the population living in poverty. Focusing on human capital 
rather than poverty relief, let alone on creating an income floor, nonleft 
governments would, at most, be expected to limit coverage to the poor and, 
possibly, only to specific segments of the population with particularly severe 
human capital deficiencies.

The second measure is simply the share of a country’s population 
enrolled in a CCT during a given year. Although a less precise measure of 
the underlying concept studied in this book than the prior variable, cover-
age is more straightforward and thus allows for a more intuitive presenta-
tion of the findings.

CCT coverage varies substantially by both country and year. With 
regard to the former, average coverage levels during the period of study 
range from zero in Venezuela to about 18% of the population in Brazil and 
Mexico (see fig. 5– 1).2 The unweighted average of the share of national pop-
ulations benefiting from CCTs grew steadily from the launch of the first 
national- level program in 1997 until 2011, when it peaked at an average of 
13.2%. It then declined slightly during each of the following four years to 
11.7% in 2015 (see fig. 5– 2).

As robustness checks, scope is also measured in terms of year- on- year 
change in the percentage of a country’s population covered by CCTs and 
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spending on CCTs as a percentage of GDP, both of which are reported by 
CEPAL (2018).

Key explanatory variable. Presidential ideology is measured dichoto-
mously (left versus nonleft) based on assessments by country experts com-
piled in the Dataset on Political Ideology of Presidents and Parties in Latin 
America (Murillo, Oliveros, and Vaishnav 2010).3 Some models disaggre-
gate the dichotomous measure of ideology, replacing it with an index of 
presidential ideology ranging from right (1) to left (5).

Left- leaning presidents were in power during 32.5% of the country- 
years analyzed (123 of 378). A simple comparison of means reveals a sub-
stantial difference in average levels of the two dependent variables under 
left- wing and nonleft presidents. Coverage as a share of the population 
averaged 9.33% under the left compared to 5.14% under the center and 
right. This difference is even larger when excluding Venezuela (10.8%), 
where the left- wing Chavista regime controlled the presidency during most 

Figure 5- 1. Average CCT Coverage in 18 Countries (1996– 2015)
Source: Own calculations based on Non- contributory Social Protection Programmes 
Database (CEPAL 2018).
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of the period of study but never adopted a CCT. A similar pattern is present 
when subtracting the poverty rate from coverage. That figure ranges from 
- 33.93 percentage points under nonleft governments to - 22.23 percentage 
points under left ones (see fig. 5– 3).

Based on the arguments presented in previous chapters, the following 
can be expected:

H1a: Countries with left- wing presidents will have CCT coverage levels 
that come closer to or even exceed the share of the population living 
in poverty relative to countries with centrist or right- wing presidents.

H1b: CCTs controlled by left- wing presidents will cover a larger share of 
a country’s population than those in countries with centrist or right- 
wing presidents.

H1c: Countries with left- wing presidents will increase CCT coverage at a 
faster rate than those with centrist or right- wing presidents.

H1d: Countries with left- wing presidents will spend more on CCTs than 
countries with centrist or right- wing presidents.

Figure 5- 2. Unweighted Average of CCT Coverage for 18 Countries (1996– 2015)
Source: Own calculations based on Non- contributory Social Protection Programmes 
Database (CEPAL 2018).
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Other Explanatory Variables
Objective need for CCTs. CCTs serve two, at times contradictory, objec-
tives: reducing poverty over the short run and increasing human capital 
over the long run. The models will test to what extent CCT scope is explained 
by those policy objectives.

Poverty reduction motive. The objective need for programs to address 
poverty is measured in terms of both level of poverty, measured as the share 
of a country’s population living in poverty (defined as having an income of 
less than $4.00 a day), and the level of income inequality, measured in terms 
of the Gini coefficient. The poverty data was compiled by SEDLAC (2018).4 
The inequality data comes from the Standardized World Income Inequality 
Database (Solt 2016).

Human capital motive. Given that CCTs seek to address deficien-
cies in human capital, coverage should be higher in countries with low 
levels of educational attainment and where a substantial share of the 

Figure 5- 3. Unweighted Average of the Main Dependent Variables by Presidential 
Ideology (1996– 2015)
Source: Own calculations based on SEDLAC (2018) and CEPAL (2018).
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school- age population tends to prematurely exit the education system. 
Education attainment is measured as the average years of schooling 
among 15– 24 year olds as reported in the Education Attainment Dataset 
(Barro and Lee 2013). Child labor is measured as the share of 5– 14 year 
olds in the workforce as compiled by the United Nations Children’s 
Fund (UNICEF 2018).

Political variables. CCTs select beneficiaries through transparent, 
rules- based criteria. Such rules do not, however, eliminate the possibility 
that the electorate will, in an act of retrospective voting, reward politicians 
who expand CCTs. There is, after all, robust evidence from across the region 
that CCT beneficiaries disproportionately support incumbent governments 
(Layton and Smith 2015; Manacorda, Miguel, and Vigorito 2011; De La O 
2013; Zucco 2013) even when those governments merely inherited their 
programs (Díaz- Cayeros, Estevez, and Magaloni 2009; Zucco 2013) and 
may even tip the balance in particularly close presidential races (Díaz- 
Cayeros, Estevez, and Magaloni 2009; Zucco 2015). Thus, it can be expected 
that presidents will expand the scope of CCTs prior to an election. This 
temptation is captured though a dichotomous variable identifying whether 
a presidential election was held during a given year.

However, the ability of presidents to increase coverage for political gain 
will be constrained by the existence of strong checks on their authority, 
most notably the presence of divided government and the existence of a 
large number of veto players (Tsebelis 2002). Following De La O (2015), 
constraints on the executive are measured using an index derived from the 
Database of Political Institutions (Scartascini, Cruz, and Keefer 2018).5

Presidents could also be tempted to expand CCT coverage as a means of 
diffusing political tensions, such as protests. This is captured through a 
count variable tallying up the total number of major antigovernment dem-
onstrations and riots in a country during a given year.6 This data was com-
piled by the Cross- National Time- Series data archive (Banks 2011).

International context. Previous chapters and prior studies, both quali-
tative (Lana and Evans 2004; Ancelovici and Jenson 2013) and quantitative 
(Sugiyama 2011; Brooks 2015; Osorio Gonnet 2018, chap. 4), have shown 
that, in enacting and expanding CCTs, Latin American presidents were 
emulating their neighbors. Diffusion is incorporated into the models 
through a measure of the share of countries in Latin America (excluding 
the one in question) with CCTs. This measure ranges from a value of zero 
for Mexico during the first years of its pioneering program to a value of 94% 
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for Nicaragua and Venezuela during 2008– 15, when every other country in 
the sample had a CCT.

Additional controls. CCTs may substitute for other human capital 
investment programs. To account for this, models control for human capi-
tal spending (education plus healthcare) as a share of GDP as reported by 
CEPAL (2018). Regardless of political conditions, CCT coverage in a coun-
try is likely to be influenced by the size of the school- age population, which 
is incorporated into the models as the percentage of a country’s population 
under 15 as reported in the World Bank’s (2020) World Development Indi-
cators. In addition, CCT expansion, like all policy objectives, may be con-
strained by lack of resources. Financial constraints are operationalized as 
the government’s total tax intake as a percentage of GDP as compiled by the 
Organization of Economic Development and Cooperation (2018) and the 
country’s external debt, also as a percent of GDP. Additionally, the models 
control for GDP per capita and annual GDP growth rate. These last three 
measures were obtained from the World Development Indicators (World 
Bank 2020).

5.1.2 Estimation Technique

The statistical technique used to estimate the models merits discussion. The 
models are estimated using ordinary least squares with panel- corrected 
standard errors , incorporate country- fixed effects, and correct for first- 
order auto- regression (Beck and Katz 1995). Panel- corrected standard 
errors help mitigate many of the problems inherent to regression analyses 
involving several countries over time. Time- series cross- sectional data are 
problematic in that they tend to be both cross- sectionally correlated and 
heteroskedastic. With regard to the former, CCT expansion is an example 
of policy diffusion, and, as such, coverage in one country is likely influ-
enced by coverage in another. On the latter, errors have different variances 
across units and these variances tend to be correlated with the size of the 
unit studied (i.e., error terms for countries with high coverage levels tend to 
be larger than those for countries with lower coverage levels).

Country- fixed effects are used to control for country- specific character-
istics that are not adequately captured by the model’s explanatory variables. 
This is necessary because these types of data may conceal unit and period 
effects— coverage may be influenced by conditions unique to a particular 
country or reflect causal heterogeneity across time and space, or both. In 
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other words, the factors that explain the dependent variable may not be the 
same across all countries in the sample or during the entirety of the period 
of study, or both. Fixed effects minimize these risks as well as the risk of 
omitting an explanatory variable that significantly affects CCT scope.

Correcting for first- order auto- regression helps address the problems 
stemming from the “stickiness” of coverage levels— coverage during a given 
year is largely determined by coverage during the previous year, meaning 
that the vast majority of beneficiaries during a given year were also benefi-
ciaries during the previous one.

As an additional check of the robustness of the results, some models 
estimate year- fixed effects. Furthermore, to reduce the likelihood of endo-
geneity, all of the independent variables, with the exception of presidential 
ideology, election year, and checks and balances, are lagged by one year.

5.1.3 Results

Before proceeding to the full models, the analysis begins by estimating the 
effects of having a left- wing president on CCT coverage minus the poverty 
rate while only controlling for fixed effects. The goal in doing this is to dem-
onstrate that the effect of having a left- wing president does not depend on 
the inclusion or exclusion of any particular explanatory variable. The results 
presented in table 5– 1 confirm that having a left- wing president has a posi-
tive and statistically significant effect on the dependent variable. This is true 
for models with country- fixed effects (model 1– 1), year- fixed effects (model 
1– 2), and for both types of fixed effects simultaneously (model 1– 3).

Table 5– 1. Preliminary Time- Series Cross- Section Analysis of CCT Coverage 
(as % of Population) Minus Poverty Rate (1996– 2015)

 (1– 1) (1– 2) (1– 3)

Left President 3.570*** 2.793** 4.201***
(1.052) (1.048) (1.108)

Constant – 17.988*** – 28.708*** – 15.428***
(3.812) (2.602) (3.353)

Observations 331 331 331
R- squared 0.506 0.426 0.742
Country- Fixed Effects YES NO YES
Year- Fixed Effects NO YES YES

Standard errors in parenthesis.
+p <=0.1 *p <=0.5; ** p <=0.01; *** <=0.001 in two- tailed test.
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The models incorporating the full range of explanatory variables are 
presented in table 5– 2. In line with expectations, these models find that left- 
wing presidents increase coverage to levels closer to covering the entirety of 
the poor population. Moving from a nonleft to a left- wing president is asso-
ciated with an increase in the dependent variable of between 1.29 (model 
2– 5) and 1.73 percentage points (model 2– 4) depending on the model 
specification. The results hold when the dichotomous measure of ideology 
is replaced with the five- point index (models 2– 7 and 2– 8), implying that 
the farther left a president is, the closer a country’s CCT will come to cover-
ing or even surpassing the entirety of the poor population. Moving from a 
far- right (1) to a far- left president (5) would be associated with an increase 
in the dependent variable between 2.86 (model 2– 8) and 3.10 (model 2– 7) 
percentage points. However, although presidential ideology’s effect is robust 
to all specifications tested that control for country- fixed effects, it fails to 
achieve statistical significance in one of the models that controls for year- 
fixed effects (model 2– 6).

The two poverty reduction motive variables— poverty rate and income 
inequality— have robust and statistically significant negative effects.7 Thus, 
the higher the poverty rate and the more unequal a country, the less likely 
CCT coverage is to extend to the entirety of the poor population. The results 
for the human capital motive variables— average years of schooling and child 
labor— are mixed. In most models, the more schooling a country’s population 
has on average, the closer coverage comes to reaching all of a country’s poor. 
Child labor does not achieve statistical significance in any of the models 
tested. Similarly, none of the political variables— whether there is an election 
during a given year, the level of checks and balances on the executive, or the 
number of protests— achieve significance in any of the models.

With regard to the control variables, human capital spending does not 
have a statistically significant effect on the outcome studied (models 2– 1 
and 2– 2). Since the inclusion of this variable significantly reduces the sam-
ple of cases (from 331 to 284), it is excluded from subsequent models. The 
share of the population under 15 and GDP per capita have consistent statis-
tically significant negative and positive effects, respectively. There is some 
evidence that financial constraints limit CCT scope. Levels of debt and tax 
collection have the expected signs but their statistical significance is not 
robust. GDP growth does not affect this measure of CCT scope.

Discussion now turns to table 5– 3, which presents the result for CCT 
coverage and other measures of scope. Countries governed by the left con-



Table 5– 2. Time- Series Cross- Section Analysis of CCT Coverage (as % of Population) 
Minus Poverty Rate (1996– 2015)

 (2– 1) (2– 2) (2– 3) (2– 4) (2– 5) (2– 6) (2– 7) (2– 8)

Left President? 1.549** 1.639* 1.507** 1.728* 1.294** 1.350 — — 
(0.511) (0.799) (0.500) (0.795) (0.492) (0.888)

Pres. Ideology Index — — — — — — 0.620** 0.571**
(0.217) (0.206)

Poverty Rate – 0.906** — – 0.955*** — – 0.953*** — – 0.951*** – 0.952***
(0.059) (0.056) (0.052) (0.055) (0.051)

Gini Coefficient — – 1.628*** — – 1.554*** — – 0.591* — — 
(0.313) (0.359) (0.280)

Avg. Years of Schooling 0.917* — 1.018** — 1.002* — 0.963* 0.927+
(0.380) (0.392) (0.499) (0.396) (0.504)

Child Labor — 0.066 — 0.085 — 0.161 — — 
(0.123) (0.123) (0.108)

Diffusion 2.846* 0.667 3.374* 1.401 — — 3.512* — 
(1.442) (1.789) (1.438) (1.974) (1.425)

President Election Year? – 0.317 – 0.454 – 0.133 – 0.168 – 0.105 – 0.107 – 0.148 – 0.118
(0.229) (0.348) (0.214) (0.320) (0.223) (0.347) (0.221) (0.226)

Checks and Balances – 0.404+ – 0.636+ – 0.117 – 0.199 – 0.117 – 0.142 – 0.140 – 0.133
(0.237) (0.354) (0.212) (0.336) (0.224) (0.377) (0.208) (0.217)

Protests – 0.091 – 0.125 – 0.077 – 0.092 – 0.015 – 0.020 – 0.089 – 0.027
(0.059) (0.077) (0.059) (0.079) (0.073) (0.105) (0.062) (0.075)

Human Capital 
Spending

– 0.685+ – 0.062 — — — — — — 

(0.378) (0.526)
% of Pop. under 15 – 0.768** – 1.428*** – 0.649** – 1.586*** 0.442* – 1.459*** – 0.670** 0.445*

(0.263) (0.432) (0.239) (0.371) (0.217) (0.357) (0.241) (0.217)
Taxes to GDP 0.536*** 0.739** 0.256* 0.396+ 0.212+ 0.194 0.250+ 0.216+

(0.145) (0.225) (0.128) (0.219) (0.124) (0.166) (0.130) (0.125)
Debt to GDP 0.002 – 0.086*** 0.008 – 0.054** – 0.017 – 0.084*** 0.008 – 0.017

(0.014) (0.020) (0.011) (0.017) (0.012) (0.020) (0.012) (0.013)
GDP Growth – 0.027 0.029 0.018 0.038 – 0.010 0.059 0.018 – 0.007

(0.032) (0.057) (0.032) (0.055) (0.036) (0.076) (0.032) (0.036)
GDP per Capita 0.427* 1.109*** 0.461* 1.392*** 0.130 1.402*** 0.463* 0.123

(0.168) (0.212) (0.182) (0.227) (0.246) (0.330) (0.184) (0.251)
Constant 11.730 77.442*** 13.041 82.669*** – 15.245 38.647** 12.953 – 15.737

(10.713) (20.535) (9.428) (21.385) (10.055) (12.135) (9.591) (9.887)

Observations 284 284 331 331 331 331 331 331
R- squared 0.890 0.839 0.894 0.807 0.832 0.715 0.895 0.832
Country- Fixed Effects YES YES YES YES NO NO YES NO
Year- Fixed Effects NO NO NO NO YES YES NO YES

Standard errors in parenthesis. +p <=0.1 *p <=0.5; ** p <=0.01; *** <=0.001 in two- tailed test.



Table 5– 3. Time- Series Cross- Section Analysis of CCT Scope (1996– 2015)
(3– 1) (3– 2) (3– 3) (3– 4) (3– 5) (3– 6) (3– 7) (3– 8)

Dependent 
Variable

CCT
Coverage
(% Pop.)

CCT
Coverage
(% Pop.)

Annual Δ 
in CCT

Coverage

CCT
Spending
(% GDP)

CCT
Coverage
(% Pop.)

CCT
Coverage
(% Pop.)

CCT
Coverage
(% Pop.)

CCT
Coverage
(% Pop.)

Left President? 1.612** 1.296* 1.299** 0.065*** – 1.564+ – 28.129** — — 
(0.494) (0.590) (0.502) (0.016) (0.915) (7.118)

Nonleft 
President

— — — — — — – 4.996 1.725+

(3.947) (0.939)
Poverty Rate 0.059 — — 0.017 0.017 — 0.041 — 

(0.053) (0.059) (0.059) (0.057)
Gini Coefficient — 0.504* 0.357** – 0.004 — – 0.569* — – 0.242

(0.214) (0.128) (0.006) (0.244) (0.216)
Left*Poverty — — — — 0.085** — — — 

(0.028)
Left*Gini — — — — — 0.622*** — — 

(0.153)
Avg. Years of 

Schooling
1.116*** — — — 0.904* — 0.668 — 

(0.334) (0.410) (0.505)
Child Labor — – 0.024 0.044 – 0.007*** — – 0.021 — 0.078

(0.074) (0.047) (0.002) (0.083) (0.086)
Nonleft* 

Schooling
— — — — — — 0.411 — 

(0.446)
Nonleft* 

Child Labor
— — — — — — — – 0.244***

(0.067)
President  

Election 
Year?

– 0.108 – 0.083 – 0.107 0.012+ 2.616** 2.339* 2.630** 2.532*

(0.205) (0.200) (0.277) (0.007) (0.887) (1.061) (0.883) (1.034)
Checks and 

Balances
– 0.116 – 0.074 – 0.304+ – 0.000 0.036 0.093 0.022 0.097

(0.211) (0.221) (0.158) (0.006) (0.231) (0.236) (0.227) (0.226)
Checks*  

Election Year
— — — — – 0.734** – 0.666* – 0.747** – 0.730*

(0.246) (0.290) (0.245) (0.286)
Constant 22.211** – 21.551 – 19.261* 0.344 11.975 45.256** 17.145+ 32.271*

(8.281) (13.605) (9.155) (0.382) (10.013) (16.124) (9.572) (14.891)

Observations 331 357 339 377 331 357 331 357
R– squared 0.273 0.151 0.122 0.402 357 0.429 0.383 0.417
Country-Fixed 

Effects
YES NO YES YES YES YES YES YES

Year-Fixed  
Effects

NO YES NO NO NO NO NO NO

Standard errors in parenthesis. +p <=0.1 *p <=0.5; ** p <=0.01; *** <=0.001 in two– tailed test. For brevity the table excludes coef-
ficient estimates and standard errors for diffusion, protests, population under 15, tax take, debt, GDP growth, and GDP per capita.
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sistently have higher coverage as a share of their populations (models 3– 1 
and 3– 2), expand coverage at a faster rate (model 3– 3), and spend more on 
their programs (model 3– 4). The effect of ideology holds when the dichoto-
mous measure of ideology is replaced with the five- point index (not shown).

Moving from a nonleft to a left- wing president is associated with an 
increase in CCT coverage of between 1.30 (model 3– 2) and 1.61% of a 
country’s population (model 3– 1). Although this may appear small at first 
glance, its magnitude is substantively larger when presented in terms of the 
number of people affected. To put it in perspective, the models estimated 
that, had Mexico had a left- wing president in 2005, an additional 1.41– 1.75 
million people would have been enrolled in Progresa/Oportunidades. Con-
versely, had the left not controlled Brazil’s presidency that year, an estimated 
2.42– 3.01 million fewer people would have been enrolled in Bolsa Família. 
Even in Uruguay, the least populous country in the sample, having a left- 
wing government is estimated to have extended coverage to an additional 
43,000– 54,000 people in 2005. Table 5– 4 provides estimates for all of the 
countries in the sample.

Discussion now turns to the results of the individual models. Model 3– 1 

Table 5– 4. Estimated Effect of Having a Left- Wing President on CCT Coverage 
by Country

Country
Total Population in 2005

(in Millions)
Lower- Bound 

Estimate (1.29%)
Upper- Bound 

Estimate (1.61%.)

Argentina 39.15 507,326 631,025
Bolivia 9.13 118,265 147,102
Brazil 186.92 2,422,449 3,013,108
Chile 16.15 209,266 260,291
Colombia 43.29 560,982 697,764
Costa Rica 4.25 55,052 68,475
Dominican Republic 9.24 119,719 148,910
Ecuador 13.74 178,009 221,412
El Salvador 6.03 78,135 97,187
Guatemala 13.10 169,725 211,108
Honduras 7.37 95,560 118,860
Mexico 108.47 1,405,800 1,748,572
Nicaragua 5.38 69,716 86,715
Panama 3.33 43,163 53,687
Paraguay 5.80 75,110 93,423
Peru 27.61 357,831 445,080
Uruguay 3.33 43,100 53,609
Venezuela 26.78 347,123 431,761

Source: Own calculations based on table 5– 3 and population data from World Bank (2018).
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finds that left- wing presidents are associated with an additional 1.61 per-
centage points of coverage. The results for the human capital motive are 
significant but in the opposite direction to what was predicted: average 
school attainment has a positive and significant effect. Thus, paradoxically, 
CCT coverage tends to be higher in the countries that least need policies 
designed to keep children in school. Each additional year in average school-
ing is estimated to increase coverage by 1.12 percentage points. As an exam-
ple, moving from the average level of schooling reported by Guatemala, the 
sample’s worst performer (5.10 years), to that of Chile, its best performer 
(10.03 years), would increase CCT coverage by 5.52 percentage points, 
about half the region’s average level of coverage in 2015.

There is no evidence, however, that the poverty reduction motive or the 
political context influence coverage levels. Neither the poverty rate, the 
strength of checks on the government, whether elections are held in a given 
year, nor the intensity of public protests affect coverage levels.

Model 3– 2 replaces poverty with inequality, years of schooling with 
child labor, and controls for year rather than country- fixed effects. Left- 
wing presidents are associated with an additional 1.30 percentage points of 
coverage. The Gini coefficient has a positive and statistically significant 
effect, meaning more unequal countries tend to cover a larger share of their 
populations. As an example, moving from the average level inequality 
reported in Uruguay, the sample’s most egalitarian country (0.4074), to that 
of Colombia, the most unequal (0.5153), would increase CCT coverage by 
5.43 percentage points, slightly less than that half the regional average in 
2015. With regard to the human capital motive, child labor is negatively 
signed but fails to achieve statistical significance. The results for the remain-
ing variables are similar to those of model 3– 1.

The next two models analyze the effect of having a left- wing president 
on alternative measures of program scope. In line with De La O (2015, 103), 
CCT coverage in countries with left- wing presidents increases at a faster 
rate, with an estimated 1.30% more of a country’s population than under 
centrist and right- wing presidents (model 3– 3). This represents more than 
twice the average rate of annual growth in coverage reported in the sample 
(0.63% of the population). Countries governed by left- wing presidents tend 
to spend an additional 0.07% of GDP on CCTs than those with nonleft 
presidents (model 3– 4). This result is substantively significant, amounting 
to about two- thirds of the region’s average level of CCT spending in 2005 
(0.10% of GDP) or slightly more than a quarter of average spending in 2015 
(0.26% of GDP).
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5.2 Do the Left and Nonleft Have Different Priorities?

The models discussed above confirm that left- wing governments provide 
greater CCT coverage, expand coverage at a faster rate, and spend more on 
these types of programs. Based on the experiences of pioneering CCTs in 
Mexico and Brazil, the previous chapter argued that left and nonleft politi-
cians are attracted to CCTs for different reasons. Whereas center- left Brazil-
ian president Lula da Silva and his Workers’ Party saw Bolsa Família pri-
marily as a means of reducing poverty, center- right Mexican president 
Ernesto Zedillo (1994– 2000) and the team of technocrats behind Progresa/
Oportunidades saw their program primarily as a tool for boosting human 
capital.

To test the generalizability of these claims, multiplicative terms are 
added to the previous models with the aim of capturing the interaction 
between presidential ideology and the variables measuring the objective 
need for CCTs, namely poverty, inequality, school attainment, and child 
labor. Based on the Mexican and Brazilian experiences it can be expected 
that

H2: Left- wing presidents will increase CCT coverage in response to 
severe poverty and inequality.

H3: Nonleft presidents will increase coverage in response to low school 
attainment and high levels of child labor.

The results are presented in the final four models of table 5– 3. Most 
notably and consistent with the predictions on the left’s vision of CCTs, the 
models reveal that CCT coverage under left- wing presidents increases in 
line with both the poverty rate (model 3– 5) and level of income inequality 
(model 3– 6). In contrast, there is no support for predictions regarding the 
drivers of CCT coverage among nonleft governments. In fact, and against 
expectations, coverage under nonleft presidents actually declines in line 
with the share of children in the workforce (model 3– 8). There is no evi-
dence of an interaction between levels of schooling and presidential ideol-
ogy (model 3– 7).

Properly assessing the direction and magnitude of interaction terms 
requires going beyond discussing coefficients and p- values by plotting their 
estimated consequences and respective confidence intervals (Brambor, 
Roberts Clark, and Golder 2006). Based on model 3– 5, figure 5– 4 visually 
captures how the poverty rate affects CCT coverage under left- wing presi-
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dents. The previously discussed effect is statistically different from zero only 
at poverty levels above 29%, a level well below the sample average (37.39%). 
In practice, this means that, under a left- wing presidency, a one- standard- 
deviation increase in the poverty rate (15.79 percentage points) is associ-
ated with an increase in CCT coverage of approximately 1.35 percentage 
points. Put another way, if a country’s poverty rate were to increase from 
the regional average to the average level reported by Honduras (61.25%), 
the region’s worst performer, having a left- wing president would be expected 
to increase coverage by 2.04 percentage points.

Figure 5– 5 captures how income inequality affects CCT coverage under 
left- wing presidents (model 3– 6). The effect is statistically different from 
zero at Gini coefficient levels above 0.472, just above the sample average 
(0.471). This means that, under a left- wing president, a one- standard- 
deviation increase in the Gini coefficient (0.386) would be associated with 
an increase in CCT coverage of approximately 2.40 percentage points. Put 
another way, if a country’s Gini coefficient increased from 0.475 to the aver-
age level reported by Colombia (0.515), the region’s worst performer, hav-

Figure 5- 4. Marginal Effect of Having a Left- Wing President on CCT Coverage at 
Different Poverty Levels
Source: Table 5– 3, Model 3– 5.
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ing a left- wing president would be expected to increase coverage by 2.49 
percentage points.

Finally, figure 5– 6 captures how the level of child labor affects CCT cov-
erage under centrist and right- wing presidents (model 3– 8). The effect is 
statistically different from zero at levels of child labor above 11.9%, slightly 
above the sample average (11.73%). This means that, under a nonleft presi-
dency, a one- standard- deviation increase in child labor (7.78 percentage 
points) would be associated with a decline in CCT coverage of approxi-
mately 1.90 percentage points. Put another way, if a country’s level of child 
labor were to increase from 11.9% to the average level reported by Guate-
mala (28.09), the region’s worst performer, coverage would be expected to 
decrease by 3.98 percentage points under a centrist or right- wing 
president.

Additionally, these models incorporate a multiplicative term capturing 
the interaction between the strength of checks and balances and whether a 
presidential election was held during a given year. Echoing earlier research 
by De La O (2015, chap. 5), governments subject to strong checks and bal-

Figure 5- 5. Marginal Effect of Having a Left- Wing President on CCT Coverage at 
Different Inequality Levels
Source: Table 5– 3, Model 3– 6.
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ances find it difficult to increase coverage during election years. Beyond 
this, the estimates for the remaining variables do not vary significantly from 
those reported in the baseline models.

5.3 Beyond Coverage: Ideology and Models of CCTs

The previous sections provide robust evidence that CCTs operated by left- 
wing presidents have a broader scope than those operated by their centrist 
and right- wing counterparts. Coverage levels, however, represent, at best, a 
rough proxy for the claims made in the previous chapter, namely that there 
exist two distinct types of CCTs that differ in their approaches to targeting 
(broad vs. narrow), conditionality enforcement (weak vs. strong), and in 
the formula used for assigning stipend amounts (uniform for all beneficia-
ries vs. differentiated depending on risk of exiting the school system), and 
that the choice of said model is determined by presidential ideology. This 
section tests whether CCTs enacted or managed by left- wing presidents, or 

Figure 5- 6. Marginal Effect of Having a Nonleft- Wing President on CCT Coverage 
at Different Child Labor Levels
Source: Table 5– 3, Model 3– 8.
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both, resemble Brazil’s program and the basic income model and whether 
those enacted or managed by nonleft presidents, or both, resemble Mexico’s 
program and the human capital model.

Based on the ideology of the presidents in power at the time a CCT was 
enacted, table 5– 5 makes the following predictions regarding the design the 
10 CCTs adopted after Brazil’s “invention” of the basic income model:8

To assess these hypotheses, I compile an index measuring the extent to 
which these 10 programs resemble an ideal human capital or basic income 
CCT. Programs are assessed with regard to their target population (do they 
target the entire country and students in every grade?), income target (how 
restrictive are eligibility requirements?), stipend structure (do stipends vary 
depending on the year of schooling or other criteria?), and strictness of 
conditionality enforcement. More detailed information on how CCTs were 
coded is available in the appendix. For ease of interpretation, the index is 
scaled as a percentage ranging from 0 for an ideal human capital CCT to 
100 for an ideal basic income CCT. The results for 2013, the last year for 
which data was available, are presented in table 5– 6.

The index quantifies the substantive differences between the Mexican 
(33%) and Brazilian (62%) programs. Taking these pioneering CCTs as 
benchmarks, programs with scores of 40 or lower are designated as human 
capital CCTs while those with scores of 60 or higher are designated as basic 
income CCTs.

Using this criteria, seven of the 10 programs adopted following the 
launch of Bolsa Família correctly match the predictions made above. That 
is, four of the five programs launched by the left meet the criteria for basic 
income, while three of the five launched by nonleft presidents qualify as 

Table 5– 5. Predicted CCT Type of Post– Bolsa Família Programs

Country Year CCT Adoption
President Ideology

When CCT Adopted Predicted Type

El Salvador 2005 Right Human Capital
Dominican Republic 2005 Center Human Capital
Paraguay 2005 Center- Right Human Capital
Peru 2005 Center- Right Human Capital
Costa Rica 2007 Center Human Capital
Uruguay 2005 Center- Left Basic Income
Panama 2006 Center- Left Basic Income
Bolivia 2006 Left Basic Income
Guatemala 2008 Center- Left Basic Income
Argentina 2009 Center- Left Basic Income
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human capital. Furthermore, one case, the Dominican Republic, whose 
program was initiated by a centrist, received a score of 42%, slightly above 
the human- capital threshold. The bottom of the table, which contrasts the 
average design scores of different country groupings, provides further sup-
port for the argument. Programs initiated by left presidents had an average 
score of 74%— well above Brazil’s score. Programs initiated by the nonleft 
had an average score of 31%, similar to Mexico’s score.

Given the Brazilian experience, where an incoming left- wing adminis-
tration transformed the CCT it had inherited in the basic income direction 
over more than a decade in power, it may make more sense to compare 
programs in terms of the extent to which the left has dominated politics 
during a program’s lifetime. Comparing average scores based on this crite-
ria, countries where the left has been in power since a CCT was adopted, 
namely Argentina, Bolivia, and Uruguay, have an average score of 86%— 
well beyond Brazil’s score. In contrast, countries where the left was in power 
during a quarter or less of the program’s existence, namely Costa Rica, 
Dominican Republic, and Peru, have an average score of 32%, practically 
the same as Mexico.

Figure 5– 7 presents a graphical representation of this relationship. The 
majority of cases cluster in three locations. Countries where the left was 
largely out of power emphasized human capital and cluster in the bottom- 
left corner of the graph (Mexico, Costa Rica, and Peru). The Dominican 
Republic, where the left was not in power during the period of study, is also 
located in this part of the graph, but, as noted above, its program misses the 
cut- off point for a human capital CCT (42%). Countries where the left has 
dominated politics emphasized poverty reduction and cluster at the oppo-
site end of the graph (Brazil, Argentina, Bolivia, and Uruguay). The latter 
three, however, come much closer to meeting the basic income ideal than 
Brazil’s Bolsa Família.

Two countries where the left controlled the presidency for about half 
the period had programs that scored in between both models (Panama and 
Paraguay). These are located near the center of the graph. Guatemala is 
located very close to those cases. Although its lifetime was equally divided 
between left and right, the program, which was enacted by center- left Presi-
dent Alvaro Colom (2008– 12), just barely qualifies as basic income (62%). 
The most notable outlier is El Salvador, whose program comes the closest of 
any program analyzed to the human capital ideal despite being controlled 
for half of its lifetime by presidents from the Farabundo Martí Front for 
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National Liberation (FMLN), a left- wing party with roots as a revolutionary 
guerrilla movement. That program, it should be noted, was enacted by 
right- wing president Antonio Saca (2004– 09).

Thus, there is evidence suggesting that both CCTs initiated by the left 
and CCTs in countries where the left dominated politics tend to have a 
basic income design. In fact, the latter come substantially closer to provid-
ing a universal income floor than the Brazilian program that influenced 
them. In contrast, both CCTs initiated by nonleft governments and CCTs in 
countries where the left has been weak tended to follow the Mexican exam-
ple in developing human capital programs.

5.4 Conclusions

This chapter has demonstrated that presidential ideology influences the 
scope and design of CCT programs. CCTs operated by left- wing presidents 
tend to cover more people than those operated by centrist and right- wing 

Figure 5- 7. Influence of Left Government on CCT Designs
Source: Table 5– 6.
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governments. Beyond coverage, left- wing governments have tended to fol-
low Brazil in enacting CCTs with broad target populations, permissive con-
ditionality enforcement, and the same flat stipend for all beneficiaries. The 
opposite is true of CCTs operated by centrist and right- wing governments.

In short, presidential ideology greatly influences the design of CCTs. 
Earlier chapters detailed the left’s initial skepticism (if not outright hostility) 
toward CCTs. Given this initial opposition, the left turn might well have put 
a brake on their diffusion. It was not until Lula begrudgingly embraced 
CCTs following the failure of Fome Zero and transformed Bolsa Escola into 
the more universalistic Bolsa Família that left- wing politicians across the 
region fully embraced CCTs. Thus, the spread of CCTs in countries gov-
erned by the left during the second half of the 2000s was contingent on Lula 
adapting the programs he inherited in a basic income direction and creating 
a new model of CCT that appealed to the left. Once on board with CCTs, 
left- wing governments across the region followed the Brazilian example in 
enacting larger, more generous, and less punitive basic income CCTs.

The next two chapters seek to further flesh out ideology’s role in the dif-
fusion, adoption, and design of CCTs through in- depth case studies of a 
human capital CCT in Costa Rica and two basic income CCTs in Argentina 
and Bolivia.

5.5 Appendix

Coding Rules for CCT Design Index

 1) Target Population: 1 if program covers all years of basic education 
and the entire country, 0.5 if it only meets one of the prior criteria, 0 if 
it only covers certain years of education and parts of the country.

 2) Income Target: 1 if program is universal, 0.66 if it targets the eco-
nomically vulnerable and poor, 0.33 if it targets the poor, 0 if it targets 
only the extreme poor.

 3) Stipend Structure: 1 if uniform across all beneficiaries, 0.8 if uniform 
except for one category, 0 variable depending on year of schooling.

 4) Conditionality Enforcement: 1 if unconditional, 0.66 if conditional-
ity is announced but not enforced, 0.33 if conditionality is monitored 
but enforced only after repeated noncompliance, 0 if strictly enforced.
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 5) Total: sum of the components, ranges from 0 (Human Capital CCT) 
to 4 (Basic Income CCT).

 6) Total (as %): rescales Total as percentage. Programs with scores of 
60% or higher are considered basic income CCTs. Programs with 
scores of 40% or below are considered human capital CCTs.
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Chapter 6

Diffusion Revisited

Presidential Ideology and the Two- Track Diffusion of CCTs

Echoing earlier cross- national quantitative analyses on the topic (Sugiyama 
2011; Brooks 2015), chapter 2 confirmed that the widespread adoption of 
conditional cash transfer programs in Latin America during the 2000s was 
a case of policy diffusion. Specifically, as the share of countries in the region 
with CCTs increased, countries without programs became more likely to 
adopt their own. That analysis also confirmed that ideology did not influ-
ence the likelihood of adoption— left- wing governments were just as likely 
as centrist and right- wing ones to adopt CCTs. Qualitative evidence from 
across the region, however, painted a more nuanced picture, demonstrating 
that left- wing politicians were initially skeptical if not outright opposed to 
CCTs. Yet many left- wing governments did ultimately adopt CCTs. Why 
and how did the left come to embrace these programs?

The previous chapter demonstrated that a strong relationship exists 
between presidential ideology and the design of CCT programs in Latin 
America. Not only do countries governed by the left tend to have higher 
levels of CCT coverage and spend more on their programs, the programs 
enacted and operated by left- wing governments tend to more closely 
resemble Brazil’s basic income model than Mexico’s human capital model. 
Conversely, countries governed by the right tend to have lower levels of 
CCT coverage and spend less on their programs, and the programs enacted 
and operated by right- wing governments tend to more closely resemble 
Mexico’s human capital model. What explains this correlation?

The first half of the chapter clarifies the relationship between presiden-
tial ideology, CCT design, and policy diffusion. It argues that diffusion 
occurred along two distinct tracks, the choice of which was determined by 
ideology. While the World Bank and Inter- American Development Bank 
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(IDB) were busy promoting and, in specific instances, even imposing the 
human capital model, Brazil, under the leadership of charismatic center- left 
President Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva (2003– 10), actively promoted its basic 
income model. Whereas centrist and right- wing governments saw the for-
mer mainly as a tool for boosting human capital, left- wing governments 
gravitated toward the latter, envisioning it primarily as a tool to address 
poverty and a stepping- stone toward enacting a universal income floor. 
Thus, whereas the adoption of human capital CCTs by centrist and right- 
wing governments was an example of vertical diffusion (international insti-
tution to country), the left’s adoption of basic income programs was an 
example of horizontal (country to country) diffusion.

The second half of the chapter outlines why CCT programs adopted by 
Costa Rica, Bolivia, and Argentina during the second half of the 2010s are 
ideal cases for studying the political process connecting presidential ideol-
ogy and diffusion to CCT adoption and design. Those case studies are pre-
sented in the next chapter.

6.1 Conditional Diffusion: The Role of Ideology

Understanding of policy diffusion has increased significantly over the last 
15 years. Whereas early work on clustering of policies across time and space 
was largely limited to confirming or rejecting the existence of diffusion, 
more recent work traces the pathways through which diffusion occurs. 
Simmons and Elkins (2004) distinguish between two broad types of mecha-
nisms: altered payoffs and learning. In the former, adoption by a first coun-
try puts a second country at a material or reputational disadvantage. This 
mechanism was not relevant to CCT adoption. Unlike, say, tax or invest-
ment policies aimed at creating a more attractive business climate, a coun-
try’s adoption of an anti- poverty program does not exert pressure on neigh-
boring governments to follow suit.1 There is, however, significant evidence 
of diffusion via learning (Hunter 2021, 108). Learning can occur through 
three distinct channels: success, communication, and reference groups 
(Simmons and Elkins 2004). International financial institutions (IFIs), 
most notably the World Bank and IDB, and a vibrant epistemic community 
(Haas 1992) of scholars and policymakers communicated the potential and 
early successes of CCTs through hundreds of reports and at dozens of con-
ferences (Osorio Gonnet 2018, chap. 5). With regard to reference groups, the 
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attractiveness of CCTs was enhanced by the fact that they were a home-
grown Latin American innovation pioneered by Mexico and Brazil, the 
region’s two largest and most influential countries (Handa and Davis 2006, 
514; Hanlon, Barrientos, and Hulme 2010, 19– 20).

Ideological copartisans constitute another key reference group. Diffu-
sion occurs because, rather than create unique policies tailored to their 
jurisdictions, policymakers often make decisions by analogy (Walker 
1969). Given their cognitive limitations and biases, policymakers process 
outside information selectively, paying particular attention to policies 
believed compatible with their own worldviews. A growing body of work 
has found that diffusion is conditional on ideology (Grossback et al. 2004; 
Martin 2010; Butler et al. 2017; Butler and Pereira 2018). Simply put, 
faced with uncertainty over the consequences of a new policy, left- wing 
policymakers will be more attracted to policies previously adopted by 
other left- wing governments and skeptical of policies associated with 
right- wing governments and vice versa. The ideology of early adopters is 
particularly important when a new policy cannot be  easily identified as 
“liberal or conservative” (Grossback et al. 2004, 526). This was the case 
with CCTs, which, although highly progressive and thus potentially 
attractive to the left, were also targeted, conditional, and endorsed by 
neoliberal technocrats and IFIs, which made the left wary of them. Fur-
thermore, politicians from different parties may draw different lessons 
from the same policy (Gilardi 2010). Whereas right- wing governments 
may have been attracted to CCTs because they are relatively cheap and 
equip beneficiaries with skills that will allow them to lift themselves up by 
their bootstraps, left- wing governments may be attracted to them because 
they reach the poorest members of society and help make effective their 
right to education.

CCTs were always an easy choice for centrist and right- wing politicians. 
They were ideologically receptive to innovations coming from Mexico’s right- 
wing governments and open to receiving technical assistance and financing 
from the World Bank and IDB. Conversely, for those same reasons, the left’s 
knee- jerk reaction was to oppose CCTs. This view began changing after 
Lula begrudgingly embraced CCTs following the failure of his more ambi-
tious Fome Zero program (see chapter 3). Given Lula’s impeccable left- wing 
credentials, his endorsement went a long way toward removing the stench 
of neoliberalism that had originally plagued CCTs. It also did not hurt that, 
in addition to being effective, Bolsa Família was wildly popular and contrib-
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uted to Lula’s 2006 reelection (Hunter and Power 2007; Zucco 2008, 2013; 
Zucco and Power 2013).

Yet, as also detailed in chapter 3, Lula’s contribution went beyond sim-
ply endorsing CCTs and rebranding them as social democratic. He trans-
formed the policies he inherited from his centrist predecessor in a way that 
addressed many of the left’s initial misgivings. Bolsa Família demonstrated 
to left- wing politicians across the region that, despite originally being con-
ceived as targeted and punitive, CCTs could be adapted to advance the left’s 
programmatic goal of providing an income floor for a large segment of the 
population. In other words, the Brazilian basic income model better 
matched the left’s worldview and was thus a more attractive import for left- 
wing governments than Mexico’s human capital model.

6.2 Two- Track Diffusion

The discussion of CCT diffusion presented above focused on their 
importation— why did governments adopt them and why did the initially 
skeptical left come to embrace them? This section focuses on their 
exportation— who promoted and facilitated the adoption of CCTs? Diffusion 
proceeded along two distinct tracks. Whereas the World Bank and IDB pri-
marily promoted the Mexican human capital model, Brazil’s own govern-
ment promoted the basic income model with Lula himself acting as its 
global ambassador. This is not to say that IFIs opposed basic income CCTs 
or that they would not fund such programs. Yet, when advising govern-
ments, the banks advocated for programs resembling Mexico’s. In the words 
of a senior Brazilian policy analyst:

My impression is that the World Bank and the IDB, they never liked Bolsa 
Família that much. So Brazil was never the big example that they wanted to 
disseminate in Latin America. Whenever they have [an event] they invite 
the Mexicans or the Chileans! (cited in Peck and Theodore 2015, 111)

The huge disparity in the number of references to each program on the 
banks’ websites lends credence to this claim (see fig. 6– 1).

Citing interviews with policymakers, Morais (2017, 151) attributes the 
banks’ preference for the Mexican over the Brazilian approach to the for-
mer’s strict focus on building human capital and the greater availability and 
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sophistication of evaluations of its effectiveness. Greater reliance on foreign 
funding and the fact that most Mexican policymakers had studied at Amer-
ican universities, which was less common among their Brazilian counter-
parts, further strengthened the connections between IFIs and Progresa/
Oportunidades.2

Whereas diffusion of Mexico’s human capital model occurred “verti-
cally” (from international institutions to countries), the diffusion of Brazil’s 
basic income program occurred “horizontally” (country to country) with 
the Brazilian government directly promoting its program. Human capital 
models were promoted by IFIs, which, in addition to technical expertise, 
had money to lend and, particularly during tough economic times, pos-
sessed significant leverage over would- be adopters. In contrast, Brazil, 
though large and influential, remains a developing country. Even though 

Figure 6- 1. Number of Entries on International Financial Institution Websites for 
Brazilian and Mexican CCTs (Up to 2010)
Source: Morais de Sá e Silva (2017, 151).
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the country actively promoted its model and provided technical assistance 
to interested countries, it did not dictate program design, let alone provide 
funding.

Vertical diffusion ensured that human capital programs tended to be 
very similar to one another— IFIs had a clear vision of CCTs that was repli-
cated across different countries. The basic income CCTs that resulted from 
horizontal diffusion, in contrast, featured much more variation in terms of 
program design and greater adaptation to local conditions. The CCT design 
scores for 2013 presented in table 5– 6 support these claims. The four human 
capital CCTs, all of which were enacted by centrist or right- wing presidents, 
had scores ranging from 33% for Mexico and Peru to 13% for El Salvador, a 
difference of 20 percentage points. In contrast, the design scores of the five 
basic income CCTs, four of which were enacted by left- wing governments 
and another (Brazil’s) had been operated by the left for a decade at the time 
of measurement, ranged from 62% for Brazil and Guatemala to 92% for 
Bolivia, a difference of 30 percentage points. Thus, whereas the diffusion of 
human capital CCTs was a case of what Weyland (2006, 17) calls model 
diffusion— the policies adopted followed a “neat, concrete, well- defined 
blueprint, largely replicating the original model”— the spread of basic 
income CCTs was an example of principle diffusion— the “basic thrust” of 
policies was the same “but specific design features and institutional charac-
teristics differ.”

6.2.1 IFIs and the Vertical Diffusion of Human Capital CCTs

The Mexican human capital model has since its inception been closely asso-
ciated with the World Bank. After all, Santiago Levy (1991) first detailed the 
ideas that evolved into Progresa in a World Bank working paper. The bank 
also provided significant technical assistance during the program’s design 
process (Levy 2006, 114).3 Thus, the Progresa team and IFIs were of one 
mind over how to tackle Mexico’s social challenges. Or, as Iliana Yaschine 
(1999, 58), formerly the program’s evaluation director, puts it, there was a 
“confluence of ideology between the actors dictating the international trend 
[IFIs] and the technocratic political elite that has ruled Mexico.”

The World Bank and IDB began promoting the program almost imme-
diately after its launch. In sharp contrast with the Brazilian experience, the 
Mexican government did not directly promote its star program (Boltvinik 
2012, 13). When Mexican technocrats promoted CCTs abroad or consulted 
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with interested governments, they did so on behalf of IFIs (Boltvinik 2012, 
19). The most notable case of this occurred in March 2003, when World 
Bank president James Wolfensohn and former IDB president Enrique Igle-
sias organized a private meeting at which Levy reportedly convinced Lula 
that CCTs, not hunger relief policies, were the best way forward (Lindert et 
al. 2007, 13– 14; Reid 2007, 234; Lustig 2011, 12; Morais 2017, 126). Lula, 
however, went on to transform Brazil’s CCTs into something different from 
what Levy and the bank had in mind.

IFIs were directly responsible for putting CCTs on the agenda in many 
of the early adopter countries. The IDB was central to the adoption of CCTs 
in Honduras and Nicaragua. Working alongside the International Food 
Policy Research Institute, the organization that conducted Progresa’s highly 
influential evaluation, the IDB designed and provided the lion’s share of the 
initial funding for both countries’ programs (Moore 2010). In fact, the 
Honduran policymakers administering the Programa de Asignación Famil-
iar 2 (Family Allowance Program, Phase 2) CCT first learned “how the pro-
gram would work” in meetings with representatives from those institutions 
(Moore 2010, 108).4 Nicaragua’s Red de Protection Social (Social Protection 
Network) was essentially a copy of Progresa, all the way down to requiring 
mothers and adolescents to attend seminars on hygiene, birth control, and 
food preparation (Moore 2010, 118).

In Colombia and Ecuador, two countries hit by severe banking crises 
during 1998– 99, IFIs leveraged their power as lenders of last resort to pro-
mote CCTs. Colombian officials agreed to strengthen social safety nets as 
part of an International Monetary Fund bailout. CCTs were not included in 
the “long laundry list of ideas” Colombian social policy experts subse-
quently presented to the World Bank and IDB (Brearley 2011, 157– 58).5 As 
Luis Alfonso Hoyos, director of social policy during the early years of the 
country’s Familias en Acción (Families in Action) CCT, put it: “Familias 
was initially suggested and funded by World Bank and IBD: it was pushed 
on us!” (cited in Brearley 2011, 157). The banks sent Colombian social pol-
icy officials on study trips to Mexico and Brazil and the rest is history 
(Brearley 2011, 158).6

Similarly, the banks proposed that Ecuador adopt a CCT to mitigate the 
social consequences of its economic crisis. The country’s first experience 
with cash transfers was Bono Solidario (Solidary Bonus), an unconditional 
cash transfer for poor heads of households, the elderly, and disabled people 
adopted in 1998 to compensate for cuts in fuel and electricity subsidies 
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(Osorio Gonnet 2018, 209). CCTs entered the political agenda the follow-
ing year as part of debt negotiations with the World Bank. Citing improper 
targeting and lack of conditionality, bank officials rejected center- right 
President Jamil Mahuad’s (1998– 2000) request to fund Bono Solidario and 
instead earmarked funding for a means- tested CCT linked to education 
(Lana and Evans 2004, 204– 5).

The World Bank and IDB instead hired Cristovam Buarque and his 
NGO Missão Criança (Children’s Mission) to help the country import 
Brasilia’s human- capital- oriented Bolsa- Escola CCT (Lana and Evans 2004, 
205; Osorio Gonnet 2018, 222). Simply put, “the Ecuadorian government 
had little autonomy in choosing where to search for lessons” (Lana and 
Evans 2004, 206). Though local officials were enthusiastic, IFI conditional-
ity was the main driver of CCT adoption (Lana and Evans 2004, 206), or, as 
policymakers involved put it, “the negotiation was not very horizontal and 
highly influenced by the loans” (cited in Osorio Gonnet 2018, 219). The 
result, following some setbacks, was the Beca Escolar (School Scholarship), 
a small CCT adopted in 2002 that, with further IFI loans and assistance, 
evolved into Bono de Desarollo Humano (Human Development Bonus) 
the following year.7 Overall, Osorio Gonnet (2018, 219) describes the adop-
tion of CCTs in Ecuador as an example of diffusion via “moderate coercion” 
and, to a lesser extent, emulation of foreign models.

During the second half of the decade, with the region’s economies 
booming and knowledge of CCTs now widespread, governments began 
taking the lead in enacting CCTs, with IFIs, when involved, acting as sec-
ondary partners. It is worth noting, however, that IFIs were consulted by 
the governments of El Salvador and Costa Rica, which went on to enact the 
two programs that most closely resemble the human capital ideal type 
(Martínez Franzoni and Voorend 2011; see fig. 5– 7). Thus, at a time when 
Bolsa Família was available as an alternative model, the banks continued 
advocating for human capital CCTs and centrist and right- wing govern-
ments continued enacting them. In sharp contrast, at around the same 
time, left- wing governments excluded IFIs from the design and funding of 
the three CCTs that most closely resemble the basic income CCT ideal type, 
those of Argentina, Bolivia, and Uruguay (see fig. 5– 7).

6.2.2 Brazil and the Horizontal Diffusion of Basic Income CCTs

Lula’s conversion and the subsequent transformation of Bolsa Família helped 
to weaken the association between CCTs and neoliberalism (Hevia 2011, 
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331), paving the way for other left- leaning leaders to pursue their own more 
expansive and less punitive programs. The Brazilian experience demon-
strated to the previously skeptical left that, despite being conceived as tar-
geted and residualistic, CCTs could be adapted to advance the decommodify-
ing goal of providing an income floor for a large segment of the population. It 
also did not hurt that CCTs were effective, affordable, and popular.

As expected of diffusionary processes, there was a lag in learning: Lula 
began creating his basic income CCT in late 2003, while other basic income 
CCTs begun appearing in countries governed by the left starting in 2005. 
The left’s embrace of CCTs following the emergence of Bolsa Família can be 
understood as a case of policy learning under bounded rationality (Wey-
land 2006). In line with the availability heuristic, left- leaning presidents 
paid disproportionate attention to Brazil’s striking, geographically proxi-
mate model associated with a respected leftist statesman. Left- leaning gov-
ernments extrapolated lessons from the Brazilian case, which were inter-
preted as applicable to their countries, an example of the representativeness 
heuristic. In line with the anchoring heuristic, although peripheral elements 
of the model were adapted to local needs, the left’s programs remained loyal 
to the basic income model’s emphasis on short- term poverty reduction, 
broad coverage, and permissive (if any) conditionality enforcement.

The new model’s merits were publicized in no small part by Lula him-
self. The Lula administration dramatically increased diplomatic contact 
with Brazil’s Latin American neighbors as well as with other developing 
regions, mostly notably sub- Saharan Africa (Costa Leite, Suyama, and 
Pomeroy 2013; Bry 2017; Costa Leite, Pomeroy, and Suyama 2017).8 Char-
ismatic, popular, and widely respected, Lula made Bolsa Família a central 
plank of this ambitious foreign policy (Faria 2012; Boultinghouse 2015).9 
As Boultinghouse (2015, 12) puts it, “From its inception, Lula defined the 
Bolsa Família as a national narrative, directly tethering its domestic success 
to the international clout Brazil was set to gain.” In fact, Lula began touting 
the program as a Brazilian export during its October 2003 launch:

Here in Brazil, we have to be sure that if we do it here and achieve the suc-
cess that I imagine we can have, I have no doubt that we can contribute so 
that other countries in the world can stop hunger in their countries. (Folha 
de S. Paulo 2003)

Lula eagerly promised technical cooperation on social policy to foreign 
governments during his frequent travels abroad and when foreign leaders 
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visited Brasilia (Morais 2017, 149– 50). Brazilian spending on development 
cooperation in Latin America and Africa increased more than fivefold under 
Lula (Costa Leite 2015, 1447). The Social Development Ministry (MDS) cre-
ated a department charged with promoting Bolsa Família and addressing 
queries from foreign governments and international institutions. During the 
program’s first decade, MDS hosted delegations from 21 countries and estab-
lished cooperation agreements with most Latin American countries (Carv-
alho 2013, 401). During 2011– 14, MDS received 345 delegations, half from 
Latin America and a third from Africa (UNDP 2016, 20).

Outside of Latin America, the Brazilian model proved more attractive 
to sub- Saharan African governments and European development aid agen-
cies than Progresa/Oportunidades. In 2006, the United Kingdom’s Depart-
ment for International Development launched the Africa- Brazil Coopera-
tion Program on Social Development, which funded study tours of Brazil 
for representatives from six sub- Saharan African countries and made it 
possible for MDS to assist in the design of Ghana’s cash transfer program.10 
In 2014, MDS along with several international organizations including the 
World Bank launched the Brazil Learning Initiative for a World without 
Poverty, an online resource charged with documenting and disseminating 
lessons and best practices derived from Brazilian social policy.11

Two factors— foreign donor priorities and state capacity— explain Afri-
ca’s preference for basic income CCTs. With regard to the former, funding 
for African programs came primarily from institutions adhering to a 
“rights- based approach to development,” namely national donor agencies 
like the UK’s Department for International Development and international 
organizations focused on operationalizing human rights such as the United 
Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) (Gaarder 2012, 131). The World Bank, 
in contrast, was less active in promoting cash transfers in Africa than it had 
been in Latin America (Gaarder 2012, 131; Morais 2017, 30– 39). But where 
the World Bank was involved, governments tended to adopt conditional 
programs (Simpson 2018). With regard to state capacity, the very factors 
that made Progresa/Oportunidades the favorite among IFI technocrats 
made it difficult to export to the poorest countries. Precise targeting and 
rigorous conditionality enforcement require a strong bureaucracy and are 
expensive to implement. The more permissive Brazilian model proved eas-
ier to adapt to the poorest countries (Ancelovici and Jenson 2013).

Bolsa Família’s influence in Africa leads Ancelovici and Jenson (2013) to 
argue that it, and not Progresa/Oportunidades, now constitutes the “stan-
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dard model” for anti- poverty programs in the Global South. In their (2013, 
309) words:

Brazilian policy analysts quietly let drop the notion of “conditionality,” 
which had initially aligned CCTs with neoliberals’ emphasis on “making 
families more responsible” as well as strengthening markets. Instead, their 
attention turned to whom to target and how to target. Thus, a CCT became 
very similar to a CT [cash transfer].

6.3 Presidential Ideology’s Effect on CCT Adoption and Design

The quantitative analyses conducted in the previous chapter identified 
strong correlations between presidential ideology and various measures of 
CCT scope as well as the choice of CCT model. Such analyses, while useful 
at providing an overall picture of what occurred across the region, do not 
explain how presidential ideology and CCT design are related. Missing are 
the causal mechanisms— the political processes, motivations, and actions of 
political actors and the complex sequencing of events— that link presiden-
tial ideology with CCT design choices (Hedström and Swedberg 1996). 
Quantitative methods are poorly equipped to achieve these tasks.

The next chapter uses in- depth qualitative case studies to trace the con-
nections between ideology and the adoption and design of three CCTs 
adopted in the second half of the 2000s: Costa Rica’s Avancemos, Bolivia’s 
Bono Juancito Pinto, and Argentina’s Asignación Universal por Hijo. This is 
not to say that government ideology was the immediate or sole cause behind 
the adoption of those programs. To be clear, this book does not claim that 
government ideology determines the timing of adoption. It does argue, 
however, that once a president decides to adopt a CCT, ideology determines 
its design.

The cases are based on face- to- face interviews with politicians, social 
policy technocrats, and independent policy analysts conducted during field 
research in those countries during 2012– 13. Adopting a mixed- methods 
approach takes advantage of the differences between quantitative and quali-
tative research, using each approach’s strengths to compensate for the oth-
er’s weaknesses (Lieberman 2005; Seawright 2016).
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6.3.1 Case Selection

The cases selected are ideal for testing this book’s arguments for three rea-
sons (see table 6– 1). First, they vary with regard to the main variable of 
interest— presidential ideology. Additionally, the programs were adopted at 
around the same time, between 2006 (Bolivia) and 2009 (Argentina).12 
Finally, the cases offer a fairly representative sample of countries from 
across Latin America.

As noted, the purpose of the case studies is to flesh out the connection 
between the dependent and independent variables of the previous chapter’s 
quantitative analyses. When that is the goal, Lieberman (2005) recom-
mends selecting “on- the- line” cases (or “on- liers”)— cases that are represen-
tative of a quantitative model’s findings (see also Seawright and Gerring 
2008). For these types of studies, Seawright (2016, chap. 4) further recom-

Table 6– 1. Country Cases (circa 2012– 2013)
 Costa Rica Bolivia Argentina

Political Variables
Initiating President Oscar Arias Evo Morales Cristina Fernández de 

Kirchner
Initiator’s Ideology1 Center Left Center- Left
% of History under 

Left2
0% 100% 100%

CCT Details
Program Name Avancemos Bono Juancito Pinto Asignación

Universal por Hijo
Year of Adoption 2006 (Pilot)

2007 (Nationwide)
2006 2009

Coverage (% Pop.)3 3.63% 18.14% 8.15%
Coverage— Poverty4 – 8.65 percentage points – 9.11 percentage points – 2.44 percentage points
Cost (% GDP)3 0.19% 0.18% 0.47%
Target Population Low- Income

Secondary School Students
Public School Students Children (18 and under) of 

Informal/Unemployed 
Workers

Targeting Mechanism Proxy Means Test Public Schools Parent Employment Status
Conditionality Started Lax,

Became Stricter
Nominally CCT, but
Essentially No 

Enforcement

80% Unconditional, 20% 
Conditional, Lax 
Enforcement

Stipend Structure Variable by Grade Uniform Uniform

Notes: The observations are from 2013 or thereabouts because the field research for the case studies was carried out 
during 2012– 13.

Sources: 1 Dataset on Political Ideology of Presidents and Parties in Latin America (Murillo, Oliveros, and Vaishnav 
2010); 2 From the day the CCT launched until the start of 2013; 3 Non- contributory Social Protection Programmes Data-
base (CEPAL 2018); 4 Socio- Economic Database for Latin America and the Caribbean (SEDLAC 2018).
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mends selecting cases with extreme values on the main explanatory vari-
able. Returning to figure 5– 7, the three cases are located close to the line. In 
Costa Rica, a centrist president enacted a textbook human capital program 
closely resembling Mexico’s Progresa/Oportunidades. In Bolivia and 
Argentina, by contrast, left- wing presidents enacted programs that resem-
bled Brazil’s basic income model. In fact, those left- initiated CCTs went fur-
ther in the basic income direction than Brazil’s Bolsa Família, which had its 
roots in earlier programs enacted by a centrist president. The three cases are 
also “extreme” in the sense that government ideology remained constant 
throughout the entirety of the period of study. Whereas Bolivia and Argen-
tina had left- wing presidents during the entire period, Costa Rica was one 
of only a handful of Latin American countries that did not elect a left- wing 
president during the first decade of the 2000s.13

Cross- case comparison is further facilitated by the fact the decisions 
regarding the adoption and design of these programs occurred in the sec-
ond half of the 2000s, well after Brazil had “invented” and started promot-
ing the basic income model. Given my reliance on in- person interviews, 
focusing on newer programs offers practical advantages. Time is of the 
essence when attempting to reconstruct policy adoption processes. Actors 
involved form part of ad- hoc networks that disperse soon after a policy 
transfer occurs or fails (Evans and Davies 1999, 375; Lana and Evans 2004, 
194). Studying recent programs maximizes the likelihood of identifying 
and locating the key policymakers involved and increases the reliability of 
the information obtained through interviews.

Selection of diverse cases is recommended when conducting qualitative 
research on policy diffusion. As Starke (2013, 569) notes, “Qualitative diffu-
sion scholars cannot use Mill’s methods of agreement and difference (also 
known as the ‘most similar cases design’) as these designs do not allow for 
interdependence of cases.” Therefore, they should pick “cases that represent 
the universe of cases, at least approximately.” The three countries studied 
come close to providing a representative sample of Latin American coun-
tries. Geographically, they span Latin America’s three subregions: the 
Southern Cone (Argentina), the Andes (Bolivia), and Central America 
(Costa Rica). They also include one of the region’s most prosperous coun-
tries (Argentina, second out of 18 in 2013), one whose income is close the 
regional average (Costa Rica, tenth), and one of the poorest (Bolivia, 
sixteenth).

The three cases run the gamut with regard to their welfare regimes 
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(Esping- Andersen 1990). Argentina is a regional pioneer that began its 
social policy expansion in the early twentieth century. Its welfare regime, 
under which most benefits have tended to be linked to employment status, 
most closely resembles Europe’s conservative corporatist welfare regimes, 
with the caveat that workers in the informal sector have been excluded 
(Huber 1996, 159). Costa Rica was a late bloomer with regard to social pol-
icy, dramatically expanding social services during the second half of the 
twentieth century. The country possesses what has been described as the 
region’s only “embryonic social democratic regime” in that most social ser-
vices constitute universal rights unrelated to income or employment status 
(Huber 1996, 159). Bolivia, by contrast, has been a laggard by regional stan-
dards. To the extent that it is possible to speak of a welfare regime, it is 
“informal- familialist,” meaning that government programs are limited in 
scope and exclude much of the population. In the absence of state involve-
ment, families must step in to fill the vacuum (Martínez Franzoni 2008).

6.3.2 Overview of the Programs

As on- the- line cases, the programs closely match both CCT ideal types. 
Whereas the two basic income CCTs aim to cover most if not all children, 
Costa Rica’s human capital CCT covers a more restrictive sample. Among 
the three countries, only Costa Rica selects beneficiaries using a rigorous 
proxy means test. In contrast, Argentina’s program is open to all children 
whose parents are unemployed or employed in the informal sector. 
Together, this program and contributory child allowances ensure that all 
parents receive a benefit that partially offsets the cost of raising children. 
Bolivia’s program is practically universal, targeting all public- school stu-
dents. Costa Rica has universal enrollment at the elementary level but strik-
ingly high rates of secondary school desertion (Román 2010, 37; Acosta el 
al. 2015, 18; Oviedo et al. 2015, 48). As a result, its program is restricted to 
secondary school students. In contrast, Argentina, which also has universal 
elementary school enrollment and where, on average, students complete 
more years of schooling than in Costa Rica (Barro and Lee 2013), opted to 
cover all children under 18, including those too young to attend school. 
Bolivia, which has more serious desertion problems at all levels, particu-
larly in rural areas and among the indigenous, currently covers all grades, 
though it initially covered only up to fifth grade.14

The programs also differ with regard to stipend structure and condi-
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tionality enforcement. To compensate for the increasing opportunity cost 
of remaining in school and outside the labor force as the student grows 
older, Costa Rica followed Mexico in increasing the size of the stipend with 
each passing grade. Said stipends were rigorously determined based on sur-
veys of how much minors could expect to make in the informal sector at 
different ages (Sauma 2013). In contrast, Argentina and Bolivia pay a flat 
stipend per student, regardless of grade or sex. Neither provided a technical 
justification for the stipend amounts.

With regard to conditionality, Costa Rica aspired to Mexican- style rig-
orous enforcement (Cecchini and Martínez 2011, 111). Enforcement was 
initially weak but improved significantly with the adoption of an electronic 
platform for monitoring attendance (La Nación 2012).15 Argentina’s pro-
gram is semiconditional in that 80% of the stipend is unconditional while 
the remaining 20% can only be collected at the end of the school year by 
proving school attendance (Bertranou and Maurizio 2012). Even then, 
enforcement of these conditionalities has been lax (OEBA 2012). Although 
Bolivia’s is technically conditioned on school attendance, conditionality is 
not enforced (OSPE- B 2011, 24).

6.4 Predictions/Hypotheses

The values of the dependent and independent variables are already known: 
the presidents of these countries adopted CCTs with designs that matched 
what would be expected given their ideological leanings. The purpose of the 
case studies presented in the next chapter is to detail the process connecting 
those variables and to test claims that cannot be easily quantified. Based on 
previous chapters and claims regarding two- track diffusion presented 
above, the case studies will assess the validity of the following hypotheses.

Ideology and Attitudes toward CCTs

H1a: Center and right- wing politicians will be early and enthusiastic 
supporters of CCTs.

H1b: Left- wing politicians will initially be skeptical if not outright 
opposed to CCTs, particularly ones that are narrowly targeted, have 
strict conditionality, or are proposed by international financial 
institutions.
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Presidential Ideology and Reasons for Adopting CCTs

H2a: When adopting a CCT, center and right- wing presidents will 
emphasize a program’s potential effects on human capital more than 
its effects on poverty.

H2b: When adopting a CCT, left- wing presidents will emphasize a pro-
gram’s effects on poverty more than its effects on human capital. In 
particular, they will emphasize the program’s role in building a uni-
versal safety net.

Presidential Ideology and Two- Track Diffusion of CCTs

H3a: When center and right- wing presidents commit to enacting CCTs, 
they will seek technical assistance and funding from the World Bank 
or the Inter- American Development Bank, or both.

H3b: When left- wing presidents commit to enacting CCTs, they will not 
seek assistance and funding from international financial institutions. 
They may, instead, receive direct assistance or encouragement from 
Brazil’s government.

6.5 Conclusion

This chapter argued that the diffusion of CCTS across the region proceeded 
along two distinct tracks. Ideology determined which foreign actors were 
seen as credible and which policies were perceived as worthy of emulating. 
The center and right were eager to copy Mexico’s program and work with 
IFIs. The left was skeptical of the Mexican right’s policies and IFIs but highly 
receptive to ideas emanating from Lula’s Brazil.

The next chapter re- creates and compares the political processes that 
culminated in the adoption and shaped the design of a human capital CCT 
in Costa Rica and basic income CCTs in Bolivia and Argentina.
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Chapter 7

Presidential Ideology’s Effect on  
CCT Adoption and Design

The Cases of Costa Rica, Bolivia, and Argentina

The previous chapter argued that the correlation between presidential ide-
ology and conditional cash transfer program design is explained by the ten-
dency of politicians to emulate policies that had already been tried by those 
in their ideological peer group (Grossback, Nicholson- Crotty, and Peterson 
2004; Martin 2010; Butler et al. 2017; Butler and Pereira 2018). Specifically, 
it was argued that left- wing leaders emulated the Brazilian left’s basic 
income CCT while center and right- wing governments emulated the Mexi-
can right’s human capital program, which was actively promoted by the 
World Bank and the Inter- American Development Bank. This chapter tests 
these claims through in- depth qualitative case studies of the politics of CCT 
adoption and design of three CCT programs adopted during the second 
half of the 2000s: Costa Rica’s Avancemos (Let’s Advance), Bolivia’s Bono 
Juancito Pinto (Juancito Pinto Bonus), and Argentina’s Asignación Univer-
sal por Hijo (Universal Child Allowance).

The differing priorities of Costa Rica’s human capital CCT and Argen-
tina’s and Bolivia’s basic income CCTs are evident in the first sentences of 
the presidential decrees that gave them life— all three programs were 
launched via decree.1 The decree enacting Costa Rica’s Avancemos begins 
by stating the goals of “universalizing high quality secondary education” 
and increasing education spending (Presidencia de Costa Rica 2006). Pov-
erty is first mentioned in the third article in reference to how education can 
reduce its severity. In contrast, the first paragraph of the decree enacting 
Bolivia’s Bono Juancito Pinto (BJP) starts by referencing the “objective of 
eradicating extreme poverty and the exclusion of people, families and com-
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munities” (Presidencia de Bolivia 2006). Only in the second paragraph is 
there a mention of “programs and projects destined to strengthen, protect 
and develop human capabilities, primarily favoring the country’s children.” 
Similarly, the decree launching Argentina’s Asignación Universal por Hijo 
(AUH) begins by referencing the government’s responsibility to provide 
“policies that will improve the situation of children and adolescents facing 
economic vulnerability” (Presidencia de Argentina 2009). It is not until the 
seventh paragraph that education is mentioned and, even then, it is in the 
same sentence as the right to “obtain social security benefits.” These differ-
ing objectives, themselves a function of presidential ideology, go a long way 
toward explaining variation in CCT coverage and spending levels.

The analysis begins with Costa Rica’s Avancemos, the lone human capi-
tal case, and then covers the two basic income cases chronologically, first 
Bolivia’s BJP and then Argentina’s AUH. The chapter concludes by assessing 
how well the cases match the hypotheses presented at the end of the previ-
ous chapter.

7.1 Costa Rica: Centrist President Adopts a Human Capital CCT

Costa Rican president Oscar Arias (1986– 90; 2006– 10) explicitly cam-
paigned in 2006 on what became Avancemos. Influenced by programs else-
where in the region, Arias saw CCTs primarily as a tool for reducing the 
country’s stubbornly high secondary school dropout rate. This was a deeply 
personal issue for Arias, who, as president in the 1980s in the midst of the 
deepest economic crisis in the country’s history, witnessed a “lost genera-
tion” of young people drop out of school to support their families only to 
never return (interview, Oscar Arias). It is worth noting that CCTs were 
absent from the campaign platform of Ottón Solís of the center- left Citi-
zens’ Action Party, Arias’s opponent in 2006.2

The country’s CCT was initially envisioned not as an anti- poverty pro-
gram or a social safety net, but rather as a means of incentivizing the accu-
mulation of human capital (interviews with Manuel Barahona and Diego 
Víquez). Arias and his advisors saw cash transfers as a tool for addressing a 
very specific human capital deficiency— school desertion in grades 7– 12, 
which causes the country to have lower education levels than would be 
expected given its GDP per capita, education spending, and otherwise 
exemplary human development indicators (Oviedo et al. 2015, 48). Given 
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that the country had long possessed near- universal primary school (grades 
1– 6) completion rates, Arias and his team saw no need to further incentiv-
ize attendance at that level (interview, Diego Víquez).

Given its narrow mandate and target population, Avancemos is among 
the region’s smallest CCT in terms of share of the population covered (Cec-
chini and Atuesta 2017, 25). Even so, since 2010 the program has covered 
roughly 40% of secondary school students (see fig. 7– 1). Given its goal of 
fully compensating adolescents for foregone wages, Avancemos is one of the 
more generous programs in the region in terms of benefits per student (Cec-
chini and Atuesta 2017, 38). Tellingly, its cost as a share of GDP is similar to 
that of Bolivia’s program, which covers between four and five times as many 
beneficiaries as a share of the population (Cecchini and Atuesta 2017, 34).

The resulting program closely resembled the human capital ideal type. 
At its inception, Avancemos targeted secondary school students living in 
moderate or extreme poverty as determined through a rigorous proxy 

Figure 7- 1. Avancemos: Evolution of Coverage (2005– 2015)
Source: Non- contributory Social Protection Programmes Database (CEPAL 2018) and 
Programa Estado de la Nación (2017).
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means test measuring 56 socioeconomic, demographic, and geographic 
variables (Víquez 2010, 11). With the intent of fully compensating students 
for the opportunity cost of choosing school over work, stipends increased 
with each grade and were determined based on household surveys measur-
ing the earnings of working minors at different ages (interviews with Man-
uel Barahona and Pablo Sauma; Sauma 2013). The program’s architects also 
aspired to rigorous conditionality enforcement that would ensure students 
held up their end of the bargain— at least 80% attendance. However, coor-
dination problems between the multiple institutions originally involved in 
the program complicated enforcement, which remained weak during the 
program’s first years. It has since improved.

7.1.1 Socioeconomic Context

Costa Rica stands out among Latin American countries for coming the clos-
est to having a social democratic welfare regime (Esping- Andersen 1990; 
Huber 1996). At the center is the National Health Service (Caja Costarri-
cense del Seguro Social), which provides universal public healthcare with 
standardized benefits de- linked from employment status or contributions 
into the system. The country has also been a regional pioneer with regard to 
anti- poverty programs. The early 1970s saw the creation of the Mixed Insti-
tute for Social Assistance (IMAS), the main institution in charge of operat-
ing targeted anti- poverty programs, and the Social Development and Family 
Allowance Fund, a permanent and well- funded social assistance fund 
(Román 2012; Martínez Franzoni and Sánchez- Ancochea 2013).3

Despite these notable achievements, in 2006, when Arias first proposed 
Avancemos, roughly a third of 13– 18 year olds had dropped out of the 
school system. Only about two in five 19– 21 year olds had completed sec-
ondary school. That figure dropped to less than one in five among those in 
the bottom quintile (Trejos 2012, 17). This is surprisingly low given the 
country’s high education spending (Jiménez 2014, 44) and strong human 
development (Sandbrook et al. 2007, chap. 4; Martínez Franzoni and 
Sánchez- Ancochea 2013, 2016).4 Low education levels present a serious 
obstacle to the country’s current development strategy centered on the 
attraction of high- tech foreign direct investment (Rodríguez- Clare 2001; 
Paus 2005).

As noted, Costa Rica’s underperformance in secondary education 
dates back to the 1980s debt crisis (Jiménez 2014). This was truly a “lost 
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decade”— real GDP per capita declined by 15% during the first half of the 
decade and did not return to precrisis levels until 1992. Real social spend-
ing per capita declined sharply and did not return to its precrisis peak 
until 2015 (Mata and Trejos 2018, 4). Most notably, the crisis halted the 
expansion of secondary education that started in the 1970s (interview, 
Pablo Sauma). Secondary school coverage declined sharply during 1980– 
85 as tens of thousands of teenagers left school prematurely and entered 
the workforce, dooming themselves to a lifetime of lower incomes. Cover-
age did not return to its 1980 level until the mid- 1990s (Jiménez 2014, 
13– 14). Among the poorest quintile, the share of 19– 21 year olds who had 
graduated did not surpass its 1980 level (16.3%) until well into the 2000s 
(Trejos 2012, 17). When all was said and done, the debt crisis had set 
Costa Rican education back two decades.

The country was significantly more successful at fighting poverty, which, 
after peaking at over 50% in 1982, returned to its precrisis levels of around 
30% in 1987 (Sauma and Trejos 2014, 6). Improved growth and targeted 
anti- poverty programs brought poverty down to 20% in the mid- 1990s. 
With the exception of a few years of very fast growth toward the end of the 
2000s, poverty has remained stable at that level, give or take 1.5 percentage 
points (Sauma and Trejos 2014, 5). Starting with the first Arias administra-
tion (1986– 90), each president launched his own flagship anti- poverty 
strategy funded through the Social Development and Family Allowance 
Fund. These strategies were centered on targeted programs that were dis-
mantled by the following administration (Morales and Cubero 2005, 52).

Superémonos (Let’s Overcome), the country’s first CCT, was one such 
program. It was launched in 2000 to little fanfare by center- right President 
Miguel Angel Rodríguez (1998– 2002). The program sought to reduce the 
dropout rate among poor 6– 18 year olds by awarding their families 10,000 
colones ($30 at the time) a month during the 10- month school year. The 
education conditionality was reportedly rigorously enforced with families 
being required to prove attendance twice during the school year (Duryea 
and Morrison 2004, 7). In sharp contrast to earlier anti- poverty programs, 
Superémonos was subject to an external evaluation (Trejos 2009, 24), which 
found that it reduced the dropout rate among beneficiaries by 5.0– 8.7 per-
centage points during 2000– 2001. Although the program appeared to 
increase the likelihood of advancing to the next grade at the end of the 
schoolyear, it had no effect on child labor (Duryea and Morrison 2004, 5). 
The program peaked at 12,000 beneficiaries before being canceled by cen-
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trist President Abel Pacheco (2002– 6), who, despite being from the same 
party as Rodríguez, launched his own short- lived anti- poverty programs 
(Morales and Cubero 2005). Nevertheless, IMAS acquired experience oper-
ating a CCT (interview, Olga Sonia Vargas).

7.1.2 Adoption and Expansion

The Arias administration hit the ground running, publishing a decree 
announcing a pilot program on May 19, 2006, a mere 10 days after taking 
office. Avancemos was strictly a presidential initiative, enacted via decree 
without input from legislators or civil society (Martínez Franzoni and 
Voorend 2011, 288). When interviewed, Arias was blunt about why he 
chose to sidestep the legislature: “if we would have done it through a law we 
would still be discussing it” (interview, Oscar Arias).5 A tight- knit group of 
technocrats overseen by Fernando Zumbado, the social development and 
housing minister, handled day- to- day operations. The pilot began paying 
stipends in July.

The quick rollout was possible because work on the program began in 
February, just days after Arias won the election (interview, Diego Víquez). 
The design process brought together politicians loyal to Arias and several of 
the country’s top academic social policy experts. The academics were keenly 
aware of and influenced by CCTs already operating across the region, most 
notably Mexico’s Progresa/Oportunidades (interviews with Manuel Bara-
hona, Leonardo Garnier, Juan Diego Trejos, and Diego Víquez), but were 
also determined to create a program tailored to Costa Rica’s unique condi-
tions (Víquez 2010, 40; Martínez Franzoni and Voorend 2011, 288; Villalo-
bos 2014, 2). IFI involvement was limited to the IDB funding a series of 
workshops with officials from Chile’s Chile Solidario and Mexico’s Opor-
tunidades, including with Miguel Szekély, who had directed the latter pro-
gram’s expansion to urban areas (interviews with Manuel Barahona and 
Pablo Sauma; Víquez 2010, 40). Officials from Oportunidades were encour-
aged to provide input on Avancemos but only after its design was practi-
cally complete (Martínez Franzoni and Voorend 2011, 288). The program 
was financed entirely out of the national budget with no IFI assistance. 
Regardless, the final result closely resembled Mexico’s program.

The academics and politicians began clashing as soon as the program 
became a reality. The academics’ vision, which involved a multiyear pilot 
program with a control group and carefully calibrated incentives, was 
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incompatible with that of the politicians, who wanted quick results. The 
original pilot was to cover 3,500 13– 17 year olds from 11 urban secondary 
schools selected by the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF). It was 
to generate experimental data that would serve as inputs with which to 
assess the program’s impact and improve its design (interviews with Man-
uel Barahona and Pablo Sauma; Román 2010) as occurred in the much- 
publicized Mexican case.

Arias believed the pilot project was too small and demanded that it 
include at least 6,000 beneficiaries (interviews with Oscar Arias, José Anto-
nio Li, and Juan Diego Trejos). Zumbado, who was crafting a public image 
as the “Minister of the Poor” (La Nación 2008a) and eventual successor to 
Arias, also pushed for a bigger program (interviews with Pablo Sauma, 
Carla Valverde, and Diego Víquez).6 In end, the pilot included 10,000 ben-
eficiaries and lasted only six months. The program rolled out nationwide in 
early 2007 with coverage reaching 50,000 by the end of the year. Plans for an 
experimental evaluation were quietly dropped as the staff ’s energy focused 
on rapidly expanding the program’s scope (interview, Carla Valverde). In 
the rush to expand, conditionality enforcement was neglected (interview, 
Diego Víquez). Meanwhile, the government began spending heavily on 
advertising the program, including placing giant ads on the side of com-
muter trains (Avancemos 2009, 19).

The program’s transformation from a small, selectively targeted, 
human capital intervention to the government’s flagship anti- poverty 
program remains a sore issue for most of the academics (interviews with 
Manuel Barahona, Pablo Sauma, Carla Valderde, and Diego Víquez). As 
Víquez explained, “Arias needed two or three big accomplishments. We 
needed a full administration to measure the program’s impact. Arias was 
not going to wait. The program lost its vision. It became a machine for 
giving away money.”

This transition toward an anti- poverty program sped up as the economy 
slowed in 2008 and entered into recession in 2009. Extending Avancemos 
to 200,000 beneficiaries and a 150%- increase in non-contributory pensions 
were the central planks of the social policy portion of the Arias administra-
tion’s Plan Escudo (Shield Plan) stimulus package (Villareal and Gómez 
2010, 276). Arias was overly ambitious and ultimately had to scale down the 
expansion plans (Mata 2009). Still, by 2010 the program was reaching 
185,000 beneficiaries or 43% of secondary school students. Arias defended 
the decision in light of the crisis:
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We had to move faster. Without that, the crisis would have worsened pov-
erty and desertion. The great thing is the crisis didn’t affect them. . . . The 
crisis could have been devastating. The crisis under [President Rodrigo] 
Carazo (1978– 82) created a lost generation. Avancemos was an essential 
shield. (interview, Oscar Arias)

7.1.3 Evolving Program Design

The rupture between the Arias administration and the academics only 
deepened as the program expanded in the aftermath of the global financial 
crisis. Arias and his centrist successor Laura Chinchilla (2010– 14) steadily 
loosened the program’s eligibility requirements, opening it to a larger share 
of the population. The now- estranged social policy experts resented the ad 
hoc manner in which the program, which, in their opinion, had been the 
best- designed CCT in the region, expanded into just another anti- poverty 
program (interviews with Manuel Barahona, Pablo Sauma, and Diego 
Víquez). Despite this expansion, Avancemos remains one of Costa Rica’s 
most progressive social programs. Upwards of 70% of beneficiaries are 
from the bottom two quintiles (Oviedo et al. 2015, 118) and rural students 
are overrepresented (Meza- Cordero et al. 2015, 71).

Whereas the pilot covered only 13– 17 year olds living in extreme and 
moderate poverty (scores of 1 and 2 on the proxy means test), the nation-
wide program expanded the target population to 12– 21 year olds and to “at 
risk” nonpoor students (score of 3). In 2010, coverage was extended up to 
age 25 and, at the discretion of IMAS case workers, to certain students not 
deemed at risk (score 4). The Chinchilla administration loosened eligibility 
criteria once more in 2013, this time to include students who were retaking 
a grade for a second time— since the pilot beneficiaries had only been 
allowed to retake a grade once. These decisions allowed the program to 
improve coverage among the large share of secondary students— as much as 
15%— who have failed at least one grade (Programa Estado de la Nación 
2017, 190). Critics interpreted it as a watering down of the program human 
capital objectives.

Technical criteria also took a back seat to political expediency with 
regard to stipend amounts. Faced with tighter budgets because of the pro-
gram’s expansion and slowing economy, the Arias and Chinchilla admin-
istrations discarded the pilot program’s provision requiring that stipends 
be adjusted for inflation every year (CGR 2012, 12). They opted for 
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increased coverage (poverty reduction) over compensating for the oppor-
tunity cost of remaining in school (human capital) (interviews with Juan 
Manuel Cordero and José Antonio Li). As Arias put it in an interview, 
“We got to all those who needed the program. We would have liked to 
adjust the amounts— the higher, the better. But we could not because of 
the crisis.” By January 2013, when the stipend for (and only for) seventh 
grade increased by 13%, stipend purchasing power had decreased by close 
to 50% (see fig. 7– 2).

Conditionalities also became less ambitious. In 2008, officials scrapped 
the program’s health conditionality, which was never enforced. Though 
Costa Rica has universal healthcare, teenagers tend to underuse those ser-
vices. Proponents hoped that conditionality would increase their use of 
preventative care (interview, Diego Víquez) and that, by informing drop-
outs about the program, clinics would stimulate reenrollment (interview, 

Figure 7- 2. Avancemos: Stipend Purchasing Power by Grade Over Time 
(2007– 2016)
Sources: Own calculations based in inflation data from the INEC (2020) and news reports.
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Manuel Barahona). Bureaucratic infighting prevented this from happening. 
The autonomous National Health Service repeatedly questioned the plan’s 
feasibility and dragged its feet until the government gave up (interviews 
with Rosibel Herrera, María José Morales, and Olga Sonia Vargas).7

Major administrative changes also shifted Avancemos’s focus more 
toward poverty reduction. At its onset, the program was implemented 
jointly by IMAS and the Education Ministry’s National Scholarship Fund, 
which awarded merit- based scholarships to low- income students.8 Whereas 
the former had experience operating large anti- poverty programs and pre-
cisely targeting beneficiaries, the latter was present in every school in the 
country. As with the healthcare conditionality, coordination proved diffi-
cult (CGR 2008, 2012; Román 2010). Avancemos was ultimately folded into 
IMAS in 2009 and thus lost its eyes and ears in the schools (interview, María 
José Morales). Resistance from teachers, who complained about the addi-
tional work created by the conditionality and later resented “having to work 
for IMAS,” further complicated conditionality enforcement (interviews 
with María José Morales and Olga Sonia Vargas).

Thus, neither targeting nor conditionality enforcement lived up to the 
original plan. This led to the publication of a string of critical news reports 
(La Nación 2008b, 2008c, 2009, 2011) as well as a scathing report by the 
Comptroller’s Office (CGR 2008). IMAS responded by taking steps to pre-
vent ineligible people from receiving benefits and improve conditionality 
enforcement (La Nación 2010). In 2012, it launched a new information 
technology platform to monitor enrollment and attendance that greatly 
improved conditionality enforcement (La Nación 2012; Hernández Romero 
2016, 16– 17). Principals could now update school rosters in real time, mak-
ing it easier to identify dropouts, particularly those who quit midyear 
(interview, Rosibel Herrera).

Having analyzed the politics of Costa Rica’s human capital CCTs, the 
next section looks at the case of Bolivia’s basic income CCT.

7.2 Bolivia: Left- Wing President Adopts Basic Income CCT

Named after a 12- year- old Bolivian boy believed to have sacrificed his life 
fending off Chilean troops during the War of the Pacific (1879– 83), Bono 
Juancito Pinto is Bolivia’s flagship CCT.9 The program, which was adopted 
in October 2006 by left- wing President Evo Morales (2006– 19), is the Latin 
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American CCT that comes the closest to the basic income ideal type. It has 
the broadest scope of any program in the region— by 2014 it covered essen-
tially all public- school students or about one in five Bolivians— and is, in 
practice, unconditional (OSPE- B 2011, 24).

Like other left- wing leaders, Morales was a late convert to CCTs. Such 
programs were absent from his 2002 and 2005 presidential campaign plat-
forms (McGuire 2013, 9). The omission from the latter is noteworthy given 
how popular CCTs had become in Latin America by that time and the fact 
that right- wing Bolivian politicians had, for several years, proposed such 
programs at the national level and even successfully enacted one at the local 
level in El Alto, a mostly indigenous city on the outskirts of La Paz, the 
country’s capital (McGuire 2013, 9– 10). Given his ideology, Morales was 
deeply skeptical of targeted programs. In fact, during his first months in 
office, he rejected a Planning Ministry proposal for a nationwide targeted 
CCT with variable stipends for each grade because it was not universal 
(interviews with Werner Hernani- Limarino,  Erick Meave, and Ernesto 
Yáñez). In enacting a universal program, Morales went against the advice of 
the World Bank (2006, 34– 35).

The adoption of BJP as well as the adoption of Bono Juana Azurduy 
(Juan Azurduy Bonus), a universal CCT aimed at promoting healthcare 
usage among expectant mothers and infants, and the expansion of Renta 
Dignidad (Dignity Income), a universal non-contributory pension pro-
gram, was made possible by Morales’s much- publicized nationalization of 
the country’s hydrocarbon resources in May 2006.10 Morales justified uni-
versalism on the grounds that the natural resource wealth being national-
ized belonged to all Bolivians and, as such, should be spent on everyone and 
not just the neediest (Medinaceli and Mokrani 2010; Durana 2012, 63). In 
Morales’s own words when announcing the program, “The only thing Evo 
Morales has done as president is to return the money of the people, back to 
the people, through Bono Juancito Pinto” (cited in Durana 2012, 63).

The program aims to guarantee an income floor to all families with chil-
dren enrolled in public schools. Human capital is of secondary concern. At 
its inception, the program only covered students up to fifth grade, but eligi-
bility expanded steadily and all grades were covered by 2014 (see fig. 7– 3). 
While the program nominally requires beneficiaries to attend school 80% 
of the time, there is no evidence of conditionality enforcement, straining its 
classification as a CCT program. All students receive the same yearly sti-
pend— 200 bolivianos ($25 at launch)— in cash personally delivered to each 
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school by members of the armed forces or, sometimes, by Morales himself. 
That amount was determined politically and is not based on any technical 
criteria (Medinaceli and Mokrani 2010, 249). Although universalism makes 
sense given Bolivia’s high poverty and low state capacity, the country’s sig-
nificant educational disparities— male- female, urban- rural, and mestizo- 
indigenous— may justify targeting and variable stipends.

7.2.1 Socioeconomic Context

In addition to being one of the poorest countries in the hemisphere, Bolivia 
has historically been one of its most unequal and among the worst perform-
ers in terms of poverty reduction and economic growth. This set into 
motion a negative policy feedback loop: high inequality hindered both pov-
erty reduction during economic expansions and economic growth during 
recessions (Gray Molina and Yáñez 2010, 1). Education, through a combi-

Figure 7- 3. Bono Juancito Pinto: Evolution of Coverage (2006- 2015)
Source: Non- contributory Social Protection Programmes Database (CEPAL 2018).
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nation of low overall achievement levels and relatively high wages for grad-
uates, was the single most important driver of inequality during the decade 
preceding Morales’s election (Gray Molina and Yáñez 2010, 19). Faced with 
this context, beginning in the early 2000s, politicians of the center- right— 
not the left— began proposing education- linked cash transfer programs at 
the local and national levels (McGuire 2013, 11).

Given its low level of economic development, Bolivia is one of a handful 
of countries in the region where net primary enrollment remains below 
90%. Net enrollment in secondary school is significantly lower at about 
75% (Fiszbein and Stanton 2018, 12). Aggregate enrollment figures, how-
ever, tell only part of the story. There are significant, albeit declining, dis-
parities in educational attainment by sex, ethnicity, and geographic area 
(Gray Molina and Yáñez 2010, 12; Zambrana 2010).11 Furthermore, a high 
proportion of students, particularly among those of indigenous descent or 
living in the countryside, or both, enter school at an older age than sug-
gested. In 2006, 39% of children 6– 8 were not enrolled in school and 45% of 
children 9– 11 were enrolled in a grade lower than the one corresponding to 
their age (Canelas and Niño Zarazúa 2018, 8). Late enrollment leads to a 
higher dropout rate later on. Older students are more valuable in the labor 
market and thus face a stronger incentive to drop out and begin working 
full time. A cash benefit starting in first grade was seen as a way of incentiv-
izing parents to enroll their children at the suggested age.

Bolivia’s high rates of child labor further justified adopting a CCT. 
Though the number has since dropped significantly (U.S. Department of 
Labor 2017), in 2002 nearly a quarter of children 7– 14 were engaged in 
labor activities (U.S. Department of Labor 2006, 99). In the countryside, 
child labor in agriculture is “embedded into normative aspects and tradi-
tion, whereby it is considered as part of children’s instruction and skill 
development” (Canelas and Niño Zarazúa 2018, 7). However, given the 
short length of school days and the school term— Bolivia has the lowest 
number of yearly classroom hours in South America (Marco Navarro 2012, 
13)— child labor may not necessarily substitute for school attendance 
(Canelas and Niño Zarazúa 2018, 3).

The country’s high poverty rate further justified adopting a CCT. When 
Morales assumed the presidency in 2006, three in five Bolivians were poor, 
two- thirds of which lived in extreme poverty. Those figures reached 75% 
and 60%, respectively, in rural areas (Ramos Menar et al. 2017, 173) and 
were even higher among children under 12 and the indigenous (Castellani 
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and Zenteno 2015, 4). Furthermore, poverty rates had been essentially stag-
nant for a decade (Ramos Menar et al. 2017, 173).

Bolivia’s first targeted anti- poverty program was the Emergency Social 
Fund, which was enacted in 1986 to ameliorate the negative consequences 
of the country’s shock- therapy- style stabilization (Newman, Jorgensen, and 
Pradhan 1991; Graham 1992). The program provided communities and 
nongovernmental organizations with funding for labor- intensive infra-
structure projects that employed local residents. It was widely criticized for 
failing to reach the poorest and was plagued by allegations that the selection 
of beneficiaries was politicized.

The country’s first attempt to fight poverty through cash transfers was 
Bono Solidario (Solidarity Bonus, Bonosol), a universal non-contributory 
pension adopted in 1997. Though universal, the program’s roots were 
unabashedly neoliberal. It was enacted as part of the partial privatization of 
state- owned enterprises during the first administration of center- right 
President Gonzalo Sánchez de Lozada (1993– 97; 2002– 3). The dividends 
from the privatized assets were distributed to all Bolivians over 65 in the 
form of an annual payment. The World Bank and IDB opposed the decision 
to forego means testing (McGuire 2013, 27).12 In October 2007, Morales 
increased the program’s stipends by a third, reduced the eligibility age to 60, 
and renamed it Renta Dignidad (Dignity Payment). It was the region’s first 
universal non-contributory pension program (Müller 2009; Arza 2017).

During his successful 2002 presidential campaign, Sánchez de Lozada 
promised to complement Bonosol with two CCTs targeting particularly vul-
nerable groups. Bono Educación (Education Bonus) was to increase primary 
school attendance among low- income girls, while Bono Salud (Health 
Bonus) would promote healthcare usage among low- income children under 
five (MNR 2002, 77, 79– 80). However, in October 2003, Sánchez de Lozada 
was forced to resign before the programs could be enacted as a result of the 
so- called Gas War, massive protests against his government’s plans to export 
Bolivian gas through Chilean ports that resulted in 59 deaths.

Although education- linked cash transfers failed to materialize at the 
national level, they were successfully implemented at the local level in El 
Alto. In September 2003, the city’s center- right mayor Luis Paredes launched 
Bono Esperanza (Hope Bonus), which paid every first grader in the city 
four installments of 50 Bolivianos (about $6.50 at the time). The program 
was then expanded to other grades.13 Its popularity prompted former presi-
dent Jorge “Tuto” Quiroga (2001– 2), Morales’s centrist opponent in 2005, to 
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promise a targeted national Bono Esperanza conditioned on school atten-
dance and on receiving medical checkups (Agencia Noticias Fides 2005; 
Caracol Radio 2005; McGuire 2013, 10).14

7.2.2 Adoption and Expansion

The only president to be elected by an outright majority since Bolivia 
democratized in 1982, Morales came into office in January 2006 with a 
strong mandate to enact a new constitution refounding Bolivia as a pluri- 
national state, nationalize the country’s gas reserves, and redistribute 
income toward the poor (Madrid 2011, 239). Yet the instruments he would 
use to carry out that redistribution remained unclear. The right had put 
cash transfers on agenda, while the left was, at best, ambivalent. Ultimately, 
as in Brazil under Lula, an initially reluctant left- wing president came to 
embrace, expand, and reinterpret CCTs in a more universal and less condi-
tional direction (see chapter 3). Morales and his Movement toward Social-
ism (MAS) were slow to endorse cash transfers linked to education, but 
when they did, they transformed them into something more akin to a uni-
versal income floor.

But before Morales could implement his vision, he needed fresh 
resources. On Labor Day 2006, he signed a decree declaring state owner-
ship of the country’s gas reserves and authorizing the military and workers 
from the revitalized state- owned energy company Bolivian Fiscal Petro-
leum Deposits (YPFB) to seize control of gas wells operated by foreign 
firms. Under the new rules, private energy firms would continue to extract 
gas but would have to sell it to YPFB, which would handle all distribution 
and commercialization. As a result, the Bolivian state came to accrue more 
than 80% of the industry’s profits (Fundación Jubileo 2012, 25). Fortu-
itously, nationalization coincided with a China- fueled spike in global com-
modity prices. As a result of nationalization and higher prices, the govern-
ment’s intake from taxes and royalties rose from 28% of GDP in 2004 to 
45% in 2010 (De León Naveiro 2011, 58). Bolivia’s fiscal situation further 
improved with the culmination of various debt forgiveness schemes, which 
reduced the government’s debt obligations by more than half, from about 
84% of GDP in 2003 to 31% in 2008 (Cali and Jemio 2010, 21).

Morales launched BJP in October 2006 via presidential decree. Nei-
ther legislators nor representatives of civil society were consulted, let 
alone involved in the program’s design.15 As Orlando Murillo, formerly 
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head of analysis at the Education Ministry, explained, “The decision [to 
adopt BJP] came from the president and the cabinet. The reasoning was 
that it had to be done and we had to do it. A small team was built. It was 
a matter of executing it.” The first payments were made five weeks later. 
BJP remains highly centralized within the executive. The program’s bud-
get is decided on an annual basis by the president and the finance minister 
(interview, Erick Meave). Legislators, particularly those from the opposi-
tion, remain shut out from discussions regarding the program (interview, 
Marcelo Antezana). More than a decade after its launch, BJP continues to 
operate via decree and there appear to be no plans to enshrine it in law. 
The legislature’s oversight of BJP is further hampered by the fact that a 
large share, and, in some years the entirety, of its budget is paid by YPFB 
and other autonomous state- owned enterprises (Aguilar Pacajes 2014, 
7– 8; Eju! 2018).16

Sources interviewed noted that, although social policymaking in Bolivia 
has always been controlled by presidents, policymaking under Morales is 
more centralized than under his predecessors (interviews with Erick Meave 
and Ernesto Yáñez). Whereas in the past agencies such as the Planning 
Ministry played an active role in designing policies, under Morales the 
social policy bureaucracy’s role has been limited to implementing the presi-
dency’s decisions. Interviewed shortly after Morales announced the exten-
sion of BJP to ninth graders, Erick Meave, an economist at the Planning 
Ministry’s Social Policy Division, noted that “the decision to expand comes 
from the president. The president does not consult, he simply does. The 
decree got to us the day before the cabinet discussed it.”

The decision to forgo means testing and make the program available to 
all public- school students can be attributed to three factors: presidential 
ideology, path dependence, and practical considerations. First, as demon-
strated in chapter 2, left- wing leaders across the region, Morales among 
them, were skeptical of CCTs for their use of targeting and association with 
international financial institutions. A long- time critic of IFIs, Morales never 
embraced the targeted CCTs proposed by his opponents and rejected simi-
lar proposals from Planning Ministry technocrats (McGuire 2013, 9; inter-
views with Werner Hernani- Limarino, Erick Meave, and Ernesto Yáñez) 
and the World Bank (2006, 34– 35).

Path dependence also played a role. Reliance on funding from the 
nationalization of hydrocarbons, which Morales himself had repeatedly 
said belonged to all Bolivians, and the precedent set by Bonosol created the 
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expectation that the new programs would be universal. Dyer (2012, 3) goes 
so far as to argue that universalism was part of a broader strategy aimed at 
consolidating support among the diverse anti- neoliberal coalition that had 
brought Morales to power. Universal programs funded by hydrocarbon 
rents were central to his plan to refound Bolivia as a pluri- ethnic socialist 
state and create a shared sense of national identity capable of overcoming 
the country’s regional cleavages and weak nationalism.

There were also practical reasons for going with a simpler, universal 
program. The Bolivian state’s authority manifests itself unevenly across the 
country, conjuring up images of a “Swiss cheese state” (UNDP 2007). BJP’s 
heterodox design was an attempt to adapt CCTs to a low- capability state. 
There were legitimate doubts regarding how well the Bolivian government 
would have been able to pull off a “state- of- the- art” CCT with precise means 
testing and strict conditionality enforcement. Furthermore, given the coun-
try’s high poverty levels, a CCT with a reasonably high exclusion threshold 
would have likely covered much of the student population. Under such 
conditions, the administrative costs of means testing cease to be cost effec-
tive (interview, Verónica Paz Arauco; McGuire 2013).

Given the state’s weakness and the limited reach of the country’s finan-
cial system, BJP is paid only once a year in cash and delivered personally to 
schools by the military. Experts consulted praised the military’s role, noting 
that it remains the only public institution capable of reaching every corner 
of the country at a low cost (interviews with Erick Meave and Ernesto 
Yáñez). The absence of means testing and reliance on the armed forces have 
kept BJP’s administrative costs below 4% (interview, Erick Meave), compa-
rable to Mexico’s CCT, among the region’s best run (Caldés, Coady, and 
Maluccio 2006, 834). In addition, Dyer (2012) argues that using the mili-
tary yields the added political benefit of giving them a stake in MAS’s politi-
cal project. As the fourth president is as many years, Morales had a strong 
incentive to get on the military’s good side.17 Anecdotal evidence suggests 
officers are proud of their involvement (Dyer 2012, 58).

BJP’s lack of conditionality enforcement, however, stretches the defini-
tion of CCT. There is no data on conditionality enforcement and all experts 
consulted agreed that the attendance requirement is not enforced (inter-
views with Werner Hernani- Limarino, Orlando Murillo, and Verónica Paz 
Arauco). The closest measure of conditionality enforcement comes from a 
survey of 3,666 students, which showed that 99.2% received the stipend 
(OSPE- B 2011, 24). Lack of proper documentation was the main reason 
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cited in the handful of cases of nonpayment.18 Tellingly, only six students 
said they had been excluded for failing to meet the enrollment 
requirements.19

7.2.3 The Trade- offs of Universalism?

It is worth assessing the trade- offs of opting for universalism. Although BJP 
is not means tested, it is still progressive inasmuch as better- off families 
tend to have fewer children than poor ones and are more likely to send their 
children to private schools (McGuire 2013, 14). By virtue of its universal-
ism, the program covers the vast majority of the country’s poor. In 2009, 
when up to ninth grade was covered, BJP reached 70.5% and 61.6% those in 
extreme and moderate poverty, respectively, as well as 37.9% of the non-
poor. Overall, just under half of recipients (47.5%) were poor (Paz Arauco 
et al. 2013, 339). That share, however, has likely declined as the program has 
expanded to grades in which poor children are less represented (interview, 
Werner Hernani- Limarino). Regionally, BJP holds the distinction of having 
both the highest coverage relative to eligible population but also below 
average spending levels relative to GDP (Cecchini and Atuesta 2017, 25, 
34). These figures suggest that a targeted but more generous program would 
have a larger impact on poverty and inequality, albeit at a higher adminis-
trative cost.

The steady decline in the purchasing power of BJP’s already quite small 
stipends presents a more serious problem than the absence of targeting. 
Stipend amounts have remained unchanged since the program’s adoption 
and, by December 2015, their purchasing power had declined by nearly 
three- quarters (see fig. 7– 4). The relative decline in BJP’s generosity has 
more to do with political priorities than with its universalism. The Morales 
administration has chosen to spend roughly five times more on Renta Dig-
nidad than on BJP and Bono Juana Azurduy combined, which cover two 
and a half times more people. At the launch, the former paid beneficiaries 
150 bolivianos per month— three- quarters of what BJP recipients received 
in a year. Furthermore, the government has sought to adjust Renta Digni-
dad’s stipends to keep up with inflation— increasing them by 25% in May 
2013 and adding a thirteenth month of benefits (aguinaldo) in August 
2014.20 Ironically, Bolivia’s non-contributory social programs suffer from 
the same pathology that has traditionally afflicted the region’s social 
policy— relatively generous benefits for retirees (some as young as 60) and 
underinvestment in the next generation’s human capital.
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Having analyzed at the politics of a basic income CCT in Bolivia, the 
next section looks at Argentina’s basic income CCT.

7.3 Argentina: Left- Wing President Adopts Basic Income CCT

Described as “the most important social right created since the return to 
democracy in 1983” (Etchemendy and Garay 2011, 296), Argentina’s Asig-
nación Universal por Hijo  differs from most other programs in the region 
in that it is both a CCT and an attempt to universalize the country’s long- 
standing system of child allowances for formal- sector workers. Thus, AUH 
represents a concerted effort by the center- left administration of Cristina 
Fernández de Kirchner (2007– 15) to ensure that all families with children 
possess a minimum level of income.21 In that regard, AUH seeks to break 
with Latin America’s “bifurcated” approach to social policy characterized 

Figure 7- 4. Bolivian Cash Transfer Programs: Stipend Purchasing Power 
(2006– 2015)
Source: Own calculations based in inflation data from the BCB (2020) and news reports.
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by permanent and, in some cases, quite generous benefits for formal- sector 
workers and modest, often ad hoc, social assistance for labor market 
outsiders.

Like Bolivia’s Morales and other left- wing leaders across the region, 
Fernández was the last major political actor in her country to join the con-
sensus in favor of CCTs. At the local level, the Buenos Aires city govern-
ment launched the Ciudadanía Porteña (Porteña Citizenship) CCT in 
2005.22 During the 2007– 9 legislature, opposition legislators from across 
the ideological spectrum proposed cash transfer bills that languished in the 
absence of government support (Repetto, Díaz- Langou, and Marazzi 2009). 
Domestic political challenges, namely a recession in the aftermath of the 
2008– 9 global financial crisis and a sharp drop in the government’s popu-
larity (Catterberg and Palanza 2012, 22), ultimately convinced Fernández 
to launch AUH in October 2009. In using a CCT to universalize family 
allowances, Argentina emulated its neighbor Uruguay, which under the 
center- left government of Tabaré Vázquez (2005– 10; 2015– 20) universal-
ized its family allowances a year earlier via its Asignaciones Familiares CCT 
program (see Straschnoy 2011). IFIs were not involved in the program’s 
design or initial funding (interview, Ezequiel Lo Valvo).

By 2014, the program, which covers up to five children per household, 
covered 3.6 million children, or about half of all Argentine public- school 
students (see fig. 7– 5). Taken together, AUH and contributive family 
allowances cover more than 90% of poor and middle- class children (UNI-
CEF et al. 2017, 24), significantly advancing the goal of guaranteeing an 
income floor for all Argentine families with children.23 Despite its unique 
design as an extension of existing child allowances, AUH meets all the 
criteria for a basic income CCT. The program is not explicitly means 
tested, covers all grades, pays all beneficiaries the same flat stipend regard-
less of risk of dropping out of school, and has lax conditionality enforce-
ment. Rather than target beneficiaries based on income, AUH is open to 
children under 18 whose parents are unemployed or work in the informal 
economy. AUH’s emphasis on poverty reduction rather than boosting 
human capital is further evidenced by the decision to cover children too 
young to attend school. In line with its basic income classification, the 
program is “semiconditional” in that 80% of the monthly stipend is 
unconditional with the remainder conditioned on school attendance 
(Bertranou and Maurizio 2012).

AUH was subsequently complemented in 2011 with Asignación por 
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Embarazo (Pregnancy Allowance), which awards stipends to new and 
expectant mothers conditional on prenatal care, and in 2014 with Progresar 
(Let’s Make Progress), which awards 18– 24 year olds stipends to finish high 
school or enroll in technical education. Like AUH, both programs target 
the unemployed and informal- sector workers and are semiconditional.

7.3.1 Socioeconomic Context

Permanent and widespread poverty is a recent phenomenon in Argentina 
(Levitsky and Murillo 2008, 153; Fenwick 2015, 119). Historically highly 
urbanized and industrialized, the country was a welfare pioneer, having laid 
the foundations for a comprehensive social security system based on con-
tributory pensions and health insurance in the 1920s (Mesa- Lago 1990, xv). 
This system became practically universal during the first term of President 
Juan Domingo Perón (1946– 55; 1973– 74), the populist founder of the Jus-

Figure 7- 5. Argentine Cash Transfer Programs: Evolution of Coverage 
(2005– 2015)
Sources: Repetto and Díaz- Langou (2010, 6) up to 2008 and Non- contributory Social 
Protection Programmes Database (CEPAL 2018) up to 2015.
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ticialist Party, an ideologically flexible labor- based political movement best 
known as Peronism.

From the 1940s through the 1970s, low levels of unemployment and 
informality and high union membership kept poverty relief largely off the 
political agenda. This changed in the aftermath of the 1980s debt crisis and 
subsequent structural adjustment reforms that downsized the public sector 
and dismantled import substitution industrialization policies (Arcidiáno 
2016, 97; Fenwick 2016, 119). As Fenwick (2016, 122) notes, “High poverty 
rates and unemployment only began to gain visibility in Argentina during 
[center- right] President [Carlos] Menem’s first term (1989– 1995)” (see also 
Levitsky and Murillo 2008, 153). Despite being a Peronist, Menem whole-
heartedly embraced the Washington Consensus and turned Argentina into 
the “poster child” for neoliberalism. With unemployment and informality 
on the rise, the share of Argentines outside the social security system grew, 
threatening the Peronists’ status as the party of the working class (Fenwick 
2016, 124). Poverty was initially diagnosed as a temporary malady rather 
than a structural feature of the Argentine economy. Menem responded in 
1996 with Plan Trabajar (Work Plan), the country’s first large- scale anti- 
poverty program. A workfare program conditional on contributing labor to 
community projects, Plan Trabajar at its peak covered 20% of the country’s 
poor. In contrast to AUH and other CCTs in the region, benefits were 
awarded in a highly clientelistic manner (Lodola 2005; Weitz- Shapiro 2006; 
Giraudy 2007).

The worrying poverty and unemployment trends further deepened dur-
ing the country’s 1999– 2002 economic crisis, which culminated in a financial 
and political crisis at the end of 2001.24 To put it in perspective, Argentina’s 
economy shrank by more than 20% during that period (World Bank 2005, 1). 
A quarter of the population was unemployed and half of those who kept their 
jobs suffered wage cuts (Agis, Cañete, and Panigo 2010, 13). Massive protests 
against the government (cacerolazos) became a regular occurrence and ulti-
mately forced Menem’s successor, Fernando de la Rúa (1999– 2001), a centrist 
from the Alliance for Work, Justice and Education (La Alizanza) coalition, to 
resign.25 In the span of 12 days, the presidency changed hands three times 
before Congress appointed Senator Eduardo Duhalde (2002– 3), a centrist 
Peronist and the runner- up in the 1999 presidential election, to finish de la 
Rúa’s term.26

Duhalde is remembered for ending the peso’s parity to the dollar (con-
vertibilidad) and launching Programa Jefes y Jefas de Hogar Desempleados 
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(Unemployed Heads of Households Program), a massive workfare program 
that was crucial to restoring social peace (Golbert 2004; Fenwick 2016, 
129).27 Jefes paid unemployed heads of households a 150- peso monthly 
stipend— $50 at launch or about half the cost of a basic basket of goods and 
20% of the poverty line (Golbert and Giacometti 2008, 33)— in exchange 
for 20 hours of community labor and conditional on their children attend-
ing school. At its peak in mid- 2002, Jefes reached roughly 20% of house-
holds (Golbert and Giacometti 2008, 29), 90% of which were below the 
poverty line (Galasso and Ravallion 2004).

Néstor Kirchner (2003– 7), a center- left Peronist, was elected president 
in April 2003 and assumed office the following month. As the economy 
recovered in 2003 and, because of the sharp increase in commodity prices, 
boomed after 2005, the majority of Jefes beneficiaries “graduated” into 
formal- sector jobs. Yet poverty did not disappear, raising questions over 
how to address long- term poverty. Jefes, which was designed as a short- 
term emergency program, was ill- suited for this purpose. Enrollment was 
only open during April- May 2002 and never reopened, thus excluding 80% 
of eligible adults (Galasso and Ravallion 2004, 372). Further, its stipend was 
never adjusted for inflation. The program’s flat per- household stipend lim-
ited its effect on large families, which tend to be disproportionately poor, 
particularly after inflation took off in late 2004. There was also substantial 
leakage of benefits: one- third of participants, primarily married women, 
were not in fact “unemployed heads of households” (Galasso and Ravallion 
2004, 395– 96; Golbert and Giacometti 2008). The program had also devel-
oped a bad reputation (mala fama) (Fenwick 2016, 146) for the widespread 
use of clientelism in selecting beneficiaries (Galasso and Ravallion 2004; 
Golbert 2004; Giovagnoli 2005; Giraudy 2007).

With regard to education, Argentina’s main problem is secondary school 
completion. In 2008, the year before AUH’s launch, net attendance was 
essentially universal (above 97%) for children of both primary (6– 11) and 
lower- secondary (12– 14) school age, but dropped significantly (to about 
83%) among those of upper- secondary age (15– 17) (Edo, Marchionni, and 
Garganta 2017, 6).28 The latter figure dropped to 74% among students from 
the poorest 20% of households, compared to 93% among those in the rich-
est 40% (Edo, Marchionni, and Garganta 2017, 7). Furthermore, that same 
year, only 30% of 17– 18 year olds had graduated. That figure was closer to 
20% for students from the bottom 40% of households (Marchionni and Edo 
2017, 300).
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Tenth grade constitutes the system’s main bottleneck. A full quarter 
(26%) of students who enrolled in that grade in 2007 ultimately exited the 
school system. An additional 11% failed and had to repeat the grade while 
10% passed but went on to fail eleventh grade (Argentinos por la Educación 
2019, 8). With each grade failure, the student becomes one year older and 
more likely to choose the labor market over education at the cost of much- 
lower lifetime earnings. Argentina had a significant need for a CCT that 
could persuade low- income teenagers to stay in school.

7.3.2 Argentina Debates Basic Income and Human Capital

By the mid- 1990s and particularly after the country’s economic meltdown, 
it had become clear that high unemployment and informality were the new 
normal. This new class of labor- market outsiders, which in the mid- 1990s 
outnumbered formal- sector workers (Lo Vuolo 1995, 131), found itself 
excluded from the country’s contributory social security system. In 
response, Argentina played host to a lively debate between supporters of 
basic income and human capital cash transfer programs.

In a pioneering work, economists Rubén Lo Vuolo and Alberto Bar-
beito (1995) proposed that these problems be tackled through an uncondi-
tional basic income guarantee for all Argentines, starting with the univer-
salization of child allowances. The proposal gained particular salience 
during the depths of the economic crisis. In December 2001, 2.7 million 
Argentines voted in an informal referendum on child allowance universal-
ization organized by the National Front Against Poverty, a coalition spear-
headed by the Argentine Workers’ Central Union, a major labor union, and 
organizations representing unemployed workers (piqueteros) (Arcidiácono 
et al. 2012, 156; Rossi 2013, 145). However, de la Rúa resigned before the 
National Front Against Poverty could present the results.

In the meantime, social policy technocrats from the center- right Menem 
administration were, with assistance from the IDB, developing what would 
have been one of the region’s first human capital CCTs— Ingreso para el 
Desarrollo Humano (Income for Human Development, IDH). In a book 
chapter detailing the program, Irene Novacovsky and Claudia Sobrón (1999, 
232) of the Social Development Ministry described the proposal as “a bet on 
the development of human capital.” The authors made a point to distinguish 
their program from both existing workfare programs and Lo Vuolo and Bar-
beito’s basic income proposal (Novacovsky and Sobrón 1999, 230).
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As would be expected from a program designed by a center- right 
administration with support from IFIs, IDH met all the criteria for a human 
capital CCT. A proxy means test would be used to narrowly target the poor 
and prioritize those in extreme poverty. Benefits were to be conditional on 
a detailed list of educational and health benchmarks that would vary by age 
and be rigorously enforced (Novacovsky and Sobrón 1999, 234). Stipends 
were to vary based on the estimated opportunity cost of remaining in school 
and the regional cost of living. In line with its human capital motivation, the 
program would pay additional bonuses for passing grades, particularly the 
ninth grade, the last before upper- secondary school (Novacovsky and 
Sobrón 1999, 231). The program was to be subject to rigorous evaluation, 
beginning with a pilot funded by IFIs (Novacovsky and Sobrón 1999, 238).

Neither basic income nor IDH were implemented in the immediate 
aftermath of the crisis. Duhalde doubled down on workfare by launching 
Jefes y Jefas. Néstor Kirchner inherited the program, which at the end of 
2003 still covered 1.8 million households (Repetto and Díaz- Langou 2010, 
6). Kirchner and his team were not fond of Jefes, which was associated with 
Duhalde, who was still seen as a formidable political rival (Fenwick 2016, 
133), or of the CCTs that had started being adopted across Latin America. 
As left- leaning Peronists, they firmly believed that poverty should be tack-
led through the creation of formal employment (interviews with Laura Gol-
bert and Pablo Vinocur; Arcidiácono 2016, 103). Opposition to CCTs was 
strongest from Alicia Kirchner, Néstor’s sister and social development min-
ister during most of the Kirchner administration and the entirety of Fernán-
dez’s tenure. Alicia repeatedly derided CCTs as “neoliberal,” “impositions 
from IFIs,” or “pre- packaged programs” (programas enlatados) not suited 
for Argentina’s reality (Kirchner 2010; interviews with Eduardo Amadeo,  
Leonardo Gasparini, and Pablo Vinocur).

Kirchner at first tried to have Jefes fade away as beneficiaries “gradu-
ated” and inflation, which, starting in late 2004 reached double digit annual 
rates, ate away at remainers’ stipends. However, in October 2004, he signed 
a decree ordering the transfer of remaining beneficiaries to two new succes-
sor programs. Those deemed to have favorable employment prospects 
would move to Seguro de Capacitación y Empleo (Training and Employ-
ment Insurance), which would provide training and a stipend. Those with 
less favorable prospects (primarily single mothers without a secondary 
school education) were to be transferred to Programa Familias por la Inclu-
sión Social (Families for Social Inclusion Program), a new, partially IDB- 
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funded (Jaime and Sabate 2013) CCT modeled on IDH (Arcidiácono 2007; 
Campos, Faur, and Pautassi 2007, 14; Cruces and Gasparini 2008, 7; Zaga 
Szenker 2009, 12; Straschnoy 2015, 132; Trujillo and Retamozo 2019, 96).29 
Familias was envisioned as a strict human capital CCT with conditionality 
verification every three months (Campos, Faur, and Pautassi 2007, 16; Fen-
wick 2016, 150). The actual program was much less ambitious than the 
original IDH plan (Novacovsky and Sobrón 1999). Stipends were not dif-
ferentiated by grade and there were no academic achievement bonuses. 
Conditionality enforcement never got off the ground. Conditionalities were 
only verified once during 2005 before being dropped altogether in 2006 
(interviews cited in Fenwick 2016, 139).

Familias never came close to replacing Jefes. In 2009, shortly before 
AUH replaced both, 700,000 were enrolled in Familias while 550,000 
remained in Jefes (Repetto and Díaz- Langou 2010, 6).30 The program’s 
launch was repeatedly delayed and it was not available in much of the coun-
try during its first years (Campos, Faur, and Pautassi 2007, 30). Fenwick 
(2016, chap. 5) attributes this to lack of buy- in from municipal govern-
ments, which are politically and financially beholden to state governors. 
The governors, in turn, did not support Familias, which, unlike Jefes, was 
highly centralized and thus could not be manipulated for political gain. 
Although this may have been true, Familias and other anti- poverty pro-
grams were simply not a priority for Kirchner or, initially, Fernández, as 
Levitsky and Murillo (2008, 28) explain:

Though widely considered left- of- center, the [Néstor] Kirchner govern-
ment neglected social policies aimed at combating poverty. Indeed, despite 
unprecedented fiscal health, the government did not invest heavily in either 
conditional cash transfers to the poor, or health and education programs 
for them.  .  .  . Consequently, although unemployment and poverty rates 
declined sharply under Kirchner, these declines were rooted almost entirely 
in economic growth. In fact, levels of poverty and inequality remained 
higher in 2007 than they were during the mid- 1990s.

This antipathy toward anti- poverty programs did not extend to other 
areas of social policy. Starting in 2004, Kirchner gradually doubled the 
share of the population covered by pensions to near universal levels (Gol-
bert 2010, 152; Etchemendy and Garay 2011, 295). Minimum wages and 
pensions increased steadily under both Kirchner and Fernández (Golbert 
2010, 150). And, in November 2008, Fernández renationalized the coun-
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try’s pension system, which Menem had privatized (Ewig and Kay 2011; 
Arza 2012).

7.3.3 Adoption and Evolution

This neglect of anti- poverty policy ended suddenly and dramatically once 
the global financial crisis hit Argentina. By the end of 2009, the economy 
was in recession, less than 20% of Argentines thought the country was 
headed in the right direction, and two- thirds disapproved of the govern-
ment (Catterberg and Palanza 2012, 22). Fernández’s declining popularity 
contributed to her faction of Peronism losing its legislative majority during 
the June 2009 midterm elections. Faced with growing social unrest, some of 
it demanding the adoption of a child allowance for labor- market outsiders 
(Garay 2016, 213), the same Fernández administration that had found it 
impossible to shut down Jefes and extend Familias to the entirety of the 
country’s poor (Fenwick 2016) was able, in just a matter of weeks, to design 
and launch one of the region’s most ambitious anti- poverty programs. Thus, 
as was the case in Brazil and Mexico, the adoption of Argentina’s flagship 
anti- poverty CCT was a response to worsening economic circumstances 
and increasing political competition (see chapter 2).

The otherwise fragmented opposition was united on the need for a 
large- scale cash transfer program targeting children. As discussed above, 
the need for such a policy had been discussed since the late 1990s. More 
recently, the creation of an income floor for children had been the central 
plank of the presidential campaign of Elisa Carrió, the runner- up in the 
2007 elections. Six cash transfer bills were being discussed in Congress 
prior to the 2009 midterms (Repetto, Díaz- Langou, and Marazzi 2009).

The recession and the midterm loss forced Fernández to finally accept 
that informal labor was a permanent feature of Argentina’s economy and 
that a safety net targeting those families was both necessary and politically 
advantageous (interviews with Emilia Roca, Rafael Rofman, and Pablo Vin-
ocur).31 However, rather than seek a cross- party agreement with legislators, 
the administration opted to “surprise” the opposition (Repetto and Potenza 
2011, 31) and “beat it to the punch” (ganarle la mano) (Kantor 2012, 12) 
and thus claim full credit for the new program (interviews with Fabio Ber-
tanou, Laura Golbert, and  Fabián Repetto). AUH was announced via 
decree on October 29, 2009, and the first payments were made December 1 
(Misiones Online 2009)— the day the legislators elected in the midterm 
were sworn in.
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The renationalization of the country’s pension system the previous year 
provided Fernández with the resources necessary to sidestep Congress. The 
nationalization transferred the private pension system’s substantial assets— 
estimated at $23 billion plus $4.5 billion in yearly contributions (Economist 
2008)— to the National Social Security Administration, the agency placed 
in charge of AUH. This marked the key difference between the AUH decree 
and bills in Congress, which were premised on politically contentious tax 
reforms (Barbeito and Lo Vuolo 2009; Repetto, Díaz- Langou, and Marazzi 
2009).

The political process that culminated in the adoption of AUH was a 
closed- door, top- down affair with neither Congress nor civil society play-
ing a role.32 As the World Bank’s Rafael Rofman (interview) explained: “It 
was not a transparent process. The president decided. It was implemented. 
This is how things are decided in Argentina.” Rubén Lo Vuolo (interview), 
one of the original proponents of a universal basic income in Argentina, 
further added: “It was a government decision. There were no actors at the 
table. The decision group was very closed. It has even been said that the 
labor minister found out afterward.” Even within the National Social Secu-
rity Administration, only “two or three people at the political level” knew 
about the program. The technical team learned about it 45 days before the 
first payment (interview, Ezequiel Lo Valvo).

Impressively, the program covered 3.3 million children at the launch— 
nearly five times as many as Familias at its peak. This can be attributed to 
the technical expertise of the National Social Security Administration, 
which is widely regarded as an island of competence and professionalism 
within Argentina’s politicized bureaucracy (interviews with Leonardo Gas-
parini and Rafael Rofman). Although AUH does not explicitly target based 
on income, because unemployed and informal workers tend to be poor, the 
program is, in practice, highly progressive. In 2012, 43.2% of primary- 
school beneficiaries were from households in the bottom quarter of the 
income distribution and 72.9% were from the bottom half. Among 
secondary- school beneficiaries those figures drop to 37.8% and 65.3%, 
respectively (Salvia, Musante, and Mendoza Jaramillo 2013, 14).

Nonetheless, nearly a decade after the program’s launch, an estimated 
1.2 million children (9%) receive no child allowances (UNICEF et al. 2017, 
24). This gap in coverage is explained by delays in the registration of births 
in rural areas and among indigenous communities as well as by teenagers, 
particularly 16– 17 year olds that have dropped out of the school system 
(Bustos, Giglio, and Villafane 2012, 29; UNICEF et al. 2017, 47). The gov-
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ernment’s persistent inability to locate and register these children has been 
attributed to the National Social Security Administration’s institutional cul-
ture. The agency’s expertise is in operating a massive nationwide payments 
system, not in combating poverty. It lacks the social workers and local 
knowledge necessary to track down and sign up the poorest families in the 
remotest parts of the country (interview, Rafael Rofman). Politics has also 
likely played a role. Niedzwiecki (2018) finds that AUH coverage is lower in 
provinces with opposition governors. Her case studies reveal that, since the 
program’s benefits are easily attributable to the federal government, opposi-
tion governors see the program as a political threat and may obstruct its 
implementation.

As in Bolivia, conditionality enforcement remains lax. A 2012 survey 
revealed that only 2% of primary and 10% of secondary school principals 
were aware of at least one student whose stipend had been revoked (OEBA 
2012). In practice, a child can collect the unconditional 80% for a full two 
years without ever stepping foot in a school before being purged from the 
program’s rolls (UNICEF et al. 2017, 45– 46).33 The remaining 20%, how-
ever, can only be collected at the end of the school year upon certifying 
school enrollment (not attendance) and having received a medical 
examination.34

AUH stands out compared to Avancemos and BJP in that its stipends 
have been regularly adjusted to compensate for and at times even surpass 
Argentina’s high inflation (see fig. 7– 6).35 It should, however, be noted that 
three of the adjustments occurred in the months prior to an upcoming elec-
tion. The adjustment before the 2013 legislative elections was particularly 
large (35%). In July 2015, shortly before leaving office, Fernández signed a 
law mandating that stipends be adjusted for inflation twice a year. More 
controversially, the law also mandated higher stipends for beneficiaries in 
the country’s southernmost provinces to compensate for their higher living 
costs. These provinces, which include the Kirchners’ home province of 
Santa Cruz, are among the country’s most developed and are significantly 
better off than the traditionally poor northeast and northwest provinces 
(Abrevaya 2015).36

7.4 Conclusions

With an emphasis on the role of government ideology and policy diffusion, 
this chapter reconstructed the political processes that culminated in the 
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adoption and influenced the design of CCTs adopted by the governments of 
Costa Rica, Bolivia, and Argentina. The following paragraphs evaluate to 
what extent the case studies provide evidence in support of the hypotheses 
presented at the end of the previous chapter.

Attitudes toward CCTs. There is strong support for both hypotheses regard-
ing ideology and attitudes toward CCTs. In all three countries, center- right 
politicians put CCTs on the political agenda. In Costa Rica, Rodríguez 
enacted the country’s first, albeit short- lived, CCT. In Bolivia, Sánchez de 
Lozada and later Quiroga campaigned on national CCTs. Paredes, the 
center- right mayor of El Alto, enacted that country’s first CCT at the local 
level. In Argentina, academics and social movements started discussions 
regarding cash transfers, but it was the Menem administration that devised 
IDH, which served as the basis for Familias, the country’s first CCT.

Figure 7- 6. Asignación Universal por Hijo: Stipend Purchasing Power 
(2009– 2015)
Source: Own calculations based in independent inflation data compiled by Cavallo and 
Bertolotto (2016) and news reports.
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Left politicians were initially skeptical, if not outright opposed, to CCTs 
in all three countries. In Costa Rica, Solís, Arias’s center- left opponent in 
2006, did not campaign on CCTs. In Bolivia, Morales did not propose a 
CCT during any of his campaigns, even though they had been proposed at 
the national level by his right- wing opponents and enacted in El Alto. 
Despite significantly expanding pensions and other forms of social policy, 
Kirchner and, initially, Fernández underinvested in poverty relief. Ironi-
cally, at the same time as they openly criticized “prepackaged,” IFI- supported 
social programs such as CCTs, they operated the IDB- funded Familias. Yet 
Familias was never a priority for either administration and remained mod-
est in size. That program represented an (unsuccessful) attempt to replace 
Jefes, which was associated with Duhalde, a potential rival.

Reasons for adopting CCTs. There is also strong support for the hypotheses 
regarding the role of ideology in justifying CCT adoption. The left and non-
left’s differing priorities are confirmed by the decrees that launched the pro-
grams, presidential rhetoric, and the adoption of complementary programs. 
Arias saw Avancemos as a tool for addressing a specific human capital 
deficiency— low secondary school enrollment and graduation rates— for 
which he felt partially responsible. He assembled a team of technocrats to 
design a program that came close to the human capital CCT ideal type. 
However, political imperatives and, ultimately, the global financial crisis led 
him to broaden the program’s target population and de- emphasize condi-
tionality enforcement.

In adopting their respective programs, both Morales and Fernández 
emphasized poverty reduction and building a universal safety net. Morales 
rejected a targeted proposal early on in his administration and maintained 
that, since BJP was funded through revenues from nationalized resources, 
it should be universal. As noted above, Kirchner and, initially, Fernández 
did not emphasize Familias, which was narrowly targeted and supposed to 
have strict conditionality. In adopting AUH, Fernández explicitly sought to 
universalize family allowances. Her timing— during the middle of the 
financial crisis— further evidences her motivations. The program was 
launched to counteract rising poverty and unemployment. Furthermore, 
both left- wing leaders later complemented their flagship CCTs with pro-
grams extending the income floor to new and expectant mothers. Fernán-
dez later created a CCT for 18– 24 year olds.
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Two- track diffusion of CCTs. While there is strong evidence that center and 
right- wing governments worked alongside IFIs, particularly the IDB, to 
enact human capital CCTs, there is, counter to expectations, little direct 
evidence of Brazilian officials promoting the basic income model. The IDB 
played a role, albeit a small one, in designing Avancemos. It is telling that 
the Avancemos team opted to consult with Mexican rather than Brazilian 
officials. The IDB helped fund the design of Argentina’s IDH under Menem 
and later funded the operation of Familias. IFIs did not take part in the 
funding or design of AUH or BJP.

The field research did not provide a “smoking gun” in the form of direct 
evidence of high- level Brazilian involvement in the design of AUH and BJP. 
There is, however, evidence of bilateral cooperation between Brazil and 
Bolivia at the bureaucratic level (Carvalho de Lorenzo 2013, 401). Sources 
interviewed noted that AUH was inspired by another left- wing neighbor’s 
basic income CCT, that of Uruguay, which also universalized family allow-
ances (interview, Rafael Rofman; Straschnoy 2011). This program was 
directly influenced by Bolsa Família and Brazil’s efforts to combat hunger 
(La Nación 2005) and benefited from Brazilian technical cooperation 
(Presidencia Uruguay 2005; Carvalho de Lorenzo 2013, 401). More gener-
ally, left- wing leaders were very much aware of Brazil’s basic income CCT 
and were, via regional summits and bilateral diplomatic visits, in constant 
contact with Lula, who saw himself as the program’s global ambassador. 
Similarly, in 2006 Eduardo Suplicy wrote letters to left- wing presidents 
including Morales and Fernández urging them to take steps toward enact-
ing a universal basic income in their countries by emulating Bolsa Família 
and offering to personally assist them in this process (Suplicy 2006, 56– 57). 
What is known is that, having a choice between two CCT models, Morales 
and Fernández chose to enact programs that more closely resembled Bra-
zil’s basic income CCT than Mexico’s human capital CCT. While by no 
means direct evidence, these facts do constitute circumstantial evidence of 
a second “left” track of diffusion.

The book’s final chapter will tie together the findings from the last six chap-
ters, briefly assess how recent shifts in presidential ideology have affected 
the design of CCTs studied in earlier chapters, and conclude by analyzing 
the next set of social policy challenges facing the region’s countries.
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Ideology and the Future of CCTs
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

The Future of CCTs

Ironically, many of the left- wing leaders who came to power across Latin 
America during the 2000s after campaigning on promises of expanding 
social policy and redistributing income to the poor initially opposed the 
homegrown Latin American invention that became “the world’s favorite 
new anti- poverty device” and “as close as you can come to a magic bullet in 
development” (Nancy Birdsall, cited in Dugger 2004). That invention, the 
conditional cash transfer program, promised to simultaneously address the 
region’s high levels of poverty and low levels of educational attainment.

Many on the left, most notably Brazilian center- left President “Lula” 
da Silva (2003– 10), who later became the leader most closely associated 
with CCTs, initially saw highly targeted programs with strict conditional-
ity enforcement such as Mexico’s pioneering Progresa/Oportunidades 
and the direct predecessors of Bolsa Família as little more than charity, an 
esmola, directed toward the poor. Such programs were a distraction from 
the left’s programmatic mission of enacting comprehensive and universal 
welfare states.

Despite these initial misgivings, the left ultimately embraced CCTs, but 
it did so on its own terms. Left- wing presidents remade CCTs in accordance 
with their programmatic goals. The programs they enacted and reformed 
were more expansive, less punitive, and more attuned to the left’s universal-
istic aspirations. Thus, there came to be two models of CCTs: a “human 
capital” model associated with the center and right, emphasizing narrow, 
means- tested targeting of beneficiaries and strict conditionality enforce-
ment, and a more universalistic “basic income” model associated with the 
left, with broader target populations and more permissive conditionality.

This chapter begins by briefly summarizing the book’s main findings 
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and contributions to existing knowledge on the politics of CCTs and on the 
relationship between ideology and social policy under globalization. This is 
followed by a section revisiting the CCT programs of four of the countries 
studied over the course of the book— Costa Rica, Argentina, Mexico, and 
Brazil— that have in recent years experienced shifts in government ideol-
ogy. The chapter and book conclude by discussing the pending agenda for 
Latin American social policy now that CCTs have become ubiquitous. 
Overall, CCTs have been successful at achieving their short- term goals of 
reducing poverty and increasing schooling. There are, however, serious 
questions regarding their long- term effectiveness, specifically their ability 
to help beneficiaries break the intergenerational cycle of poverty. Achieving 
this goal will require significant improvements in the quality of education. 
This, in turn, will require enacting complex, uncertain, and politically dif-
ficult long- term reforms that will challenge powerful vested interests, most 
notably teachers’ unions.

8.1 Main Findings

This book demonstrates that government ideology continues to shape the 
scope, generosity, and degree of universalism of social policy in the region, 
despite the supposed constraints imposed by globalization.

Chapter 2 revisited earlier quantitative tests of the determinants of CCT 
adoption (Díaz- Cayeros and Magaloni 2009; Sugiyama 2011; Brooks 2015) 
and then reinterpreted them in light of qualitative evidence. Echoing prior 
research, an event history analysis covering 18 countries confirmed that the 
widespread adoption of CCTs in the region was a case of policy diffu-
sion— as more countries adopted these programs, countries without pro-
grams became more likely to adopt their own. It was also confirmed that 
left- wing presidents were no more likely to adopt CCTs than their center or 
right- wing counterparts. Yet a deeper analysis of the political process 
behind CCT adoption in six countries revealed, counterintuitively, that 
these policies tended to be proposed by the right and center and were ini-
tially opposed by the left. While out of power, the left opposed national- level 
programs in Mexico and Brazil. The left- wing presidents that ultimately 
adopted CCTs in Argentina and Bolivia did so in response to proposals 
from the right. Left- leaning presidents in Nicaragua and Venezuela actually 
dismantled existing programs upon taking office. The left’s objections were 
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threefold: programmatic opposition to narrow targeting and concern that 
CCTs would detract from the construction of universal policies, worries 
that CCTs would be used clientelistically, and the association of CCTs with 
right- wing governments and international financial institutions.

The evolution of CCTs in Brazil under Lula marked the turning point in 
the left’s stance. Chapter 3 details how Lula, a widely respected left- wing 
statesman, was, like other left- wing politicians, initially critical of CCTs. He 
rejected a CCT proposal in the early 1990s, criticized his country’s early 
CCTs on the campaign trail in the early 2000s, and de- emphasized those 
programs during his first year as president in 2003. Yet Lula ultimately 
embraced CCTs following the failure of his own, more ambitious flagship 
anti- poverty strategy. But Lula did more than continue the CCTs he inher-
ited. Influenced by proponents of a universal basic income, most notably 
fellow leftist Eduardo Suplicy, Lula and later Dilma Rousseff (2011– 16), his 
handpicked successor, gradually expanded and transformed Brazil’s CCTs 
in line with the left’s universalistic aspirations. The resulting program made 
CCTs palatable, indeed desirable, to other leftist governments. It also did 
not hurt that this program was incredibly popular and played an important 
role in ensuring Lula’s reelection in 2006 (Hunter and Power 2007; Zucco 
2008, 2013).

As a result, there came to exist two distinct models of CCTs in Latin 
America. Chapter 4 describes these two models and traces their distinct 
intellectual histories. Human capital CCTs, exemplified by Mexico’s CCT 
under right- wing presidents, feature narrow targeting and prioritize human 
capital accumulation through strict enforcement of school attendance and 
other conditionalities. Basic income CCTs, exemplified by Brazil’s Bolsa 
Família, prioritize poverty reduction through broader targeting and a more 
lenient approach to conditionality. These differences reflect the inherent 
tension between reducing poverty and increasing human capital. Because 
conditionality works as intended, strict enforcement makes sense as a strat-
egy to promote school attendance and thus human capital accumulation. 
However, because noncompliance is higher among the most vulnerable, 
revoking the benefits of noncompliers is counterproductive to the goal of 
reducing poverty.

The two models stemmed from distinct intellectual traditions that 
simultaneously yet independently concluded that direct cash transfers were 
the most effective tool for accomplishing their policy objectives. The human 
capital model is, at its essence, a neoliberal response to the persistence of 
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extreme poverty in the aftermath of market reform. Developed by Santiago 
Levy and a team of technocrats linked to IFIs, this model envisioned trans-
fers as a means of incentivizing parents to invest in their children’s educa-
tion and health. In contrast, Suplicy and the basic income movement that 
influenced the Brazilian left’s version of CCTs envisioned cash transfers as a 
means of guaranteeing an income floor for every person, starting with 
children.

Chapter 5 tested whether the association between ideology and CCT 
design found in Mexico and Brazil extended to the rest of the region. As a 
first approximation, a regression analysis of the determinants of CCT scope 
in 18 countries over two decades found that CCT coverage and spending 
were higher in countries with left- wing presidents. Furthermore, coverage 
in countries governed by the left increased in line with both poverty and 
inequality. Moving beyond coverage, an analysis of the design of the 10 
CCTs adopted after Bolsa Família’s launch confirmed that CCTs enacted 
and operated by center and right- wing governments tended to have nar-
rower target populations, stricter conditionality enforcement, and variable 
stipends aimed at compensating for the higher opportunity cost older stu-
dents face in choosing school over work. By contrast, CCTs enacted and 
operated by the left tended to have broader target populations, less punitive 
conditionality enforcement, and paid the same flat stipend to all 
beneficiaries.

Returning to the issue of policy diffusion, the last two empirical chap-
ters traced how government ideology influenced CCT design. Based on evi-
dence from across the region, chapter 6 demonstrated that diffusion 
occurred along two distinct tracks. While IFIs were busy promoting the 
human capital model, Lula’s Brazil actively promoted its basic income 
model. Whereas centrist and right- wing governments tended, often with 
IFI funding and technical assistance, to adopt human capital programs, left- 
wing governments gravitated toward basic income ones. Thus, whereas the 
adoption of human capital CCTs by centrist and right- wing governments 
was an example of vertical diffusion (international institution to country), 
the left’s adoption of basic income programs was an example of horizontal 
diffusion (country to country).

Through in- depth case studies based on field research, chapter 7 traced 
the political processes behind the adoption and design of CCTs in three 
countries. In Costa Rica, President Oscar Arias (1986– 90; 2006– 10), a cen-
trist, openly campaigned on enacting a CCT to reduce the country’s sec-
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ondary school dropout rate. With some assistance from the Inter- American 
Development Bank, Arias enacted a program similar to Mexico’s but exclu-
sively targeting low- income secondary- school students. In contrast, Boliv-
ia’s Evo Morales (2006– 19) and Argentina’s Cristina Fernández de Kirchner 
(2007– 15), both left wing, were originally skeptical of CCTs proposed by 
right- wing rivals. When they finally adopted programs, those decisions 
were framed in terms of reducing poverty. Those programs, which had no 
IFI input or funding, went further in the basic income direction than even 
Brazil’s pioneering program.

8.1.1 Main Contributions

Summing up, this book finds that ideology continues to determine the 
design and scope of social policy in contemporary Latin America. Left- 
wing governments enacted more expansive and universalistic CCTs than 
their centrist and right- wing counterparts. This finding addresses a major 
gap in the recent literature on the politics of social policy in the region. Past 
research has produced substantial evidence that left- wing governments are 
more likely to expand social policy and that, as a result, they have reduced 
poverty and inequality more than their centrist or right- wing counterparts 
(Birdsall, Lustig, and McLeod 2012; Huber and Stephens 2012). Surpris-
ingly, however, no relationship was found between presidential ideology 
and the adoption of CCTs (Díaz- Cayeros and Magaloni 2009; Sugiyama 
2011), the most progressive policy available to Latin American govern-
ments (Goñi, López, and Servén 2008, 20; Lindert, Skoufias, and Shapiro 
2006, 71). Marshalling quantitative and qualitative evidence from across 
the region, this book shows that, after overcoming its initial skepticism, the 
left enacted CCTs that covered more people, were less punitive, and thus 
came closer to constituting a universal income floor.

This book has clarified the relationship between the left turn and the dif-
fusion of CCTs, two of the most important developments in Latin American 
politics during the 2000s. This relationship was not straightforward or 
mechanical. As a result of their deeply held commitment to universalism 
and distaste for narrow targeting, Latin America’s left was initially hesitant to 
embrace what turned out to be the most effective policy in its arsenal. Given 
this initial opposition, the left turn might well have stopped CCT diffusion, 
as it did in Venezuela and Nicaragua. The spread of CCTs in countries gov-
erned by the left during the second half of the 2000s was contingent on Lula 
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adapting the programs he inherited in a basic income direction. Lula dem-
onstrated that CCTs could advance the left’s agenda. Left- wing leaders else-
where in the region followed Lula in adopting basic income CCTs.

The diffusion of CCTs, and the basic income model in particular, 
offers strong evidence against the race to the bottom thesis. It would be a 
mistake to argue (as the Latin American left initially did) that the diffu-
sion of CCTs constitutes an example of convergence toward a “neoliberal 
bottom,” inasmuch as it involves the spread of means- tested, targeted pro-
grams. CCTs are rules- based entitlements that extended social policy to 
those who most needed it and had traditionally been excluded from the 
region’s “narrow but deep” welfare policies (Haggard and Kaufman 2008). 
In sharp contrast with the previous wave of social policy diffusion in the 
region during the 1990s, which retrenched social policy (Huber 1996; 
Madrid 2003; Weyland 2006; Brooks 2009), this most recent wave has 
increased the state’s role in social policy.

By demonstrating that diffusion of CCTs was mediated by government 
ideology, this book warns against making excessively sharp distinctions 
between domestic and international drivers of policy change. Yes, the 
spread of CCTs was an example of policy diffusion: it advanced in the clas-
sic S- shaped pattern and within a few years there came to be geographical 
clustering and commonality among diversity (Weyland 2006, 18– 19). But 
diffusion occurred along two tracks, the choice of which was determined by 
ideology. Presidential ideology shaped which foreign actors were deemed 
credible and which policies were seen as worth emulating. With support 
from IFIs, the center and right eagerly emulated Mexico’s program. The left 
was skeptical of the Mexican right’s policies and IFIs but highly receptive to 
ideas emanating from Lula’s Brazil. Thus, both international influences and 
domestic politics mattered. Future comparative politics research should 
take a page from recent work in American politics in considering ideology’s 
role in policy diffusion (Grossback et al. 2004; Martin 2010; Butler et al. 
2017; Butler and Pereira 2018).

8.2 Revisiting the Cases: Effects of Recent Ideological Shifts

The previous chapters demonstrated that left and nonleft presidents had 
different preferences regarding CCT design. In Brazil, successive left- 
wing governments transformed the programs they inherited into the 
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region’s first basic income CCT. In Argentina and Bolivia, left- wing presi-
dents who enacted their own programs from scratch went further in the 
basic income direction than even Brazil. In contrast, nonleft governments 
in Mexico and later Costa Rica enacted and maintained human capital 
CCTs. This leaves two questions unanswered. Do other left- wing leaders 
who inherit human capital CCTs follow the Brazilian example in reforming 
them in a basic income direction? And, conversely, do centrist and right- 
wing presidents who inherit basic income CCTs reform them in a human 
capital direction? Recent changes in government ideology in four of the 
five countries discussed in detail in this book offer an opportunity to 
tackle these questions.

As Latin America’s economies deteriorated following the end of the 
global commodity boom, voters across the region began voting out incum-
bent parties, leading to 180- degree shifts in government ideology.1 In April 
2014, Costa Ricans elected their first left- wing leader, Luis Guillermo Solís 
(2014– 18) of the center- left Citizens’ Action Party (PAC).2 The following 
November, Argentines elected Mauricio Macri (2015– 19) of the center- 
right Republican Proposal, thus ending 12 years of center- left Kirchner 
presidencies. Facing impeachment proceedings amid what turned out to be 
the longest and deepest recession in Brazilian history (Biller and Shinohara 
2017), center- left President Rousseff was replaced in May 2016 by her vice- 
president, Michel Temer (2016– 18), a center- right politician from the 
Movement for Brazilian Democracy, ending 13 years of center- left Workers’ 
Party governments.

In 2018, amid mounting frustration over weak economic perfor-
mance, large- scale corruption scandals, and rampant crime and vio-
lence, voters in the region’s two most populous countries elected popu-
list leaders who promised major political transformations.3 In July, 
Mexicans overwhelmingly elected left- wing populist Andrés Manuel 
López Obrador (2018– present) of the National Regeneration Movement 
(MORENA), marking the first time since the transition to democracy in 
2000 that the country has been governed by the left. And, in October, 
Brazilians elected Jair Bolsonaro (2019– present), a far- right populist 
former army captain.4

Brief and, in the cases of Mexico and Brazil under Bolsonaro, prelimi-
nary overviews of the evolution of CCTs in the four countries discussed 
above largely support this book’s arguments. Following in the footsteps of 
Brazil’s Lula, Costa Rica’s left- wing governments reformed the human capi-
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tal CCT they inherited in a basic income direction. In Mexico, AMLO, as 
López Obrador is commonly known, replaced Progresa/Oportunidades, 
the prototypical human capital CCT, with a series of broadly targeted 
unconditional transfers.

In contrast, right- wing governments in Argentina and Brazil did not 
reform the basic income programs they inherited in the human capital direc-
tion. However, both governments, and Brazil’s in particular, gradually 
retrenched cash transfers, primarily via policy drift (Hacker 2004; Niedz-
wiecki and Pribble 2017). In neither country did coverage keep up with big 
expansions in the poor population. It should, however, be noted that both 
countries faced deep economic crises that slashed the resources available to 
fight poverty precisely when they were most needed.5 Further research would 
be required to fully disentangle the effects of ideology and economic crises.

Finally, and more concerning, there is evidence that Mexico’s and Bra-
zil’s populist leaders utilized cash transfer policy clientelistically during 
their first year in office. These were still new administrations at the time of 
writing and therefore any conclusions about their behavior are preliminary. 
However, this is a deeply worrying trend, particularly given the outsized 
influence these countries played in the diffusion of CCTs across Latin 
America and the world.

Costa Rica. Since 2014, the country has been governed by two consecutive 
center- left administrations, those of Solís and Carlos Alvarado 
(2018– present). As in Brazil under the PT, left- wing governments have 
reformed the country’s Avancemos human capital CCT in a basic income 
direction. Solís moved to equalize the program’s stipends. More recently, 
Alvarado extended CCT coverage to low- income primary school students.

PAC governments made Avancemos stipends more uniform across 
grades. In 2015, the number of stipend categories was collapsed from six to 
two (one for grades 7– 9, another for grades 10– 12). Stipends were increased 
for grades 7– 8 and cut for the remaining grades. Whereas seventh grade 
stipends increased to 91% of their initial 2007 purchasing power, stipends 
for grades nine and 11, respectively, retained just 54% and 47% of their 
original purchasing power. Whereas grade 12 stipends were originally more 
than three times larger than grade seven ones, that difference shrunk to just 
1.5 times (see fig. 7– 2).6 Alvarado, then Solís’s human development minis-
ter, justified the decision in terms of both human capital and poverty reduc-
tion. With regard to the former, Alvarado noted that desertion (leaving 
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school) peaks during the transitions from primary to secondary education 
(grades six to seven) and from lower to upper secondary school (grade nine 
to 10). It was thus unnecessary to increase stipends with each grade. With 
regard to reducing poverty, he promised that the stipend cuts would free up 
resources to seek out and enroll additional beneficiaries (Repretel Costa 
Rica 2014). True to his word, by the end of 2019, Avancemos covered 
203,000 students— 9.7% more than during the years following the global 
financial crisis (IMAS 2020, 9).

As president, Alvarado moved to further expand CCTs and transform 
them into a right. In late 2018, the Costa Rican congress approved a 
government- drafted law making Avancemos permanent (rather than 
dependent on presidential decrees) and mandating that it receive at least 
8% of the anti- poverty budget (IMAS 2018).7 In June 2019, the Education 
Ministry’s primary- school scholarships were replaced with Crecemos (Let’s 
Grow), a new CCT operated by the Mixed Institute for Social Assistance, 
the institution in charge of Avancemos (IMAS 2019).8 By the end of 2019, 
Crecemos covered 210,000 children (IMAS 2020, 9). Taken together, the 
two CCTs covered 8.3% of the country’s population. Thus, six years after the 
left assumed power, coverage was at peak levels, stipend amounts were 
closer to uniform, and CCTs had been extended to all grades.

Argentina. Although the center- right Macri administration did not conduct 
major reforms to the design of the country’s Asignación Universal por Hijo 
(AUH) basic income CCT, the program did undergo significant retrench-
ment. The program’s eligible population and total number of beneficiaries 
increased slightly under Macri. However, this expansion did not keep pace 
with rising poverty levels. Purchasing power also declined significantly, 
particularly following changes to the rules for updating stipends (Sacco et 
al. 2019). Furthermore, Progresar, a program introduced in the final years 
of the Fernández administration that provided stipends for unemployed 
and out- of- school 18– 24 year olds to finish school or enroll in technical 
education, was largely dismantled (Letcher and Strada 2019).

Given AUH’s popularity, one full year before the election, Macri prom-
ised to maintain the program, which he described as one of his predeces-
sor’s few successes (La Nación 2014). During a presidential debate in late 
2015, he even promised to extend coverage to the children of so- called 
monotributistas, self- employed workers subject to a simplified tax regime 
(Tarricone 2018). During Macri’s first month in office, AUH beneficiaries 
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received a Christmas bonus, a practice that was continued during the 
remainder of the administration.9 True to his word, in April 2016, Macri 
signed a decree extending eligibility to the children of monotributistas. By 
the end of his term, 462,000 were enrolled in the AUH, representing 11.0% 
of beneficiaries. Later reforms simplified the eligibility requirements for 
temporary workers and scrapped rules excluding beneficiaries of provincial 
and municipal programs from AUH (Obarrio 2016).

However, tough economic times— the economy shrank during three of 
the administration’s four years and inflation averaged 41.6% a year— forced 
Macri to pursue retrenchment via stealth. Following successful midterm 
elections in October 2017, the administration pushed through a pension 
reform aimed at reducing the fiscal deficit and making the pension system 
more financially sustainable.10 Specifically, the reform altered the rules for 
indexing to inflation various government benefits including AUH. The 
highly controversial reform, which passed amid violent protests thanks to a 
last- minute deal between Macri and opposition governors (Cué 2017), 
steadily eroded the purchasing power of AUH stipends over the remainder 
of the administration (Lechter and Strada 2017; Slipczuk 2017; Quiroga 
and Juncos Castillo 2020; ODS- CTA- A 2019). Overall, the real value of sti-
pends declined by roughly 12% between the end of Macri’s first and last 
year.11 The government, however, did attempt to partially offset this decline 
through several ad hoc bonus payments during 2018 and 2019.12

Overall, by the time Macri stepped down, 4.12 million children benefited 
from AUH, an increase of 12.5%. However, this increase did not keep pace 
with rising poverty. The share of the population living in poverty and extreme 
poverty, respectively, increased by 24.6% (about 3.7 million) and 61.0% 
(about 1.7 million) during Macri’s term.13 Under such circumstances, a mod-
erate increase in coverage could be construed as retrenchment and a move 
away from the goal of ensuring a basic income for all those who need it.

Beyond AUH, Macri largely dismantled Progresar, which was envisioned 
as a “bridge” connecting AUH beneficiaries with the labor market and higher 
and technical education (Letcher and Strada 2019, 9). In early 2018, the 
administration transformed the program from a benefit available to all low- 
income young adults to a merit- based academic scholarship. This signifi-
cantly reduced the number and altered socioeconomic profile of beneficia-
ries with critics alleging that the academic requirements disproportionately 
hurt the very type of student the program was originally intended to help. 
Overall, under Macri, the number of beneficiaries declined 42% (Letcher 
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and Strada 2019, 2) while the real value of transfers declined between 46% 
and 62% depending on the type of benefit (Letcher and Strada 2019, 4).

Brazil. As in Argentina, the right turn in Brazilian politics following Rous-
seff ’s controversial impeachment did not lead to major changes to the 
design of the country’s Bolsa Família basic income CCT. Retrenchment 
under the right was more explicit in Brazil than in Argentina, however. 
Upon taking office in May 2016, Temer launched Operação Pente Fino 
(Operation Fine- Tooth Comb), an aggressive monitoring of the program’s 
rolls aimed at weeding out families with higher incomes and outdated or 
incomplete personal information (Cortes da Costa 2019). This policy con-
tinued under Bolsonaro. Worryingly, Bolsonaro’s government has been 
credibly accused of using the program to discriminate against the country’s 
Northeast, the PT’s heartland and the part of the country where he fared 
worst during his campaign for the presidency and polled worst during his 
first year in office (Ribeiro 2019).

Osmar Terra, who oversaw Bolsa Família during most of the Temer 
administration and the first 13 months of the Bolsonaro administration, 
was the architect of Pente Fino.14 Upon his initial appointment, Terra criti-
cized the program’s reliance of self- reported incomes (Matos 2016) and 
estimated that at least 10% of beneficiaries were underreporting their 
incomes and should be expelled (Mariz 2016). In November 2016, Terra 
announced the blockage of 654,000 accounts (4.7% of beneficiaries) and the 
outright cancellation of a further 469,000 (3.3%) (MDSA 2016). Several 
large purges occurred during the remainder of the Temer presidency (Pren-
gaman, DiLorenzo, and Trielli 2017; Madeiro 2017; Peduzzi 2018; Saka-
moto 2018).

Overall, average monthly account blockages and cancellations during 
the Temer administration were, respectively, 34.5% and 33.8% higher than 
during the Rousseff administration’s final two and a half years.15 Terra 
openly presented the cuts as part of the administration’s broader austerity 
policies, which were centered on a December 2016 constitutional amend-
ment freezing public spending in real terms for 20 years. Responding to 
opposition legislators concerned about the cuts, Terra went so far as to state 
that “in practice, the major tax reform taking place in the country is being 
carried out by the Ministry of Social Development” (MC 2017).

In contrast to other right- wing politicians discussed in this book, Bolso-
naro had a long history, dating back to at least 2010, of openly criticizing 
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Bolsa Família. Bolsonaro’s attacks revolved around three claims: that it 
made beneficiaries idle, that they remained on the program indefinitely, 
and that the PT used it to buy votes, particularly in the Northeast (Grillo 
and Prado 2018). As late as August 2017, when he was already expected to 
run for president, Bolsonaro commented that “to be a candidate for presi-
dent, you have to say that you will expand Bolsa Família. Then, vote for 
another candidate. I will not engage in demagogy and please anyone to seek 
a vote” (Toledo 2017).

However, by August 2018 Bolsonaro was saying that Bolsa Família had 
to be continued for “humanitarian reasons” and claiming that reports of his 
opposition to the program were “fake news” (Fortuna 2019). Even so, he 
maintained that 30% of beneficiaries were committing fraud by underre-
porting their incomes (Fernandes 2018). The transformation was complete 
following his first place showing in the first round of the presidential elec-
tion in October.16 The day after the vote, Bolsonaro uploaded a video 
directed at Northeastern voters announcing his plan to enact a Christmas 
bonus— a thirteenth payment in December. Bolsonaro won the second 
round by a comfortable margin.17

At an event commemorating his first 100 days in office in March 2019, 
Bolsonaro officially announced the bonus. Said payment would be in lieu of 
an adjustment to program stipends (Brant 2019). Beneficiaries would still 
come out ahead as the extra payment, which amounted to an 8.3% increase, 
was more than twice the rate of inflation since the previous adjustment. 
However, the administration did not budget the expansion’s cost. Terra 
instead maintained that the ongoing fight against fraud would save enough 
money to cover the bonus (Pereira 2019).

Indeed, Pente Fino continued apace under Bolsonaro with an additional 
972,000 families (6.9%) being removed from the program during the 
administration’s first year. Regardless, the crackdown did not generate 
nearly enough savings. At least five times during 2019, Terra requested 
additional funds but was rebuffed by the economic team (Resende 2020c).

In the absence of fresh funds, Terra further retrenched the program. 
Going well beyond Pente Fino, the administration drastically reduced the 
number of families admitted into the program each month from an average 
of 250,000 during January– May to just 5,400 a month during June– October 
(Menna Barreto 2019; Zylberkan 2020). This resulted in a waiting list to join 
the program that, by the end of 2019, extended to 1.5 million families or 3.5 
million individuals (Valfré and Fernandes 2020). Similarly, readmission 
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requests from beneficiaries that had previously “graduated” from or been 
kicked out of the program dropped by 75% in 2019 compared to the previ-
ous year and none were incorporated between June and October (Madeiro 
2020a). Ultimately, the additional funds for the bonus were secured by 
delaying the approval of new pension applications (Resende 2020a). 
Retrenchment was set to continue in 2020. The administration’s original 
budget called for an 8% cut in spending, did not foresee the incorporation 
of any additional beneficiaries, and did not set aside funds for a bonus pay-
ment (Menna Barretto 2019).

Overall, despite the absence of explicit reforms to its design, Bolsa 
Família under the right has, in practice, moved in the human capital direc-
tion with regard to targeting. Between April 2017, well into the Pente Fino 
era, and February 2020, families living in extreme poverty increased as a 
share of total beneficiaries from 77.1% to 83.1%. Similarly, the share of poor 
families declined from 17.5% to 12.5%. Pente Fino marked a shift in con-
cern to errors of inclusion relative to the concern over errors of exclusion of 
the PT era.

Bolsa Família’s evolution under the right offers an example of the poli-
tics of welfare retrenchment (Pierson 1996) via policy drift (Hacker 2004). 
Despite repeated claims by the right that the program’s rolls were inflated, 
total coverage at the end of Bolsonaro’s first year was only 5.19% lower than 
when Rousseff was forced to step down (1.39 versus 1.32 million). However, 
despite two adjustments under Temer, stipend purchasing power in 2020 
was 18.8% lower than in 2014.18 Furthermore, given Brazil’s recent eco-
nomic context, keeping the program’s size constant, let alone shrinking it 
slightly, constitutes retrenchment and a move away from the goal of ensur-
ing a basic income for all those who need it. The share of Brazilians living in 
extreme poverty increased by 67.1% (3.6 million) from 2014 to 2018. Pov-
erty increased by 31.8% (6.5 million) during that period (FGV Social 2020).

Worryingly, Bolsa Família’s management took a discretionary turn dur-
ing Bolsonaro’s first year with admission and expulsions being used to dis-
criminate against the politically hostile Northeast. An investigation pub-
lished by the daily newspaper Folha de S. Paulo in February 2020 revealed 
that the cuts and delays during the second half of 2019 disproportionally 
affected the poorest parts of the country. Between January and May, an 
average of 26 families from the country’s 200 poorest municipalities were 
incorporated each month. Between June and October, however, only one 
family was incorporated in 37 of those municipalities and none were incor-
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porated in another 64 (Resende 2020b). This despite the fact that an average 
of 5,400 families nationwide per month were incorporated into the pro-
gram during that period.19

Continuing this pattern, the daily O Estado de. S. Paulo revealed the fol-
lowing month that the government discriminated against the Northeast 
once admissions resumed at a normal pace in January 2020. Of the 100,000 
families incorporated that month, only 3,035 (3%) were from nine north-
eastern states representing 27% of Brazil’s population. At 22%, those states 
had twice the poverty rate as the country as a whole. Furthermore, north-
easterners represented 36% of program’s wait list at the time. The much 
more prosperous South and Southeast, which overwhelmingly backed Bol-
sonaro in 2018, received 75% of the new spots (Tomazelli 2020). This 
sparked immediate backlash from both the PT (Rodrigues 2020) and 
northeastern legislators including former Senate president Renan Calheiros 
of the Movement for Brazilian Democracy, who described these events as a 
“criminal migration” of benefits away from the Northeast and requested an 
investigation (Senado Noticias 2020).

Despite the backlash, this behavior continued. Just two months later, as 
the severity of the COVID- 19 pandemic was becoming evident, the North-
east was again disproportionally targeted in a routine sweep of the pro-
gram. Northeasterners made up 61.1% of the 158,000 families expelled in 
March (Madeiro 2020b). In response, the governors of seven Northeastern 
states sued the government. The Supreme Federal Court promptly ordered 
that the cuts be reversed. By then, however, the cuts had already been 
reversed as part of a massive expansion of cash payments aimed at mitigat-
ing the pandemic’s economic effects (Onofre 2020).

Mexico. As in Costa Rica, the left turn in Mexican politics following AMLO’s 
election has shifted policy in the basic income direction. However, as in 
Brazil, the election of a populist raised concerns over clientelistic use of 
cash transfers.

Citing the failure of Progresa/Oportunidades to eradicate poverty over 
its two decades of existence, AMLO, in one of his first acts as president, 
replaced his country’s iconic and internationally lauded human capital 
CCT with a series of broadly targeted unconditional cash transfers. 
Although these reforms represent moves in the basic income direction, 
they resulted in a reduction in benefits for most CCT beneficiaries, particu-
larly mothers with multiple children under 15 and students in upper sec-
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ondary school (grades 10– 12). That these changes were enacted in a rushed 
manner without evidence- based justifications has raised doubts about their 
potential effectiveness (Masse and Olvera 2019, 25; Rivera 2019). More 
worrying still, the opaque manner in which beneficiaries are selected for 
these new programs has raised serious concerns about potential clientelism 
(Casar 2019; Hernández Estrada 2019; Sánchez Talanquer 2020).

AMLO had long been skeptical of targeted and conditional programs, 
having opted for universal programs as mayor of Mexico City from 2000 to 
2005 (Luccisano and Macdonald 2014). He later claimed, without evidence, 
that Oportunidades was used to buy votes and blamed it for his razor- thin 
loss in the 2006 presidential election (Méndez and Becerril 2006).20 AMLO’s 
widely known dislike of the program was such that he and his team went 
out of their way in both 2012 (Nieto and Gómez R. 2012) and 2018 (Olmos 
2018) to assure voters that the popular program would continue were he 
elected. After the election, while still promising to continue the program 
(Galván 2018), AMLO laid the groundwork for its replacement by claim-
ing, again without evidence and counter to credible studies (Beltrán and 
Castro Cornejo 2015), that the program’s rolls were inflated by as much as 
50% with as many as 3.5 million “ghost” beneficiaries (Guerrero 2019).

AMLO replaced Progresa/Oportunidades with the unconditional Becas 
para el Bienestar Benito Juárez (Benito Juárez Well- Being Scholarships), 
informally known as Becas AMLO (AMLO Scholarships).21 Low- income 
parents with children under 15 became eligible for a single flat bimonthly 
stipend, regardless of number of children. During the program’s first year, 
when it was still partially working off its predecessor’s operating rules, the 
transfers were limited to families in extreme poverty (DOF 2019a). How-
ever, in 2020 they were extended to those in poverty (DOF 2019b). All stu-
dents enrolled in a public upper secondary school (grades 10– 12, generally 
ages 15– 18), regardless of income, became eligible for their own bimonthly 
stipend, separate from the under-15 scholarship. In line with the basic 
income model, both types of scholarships pay the same flat stipend, regard-
less of grade or sex.

Leticia Animas, the administration’s scholarship coordinator, justified 
these decisions based on basic income arguments. She argued that condi-
tionality, particularly the requirement that mothers take children for medi-
cal checkups and attend nutrition classes, constituted an undue “burden.” 
Animas also cited anecdotal claims that mothers were required to pay clin-
ics bribes to have their health conditionality paperwork validated.22 She 
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also criticized targeting, claiming that having some neighbors receive ben-
efits while others were excluded caused “tears in the social fabric of com-
munities” (Hernández Alcanzar 2019; see also Russell 2019). In line with 
this rights- based perspective, in March 2020, the government secured the 
approval of a constitutional amendment that enshrines the right of students 
at all levels of education, with priority given those in poverty, to scholar-
ships that allow them exercise their right to education. More importantly, 
the amendment prohibits governments from reducing the real value of ben-
efits (La Verdad 2020).

In line with the left’s more expansive ambitions, the scholarships were 
complemented by cash transfers for young adults. Jóvenes Construyendo el 
Futuro (Youths Building the Future) provides unemployed and out- of- 
school 18– 29 year olds with one- year paid apprenticeships.23 Jóvenes 
Escribiendo el Futuro (Youths Writing the Future) provides college scholar-
ships to students who are indigenous, afro- descendant, low- income, or 
from particularly violent areas. At launch, these programs were, respec-
tively, 4.5 and three times more generous than scholarships for school- age 
children. This has raised concerns about the financial sustainability and the 
overall progressivity of AMLO’s social policy agenda.24

In broad strokes, AMLO has increased the share of students eligible to 
receive cash transfers. The new programs represent a potential boon for 
those previously excluded, namely upper secondary students not in extreme 
poverty, moderately poor parents with children under 15, and young adults. 
This, combined with the extension of non-contributory pension benefits to 
all people over 68 and indigenous peoples over 65, represents a step in the 
direction of guaranteeing an income floor for all Mexicans.25

However, this has come at the cost of a reduction in the overall level of 
benefits received by most CCT beneficiaries. The reduction is particularly 
notable for families in extreme poverty with multiple children under 15, 
which must now get by on just one stipend. The new bimonthly stipend is 
higher than the total amount previously paid for each child enrolled in pri-
mary school (grades 1– 6), but lower than the amount paid for each child in 
grades seven and above. There is no scenario under which a family with two 
or more children would receive more money than it did under the previous 
program. The declines were largest for the higher grades with males and 
females in grade 12 seeing declines of 39% and 45%, respectively.26

Overall, as in Bolivia (see chapter 7), the move toward universality has 
come at the expense of progressivity, raising doubts about AMLO’s promise 
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of primero los pobres (the poor first) (Jaramillo Molina 2019, 154). The new 
policies prioritize upper secondary (as well as postsecondary) at the expense 
of basic education (Martínez Vargas 2020). Universal stipends for upper sec-
ondary students have come at the cost of forcing poor families with multiple 
young children to make do with less. Only 34% of Mexican upper secondary 
students come from the bottom half of the income distribution and only 
17% come from rural areas (Jaramillo Molina 2019, 154). Furthermore, the 
extension of stipends to all upper secondary students came at the cost of cut-
ting the stipends for upper secondary students in extreme poverty.

As in Brazil, populism brought increasing discretion to cash transfer 
policy. With regard to execution, the decision to completely reject the social 
policy infrastructure inherited from past administrations and the slapdash 
manner in which the new programs were designed practically ensured that 
the transition would be rife with problems. Throughout 2019, there were 
reports of poor families formerly enrolled in Progresa/Oportunidades who 
were, for reasons that were never explained, excluded from the new pro-
grams (Vega 2019; Gutiérrez 2020). Well into 2020, there continued to be 
widespread and frequent payment delays (Agencia EFE 2019; Milenio 2019; 
Un1ón Jalisco 2019; Gutiérrez 2020; Sánchez Jiménez 2020).

Concerns about the possibility that AMLO’s programs could be used 
clientelistically stem from the manner in which their beneficiary rolls 
were compiled. In August 2018, nearly four months before AMLO was 
sworn in, some 18,000 volunteers, mainly from his MORENA party, 
began traversing the country to conduct a “Well- Being Census” of the 
population’s social policy needs and sign up beneficiaries for the incom-
ing administration’s programs. The process was notoriously opaque. It 
was never properly explained why the process was necessary— Mexico 
already possessed comprehensive social policy registries— or why these 
unqualified so- called Servants of the Nation— not Mexico’s well- regarded 
National Institute of Statistics and Geography— were charged with con-
ducting the “census” (Associated Press 2019; Hernández Estrada 2019). It 
was also unclear who paid the servants’ salaries and operation costs 
(Casar 2019). What is known, however, is that nearly all of them were 
later hired by the administration without competing in public hiring pro-
cesses (Associated Press 2019).

It was not until May 2020, more than a year and a half after the process 
began, that the administration, under pressure from the media and civil 
society, finally made public the census’s opaque methodology and results. 
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An analysis by Núñez González and Guzmán Martínez (2020) reveals that, 
in all, the servants interviewed 32.5 million people, far short of the esti-
mated 52.4 million Mexicans living in poverty in 2018, let alone the 73.3 
million in the previous administration’s social policy registries. No infor-
mation was provided on what share of beneficiaries of existing programs 
were confirmed eligible for AMLO’s programs, how many of them were 
deemed ineligible and lost their benefits, or how many previously excluded 
people were enrolled. In Núñez González and Guzmán Martínez’s (2020) 
words, “without any kind of transparent information on the matter, all there 
is are doubts about the real purpose of the Well- Being Census.” In fact, it 
was not until December 2019, almost a year after the programs launched, 
that the administration complied with Mexican law by publishing the ben-
eficiary rolls (Aristegui Noticias 2019).

Simply put, for all the talk of rights and the basic income discourse, the 
census was a public relations exercise designed to link the new programs 
directly to AMLO and brand the new president, in Casar’s (2019) words, as 
“the great benefactor” (see also Rivera 2019). In violation of Mexican law, 
the servants wore clothing with AMLO’s name and likeness while conduct-
ing the census. They also frequently told would- be beneficiaries that they 
had come “on the part of the president of the republic licensiado Andrés 
Manuel López Obrador to provide support for your family” (Associated 
Press 2019). In December 2019, in response to a complaint by opposition 
legislators, the Federal Judicial Branch’s Electoral Tribunal ruled that 36 
servants had illegally used public resources to promote AMLO’s name and 
likeness. The servants were also found to have flagrantly defied an August 
ruling by the National Electoral Institute ordering them to immediately 
cease promoting AMLO (INE 2019). However, neither AMLO nor top 
social policy officials were found liable for these crimes (TEPJF 2019). Fur-
thermore, due to the lack of requisite legislation, the servants themselves 
could not be punished either, let alone fired (Lindero 2020).

8.3 The Limits of CCTs

Despite differing preferences regarding CCT design and scope, Latin 
American politicians of all stripes accept the need for these programs. Thus, 
CCTs have become a permanent feature of Latin American social policy 
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and politics more broadly. They are widely heralded as effective, low- cost 
tools that simultaneously relieve poverty and increase education levels. Yet 
the limits to their ability to achieve these twin goals have become increas-
ingly apparent in recent years.

At first glance, CCTs appear to have reached a saturation point. After 
expanding dramatically during the second half of the 2000s, coverage and 
investment stabilized after 2010 (see figs. 1– 1 and 5– 2). The total number of 
beneficiaries in 2013 was equal to 89.5% of the region’s poor and 250.9% of 
its extreme poor (Robles, Rubio, and Stampini 2019, O90). These numbers, 
however, obscure significant targeting problems. The expansion was accom-
panied by a substantial increase in leakage to nonpoor households (Stampini 
and Tornarolli 2012; Robles, Rubio, and Stampini 2019). Thus, in 2013 an 
estimated 40.4% of CCT beneficiaries were not poor (Robles, Rubio, and 
Stampini 2019, O87).27 At the same time, an estimated 49.5% of extremely 
poor and 62.7% of poor households with children still lacked coverage 
(Robles, Rubio, and Stampini 2019, O90).

Absent a significant acceleration in economic growth, further progress 
on poverty and inequality will require some combination of better target-
ing, increased coverage, and more generous stipends, all of which involve 
politically difficult trade- offs. Extending coverage to the excluded poor 
would require aggressive (and costly) efforts to track down eligible house-
holds, particularly in remote rural areas, as well as better adapting enroll-
ment rules to the needs of urban families with precarious incomes, which 
tend to cycle in and out of poverty (Robles, Rubio, and Stampini 2019). 
Funding for this could be freed up by adopting a more proactive approach 
to “graduating” nonpoor households. However, revoking the benefits of 
tens of millions would be politically unpopular. Furthermore, a large share 
of nonpoor beneficiaries remain vulnerable to falling into poverty, particu-
larly during tough economic times.

Further expansion of CCTs would be difficult. Political backlash against 
CCTs has so far been avoided because their adoption and expansion has not 
come at the expense of existing entitlements for labor market insiders (Hol-
land and Schneider 2017; Hunter 2021). Funding for further coverage 
expansions could be secured by “redistributing” funds from traditional 
contributory social insurance to CCTs or by raising additional revenues. 
The former would pit the interests of the poor against those of the better- 
organized middle class. Raising additional revenues would be more difficult 
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still. Obtaining fresh revenues would likely require raising income and 
property taxes, which are low in most of the region (Mahon, Bergman, and 
Arnson 2015). This, however, would generate resistance from the rich.

If funding obstacles could be overcome, further decreases in poverty 
could also be achieved by increasing stipends. However, as Holland and 
Schneider (2017, 994) note, “If non- contributory benefits become more 
generous, more workers will choose informal employment (and the cover-
age of universal and non- contributory programs) to the costly contribu-
tions and low expected benefits from formal employment.” This would have 
pernicious effects on the overall health of Latin American economies (see 
Levy 2008).

8.3.1 CCTs Are Not an Education Policy

CCTs are responsible for improvements in school enrollment, attendance, 
and grade completion, as well as for reductions in dropout rates (Baird et al. 
2014; García and Saavedra 2017; Bastagli et al. 2019). They are also associ-
ated with reductions in both the prevalence (likelihood of working) and 
intensity (number of hours worked) of child labor (de Hoop and Rosati 
2014; Bastagli et al. 2019). In that sense, CCTs appear to be resoundingly 
successful.

Yet the few studies that have tested the most innovative and potentially 
transformative feature of CCTs— the expectation that more schooling will 
translate into more and better human capital, which in turn will lead to bet-
ter employment opportunities and a ticket out of poverty— have tended to 
produce disappointing results. The handful of studies of long- term effects 
conducted describe their findings as “inconclusive” (Molina- Millan et al. 
2016, 25) or, at best, “modest” (Araújo, Bosch, and Schady 2017, 16). In 
particular, the two studies on the long- term effects of Mexico’s Progresa/
Oportunidades have yielded mixed results. Yaschine (2015) finds that 18– 
24 year olds who received CCT benefits continuously for 10 years did not, 
on average, have higher- quality jobs than comparable young adults who 
were enrolled in the program for less time or not at all. Long- term benefi-
ciaries were, despite their much higher educational attainment, just as likely 
as their parents to work in agriculture and manual labor. A more recent 
(and encouraging) long- term study by Kugler and Rojas (2018) finds that 
those who received 17 years of CCT benefits were 36.6 percentage points 
more likely to be employed, 6.6 percentage points more likely to have a 
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permanent contract, and 2.3 percentage points more likely to receive non-
wage benefits than comparable individuals who never joined the program. 
Furthermore, long- term beneficiaries, on average, worked nine hours more 
per week and earned five pesos (26 cents) more an hour than nonenrollees. 
This is evidence of upward mobility, but far from conclusive proof of a break 
in the intergenerational cycle of poverty.

With its strict enforcement of school attendance and additional health-
care and nutritional conditionalities, Progresa/Oportunidades should rep-
resent an “easy case” for the long- term benefits of CCTs. That evaluations of 
this program’s long- term results are inconclusive raises doubts about the 
long- term effectiveness of other, less human capital- oriented, programs. 
Yaschine (2015) attributes the limited upward mobility of Mexican CCT 
beneficiaries to low- quality education, a problem that afflicts the entire 
region. Thus, the path to unleashing the full promise of CCTs runs through 
the political minefield that is education reform.

8.3.2 The State of Education in Latin America

CCTs are premised on the naïve assumption that students will receive edu-
cation that equips them with skills that employers demand. Thus, the ability 
of CCTs to achieve their long- term objectives will depend on the quality of 
a country’s education system. And, although there is significant variation 
both across and within the region’s countries, it is fair to say that basic edu-
cation in Latin America is of low quality (Bruns and Luque 2015; Fiszbein 
and Stanton 2018).

In the broadest sense, education policy has two main components: 
access and quality. Latin America has made tremendous progress with 
regard to the former, in no small part thanks to CCTs. By 2017, net enroll-
ment in primary school had reached 93%, just 3 percentage points lower 
than in industrialized countries.28 At 77%, net enrollment at the secondary 
level was 20 points higher than at the turn of the century and 10 points 
higher than the average for middle- income countries, though still signifi-
cantly behind rich countries (Fiszbein and Stanton 2018, 7).

Yet, as economist Lant Pritchett (2013) famously remarked, “schooling 
ain’t learning.” While crucial, increasing enrollment and completion rates 
does not ensure that students will acquire the skills needed to get ahead. 
International and regional assessment exams consistently show that a large 
share of Latin American students fail to meet basic learning benchmarks 
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and underperform relative to their peers in comparable countries. Nor is it 
simply a matter of throwing more money at the problem. Education spend-
ing in the region as a share of GDP increased by 3 percentage points on 
average over the last 25 years with every country increasing spending by at 
least 1.5% of GDP (Busso et al. 2017, 59). In fact, more than half of the 
countries in Latin America and the Caribbean (17 of 29) currently spend 
more on education relative to GDP than the average for rich countries 
(4.8%) (Fiszbein and Stanton 2018, 27).

At the primary level, a third (36.8%) and a quarter (26.6%) of third 
graders scored one or below (out of four) in math and reading, respectively, 
in the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization’s 
(UNESCO) Third Comparative Regional and Explicative Exam (TERCE) 
(see fig. 8– 1). On the positive side, by sixth grade those figures improved to 
14.8% and 17.9%, respectively. However, nearly half (46%) of sixth graders 
scored at one or below in science (Fiszbein and Stanton 2018, 15). Only 

Figure 8- 1. Share of Students Scoring “Low” on 2013 TERCE Exam (By Grade and 
Subject)
Sources: UNESCO (2016); Fiszbein and Stanton (2018, 15).
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13.7% of sixth graders scored a four in reading and the shares for math and 
science were half that level (UNESCO 2016, 13).

Results are no better at the secondary level. The 10 Latin American 
countries participating in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development’s (OECD) 2015 Programme for International Student Assess-
ment (PISA) exam scored below what would be expected given their per 
capita income levels and ranked in the bottom 40% of the 72 participating 
countries (see fig. 8– 2). The 50– 75- point gap between the average science 
score for OECD countries (493) and those of the region’s top performers— 
Chile (447), Uruguay (435), and Costa Rica (420)— amounts to two years of 
schooling. That gap rises to three years for Colombia and Mexico (416), 
Brazil (401), and Peru (397). Dominicans (332), the worst PISA perform-
ers, lagged behind OECD students by a full five years— practically the entire 
length of secondary school (Bos et al. 2016, 3). And the share of students 
exiting the school system before age 15 (when students take PISA) is signifi-
cantly higher in Latin America than in rich countries. Further, based on 
TERCE, it can be assumed that secondary education systems in countries 
that did not participate in PISA are in even worse shape than those of par-
ticipating countries (Bruns and Luque 2015, 4).

Low teacher quality constitutes a “binding constraint” on education in 
the region (Bruns and Luque 2015, 2), and thus on the ability of CCTs to 
fully deliver on their potential. After all, “the effectiveness of individual 
teachers is the single most important school- level determinant of student 
learning outcomes” (Bruns, Macdonald, and Schneider 2019, 28). In gen-
eral, Latin American teachers show a “weak mastery of academic content” 
and fail to incorporate best practices in teaching (Bruns and Luque 2015, 
2). Put succinctly, “virtually all countries in the region appear trapped in a 
low- level equilibrium of low standards for entry into teaching, low- quality 
candidates and undifferentiated salaries, low professionalism in the class-
room, and poor education results” (Bruns and Luque 2015, 11).

Increased investment in education and policies aimed at increasing cov-
erage, CCTs chief among them, are keeping more students in school for 
longer. Yet low education quality is preventing those students from acquir-
ing the skills that will allow them to break the intergenerational cycle of 
poverty. Improving education quality should therefore be the region’s top 
social policy priority. Yet, unlike successful efforts to expand coverage, 
reforms to improve quality are politically difficult.
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8.3.3 The Difficult Politics of Education Quality

Quality of education is a more powerful determinant of economic develop-
ment and inclusive growth than education coverage or spending (Hanushek 
and Woessmann 2007; Hanushek 2009). However, the politics of access are 
much easier than those of quality. Access reforms produce many winners 
and few losers. Parents benefit from closer schools, teachers get jobs, and 
unions gain new members and increased political clout (Corrales 1999; 
Grindle 2004; Stein et al. 2006, chap. 10; Bruns, Macdonald, and Schneider 
2019). Crucially, the effects of access reforms are immediate and visible and 
thus easily attributable to the government in office. The main challenge, 
which Latin America has so far been able to overcome (Busso et al. 2017, 
59), is paying for the expansion.

Figure 8- 2. PISA Score (Average of Reading, Math and Science) and Income per 
Capita (2015)
Sources: OECD (2016) and World Bank (2018).
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Quality reforms, on the other hand, are the definition of contentious 
politics. Reforms demanding better performance and greater accountabil-
ity from teachers directly threaten entrenched vested interests. Teachers are 
generally organized into powerful labor unions capable of challenging gov-
ernment reforms in the streets, sometimes violently. Yet given their 
weight— in 2012 teachers represented 4% of the region’s workforce and 20% 
of its technical and professional workers (Bruns and Luque 2015, 1)— unions 
often do not even need to engage in collective action to co- opt or veto 
threatening reforms. Some unions are closely linked to particular political 
parties, while others, most notably Mexico’s National Union of Education 
Workers, “rent” their members’ votes to the parties that will most benefit 
members (Murillo 1999; Chambers- Ju 2020).

The political benefits for reformist politicians are highly uncertain. The 
costs of reform are front- loaded. Reformers can expect difficult, drawn- out 
negotiations with unions that may culminate in disruptive, long- term 
strikes. By keeping children out of school, protests and strikes can paralyze 
an entire country, placing tremendous pressure on governments to water 
down or even abandon reforms. The benefits, however, are back- loaded. 
Improvements in student learning and employability occur over the long 
term and are thus unlikely to be attributed to the politicians that expended 
political capital to make them happen (Nelson 2007; Bruns, Macdonald, 
and Schneider 2019).

Nor can reformers expect much help from civil society. Whereas unions 
have an incentive to do everything in their power to stop reforms they 
oppose, supporters seldom constitute a countervailing coalition (Stein et al. 
2005, chap. 10). As a case in point, “parents’ organizations, business groups, 
or pro- education civic alliances were conspicuously absent” from the cases 
analyzed in Grindle’s (2004, 198) seminal review of education reforms in 
the region during the 1990s. Building proreform coalitions is made all the 
more difficult by the high and growing share of students— one in five in 
2013 (Elacqua, Iribarren, and Santos 2018, 8)— enrolled in private educa-
tion, itself a consequence of low education quality. The growing exodus of 
middle- class families weakens a crucial source of pressure to improve pub-
lic schools.

Furthermore, there are no internationally proven and easy to emulate 
blueprints for improving quality comparable to CCTs for increasing atten-
dance and enrollment. The lack of certainty over “what works” makes 
reforms harder to sell to the public (Nelson 2007). Implementation is 
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opaque. Reform success is ultimately determined by teachers in classrooms 
across the country, a world away from education ministries in capital cities. 
Student learning and teacher performance are difficult to measure. And, 
therefore, “it is difficult to reward teachers who effectively implement 
reforms and to sanction those who resist” (Bruns, Macdonald, and Schnei-
der 2019, 28).

Finally, given the long- term nature of reforms, there is always a possibil-
ity that the next government will water down or even roll back hard- fought 
reforms to win over the unions. This is precisely what happened in Rio de 
Janeiro, Brazil during the 2000s (Bruns, Macdonald, and Schneider 2019, 
29) and, more recently in AMLO’s Mexico (Economist 2019).

8.4 The Future of CCTs

Despite their shortcomings, CCTs have marked a revolution in social policy 
that has changed the lives of tens of millions of Latin Americans for the bet-
ter. Today there exists a broad consensus across the ideological spectrum in 
favor of CCTs. But it was not always that way. The great irony is that, through 
seemingly neoliberal social policies that they originally opposed, left- wing 
presidents moved further toward their goal of constructing social democ-
racy, defined as near- universal, rights- based social policies accessible inde-
pendently of labor status, than they ever could have through the region’s 
traditional social policies. Kicking and screaming, the left learned to love 
CCTs and later used them as a jumping off point for moving, albeit mod-
estly, in the direction of achieving its ultimate goal of emancipating labor 
from the market.

The left’s reluctant acceptance and subsequent transformation of CCTs 
constitutes an example of policy learning. Brazil’s left overcame a malady 
that has consistently plagued policymaking in Latin America, what 
Hirschman (1981, 155) called fracasomania: “the insistence on the part of 
each new set of policymakers to decry as utter failure everything that had 
been done before; consequently . . . one had to start from scratch over and 
over again.” In line with fracasomania, the first instinct of Lula and other 
left- leaning leaders was to reject the social policies they inherited from 
market reformers and start anew. The facts on the ground forced Lula to 
reconsider and place a bet on CCTs. Lula and later Rousseff tweaked the 
design of the CCTs they inherited to better achieve their programmatic 
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goals. Bolsa Família then served as an example that influenced other left- 
wing leaders who enacted their own basic income CCTs.

What AMLO has done to Progresa/Oportunidades is therefore deeply 
troubling. In a textbook case of fracasomania, rather than, as Lula did, adapt 
the successful program he inherited to better match his programmatic pref-
erences, AMLO opted to completely dismantle it. With little warning or 
justification and counter to campaign promises, he replaced a tried and 
tested, albeit imperfect, program with a series of opaque and improvised 
programs. He also discarded painstakingly compiled social registries that 
contained valuable information on the Mexican population’s needs, opting 
instead to rely on the results of the unsystematic and seemingly politicized 
“Well- Being Census.”

The clientelistic turn that Progresa/Oportunidades and Bolsa Família 
have taken under populist presidents threatens to undo the quiet revolution 
Latin American social policy has undergone over the past two decades. 
Those pioneering programs marked pathbreaking developments in the 
social policies of their respective counties and of Latin America as a whole. 
Despite their differing designs and counter to the many attacks AMLO and 
Bolsonaro hurled at them over the years, the two programs stood out for 
having clear eligibility criteria and transparent rules that in turn limited 
governments’ ability to manipulate them for political gain (De La O 2015). 
Bolsonaro’s seeming use of Bolsa Família to reward politically supportive 
regions and punish the PT- backing Northeast represents a major step back-
ward in the region’s much- heralded shift away from the bad old days of 
clientelism and discretionary spending toward a new era of programmatic 
policies and rules- based entitlements. AMLO’s so- called census sent a clear 
message that cash transfers would, from now on, be benefits bestowed upon 
the population by the president, not an entitlement provided by the Mexi-
can state.

As this book has shown, the story of CCTs is one of diffusion from Mex-
ico and Brazil to the rest of the region. It is therefore deeply worrying that 
the gold standards in both human capital and basic income CCTs are in 
danger of degenerating into two more in the long line of clientelistic anti- 
poverty initiatives that used to come and go with each new presidential 
administration. Hopefully, the concerning actions discussed above will be 
mere blips in the history of CCTs.

Although Mexico’s recent experience is a reminder that the temptation 
of fracasomania persists, one can hope that, rather than seeking to reinvent 
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the wheel for the sake of having a program to call their own, current and 
future governments, regardless of ideology, will follow the Brazilian left’s 
example in continuing to build and improve upon successful programs they 
inherit. Ideally, governments will also prove willing to build the political 
and social coalitions and expend the political capital necessary to enact 
urgently needed reforms to improve education quality. Only then will CCTs 
and, more importantly, the region’s low- income students have a real chance 
of achieving their full potential.
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notes

Chapter 1

 1. Technically, Bangladesh launched a nationwide CCT— Female Secondary 
School Stipend Project— in 1994, but this program covered only girls of secondary 
school age (Schurmann 2009). In late 1996, Brazil launched its first federal CCT, 
Programa de Erradicação do Trabalho Infantil (Program for Eradication of Child 
Labor, PETI), but it only targeted areas where children were most at risk of working 
in dangerous activities (see chapter 3). Throughout this book, the Mexican CCT 
will be referred to as Progresa/Oportunidades. The name Progresa was an acronym 
for Programa de Educación, Salud y Alimentación (Education, Health and Nutri-
tion Program). It was renamed to Oportunidades in 2002 following a change in 
ruling party. It was renamed yet again, this time to Prospera (To Prosper) in 2012 
following another change in the party in government. Despite the name changes, 
the program remained largely unchanged until it was replaced with unconditional 
transfers by left- wing President Andrés Manuel López- Obrador (2018– present) in 
early 2019 (see chapter 8).
 2. This listing excludes in- kind transfers conditional on school attendance, 
unconditional cash transfer programs, and cash transfer programs conditional on 
actions other than school enrollment. Including the latter two, there are cash trans-
fer programs in approximately 70 countries.
 3. For a dissenting view on industrialized countries, see Korpi and Palme 
(2003) and Allan and Scruggs (2004).
 4. This occurs because contributory programs are seldom financially self- 
sufficient. They are partly funded through taxes, which everyone, including the 
poor and informal- sector workers, pay. This regressiveness is compounded by the 
region’s heavy reliance on consumption taxes, which disproportionately hurt the 
poor, who consume most (if not all) of their incomes, and the relative underdevel-
opment of income and property taxes, which fall primarily on the rich.
 5. Diego Sanches Corrêa challenges this widely held view, arguing that, 
although it makes sense for CCT beneficiaries to reward incumbents, nonbeneficia-
ries, who pay for these programs but receive nothing in return, should be expected 
to punish incumbents. Thus, the effect of CCTs on support for incumbents should 
be indeterminate. At the macro level, Corrêa (2015) finds that CCT coverage does 
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not affect the extent to which an incumbent overperforms in a given election rela-
tive to the prior election’s incumbent. At the individual level, Corrêa and Cheibub 
(2016) find nonbeneficiaries become more likely to vote against incumbents, even 
if they had previously supported said incumbent. For another dissenting view on 
the political effects of CCTs, see Bohn (2011).
 6. During Mexico’s 2006 elections, Felipe Calderón (2006– 12) of the incum-
bent right- wing National Action Party (PAN) defeated Andrés Manuel López 
Obrador of the left- wing Democratic Revolution Party (PRD) by 243,000 votes or 
0.6% of votes cast. Although the outgoing PAN administration of Vicente Fox 
(2000– 2006) did not launch the CCT, it did expand it to urban areas. During the 
second round of Brazil’s 2014 elections, President Dilma Rousseff (2011– 16) 
defeated Aécio Neves of the centrist Brazilian Social Democracy Party (PSDB) by 
3.5 million votes or 3.28% of votes cast.
 7. Violeta Barrios de Chamorro (1990– 97), a center- right politician from the 
14- party National Opposition Union (UNO) coalition defeated sitting president 
Daniel Ortega (1985– 90; 2007– present) of the left- wing Sandinista Front for 
National Liberation by 14 percentage points (54.74% to 40.82%) or nearly 200,000 
votes. Ortega originally came to power “via bullets” in 1979 as part of an insurgent 
movement that unseated the long- standing Somoza dynasty.
 8. Turning the argument on its head, Remmer (2012) attributes the left’s rise to 
improving external economic conditions, which relaxed the constraints on policy 
choice, enhanced the credibility of anti- status- quo politicians and created opportu-
nities for redistributive policies. At the macro level, she finds that the odds of elect-
ing a leftist- populist president increased alongside improvements in the terms of 
trade. At the individual level, support for leftist- populist presidents was positively 
associated with satisfaction with the state of the economy. Relatedly, Murillo, Olive-
ros, and Vaishnav (2011) find that a reduction in economic constraints, namely a 
larger current account surplus and the absence of an agreement with the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund, increases the likelihood that a president will move to the left.
 9. There has been considerable debate over to how to categorize the govern-
ments of the left turn. Castañeda (2006) divides the left into social democratic and 
populist variants. Given the normative implications of this typology (i.e., the claim 
that there is a “good” and a “bad” left), Weyland (2010) opts for moderate and con-
testatory, respectively. Levitsky and Roberts (2011) categorize the left in terms of 
level of institutionalization (established party versus new political movement) and 
locus of political authority (dispersed versus concentrated). Scholars have also 
sought to explain why the left became radicalized in some countries but moderated 
in others. Explanations proposed include access to natural resource rents (Weyland 
2009), degree of party system institutionalization (Flores- Macias 2010), whether 
traditional left- leaning or labor- backed parties were responsible for implementing 
market reforms (Madrid 2010), and extent of electoral mandate (Biglaiser 2016), 
among others.
 10. There has been considerable debate over how to classify Argentina’s Néstor 
Kirchner (2003– 7) and his wife and successor Cristina Fernández de Kirchner 
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(2007– 15). Castañeda’s (2006) influential typology classified Néstor as part of the 
populist left. Later typologies tended to place the Kirchners somewhere between 
the two poles (Madrid, Hunter, and Weyland 2010, 143; Flores- Macias 2012, 32). 
This book follows the Dataset on Political Ideology of Presidents and Parties in 
Latin America (Murillo, Olivero, and Vaishnav 2010) in labeling them center- left.
 11. Huber and Stephens (2012) find no effect of left political strength (an index 
measuring strength at both the presidential and legislative levels) on social spend-
ing during 1970– 2007. McLeod and Lustig (2011) do find a positive effect for the 
years 1988– 2008.
 12. The differences between the two lefts are much clearer with regard to their 
effects on quality and even survival of democracy with Weyland (2013, 19) going so 
far as describe the radical left as the first “sustained, coordinated threat” to demo-
cratic consolidation in the region in decades. This is surprising given that the right 
(with military backing) has been responsible for the vast majority of democratic 
breakdowns in the region. The most notable case of democratic decay under the 
radical left has been Venezuela, where, over the course of the presidencies of Chávez 
and his anointed successor Nicolás Maduro (2013– present), democracy was gradu-
ally undermined from within to the point of collapse. More modest declines in 
democratic quality occurred in Bolivia and Ecuador. The latter’s democracy has 
since registered significant improvements under Lenin Moreno (2017– 2021), Cor-
rea’s handpicked successor. Originally seen merely as a placeholder for Correa, 
Moreno has worked to depoliticize the justice system and enacted a constitutional 
reform that dashed his mentor’s hopes of returning to power and achieving perma-
nent reelection (Torre 2018).
 13. Scores are based on Coppedge (1997) and its extensions, including Huber, 
Mustillo, and Stephens (2008), Murillo and Martinez- Gallardo (2007), and Weise-
homeier and Benoit (2007), as well as consultations with country experts.

Chapter 2

 1. For an analysis of the determinants of adoption of non-contributory pen-
sions in Latin America, see Carnes and Mares (2014).
 2. De La O (2015, chap. 4) finds that countries with divided governments are 
more likely to enact CCTs with rules that limit administrative discretion over the 
selection of beneficiaries and that possess rigorous program evaluations.
 3. Focusing on program design, Garay (2016) finds that Argentina and Brazil, 
both of which exhibited high levels of social mobilization, adopted income support 
programs (a broader category that includes CCTs as well as non-contributory pen-
sions) that target a broader population and feature more generous benefit levels and 
greater citizen participation than those in Mexico and Chile, which had compara-
tively lower levels of civil society mobilization.
 4. De La O (2015, 67) acknowledges that the idea of transferring money to poor 
households was spread through diffusion but argues that a program’s design 
depended on domestic factors. This book shares this view.
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 5. Decades before, International Labour Organization– inspired social security 
reforms diffused across the region (Collier and Messick 1975).
 6. Osorio Gonnet (2018) provides a comprehensive listing of conferences, sem-
inars, and workshops held in Latin America during this period. In addition to the 
aforementioned institutions, these types of events were also sponsored by the 
United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean 
(CEPAL), the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), and the United Nations 
Development Programme (UNDP).
 7. For example, that Cuba remained a dictatorship does not negate the exis-
tence of a diffusionary wave of democratization across Latin America during the 
1980s (Gleditsch and Ward 2008; Mainwaring and Pérez- Liñán 2013). Nor does 
Brazil’s failure to emulate Chile’s private pension system (Mesa- Lago 2008, 29) dis-
credit research defining as diffusion the model’s adoption across Latin America and 
Eastern Europe (Brooks 2009; Madrid 2003; Weyland 2006).
 8. The dataset covers only the years 1976– 2008. Coding for the years 2009– 15 
was conducted based on prior dataset entries as well as news reports by Reuters and 
Latin America Weekly Report.
 9. No distinction is made between whether a peer is also a contiguous neigh-
bor. Given that the drivers behind diffusion are the presence of shared political, 
economic, and cultural ties, and constant interaction, Latin American countries 
should be as likely to emulate noncontiguous peers as geographic neighbors.
 10. Measured in 2005 dollars at purchasing power parity. Few Latin American 
countries publish internationally comparable poverty data on a yearly basis. As a 
result, and given that poverty levels and income distribution change little over a 
given year, missing observations were estimated using linear interpolation in order 
to make the data compatible with the time- series, cross- sectional research design.
 11. Banks (2011) defines demonstrations as “any peaceful public gathering of at 
least 100 people for the primary purpose of displaying or voicing their opposition 
to government policies or authority, excluding demonstrations of a distinctly anti- 
foreign nature.” Riots are defined as “any violent demonstration or clash of more 
than 100 citizens involving the use of physical force.”
 12. There is growing evidence pointing to reduced crime as an unintended ben-
efit of CCTs. Higher CCT coverage at the neighborhood and state level is, respec-
tively, associated with less crime in São Paulo, Brazil (Chioda, De Mello, and Soares 
2016) and lower homicide rates across Brazilian and Mexican states (Lance 2014). 
Similarly, Camacho and Mejía (2013) find that thefts in Bogotá, Colombia declined 
during the days following CCT payments.
 13. Following Carter and Signorino (2010), time dependence is modeled though 
a cubic polynomial approximation, that is, variables accounting for time (t), time 
squared (t2), and time cubed (t3). Failure to account for temporal dependence in 
this manner would likely produce overly optimistic assessments of statistical sig-
nificance and incorrect standard errors. Robust (Huber- White) errors with cluster-
ing by country are estimated to account for likely heteroskedasticity.
 14. Models including poverty rate and Gini coefficient as well as years of school-
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ing and child labor tested positive for multicollinearity. As a result, the decision was 
made to include only one from each pair of variables in the models.
 15. The time variables do not exactly match calendar years. The time variables 
for Costa Rica and Nicaragua restart on the years following the elimination of their 
CCTs. In all other cases year 1 is 1995, year 2 is 1996, and so on.
 16. Given the reduced sample size it was necessary to remove one control vari-
able. Thus, the model eliminated consumption taxes. Excluding other variables has 
no substantive effect on the variables of interest.
 17. In fact, the World Bank, which was negotiating with Mexico at the time 
(Levy and Rodríguez 2004, 257), protested being excluded from the program’s 
development and funding (Dion 2010, 204).
 18. Sánchez de Lozada resigned in the aftermath of the Gas War, violent protests 
over potential natural gas exports via Chile’s ports that resulted in an estimated 59 
deaths. Upon resigning, Sánchez went into exile in the United States. The Morales 
government unsuccessfully sought his extradition.

Chapter 3

 1. Lula shares this title with President Getúlio Vargas (1930– 45 and 1951– 54) 
(Hunter 2014).
 2. The PT’s control of the presidency ended in 2016 following Rousseff ’s 
impeachment. Rousseff was removed for manipulating budget numbers in the con-
text of a severe economic crisis and the massive Lava Jato (car wash) corruption 
scandal. Rousseff has not been directly implicated in the scandal. Much has been 
written on Bolsa Família’s political effects, particularly in relation to the 2006 elec-
tions. See also Soares and Terron (2008); Licio, Rennó, and de O; (2009); Canêdo- 
Pinheiro (2015). For a dissenting view, see Bohn (2011). For a response to Bohn, see 
Zucco and Power (2013). The general consensus is that beneficiaries rewarded 
presidential candidates from the incumbent party, but are less willing to reward the 
incumbent party’s legislative candidates.
 3. One such expert was Cristovam Buarque, whose nonprofit Missão Criança 
helped design Ecuador’s Bono Solidario based on Brasilia’s CCT (see chapter 6).
 4. During the 1970s, Brazil’s military government enacted the pioneering 
Renda Mensal Vitalicia (Lifetime Monthly Income), the region’s first non-contribu-
tory pension, which benefited the rural elderly poor and the disabled. While ahead 
of its time, the program’s small size and meager benefits prevented it from obtaining 
much international recognition. The program was expanded in the aftermath of the 
1988 constitution and renamed Benefício de Prestação Continuada (Continuous 
Cash Benefit). For more information, see Rocha (2013, chap. 1).
 5. Itamar Franco (1992– 94) replaced Collor, who was impeached on corrup-
tion charges in December 1992.
 6. For a critical take on the spread of subnational CCTs, see Rocha (2013, chap. 
2).
 7. Political competition may have also prompted PT mayors to adopt CCTs. 
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Coêlho (2012b) and Melo (2007) find that the intensity of interparty political com-
petition within a municipality was a key determinant of adoption. Sugiyama (2008), 
however, finds no support for this claim.
 8. The first generation of PT mayors, elected in 1988, remained loyal to party 
orthodoxy. Of the 36 mayors elected that year, one- third left office before their 
terms ended. Of the remaining 24 municipalities, only 12 elected a PT mayor in 
1992 (see Couto 2003; Macaulay and Burton 2003).
 9. To avoid a runoff election, a mayoral candidate must win at least 50% of the 
vote.
 10. PGRM was scheduled to begin in 1998 but implementation was postponed 
until 1999 as a result of the gubernatorial and presidential elections and pressure 
from mayors from communities excluded from the program (Coêlho 2012a, 69).
 11. Magalhães Teixeira died of liver cancer in September 1996.
 12. Buarque did criticize the program for starting off too big and launching 
before conditionality enforcement had been perfected. He criticized the fact that 
school attendance under Bolsa Escola Federal was verified quarterly rather than 
monthly (as in Brasilia’s program) (O Estado de S. Paulo 2001c).
 13. In fact, in 1996, prior to the launch of Mexico’s CCT, the Mexican govern-
ment sent a delegation to Brazil to learn from several municipal Bolsa Escola pro-
grams (Lindert et al. 2007, 12).
 14. Despite receiving an electoral boost from the new CCTs (Zucco 2013), Serra 
lost the October 2002 runoff by more than 20 percentage points.
 15. The government asked supermarket chains and large multinationals includ-
ing Ford and Unilever to contribute to Fome Zero’s corporate social responsibility 
component (Hall 2006, 695; 2008, 804).
 16. The Citizenship Institute was renamed the Lula Institute in 2011.
 17. Graziano initially announced that Cartão beneficiaries would be required to 
submit receipts to the government proving benefits were spent on food (Rocha 
2013, 89– 90; Ansell 2014, 33– 34). Given the enormous amount of work this would 
have entailed, the requirement was never implemented.
 18. Buarque was fired over the phone while vacationing in Portugal (Folha de S. 
Paulo 2004a). He left the PT and unsuccessfully challenged Lula during the 2006 
elections, winning less than 3% of the vote.
 19. Beyond Bolsa Escola Federal and Bolsa Alimentação, the Cardoso adminis-
tration also operated Bolsa Renda, which provided temporary assistance to drought 
victims, and Auxilio Gas, which provided subsidized cooking gas.
 20. Prominent PT economists derided the proposal. Guido Mantega, who went 
on to serve as finance minister, called it agenda fajuta (fake or low- quality agenda). 
Social policy advisor Maria da Conceição Tavares blasted the proposal for its 
endorsement of social policy targeting and emphasis on fiscal responsibility (Patú 
2013).
 21. See also YouTube JSerra2010 (2010).
 22. Palocci was accused within the PT of being a “neoliberal” (Newsweek Staff 
2005; Guimarães 2015).
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 23. Graziano was reduced to a presidential advisor before being tapped to head 
the Latin America and Caribbean office of the United Nations Food and Agricul-
tural Association in 2006. He was named head of the agency in 2011.
 24. More than a CCT, Brasil sem Miséria aimed to serve as an umbrella social 
investment strategy for the eradication of extreme poverty. At its core, it sought to 
connect beneficiaries with a wide range of government- provided services that 
would allow them to overcome extreme poverty (see Fenwick 2017).
 25. On January 8, 2004, one day before signing Bolsa Família into law (no. 
10,836), Lula also signed into law a heavily modified version of Suplicy’s basic 
income proposal (no. 10,835). The law called for the gradual implementation of a 
universal basic income “at the discretion of the Executive branch, giving priority to 
the neediest segments of the population” while “taking into consideration the coun-
try’s level of development and budget possibilities.” While on the books, this law has 
not been implemented (Britto and Soares 2011; Lavinas 2013b).
 26. Conditionality enforcement was also complicated by teachers’ reluctance to 
report noncompliance for fear that families would lose their benefits (Bastagli 2008, 
144; Pereira 2015, 1689).
 27. Coronelismo (rule by colonels) is a Brazilian term describing patron- client 
relationships in the countryside. A coronel is a local elite who, in exchange for polit-
ical obedience, uses his economic resources for the benefit of the common people 
in his area.
 28. Focus groups in Northeast Brazil carried out by Hunter and Sugiyama (2014, 
835) support this finding.
 29. The informal- sector jobs available to the poor tend to be precarious and 
intermittent. A job may allow a family to escape poverty and thus leave Bolsa Famí-
lia. The precariousness of these types of jobs, however, creates the possibility that 
such a family could find itself without a job or transfer income.

Chapter 4

 1. This is not to say that Bolsa Escola Federal was directly influenced by Mexi-
co’s CCT. Officials in the Cardoso administration claim not to have been influenced 
by Mexico’s program and the subsequent diffusion of its approach to CCTs to other 
countries in the region (Sugiyama 2012a, 42). Overall, there is little evidence of 
“cross- fertilization” among Brazil’s and Mexico’s first CCT experiences (Morais 
2017, 10).
 2. Approaching CCT design from a different perspective, De La O (2015, 8) 
stresses the similarities between both programs, most notably the fact that they 
both have clear operational rules designed to prevent executives from manipulating 
them for political gain.
 3. Giving birth at a younger age is associated with higher infant mortality, 
which is, in turn, associated with higher birth rates.
 4. Zedillo, Levy, and Gómez de León met in the 1970s while working for the 
Bank of Mexico’s research department (Lustig 2014, 113). The Finance Ministry’s 
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Evelyne Rodríguez and CONAPO’s Daniel Hernández, who succeeded Gómez de 
León as Progresa’s national coordinator, were also crucial to the program’s develop-
ment (Berhman 2010, 1474). Technically, Niños en Solidaridad (Children in Soli-
darity), part of PRONASOL, was the first Mexican program to award families ben-
efits conditional on school attendance. However, the program was small and did 
not select beneficiaries using objective criteria (Garay 2016, 233– 34).
 5. The pilot was called Nutrition, Health and Education Program (PASE). The 
states covered were Chiapas, Guanajuato, Guerrero, Hidalgo, México, Michoacán, 
Oaxaca, Puebla, and Veracruz (Cortés and Rubalcava 2012, 38).
 6. Critics referred to this as the pobremático, a play on the words pobre (poor) 
and cajero automático (automatic teller machine).
 7. Equally important was fear of political backlash from CCT beneficiaries. 
Shortly after the election, Carlos Flores, social policy coordinator for Fox, noted 
that “we can’t take the benefit away from 2 million 300 thousand families on Decem-
ber first (inauguration day)” (Herrera 2000).
 8. As noted in the previous chapter, while a law establishing said right was 
enacted in 2004, it was never executed and there are no plans to do so.
 9. Proponents of UBI disagree on whether children should be included. Pro-
posals restricted to adults tend to be complemented with child- benefit schemes 
(Van Parijs and Vanderborght 2017, 9).
 10. Focus group research on Bolsa Família beneficiaries finds the opposite. Ben-
eficiaries report the program fosters a sense of belonging and efficacy (Hunter and 
Sugiyama 2014).
 11. This amounts to monthly stipends of $1,163 in the United States or $180 in 
Brazil.
 12. It should be noted that the Alaska Permanent Fund, the longest- running 
example of a fully functioning UBI, was enacted by Jay Hammond, a Republican 
governor. The program has in recent years transferred about $2,000 a year on aver-
age to each of Alaska’s 650,000 residents. The policy has reduced poverty and 
inequality (Goldsmith 2002) without affecting employment (Jones and Marinescu 
2018). It is worth noting, however, that transfers are funded by the state’s oil wealth 
rather than by taxation.
 13. Ironically, McGovern’s plan was not dramatically different from Nixon’s 
unsuccessful negative income tax proposal. While universal, Nixon’s proposal had 
a work requirement (Van Parijs and Vanderborght 2017, 90– 93; Heller 2018).
 14. Van der Veen and Van Parijs (2006) respond to this argument by noting that 
UBI offers a means of getting to communism (i.e., “for each according to his abili-
ties, to each according to his needs”) while skipping socialism (i.e., “to each accord-
ing to his labor”).
 15. This view was not shared by Friedrich Hayek, the father of neoliberalism. 
Hayek argued that “the security of a minimum income” for all constitutes “an indis-
pensable condition of real liberty” (cited in Van Parijs and Vanderborght 2017, 86).
 16. Under this logic, requiring beneficiary mothers to attend classes that they 
otherwise would not attend, as required by Progresa/Oportunidades, could be stig-
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matizing and therefore illegitimate. Not all CCTs have these components and those 
that do could eliminate them or make them voluntary (Pérez- Muñoz 2017, 456).
 17. Lo Vuolo (2013b, 261– 62) disagrees, arguing that the success of CCTs has 
further increased the legitimacy of targeted and conditional programs.
 18. Chile followed its own path. Chile Solidario, the country’s flagship anti- 
poverty program until 2012, was a comprehensive social assistance program with a 
CCT component. It has not been emulated.
 19. Robertson et al. (2013) find that, while positive, the difference in attendance 
between conditional and unconditional transfers among 6– 12 year olds is small. 
The difference among 13– 17 year olds is much larger.
 20. Both papers also find that the burden of conditionality makes wealthier ben-
eficiaries more likely to drop out of the program.
 21. Measured in 2005 dollars at purchasing power parity as estimated by SED-
LAC (2018).
 22. Students receive stipends in five bimonthly installments between September 
and June. Nutritional stipends are paid year- round.
 23. Benefits for first and second graders are only available to students from com-
munities with fewer than 2,500 inhabitants.

Chapter 5

 1. Estimated in 2005 dollars at purchasing power parity as estimated by SED-
LAC (2018).
 2. These rough averages consider the years prior to the enactment of CCTs, 
which are counted as having a coverage rate of 0%. Brazil enacted a national- level 
CCT later than Mexico (2001 compared to 1997). As a result, average coverage in 
Brazil during the period is similar to that of Mexico even though Brazil surpassed 
Mexico during the final years of the period of study.
 3. The dataset only covers the years 1976– 2008. Coding for the years 2009– 15 
was conducted based on prior dataset entries as well as news reports by Reuters and 
Latin America Weekly Report.
 4. Measured in 2005 dollars at purchasing power parity. Few Latin American 
countries publish internationally comparable poverty data on a yearly basis. As a 
result, and given that poverty levels and income distribution change little over a 
given year, missing observations were estimated using linear interpolation in order 
to make the data compatible with the time- series, cross- sectional research design.
 5. Developed by Beck et al. (2001), the index considers both the existence of 
divided control of legislative chamber(s) and the number of veto players. A case 
receives the index’s maximum score (7) when the executive is competitively elected, 
if the opposition controls the legislature(s), and when the number of parties allied 
with the president’s party have an ideological orientation closer to that of the main 
opposition party (see Cruz et al. 2016, 20– 21; De La O 2015, 59).
 6. Banks (2011) defines demonstrations as “any peaceful public gathering of at 
least 100 people for the primary purpose of displaying or voicing their opposition 
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to government policies or authority, excluding demonstrations of a distinctly anti- 
foreign nature.” Riots are defined as “any violent demonstration or clash of more 
than 100 citizens involving the use of physical force.”
 7. Models including poverty rate and Gini coefficient as well as years of school-
ing and child labor tested positive for multicollinearity. As a result, the decision was 
made to only include one from each pair of variables in the models.
 8. Bolsa Família started in October 2003. Assuming it would take some time for 
the program to catch the attention of policymakers in other countries, the analysis 
looks at programs that were adopted in 2005 or later. This excludes Argentina’s 
short- lived Plan Familias, which was adopted in 2004 (see chapter 7).

Chapter 6

 1. Granted, it is possible that, upon learning about another country’s social 
policies, civil society groups could mobilize to bring about diffusion. However, 
there is no evidence of this happening in Latin America with regard to CCTs.
 2. Morais (2017, 151) was told that Bolsa Família, with its decentralized opera-
tion and reliance on self- reported incomes, was “‘so Brazilian’ that it was difficult to 
export.” This claim is questionable given that Brazil’s basic income model proved 
quite popular first among Latin American countries governed by the left and later 
among development aid agencies, which exported it to Africa.
 3. Although the administration of Ernesto Zedillo (1994– 2000) purposefully 
chose not seek financial support from IFIs during Progresa’s early years (Dion 2010, 
204; Levy and Rodríguez 2004, 257), the government of Vicente Fox (2000– 2006) 
obtained a $1 billion loan from the IDB in 2002 to modernize the program and 
expand it to urban areas. This was the largest poverty loan awarded by the bank at 
the time (Levy 2006, 114).
 4. The IDB also funded PRAF- 1, which began in 1990. This was a food stamp 
program (not a cash transfer program) conditional on education. While more effec-
tive than direct food aid, the program was criticized for arbitrary and politically 
motivated targeting (Moore 2010, 106).
 5. Citing Laura Rawlings, a social protection expert at the World Bank.
 6. In Brazil, officials studied Brasilia’s Bolsa Escola CCT, which was more 
focused on human capital than poverty reduction (see chapter 3).
 7. Adoption of Beca Escolar faced two major setbacks. First, President Mahuad 
was forced to resign in January 2000 amid large- scale protests by indigenous groups 
and a subsequent military revolt. Second, the World Bank and IDB ultimately 
decided not to fund the program (Lana and Evans 2004, 205). Those institutions 
were later active in funding and shaping the transformation into Bono de Desar-
rollo Humano in 2003. By then Ecuador’s economic situation had improved. This 
made it possible for the government to push back against some IFI suggestions, 
particularly with regard to conditionality enforcement (Osorio Gonnet 2018). It is 
also worth noting that, in line with this book’s broader argument, the program 
underwent a dramatic increase in coverage and stipend generosity during the gov-
ernment of left- wing President Rafael Correa (2007– 17).
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 8. Having spent 477 days or 16% of his eight years in power abroad and having 
visited 84 countries, Lula holds the distinction of being the Brazilian president who 
spent the most time abroad (Damé 2010).
 9. In 2009, President Barak Obama (2009– 17) jokingly called Lula “the most 
popular politician on earth” (Newsweek 2009).
 10. Those countries were Ghana, Guinea- Bissau, Mozambique, Nigeria, South 
Africa, and Zambia. While Ghana’s Livelihood Empowerment Against Poverty 
(LEAP) is conditional on paper, conditions were not enforced in practice (de Groot 
2015).
 11. Other participants include the International Policy Centre for Inclusive 
Growth of the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and Brazil’s 
Institute for Applied Economic Research.
 12. Argentina adopted a short- lived, small- scale CCT, Programa Familias (Fam-
ilies Program), in 2004. Although that program will be discussed, the focus of this 
chapter will be the much larger AUH, which replaced it in 2009.
 13. Selecting cases knowing their outcomes in advance— a centrist government 
adopted a human capital CCT and left- wing governments adopted basic income 
CCTs— does not bias the results of the case studies. The purpose of the case studies 
is not to demonstrate that government ideology affects CCT design— that point was 
demonstrated in chapter 5— but rather to trace the mechanisms linking presiden-
tial ideology with CCT design choices.
 14. Coverage was extended to grades six in 2007, eight in 2008, nine in 2012, 10 
in 2013, and 12 in 2014.
 15. The author personally observed the system at work (May 2013 in San José, 
Costa Rica).

Chapter 7

 1. CCTs are enshrined in law in only five countries in the region— Argentina, 
Brazil, Chile, Costa Rica, and Uruguay. Argentina’s program was enacted via a 
decree that modified existing legislation (Cecchini and Madariaga 2011, 161– 65).
 2. Solís served as planning minister during Arias’s first term. He left Arias’s 
National Liberation Party in protest of the party’s embrace of neoliberalism.
 3. The Social Development and Family Allowance Fund was the region’s first 
social policy fund (Román 2012, 8). Starting with Bolivia in the 1980s (Graham 
1992), most of the region’s countries adopted these programs to ameliorate the 
social costs associated with structural adjustment (Siri 2000).
 4. Budget allocation also helps explain the problems at the secondary level. 
Education spending is biased in favor of primary and tertiary with secondary 
receiving only 22% of the education budget. Both the share of public spending on 
secondary schooling and spending per secondary school student are low relative to 
the country’s economic development (Oviedo et al. 2015, 113).
 5. Costa Rica’s legislature has experienced significant gridlock since the coun-
try’s transition to a multiparty system in 2002. Borges (2014) attributes the paralysis 
to a combination of legislative fragmentation and polarization and the legislature’s 
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preexisting rules of procedure, which allow legislators to easily block bills they 
oppose, even when those bills are supported by supermajorities.
 6. As part of the effort to build this reputation, Zumbado famously spent a 
night in a shantytown in March 2007. His political aspirations were dashed in 
August 2008 after he was forced to resign for allegedly misusing a donation from 
Taiwan’s government (Mata Blanco 2008). Zumbado was found guilty in January 
2014, but ultimately absolved on appeal in May 2015 (Cambronero 2015).
 7. Avancemos was also supposed to award graduating students a bonus that 
could be used for college tuition, language studies, or to start their own business. It 
was never implemented.
 8. The National Scholarship Office provided merit- based scholarships to low- 
income students. However, unlike a CCT, the program had no fixed eligibility crite-
ria and was therefore not an entitlement. Each school had its own council of teach-
ers and parents charged with assigning benefits. This has resulted in pervasive 
accusations of favoritism and nepotism (interview, José Antonio Li). This was one 
of the reasons the National Scholarship Office was folded into IMAS in 2019.
 9. The war pitted Chile against Bolivia and Peru. Chile won the war and with it 
control over significant stretches of resource- rich territory from both countries. 
The war cost Bolivia its Pacific coastline, which, to this day, remains a major source 
of tension between both countries.
 10. Juana Azurduy de Padilla (1780– 1862) was a female fighter during Bolivia’s 
War of Independence, earning the rank of lieutenant colonel. In contrast to BJP, the 
World Bank was involved in BJA’s design. However, Morales went against the bank’s 
advice in making the program universal right off the bat (McGuire 2013, 18– 19). 
The World Bank, which was supposed to cover half of the program’s cost, ultimately 
walked away following disagreements over program evaluations (interview, Ernesto 
Yáñez).
 11. Although the overall achievement gap between boys and girls is small and 
has been declining, this gap is particularly large among children whose parents 
received little to no education (Zambrana 2010, 15)
 12. Declaring the program unsustainable, right- wing president Hugo Banzer 
(1971– 78; 1997– 2001) cancelled it in 1998 only to reinstate it six months later as the 
less- generous Bolivida. Sánchez de Lozada restored it to its previous name and 
value upon regaining the presidency (Müller 2009, 166).
 13. Now that BJP covers every grade, Bono Esperanza focuses on children 
enrolled in kindergarten and disabled students (interview, Pablo Apaza).
 14. Quiroga was Bolivia’s vice- president in 1997 under Banzer. He assumed the 
presidency in August 2001 after Banzer resigned after being diagnosed with lung 
cancer.
 15. The absence of civil society involvement in BJP’s design is surprising given 
the close links between MAS and social movements. Social movements were heav-
ily involved in securing the legislative passage of Renta Dignidad, which is enshrined 
in law (Carnes and Mares 2014; Anria and Niedzwiecki 2016).
 16. BJA is paid out of the Central Bank’s reserves.
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 17. Following Sánchez de Lozada’s resignation, Vice- President Carlos Mesa 
(2003– 5) assumed the presidency. Mesa resigned in June 2005 amid large- scale 
indigenous protests. Supreme Court chief justice Eduardo Rodríguez (2005– 6) 
then assumed the presidency. Morales won the December 2005 elections and was 
sworn in one month later.
 18. BJP prompted an increase in the share of births that were registered with the 
government. In 2005 only 56% of births were registered. By 2008 that figure had 
risen to 87% (Hunter and Brill 2016, 219).
 19. The main problem with this survey is that children who left the school sys-
tem were not interviewed.
 20. Renta Dignidad was further increased in 2017 and 2019. BJP stipends have 
not increased.
 21. For a justification for the Kirchners’ designation as center- left, see note 10, 
chapter 1.
 22. Porteño/a is a colloquial term used to refer to residents of the city of Buenos 
Aires.
 23. High- income families with children receive an income tax deduction. The 
reasons why coverage is not universal are discussed in section 7.2.3.
 24. For detailed analyses of the causes of the crisis, see Mussa (2002) and Blus-
tein (2005).
 25. Alianza was a coalition between the centrist Radical Civic Union, of which 
de la Rúa was a member, and the center- left Solidary Country Front (FREPASO).
 26. De la Rúa resigned on December 22, 2001. Since his vice- president, Carlos 
Alberto Álvarez (1999– 2000), had resigned a year prior, Congress appointed an 
interim president, Adolfo Rodríguez Saá (2001), the Peronist governor of San Luis 
Province. Citing lack of support from within his own party, Rodríguez Saá resigned 
one week later on December 30. Duhalde was appointed on January 2, 2002 after 
the presidents of both the Senate and Chamber of Deputies refused to assume the 
presidency. Duhalde ultimately decided to end his presidency early, causing presi-
dential elections to take place six months ahead of schedule in April 2003.
 27. During 1991– 2002, the Argentine peso was pegged at one- to- one with the 
US dollar. The policy succeeded in taming the country’s hyperinflation, but gradu-
ally eroded the economy’s competitiveness, setting the stage for the country’s 
2001– 2 economic meltdown.
 28. Net enrollment rates measure the share of children enrolled in the appropri-
ate grade for their age. This contrasts with gross enrollment, which is calculated by 
dividing the number of students enrolled in a specific level by the total number of 
children in that age group. It does not account for students who are either too young 
or too old for their proscribed grade and can thus exceed 100% (UIS 2017).
 29. A version of IDH was implemented in 2002 in the aftermath of the economic 
crisis, technically making it Argentina’s first CCT. However, the program was very 
small, covering only about 32,000 people (0.08% of the population) at its peak in 
2004 and operating in just 62 mainly urban and indigenous municipalities (out of 
more than 2,000 total municipalities) (Virginia Tedeschi, coordinator of Plan 
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Familias, interviewed in Van Thienen 2015, 80). IDH’s staff was charged with pro-
viding technical assistance and training to municipalities that were incorporated 
into Familias (Trujillo and Retamozo 2019, 96). During its brief existence, IDH 
came to be informally known as “familias” in some parts of the country, which led 
to its successor formally assuming that name (Virginia Tedeschi, coordinator of 
Plan Familias, interviewed in Van Thienen 2015, 80). Given IDH’s small size and 
limited geographical scope, it is not considered a national- level CCT for the pur-
poses of the quantitative analyses in chapters 2 and 5.
 30. For a detailed account of why Jefes proved so hard to unwind, see Fenwick 
(2016, 136– 37).
 31. In targeting beneficiaries based on employment status rather than income, 
the program continues to reflect the Peronists’ traditional focus on labor 
(Arcidiácono et al. 2012, 171).
 32. De la O (2015, 93– 95) argues that increased legislative oversight explains the 
noticeable reduction in discretion present in AUH relative to Jefes. This chapter’s 
analysis contradicts her claim that legislators influenced the design of CCTs in 
Argentina.
 33. Rolls are purged once a year. Although purges are supposed to take place in 
January, every year the deadline to turn in the paperwork and thus avoid expulsion 
is extended until March or April (Marchionni and Edo 2017, 276).
 34. To obtain the conditional 20%, children six and under must certify that they 
are vaccinated and enrolled in a government public health program, which pro-
vides preventative care for mothers and children. Children 5– 18 must demonstrate 
school enrollment. A major problem with withholding the 20% is that it loses much 
of its value to Argentina’s high inflation (see fig. 7– 4).
 35. The Fernández administration manipulated the country’s inflation data dur-
ing 2007– 15. In 2013, Argentina became the first country to be censured for misre-
porting GDP and prices by the International Monetary Fund (Economist 2016). 
Figure 7– 6 relies on independently compiled data (Cavallo and Bertolotto 2016)
 36. Though this resulted in differentiated stipend amounts, those differences 
were not justified based on the risk of exiting the school system as in the human 
capital CCT model. Rather, they were justified on the grounds of ensuring that all 
Argentine families with children possess the same minimum level of income. 
Accomplishing this requires compensating for differences in cost of living. Argu-
ably, that constitutes an effort to build an income floor.

Chapter 8

 1. After peaking during the second quarter of 2011, commodity prices declined 
slowly before plummeting during the first quarter of 2014. Excluding 2009, when, 
as a result of the global financial crisis, the region’s economy shrank by 2%, Latin 
America grew by 5.2% a year on average from 2004 through 11. Regional growth 
decelerated sharply during 2012– 14 before turning negative during both 2016 and 
2017 (World Bank 2020).
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 2. Bolivia’s Evo Morales did not escape this anti- incumbent backlash. He 
resigned the presidency and fled the country in November 2019 amid widespread 
public protests sparked by allegations of electoral fraud and subsequent pressure 
from the armed forces. Morales returned to the country in November 2020 follow-
ing the election of Luis Arce (2020– present) of his Movement toward Socialism 
party.
 3. Populism is defined as “a thin- centered ideology that considers society to be 
ultimately separated into two homogeneous and antagonistic groups, ‘the pure peo-
ple’ versus ‘the corrupt elite’, and which argues that politics should be an expression 
of the volonté générale (general will) of the people” (Mudde 2004, 543). Under this 
definition, populists can be of the left as well as the right.
 4. Bolsonaro represented the Social Liberal Party during the 2018 presidential 
campaign but left the party in November 2019.
 5. In contrast, poverty had been stable in the other two countries. In 2019, after 
six years of left- wing governments, the share of Costa Ricans living in poverty 
remained largely unchanged while extreme poverty had declined by 10% (INEC 
2019). Although the Mexican economy was slowing when AMLO was running for 
office, poverty had actually been declining (CONEVAL 2020; México, ¿Cómo 
Vamos? 2020).
 6. Own calculations based on Avancemos stipend data and inflation data from 
INEC (2020).
 7. More specifically, Avancemos is to receive at least 8% of the budget of the 
Social Development and Family Allowance Fund, the country’s permanent and 
well- funded social assistance fund.
 8. While the Education Ministry’s scholarships targeted poor children and 
were conditional on enrollment, they were not a CCT. Scholarships were not an 
entitlement guaranteed to particular segments of the population and were instead 
awarded on a case- by- case basis by local scholarship committees. Students were 
required to reapply each year and the number of scholarships offered to each school 
varied from year to year (Villalobos 2016; Rodríguez Chaves 2017).
 9. The bonus amount varied depending on the year.
 10. Macri’s center/center- right Cambiemos (Let’s Change) coalition came in 
first, picking up 61 deputies and 12 senators.
 11. Own calculations based on National Statistics and Census Institute (2020) 
inflation data. Credible government inflation data did not become available until 
December 2016.
 12. Bonus payments were made in March and September 2018 and September 
and October 2019. These payments and the Christmas bonuses are not included in 
purchasing power calculations.
 13. Own calculations based on National Statistics and Census Institute poverty 
data reported by Szafranko (2019).
 14. Under the PT, Bolsa Família was under the purview of the Ministry of Social 
Development (MDS). Under Temer, it moved to a new Ministry of Social and Agri-
cultural Development. Under Bolsonaro, it is under a new Ministry of Citizenship. 
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Terra was Temer’s social and agrarian development minister from May 2016 until 
April 2018, when he stepped down to run for reelection as a legislator representing 
Rio Grande do Sul. He joined the Bolsonaro administration as citizenship minister 
in January 2019 and stepped down in February 2020.
 15. Own calculations based on MC (2020). No data is available on blockages and 
cancellations prior to April 2014. The steady expansion Bolsa Família had been 
undergoing since its launch ended as a result of the 2015– 16 recession. The Rousseff 
administration slowed admissions into the program, resulting in the emergence of 
a waiting list to enter the program. The Temer administration, through Pente Fino, 
expelled enough beneficiaries to clear the waiting list in 2018 (Zylberkan 2020).
 16. Bolsonaro finished first but did not surpass the 50% threshold required to 
avoid a runoff.
 17. Bolsonaro defeated PT’s Fernando Haddad, who had served as Lula’s educa-
tion minister, by a margin of 55.1% to 44.9%. Bolsonaro lost in 11 of the country’s 
26 states, all of them in the Northeast. He lost Maranhão, Piauí, Bahia, and Ceará by 
a 70/30 margin and Rio Grande do Norte, Paraíba, Pernambuco, and Sergipe by a 
60/40 margin.
 18. Own calculations based on MC (2020). This, however, cannot be attributed 
entirely to the right. Purchasing power declined sharply under Rousseff, who, 
despite consumer prices increasing by 9.0% in 2015 alone, did not adjust benefits 
during her final two years.
 19. Own calculations based on MC (2020).
 20. Felipe Calderón of the incumbent center- right National Action Party (PAN) 
defeated AMLO in 2006 by just 243,000 votes, a mere 0.6% of votes cast. AMLO 
claimed fraud and refused to accept the results. Although Oportunidades likely 
swung the election in Calderón’s favor (Diaz- Cayeros, Estevez, and Magaloni 2009), 
there is little evidence of vote buying (Beltrán and Castro Cornejo 2015).
 21. Juárez (1858– 72), Mexico’s first president of indigenous descent, is AMLO’s 
personal hero.
 22. The only report of such claims in the media was published after the program 
closed and is based on testimonials from a promotional video for AMLO’s social 
programs (Enciso L. 2019).
 23. Construyendo has been plagued by anomalies (MCCI 2019).
 24. Relatedly, 2019– 20 was the first school year in two decades in which upper 
secondary enrollment dropped. Castañeda (2020) speculates that some students 
may have dropped out to claim the more generous apprenticeship stipend.
 25. Although the new pension is more than twice as generous as its predecessor, 
its progressivity is questionable. Under President Enrique Peña Nieto (2012– 18), 
non-contributory pensions were extended to all Mexicans over 65 without a con-
tributory pension. To extend the basic pension to those who already had contribu-
tory pensions, AMLO raised the eligibility age for nonindigenous Mexicans with-
out contributory pensions.
 26. Own calculations based on Prospera (2018). The calculations do not include 
the yearly school supplies stipend.
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 27. Moderate and extreme poverty are calculated using national poverty lines.
 28. Net enrollment rates measure the share of children enrolled in the appropri-
ate grade for their age (UIS 2017).
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